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The thesis arises from a belief that more attention needs to be 
given to methods of improving evaluation theory and practice. 
Metaevaluation - or the evaluation of evaluation - would seeem to be a 
potentially significant element in the determination of evaluation quality, 
which is accepted as a major metaevaluation criterion. The study is 
concerned, therefore, with demonstrating the extent of this potential by 
evolving an approach to evaluation based on insights emerging both from 
the research literature and from the situation in which the study is 
conducted. 
This approach, implemented through a case study of a primary 
evaluation which is in turn evaluated, produces a range of conclusions 
and implications of relevance to the betterment of evaluation. The study 
is significant because it is the first formal metaevaluation, in a n 
Australian post-secondary context at least, of an evaluation of a course 
innovation, using the Joint Committee Standards as a basis for 
assessment. As such, the study initiates an approach to metaevaluation, 
and in so doing contributes to knowledge of how metaevaluation relates 
to evaluation in a practical setting. It also derives a number of 
conclusions and implications for the conceptualisation of metaevaluation, 
and suggests directions for further research. 
1 
The review of research indicates the uneven development of 
evaluation theory and practice in recent decades, partly as a result of 
proponents of 'traditional' and 'alternative' paradigms defining or re-
defining their respective positions in reaction to each other. This led to 
the proposition that one's epistemological assumptions in some way 
determined the research method or evaluation techniques available; 
further analysis revealed that one's methodology is not pre-determined in 
this manner, because of the absence of a sustainable - logical or causal - 
link between ideology, paradigm, and method-type. 
Acceptance of this point of view facilitated the adoption of a case 
study approach to the design and implementation of the evaluation and 
metaevaluation which formed the case study element of the overall 
study. Evidence of the need for an exploratory study of the type reported 
on in this thesis, was found in the literature and particularly in requests by 
the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, 
concerning the need for research efforts which would test the validity and 
utility of current metaevaluation standards in field settings. 
In general terms, the problem examined in the study was proposed 
as follows: 
1. What is the contribution of metaevaluation to the improvement 
of evaluation theory and practice? 
2. What is the most appropriate method of facilitating 
this investigation? 
2 
The case study method suggested in the review of literature, and 
suited to the context of the overall research study, employed the 
techniques of questionnaire, interview, and checklisting to gather data. 
The analysis of these data in turn produced insights of relevance to the 
development of metaevaluation procedures, as well as to their role in the 
improvement of evaluation. 
The results of the case study were presented and analysed with 
the outcomes of the formative evaluation being recorded by means of a 
summary of the periodic evaluation reports prepared during the three 
years of the case study. At the end of this 'formative' period, an external 
metaevaluation assessed the impact and validity of the primary 
evaluation, and this was supplemented by an internal metaevaluation 
using a checklist based on the Joint Committee Standards referred to 
above. 
Finally, the results of this analysis were related to the focus 
provided by the literature review and the research design for the study. 
As a result, it was concluded that metaevaluation had demonstrated its 
potential for monitoring and assessing the quality of a particular 
evaluation, and as well, had indicated its contribution to the development 
of evaluation theory and practice. Insofar as this had been established, 
the purpose of the study was achieved. 
3 
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CHAPTER 1 	INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
This first chapter provides the background information necessary for an 
understanding of the overall nature and scope of the research study on which 
the thesis reports. The sub-topics discussed throughout the chapter are as 
follows 
1. Introduction 
2. Identification of Recent Trends in Evaluation 
3. Framework for Metaevaluation 
4. Need for the Study 
5. Purpose of the Study 
6. Significance of the Study 
7. Contribution to Theory and Practice 
8. Definition of Terms 
9. Outline of the Study 
10. Structure of the Thesis 
11. Conclusion 
12. Summary 
1. 	INTRODUCTION 
The last two decades have seen significant trends in the development of 
evaluation and an increasing awareness on the part of theorists and 
practitioners alike of its possibilities as an area of research. During this time a 
considerable amount of discussion and inquiry has centered on alternative 
perceptions of the role and purpose of evaluation, and as a result - Smith 
(1983: 383) suggests - the number of evaluators has grown dramatically, along 
with the resources required to support 'this new form of management aid'. He 
adds that 
the perception of evaluation as the decisionmaker's best 
friend is reflected in the management orientation given to 
most evaluations in education. 
This management emphasis is reflected in definitions and 
conceptualisations of evaluation which highlight its role in guiding decisions at 
various levels in a number of different settings. While the level of debate about 
evaluation has steadily increased - and the literature provides evidence of 
general agreement on the central concerns of evaluation - there has not been 
comparable attention given to its methodology, or to the means by which the 
quality of evaluation is assessed. 
The present study is concerned with this latter aspect, and so is 
undertaken in the context of evaluation, with the primary focus being on 
metaevaluation. The purpose of the case study conducted within the overall 
research study is to demonstrate empirically the extent of the role played by 
metaevaluation in the monitoring and determination of evaluation quality. The 
research literature - for example, Joint Committee on Standards in Educational 
Evaluation (1981) - recommends the use of widely accepted standards as a 
point of reference in the conduct of metaevaluation, and urges the testing of 
these standards in circumstances different from those in which they were 
developed. 
The suggestion that the Standards be applied to a variety of field settings 
has already been taken up in Israel by Lewy (1984), and in Brazil by de Oliveira 
et. al. (1985). The present study intends, as part of its overall purpose, to apply 
the Standards in an Australian context in which the effectiveness of a formative 
evaluation programme is assessed on the basis of these Standards. 
5 
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2. 	IDENTIFICATION OF RECENT TRENDS IN EVALUATION 
This chapter contains a summary of recent trends in evaluation and 
establishes the need for the study, the purpose of which is provided along with a 
statement of the problem for research and the definition of key terms. The 
significance of the study in relation to its contribution to the development of 
evaluation theory and the improvement of evaluation practice is outlined. 
The measurement of the effectiveness of evaluation at different levels of 
private and public enterprise is currently a matter of international interest and 
concern. At the same time, Scriven (1983: 238) writing of trends in North 
America that may well be . universal, alludes to the fundamental biases 
underlying evaluation ideologies that exude a sort of "valuephobia" which 
avoids not only the evaluative act itself, but also involves" the denial or rejection 
of self-reference". Scriven (1983: 230) continues 
This is most clearly seen in the failure of evaluators to 
turn their attention to the procedures by which they are 
themselves evaluated as - and which they use to evaluate 
others - members of the scientific community. 
• 	 The Stanford Evaluation Consortium (1980), the Joint Committee on 
Standards for Educational Evaluation (1981), Adelman and Alexander (1982), 
and McCormick and James (1983), refer to the consciousness that now exists 
of the need to evaluate for accountability and self-improvement, and then to 
assess the success of these efforts. The curriculum reform movement referred 
to in the next chapter also has provided a stimulus for the investigation of new 
ways of evaluating, often with the inherent assumption that there will be 
reflection - what Scriven refers to as 'self-reference' - upon the impact and 
quality of these new ways. 
Part of the evidence for this increasing interest in evaluation, and to a 
lesser extent the aspect of metaevaluation, is a consciousness that evaluation 
should to be useful, have impact, and be cost effective. There is also a growing 
awareness of the need to conserve resources, and hence not squander them on 
'unevaluable' programmes. Rutman's (1985) research on evaluability 
assessment has presented local evaluators with a conceptualisation of this 
aspect of evaluation to guide their own work in this and related areas. 
Brinkerhoff's (1982) attention to the staff development implications of 
evaluation in an organisational environment, and the potential of 
metaevaluation standards in the training of evaluators, has generated a 
_considerable amount of interest and debate amongst members of bodies such 
as the Australasian Evaluation Society at recent international conferences. 
The literature - for example, Madaus et. al. 1983: 383) - also contains evidence 
of this increased evaluation activity in its reference to the growth of journals, 
societies, and standards dedicated to the academic advancement and 
'professionalisation' of evaluation. 
Much of the literature dealing with the trends mentioned above is 
concerned primarily with descriptions and conceptualisations of evaluation. 
Parlett and Hamilton (1972), Hughes (1981), Cronbach (1980), and Stufflebeam 
et. al. (1983) provided reviews of the development of evaluation and the 
movement towards new ways of conceptualising evaluation in the United 
Kingdom, Australia, and the United States respectively. Interestingly though, 
only Stufflebeam an Cronbach specifically mentioned the role of 
metaevaluation in this reconceptualisation, although this may have been - as 
the literature review will indicate - because the evaluation movement is long 
7 
established in the United States, as compared with Australia, and to a lesser 
extent the United Kingdom. 
3. FRAMEWORK FOR METAEVALUATION 
Research on the role of metaevaluation has to date not moved beyond 
tentative conceptualisations and formulations of how it operates in practice. 
The standards developed by the Joint Committee for Standards in Educational 
Evaluation seem to offer a framework for the planning and implementation of 
evaluation reviews, but stop short of a comprehensive metaevaluation 
framework. Not all researchers agree on the necessity or desirability of 
standards for reviewing evaluations - for example, Nillson and Hogben (1983) - 
and the Joint Committee apparently was conscious of the perceived benefits 
and risks asssociated with developing standards 
the Joint Committee was guided by the assumption 
that evaluation is an inevitable part of any human 
undertaking and by the belief that sound evaluation 
can promote the understanding and improvement of 
education, while faulty evaluation can impair it. 
The Committee was also guided by the belief that 
a set of professional standards could play a vital 
role in upgrading the practice of educational evaluation. 
(1981: 5) 
4. NEED FOR THE STUDY 
The authors of these Standards realise that metaevaluation is at an 
incipient stage in its development, and suggest that researchers apply their 
Standards in a variety of field settings to demonstrate, as far as possible, where 
modifications are required. They recommend research projects to examine and 
revise the Standards, and emphasise the urgency of studies which will 
8 
concentrate on testing them in practical situations (1981: 12). As noted earlier, 
this recommendation contributed to the decision to conduct a study 
incorporating selected standards as integral elements within an overall 
metaevaluation strategy. 
Apart from such evidence of the need for metaevaluation activity, there is 
a dearth of literature relating to its role in the promotion of more effective and 
efficient evaluation practices, or to the theory on which they are based. The 
need for a study in this area is apparent if one considers the importance of 
being able to document, assess, and make judgements about the adequacy of 
evaluations as a prelude to the implementation of improvements in theory and 
practice. The study therefore responds to this need in the form of an 
exploratory investigation not only of the nature of metaevaluation as.presented 
in the available research literature, but also of its purposes, processes, and 
possible outcomes. This was considered an especially significant need in 
Australia where - unlike North America, for example - no systematic 
formulations, or examples of formal metaevaluation studies were known to exist. 
The context of the two metaevaluation sub-studies - and of the primary 
evaluation on which they were based - is considered appropriate in view of the 
presence of an organisational setting conducive to evaluation, although it was a 
context in which evaluation programmes had not previously existed. This 
environment facilitated the conduct of a case study in which an evaluation 
methodology was developed and then itself evaluated as a means of applying 
evaluation standards in a field setting. 
The call by Smith (1983: 385) for evaluation research in field settings 
highlights the requirement for a study such as that proposed in the present 
context; he suggests that 
9 
10 
We need research on evaluation; we especially need 
grounded, empirical studies of evaluation practice. 
We have almost no descriptive information on the practice 
of evaluation, few field studies of evaluation impact, and 
scant attention to the empirical study of evaluation method. 
Insofar as the study inquires into these processes, it not only contributes to 
knowledge of the procedures related to evaluation methodology and impact, but 
also lays the foundation for what Smith (1983: 385) refers to as "a theory of 
evaluation practice". 
5. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The general purpose of the study is to investigate the role of 
metaevaluation in the development of evaluation theory and practice. More 
specifically, the purpose of the study may be expressed as a research problem 
in the following terms 
1. If metaevaluation may be defined as 'the evaluation of evaluation', does 
this imply that it encompasses 
	
.1 	the evaluation of particular evaluations, 
and 	 .2 	the evaluation of evaluation generally? 
2. If so, what are the most appropriate means of conducting an investigation 
to demonstrate empirically how metaevaluation techniques and standards may 
be applied in the monitoring and assessment of a particular evaluation, so as to 
have implications for evaluation theory and practice ? 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
As mentioned already, the need for the study was suggested not only by 
the current attention currently being given to topics such as evaluation quality, 
and evaluation impact, but also by the development of standards whose authors 
recommend their practical application and further testing. These three aspects 
combine to highlight the significance of a study which is designed to assess 
overall impact and quality by means of those standards relevant to the 
assessment of a formative evaluation. 
The significance of the study is enhanced further by the relative paucity 
of research on metaevaluation in an Australian context where statutory 
requirements, or accountability, are not yet perceived to be factors stimulating 
the growth of evaluation activity, as they have been in North America and in the 
United Kingdom respectively. 
An additional element which indicates the significance of the study is the 
view expressed by the President of the Australasian Evaluation Societyl that 
the two metaevaluations conducted as part of the study, are the first Australian 
examples of formal educational metaevaluations using the Joint Committee 
Standards as a basis for assessment. It is proposed that the delimitations 
described in chapter three - particularly those relating to the decision to use the 
case study approach - enhance rather than diminish the significance of the 
study, for reasons explained in that chapter. The significance of the study, then, 
may be seen primarily in the contribution it makes to the development of the 
I Personal communication from the President of the Rustralasian 
Evaluation Society, 28 July 1986. RES is an association of 
leading evaluators from throughout the Rustralasian region. 
11 
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theory and conduct of evaluation, with a particular focus on the aspect of 
metaevaluation. 
7. CONTRIBUTION TO THEORY AND PRACTICE 
The study contributes to theory in that it is concerned with the 
identification of quality as a major metaevaluation criterion, and proposes a 
methodological approach to its measurement. It also adds to the literature on 
metaevaluation standards as applied in a particular setting in which not all 
standards may be perceived as having an equivalent role in the assessment of 
evaluation quality. 
The study contributes to practice in its design and implementation of a 
case study approach which includes an integral requirement for internal and 
external metaevaluation sub-studies. The resultant theoretical framework is 
proposed as having utility in circumstances similar to those of the context in 
which it was developed, and demonstrates specifically that a metaevaluation 
approach incorporating widely accepted standards, does facilitate the 
assessment of evaluation quality. 
8. DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS 
The following are terms used throughout the study and whose definition 
may be of assistance in clarifying their meaning in the present context: 
CASE STUDY 
is an umbrella term for a family of research methods having in common 
the decision to focus an inquiry around an instance (Adelman 1984); it is most 
13 
appropriate where outcomes are hard to measure, where modifications and 
further development are possible, and where those trying to understand cannot 
experience the programme at first hand. The context of the case study which 
formed the basis of the research for the thesis involved the longitudinal [three 
year] evaluation of a course in which the evaluator was formally a member of 
the course team, and hence - by definition - an insider. 
COURSE 
refers to the educational programme - in this case, an Associate Diploma 
in Public Administration - which was the subject of the primary evaluation 
conducted as part of the research study. 
COURSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
comprises representatives of all involved in or affected by the primary 
evaluation, and is the main audience for evaluation reports. 
COURSE COORDINATOR 
is responsible for the overall development of the course being evaluated, 
and for liaison with the evaluator. 
COURSE REVIEW COMMITTEE 
is a sub-committee of the Course Advisory Committee responsible for 
overseeing the results of the evaluation programme, and is concerned 
particularly with ensuring the confidentiality of evaluation data. 
EFFECTIVENESS 
concerns the extent to which an activity is perceived to be successful in 
achieving some agreed purpose. Despite Drucker's (1969) 'popular' 
differentiation between effectiveness - "doing the right thing" - and efficiency 
1 4 
- "doing the thing right", terms such as effectiveness, quality, and impact are 
sometimes used synonymously. 
EVALUATION 
briefly, to evaluate is to place a value upon something - to judge. In more 
detail, it is a process of discovering, collecting, and using information to form 
judgements which in turn are to be used in decisionmaking. Formative 
evaluation provides information relevant to the monitoring and modification of 
programmes during their developmental phase; while summative evaluation 
provides information relevant to assessing the overall worth or merit of a 
completed programme. 
EVALUAND 
is the object of an evaluation, or that which is being evaluated. 
EVALUATOR 
is one who provides information - including judgements and 
recommendations concerning worth and merit - to facilitate decision-making 
related to products, programmes, or personnel. The evaluator - in the present 
study - is colleague and advisor to the primary audience ( program staff), 
'honest broker' to other audiences such as students and employers, and 
member of a Course Team as far as the reviewer / external evaluator is 
concerned.' The thesis report and appendix further clarify the role of the 
evaluator in relation to participants. 
RESEARCHER 
in the context of the present study includes the notion of the writer as 
internal metaevaluator who (1) appraises the outcomes and processes of the 
primary evaluation and (2) critically reacts to the data and conclusions of the 
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external metaevaluation. Essentially, the researcher employs a methodology 
capable of assessing programme effectiveness at three levels of operation. 
FACULTY 
refers to the Faculty of Business at Darwin Institute of Technology in 
which the primary evaluation, and the two metaevaluations contained in the 
research study were conducted. 
MERIT 
may be defined as " the excellence of an object as assessed by its 
intrinsic qualities or performance". (Joint Committee 1981: 153) 
METAEVALUATION 
involves the examination of a primary evaluation in order to assess its 
strengths and weaknesses. The term is used also in the sense of the 
evaluation of evaluation. 
NEED 
Various types of need are referred to in the literature, for example: 
normative, comparative, felt, computed, or expressed need. The last of these is 
implied when the term is used in the study, and may be defined as the 
perceived gap between what is, and what ought to be the case. 1 
1 This sense of the term is used particularly in the copy of the 
paper 'II Needs Assessment Approach to Evaluation', delivered at 
the 1986 Australasian Evaluation Conference, and included in 
Appendix 12. 
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PARADIGM 
refers to a world view, a general perspective, which tells what is 
important, legitimate, or reasonable, without long existential and 
epistemological consideration. (After Patton, 1978). On the basis of a particular 
paradigm one may reasonably select a methodology which encompasses the 
scope of possible approaches to a research problem, and which in turn suggest 
specific techniques of use in the selection, collection, and analysis of data. 
This implies, therefore, a hierarchical relationship between the above three 
elements: both in theory and in practice. 
METHODOLOGIES 
(in relation to the present study) relate to the use of emergent, reflexive 
approaches which seek to respond to issues identified by different audiences at 
key points in the development of the research programme. In all phases of this 
programme a mixed quantitative-qualitative methodology employed in order to 
maximise the range of perspectives available to the evaluation researcher. This 
is discussed in more detail in chapter three of the thesis doocument. 
PRIMARY EVALUATION 
is an evaluation which is the subject of a metaevaluation. 
QUALITY 
in respect to evaluation comprises two aspects: technical adequacy 
(appropriate design and implementation, and the absence of major conceptual 
errors), and usefulness 
(relevance, timeliness, presentation, impact) 
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STANDARDS 
are statements of minimum acceptable performance on a particular 
criterion and which assist in the assessment of the utility, feasibility, propriety 
and accuracy of an evaluation. The Joint Committee refers to a standard as a 
"principle commonly agreed to by experts in the conduct and use of evaluation 
for the measure of the value or quality of an evaluation." (1981: 155) 
VALUE 
a stated opinion of what is or is not desirable. 
WORTH 
the value of an object in relationship to a given purpose. 
(Joint Committee 1981: 156) 
9. OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
This chapter briefly summarises recent trends in evaluation, and 
establishes the need for an exploratory study of the nature, purposes, and 
operation of metaevaluation. The contribution of such a study to the 
development of evaluation theory and practice is noted, the research problem 
outlined, and key terms defined. , 
Chapter two reviews the relevant research literature and suggests 
implications for the theoretical framework and methodology developed in 
chapter three. The resultant case study employs a multi-technique approach 
for the collection of evaluation data which is summarised in chapter four and 
analysed using data from separate internal and external metaevaluations in 
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chapter five. Chapter six synthesises the findings of the preceding chapters, 
suggests their implications for evaluation theory and practice, and recommends 
areas for further research. Each chapter contains a listing of sub-topics at the 
beginning and a summary at the end; while the longer chapters - two, three, and 
five - have, in addition, a number of paragraphs entitled 'synthesis', which draw 
the discussion together at appropriate points in its development. 
10. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The Thesis is structured as follows 
ABSTRACT 
1 
CHAPTER 1 
Purpose, Research Problem, 
Significance of the Study 
Definitions 
CHAPTER 2 
Review of Literature: 
1. Evaluation 
2. Case Study Methodology 
3. Metaevaluation 
Implications for Study 
CHAPTER 3 
Theoretical Framework 
Methodology, Assumptions 
Limitations, Delimitations 
CHAPTER 4 
Description and Results 
of Primary Evaluation 	 A 
CHAPTER 5 
Results of Metaevaluations 
Analysis of Primary Evaluation 
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CHAPTER 6 
Synthesis of Findings from 
Preceding Chapters. 
Implications for Purpose of 
Study 
THESIS SUMMARY 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Reference Texts as well as 
Texts used as Background 
for Thesis 
APPENDIX 
Tables not included in Text 
Evaluation Reports 
Metaevaluation Reports 
conference Paper resulting from 
the Research 
11. CONCLUSION 
The study outlined in this chapter was conducted over a four year period 
from November 1982 - when the initial discussions, and the pilot test were 
conducted - to November 1986, when the internal metaevaluation occurred. 
This timeline encompassed the development of the case study component of 
the research, as the following table indicates: 
TABLE 1: TIMELINE FOR THE STUDY 
YEAR 	 ACTIVITY 
Formulate Research Plan 
Conduct Initial Discussions 
with Course Manager 
Pilot Test and Revise Draft 
Questionnaire 
Commence Data Collection 
Evaluation Reports 1 & 2. 
1982 
1983 
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Submission of Detailed 
Research Proposal 
1984 	 Oral Defence of Research 
Topic (February) 
Evaluation Reports 3 & 4 
1985 	 Evaluation Report 5 
1986 	 Metaevaluation Reports 
1987 	 Thesis Report Submitted 
As an instance of metaevaluation research, the study incorporates a two-
stage sub-study which firstly develops a primary evaluation of a part time 
course over a three year period, and then reviews its effectiveness by means of 
metaevaluations conducted by an external consultant, and by the internal 
evaluator. The data from this sub-study are analysed on the basis of insights 
provided by the research literature, and the implications for evaluation theory 
and practice flowing from this analysis are discussed. In the following chapter, 
the literature relevant to the study is reviewed as a starting point in the design 
and implementation of the conceptual framework for the study. 
12. SUMMARY 
This chapter is concerned with providing the information needed to 
understand the nature and scope of the study reported in the following 
dissertation. In doing this it proposes the need for a research study which 
demonstrates how metaevaluation contributes to the assessment of both 
particular evaluations, and evaluation in general. The significance of research 
findings resulting from the application of evaluation standards in an Australian 
setting is emphasised, as are the implications of the case study conducted as an 
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integral aspect of the overall research design. Finally, the timeline for the study 
and the structure of the thesis are outlined. 
cHaperEn 2 	NEWOEW OF MELn:TEDI 
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This chapter reviews the literature on evaluation in relation to the 
fundamental concerns of the study. For this purpose the review has been 
organised into six main sections dealing firstly with aspects of evaluation in 
a general sense, and then progressively focussing on the dimensions of 
metaevaluation and case study methodology which are of central interest in 
the present research context. 
The first sections survey past and present trends in evaluation theory 
and practice, concentrating on factors such as historical background, 
philosophical perspectives, models, purposes, and roles; while the later 
sections explore the nature of metaevaluation and its contribution to the 
development of evaluation theory and practice. In the final section, the 
conclusions resulting from the review of research, and their implications for 
the present study are summarised as a preamble to the development of a 
theoretical framework and methodology in chapter three. The chapter has 
been arranged according to the following headings 
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1. 	BACKGROUND TO EVALUATION 
	
1.1 	Historical Perspective on Evaluation 
1.2 	The Role of Curriculum Reform and 
Accountability 
1.3 	A Suggested Reconceptualisation of Evaluation 
1.4 	Evaluation in Australia 
1.5 	Definitions of Evaluation 
1.5.1 Using a Mapping Sentence to Define 
Evaluation 
2.. THEORIES AND MODELS OF EVALUATION 
2.1 	Tyler's Perspective 
2.2 	Stake, Scriven, Stufflebeam, Parlett and 
Hamilton 
2.3 	Scriven's Evaluation Checklist 
2.4 	Formative and Summative Evaluation 
3. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE EVALUATION 
3.1 	A Critique of the Quantitative Approach 
3.2 	Conventional and Naturalistic Inquiry 
3.3 	Subjectivity and Objectivity 
3.4 	A Basis for Combining Qualitative and 
Quantitative Approaches 
4. CASE STUDY AS A METHOD OF INQUIRY 
4.1 	Distinguishing Features of the Case Study 
Approach 
4.2 Case Study as Methodology 
4.3 	Generalising from a Case Study 
4.4 	Role of Action Research in the Methodology , 
4.5 Criticism of the Case Study Method 
4.6 	A Note on Self-Evaluation 
5. METAEVALUATION 
5.1 	Metaevaluation Defined 
5.2 Formative and Summative Metaevaluation 
5.3 	Metaevaluation Techniques 
5.4 	Metaevaluation Standards 
5.5 	Evaluation 'Theses' 
5.6 	Measuring Evaluation Impact 
5.7 	Evaluation Quality as a Metaevaluation Criterion 
5.8 	Models of Metaevaluation 
5.9 	Values in Metaevaluation 
6. IMPLICATIONS - FOR THE STUDY - OF ISSUES 
ARISING FROM THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
7. SUMMARY 
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1. 	BACKGROUND TO EVALUATION 
1.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON EVALUATION 
Much of the current literature implies that evaluation is predominantly 
a contemporary phenomenon, for example, Posavac & Carey (1985: 2); 
Franklin & Thrasher (1976: 1); Smith in Madaus (1983: 383). Other writers - 
with perhaps a profounder appreciation for the historical development of the 
process - point to a rather longer time line in its evolution as a discipline. 
Nillson and Hogben (1983: 95) suggest that "evaluation is as old as rational 
discourse itself, which has a history of considerable achievement". Scriven, 
Stufflebeam and Madaus (1983:4), for example, propose a developmental 
period encompassing six 'Ages' which commence with the Age of Reform 
(1800-1900) and finish with the Age of Professionalisation (1973 to the 
present). 
The plausibility of their schema is reinforced by reference to major 
events during these periods which indicate an interest in evaluative activity - 
such as the Eight Year Study (Smith & Tyler 1942), Title 1 of the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act (1964), and the recommendations of the Phi 
Delta Kappan National Study Committee on Evaluation (1971). The 
momentum generated by these and other related events facilitated the 
introduction of recent conceptualisations and methodologies of evaluation, 
many of which are cited by Madaus et. al. (1983: 14) 
Provus (1969 & 1971), Hammond (1967), Eisner(1967) 
Metfessel and Michael (1967), proposed reformation of 
the Tyler model. Glaser (1963), Tyler (1967), and 
Popham (1971) pointed to criterion-referenced 
testing as an alternative to norm-referenced testing. 
Cook (1966) called for the use of the systems analysis 
approach to evaluate programs. Scriven (1967), and 
Stufflebeam (1967 & 1971, with others), and Stake 
(1967) introduced new models of evaluation that 
departed radically from prior approaches. 
A number of these approaches to evaluation will be discussed further in 
later sections of the review. 
1.2 THE ROLE OF CURRICULUM REFORM AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY 
Borich (1982: 3) points out that the curriculum reform movement in 
the United States in the immediate post-Sputnik era led to a number of 
educational advances, however 
of greatest significance to the field of evaluation was 
the fact that with a more systematic approach to 
curriculum development, the previously isolated 
concepts of instructional development and evaluation 
were drawn closer together. 
An important concomitant of this period of reformation was the 
commencement of national projects employing curriculum analysis 
strategies which - as Borich claims - were later to become known as 
formative evaluation. This aspect of evaluation is of particular significance 
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for the present study as it underpins the theoretical approach used in the 
investigation, and particularly that of the case study which forms part of the 
overall research study. 
Borich (1982: 4) suggests that, despite the influence of this curriculum 
reform movement, there was still relatively little emphasis on the evaluation 
of educational programmes by the mid-1960s; and furthermore, that the 
accountability requirements of the E.S.E.A. Act mentioned above ultimately 
provided the stimulus needed to produce a situation where educators were 
for the first time required to formally evaluate their own courses. 
The role of accountability in promoting evaluation activity in the 
United Kingdom was noted by Hughes (1980: 6 ) in his reference to the work 
of the Assessment of Performance Unit and the national currriculum projects 
conducted by the Schools Council, the Nuffield Foundation and the various 
Departments of Education. As will be noted later in the review, it was also 
in this context that many of the 'new wave' evaluators were given the 
opportunity of developing their alternative approaches to evaluation. 
SYNTHESIS 
While educational evaluation as a formal process is predominantly a 
recent phenomenon, the origins of evaluative activity are embedded in the 
history of critical thought. As far as the present research study is concerned, 
it has been important to sketch the development of the main factors that gave 
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rise to our current perspective, in particular those pertaining to the curriculum 
reform and educational accountability movements 
1.3 A SUGGESTED RECONCEPTUALISATION OF 
EVALUATION 
Cronbach (1963: 672-83) was one writer to take issue with the work 
of evaluators during the fifties and early sixties. In his seminal article in the 
Teachers College Record which criticised the relevance and utility of then 
current evaluation methodology and results, he recommended a 
reconceptualisation of evaluation in terms of its contribution to course 
improvement, and its role in providing an indication of course effectiveness. 
However, it seemed that this critique of 
post hoc evaluations based on comparisons of the 
norm-referenced test scores of experimental 
and control groups 	(Madaus 1982: 12) 
went largely unnoticed at the time, and it was almost a decade later before 
the first concrete proposals for reform were made. 
These came in the form of the diagnosis supplied by the National 
Study Committeee on Evaluation (Stufflebeam et. al. 1971: 4) that evaluation 
was "seized with a great illness" whose symptoms were respectively 
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1. the avoidance symptom - evaluation may expose 
problems, and therefore is avoided if possible 
2. the anxiety symptom - the ambiguities in the evaluation process 
evoke anxiety in evaluator and participants 
3. the immobilization symptom - despite evaluation requirements of 
funded programmes, people are reticent to 
become involved 
4. the lack of theory and guidelines symptom - disagreement 
amongst 'experts' leaves practitioners confused 
on possible models or approaches. 
Borich (1982: 6) examined the situation described by this committee 
and concluded that these 'symptoms' were not the only maladies affecting 
the state of evaluation at the time. He suggested that to these symptoms 
were to be added 
the lack of trained personnel, the lack of knowledge 
about decision processes, the lack of values and 
criteria for judging evaluation results, the need to 
have different evaluation approaches for different 
types of audiences the lack of techniques and 
mechanisms for organising, procuring, and reporting 
evaluative information 
The Committee's remedy (Madaus 1983: 14) for these deficiencies 
was to call for the development of new theories and methods of evaluation, 
as well as new training methods for evaluators. Borich (1982:7) however, 
saw these deficiencies in a rather different light and claimed they 
were symptoms of more fundamental ills: the lack of an 
adequate definition of evaluation, the lack of adequate 
evaluation theory, and a failure on the part of evaluators to 
fully appreciate the context in which evaluation occurs. 
These were matters of basic concern to theorists and practitioners 
alike at the time they were expressed, and while not suggesting they have 
been satisfactorily dealt with during the intervening years, it is true that the 
field of evaluation is richer in theory and practice now than it was twenty 
years ago. However, a note of warning is sounded by Rutman (1984: 9) in 
his view that evaluation activity at the program level is in decline in the 
United States 
the level of interest in program evaluation has 
declined significantly in the past few years ... 
many social programmes with built-in evaluation 
requirements have been transferred to the states ... 
there is no longer major social experimentation 
as occurred in the previous two decades, and the 
demand for evaluating on-going programmes 
has declined. 
Ideological differences still persist, as the writings of a number of the 
major theorists such as Scriven, Stake, Stufflebeam, Guba and Lincoln, 
Eisner, and Madaus attest. In the United States at least, according to 
Madaus et.al . (1983:17) 
in spite of growing search [sic] for appropriate 
methods, increased communication and understanding 
among the leading methodologists, and the 
development of new techniques, the actual practice of 
evaluation has changed very little in the great 
majority of settings. 
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Quoting Kaplan (1964), Madaus surmises that because of this 
situation 
there is a need for expanded efforts to educate 
evaluators to the availability of new techniques, 
to try out and report the results of using the 
new techniques, and to develop additional techniques. 
This latter view is of direct relevance to the research questions posed 
in the present study in which the prospects for improved theory and practice 
are examined in the context of evaluation standards applied to an actual 
evaluation effort. 
SYNTHESIS 
Cronbach's proposal that evaluation should aim at course 
improvement, focussed attention on the possibility of reconceptualising the 
evaluation process for teachers and evaluators. An assessment of the state 
of evaluation at the end of the 1960s led Stufflebeam and others to diagnose 
the existence of a serious malaise in both theory and practice. Borich 
proposed a number of remedies including a better understanding on the part 
of evaluators of what is expected of them. Rutman's assertion that since the 
mid 1980s in North America there have been signs of a reduction in 
evaluation activity, tended to reinforce these views. In terms of the research 
study the preceding section affirmed the need for a continuous 
reassessment of the direction in which evaluation is developing. 
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1.4 EVALUATION IN AUSTRALIA 
No major study was located which examined the historical 
development of evaluation in Australia. Through a Glass, Darkly (1979) 
the Report from the Senate Standing Committee on Social Welfare, 
investigated the possible impact of evaluation on the social welfare system 
in Australia, and in so doing reviewed a number of national initiatives in 
evaluation-related contexts. The literature in this area is relevant to the 
discussion since as Borich (1982:2) points out - referring to a social welfare 
definition of evaluation 
This definition is representative of those found in the 
mental health literature ... and reflects the same 
view of evaluation's purpose as prevails in education. 
The researchers who compiled the above report found that at the time of 
publication - 1979 - evaluation activity was inadequate and lacking in 
quality; while their review of the field for the period prior to 1973 showed an 
almost complete absence of "formal evaluation activity" -apart from 
a few inquiries ... which could not be considered 
as adequate evaluation exercises. 	(1979: 17) 
As far back as 1912 there were attempts by various government joint 
committees to survey issues of national interest such as unemployment, 
nutrition, and health, which - given that evaluation was not widely discussed 
or understood at the time - were adequate for existing information needs. 
An indication of the increase in public sector evaluation activity since 
1973 is provided in Table 1, Appendix 1. A brief analysis of the evaluations 
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reported in this table shows that - in terms of purposes, comprehensiveness, 
and relevance - they were concerned mainly with 
1. The adequacy of administrative structures 
2. Duplication of services between departments 
3. The adequacy and cost-effectiveness of services 
4. The need for radical changes to services 
According to the Senate Standing Committee Report (1979: 24) 
these inquiries employed evaluation criteria such as 
efficiency of performance, level of service provision... 
its acceptability to those involved, ... whether there 
were organisational overlaps in service provision 
This did not ensure, however, that evaluated programmes were 
responsive to needs, or cost effective in their operation, nor take account of 
the following factors 
1. whether the evaluation answered the important questions being 
asked by policy makers 
2. the timing of the activity in the ongoing development of 
policies or programmes 
3. the location, organisation and staffing of the evaluation 
activity 
4. the appropriateness of the data available to answer the 
type of evaluation questions being posed 
5. the methods of presentation and dissemination of the 
evaluation reports 
6. the extent to which the results of any one evaluation activity are 
systematically reviewed ... (1979: 25) 
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These factors are of significance to the research study insofar as they 
indicate standards and criteria which may applied to evaluations in attempts 
to improve their quality. In particular, point number six relates to the aspect 
of metaevaluation which will be discussed later in this review. 
There remains a dearth of material on the development of evaluation 
in Australia, although there have been a number of educational enquiries in 
recent years which indicated a lively interest in the process as a prerequisite 
for policy making. Activity in the tertiary education sector has been 
increasing since the mid 1970s when courses in evaluation became 
available at a number of institutions, and research efforts such as the 
Teachers as Evaluators Project (Hughes, Russell, McConachy: 1978) and 
the Institute for Social Program Evaluation (Straton: 1981) were established. 
The work of the National Curriculum Development Centre in commissioning 
research and publication has contributed significantly to the development of 
evaluation in recent times, as has the formation of professional associations 
such as the Australasian Evaluation Society in 1986, following a gestation 
period during which it had - as an informal network - sponsored two national 
evaluation conferences. 
Hughes (1980) refers to recent trends in the school sector towards 
more democracy and participation, as seen in an emphasis on teacher 
responsibility for the development and evaluation of curricula, and in 
increased autonomy for individual schools. This perception is reflected in 
the Schools Commission Report (1979-81) in which evaluation is seen as 
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having the potential for facilitating self-scrutiny and participative decision 
making at the school level. 
In the late 1980s, evaluation in Australia has developed to the point 
where it is an increasingly common activity in both public and private 
sectors, with evaluation consultants and in-house evaluators providing 
advice to decision makers in a variety of settings. One area in need of 
further attention, however, is that of the development of methods for 
assessing the quality and effectiveness of evaluations, using standards and 
criteria which have been developed overseas and not yet tested for their 
relevance to the Australian context. 
SYNTHESIS 
Evaluation in Australia is underdeveloped compared with the United 
Kingdom and North America where an evaluation 'tradition' has existed for 
some time. The service areas of social welfare and education have shown 
a steadily increasing interest in the process in recent years, such that 
evaluation is now a fact of organisational life - at least in the public sector. 
The work of Hughes, Russell, and McConachy, in Canberra, and Straton in 
Perth, as well as the formation of the Australasian Evaluation Society, are 
evidence of a foundation upon which evaluation in Australia will continue to 
develop. 
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1.5 DEFINITIONS OF EVALUATION 
A traditional definition of evaluation tended to restrict its ambit to the 
processes of assessing the worth of a textbook, a syllabus, or a student's 
academic progress in relation to prespecified objectives. In the period from 
the 1920s to the 1950s, for example, the terms 'measurement' and 
'evaluation' were interchangeable in many instances. (Davis 1981: 17) 
These and related terms began to be differentiated in the texts books 
(Mehrens & Lehmann 1973, & 1978: 5) in order to distinguish evaluation 
from less inclusive notions and in response to the proposal of new 
definitions ( Stufflebeam et. al. 1971: xxv). 
An important perspective - Grotelueschen (1980: 2) - proposed that 
How evaluation is defined is largely dependent upon 
a person's general philosophy of education and how 
he intends to use the acquired evaluation information. 
Consequently, evaluation means different things to 
different people ... 
To administrators the term 'evaluation' often means accreditation 
visits or staff appraisal; to teachers it may mean assessing student 
performance against instructional objectives, or, indeed, having their own 
performance assessed by someone else; to parents or tax payers it 
sometimes denotes the assessment of the worth of the benefits which accrue 
from educational programmes. Evaluation is all of these and much more 
besides. One of the earliest attempts (Cronbach 1963: 672) to formulate a 
succinct definition of evaluation which avoided the ambiguities of the past, 
claimed that it was 
the collection and use of information to 
make decisions about an educational program. 
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The emphasis on utility and decision making was maintained in later 
definitions (Stufflebeam et. al. 1971: xxv) which saw evaluation as 
the process of delineating, collecting and 
providing information useful for judging 
decision alternatives. 
Other definitions, Worthen & Sanders (1973), focus attention on the 
role of judgement in evaluation, so that it becomes 
the determination of the worth of a thing. 
It includes obtaining information for use 
in judging the worth of a program, product, 
procedure or objective, or potential utility 
of alternative approaches designed to attain 
specified objectives. 
There is a degree of overlap in these definitions in that they require 
the collection and reporting of evaluative data, while the main difference is in 
the method of presenting results: either as information alone, or as 
information accompanied by judgements concerning the worth or merit of the 
object being evaluated. 
1.5.1 	USING A MAPPING SENTENCE TO 
DEFINE EVALUATION 
The literature review located a comprehensive definition of evaluation 
- (Lewy 1977) - which suggested that evaluation is the provision of 
information to facilitate decision making at various stages of curriculum 
development. By means of a mapping sentence which relates the six 
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elements of the curriculum evaluation process together, Lewy proposes the 
following detailed definition 
A: STAGE 
Evaluation is the provision 
of information at the 
 
determination of aims 
planning 	 stage of program 
tryout development 
field trial 
implementation 
quality control 
     
B: ENTITY 	 C: CRITERIA 
           
concerning 
 
teacher's guide 	from the 
study material point of 
equipment 	 view of 
the whole package 
  
fit to standards 
eliciting processes 
yielding outcomes 
        
  
D: DATA 
 
E: MODE OF 
SUMMARY 
on the basis 
of 
 
judgement 	summarised 
observation in 
examination of 
product 
      
       
  
qualitative mode 
quantitative mode 
        
        
           
F: ROLE 
     
for the sake 
of making 
decisions about 
 
selecting elements of 
modifying 
qualifying the use of 
the program 
     
FIGURE 1: MAPPING SENTENCE DEFINITION OF EVALUATION 
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Lewy offers guidance on how to use this mapping sentence to 
understand the scope of evaluation 
one may define a particular substudy ... by selecting 
a single line from the six facets appearing in the 
mapping sentence. Thus for example, one may 
conduct a small scale study at the planning 
stage of a science program concerned with the 
safety of the equipment to be used by the 
students. Observational data, qualitatively analysed 
will facilitate the decision about whether or not 
to include that particular instrument in the program. 
Another of the advantages proposed by the author of the mapping 
sentence approach to defining evaluation is that it indicates the variety of 
studies that may be undertaken during the life of a new programme. In this 
sense it is also of relevance to the evaluation conducted within the present 
research study. 
Cook et. al. (1973: 432) identified two characteristics of a well-
conducted evaluation, firstly that it should occur continuously - not be 
occasional or intermittent - and secondly, that it should be comprehensive, 
including as many aspects of the process as possible. Their research also 
suggested four reasons for conducting an evaluation 
1. to receive feedback ... to guide future teacher and pupil 
actions 
2. to make concrete diagnoses that form a valid basis for change 
3. to promote re-examination of the purposes of education 
4. to equip teachers to reply to criticism and justify their 
classroom practices. 
The review located numerous other formulations and definitions of 
evaluation that are indicative of the present writer's own ideological view of 
the process: Alkin (1974: 74) refers to evaluation as the provision of timely, 
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useful, information; for Scriven (1967) it is "judging the worth of a program", 
for Stake (1967) it is "describing a program as fully as possible", for Tyler 
(1942) it is "documenting how well program objectives are met". 
SYNTHESIS 
While ideological differences persist among evaluation theorists, 
there seems to be a consensus on the definition of what evaluation actually 
entails. The related notions of judgement, value, quality, and worth, as well 
as those of improvement and decision making are considered integral to a 
comprehensive view of the process, while Lewy's 'mapping sentence' 
definition outlined the possible role of evaluation at every stage of the 
curriculum development cycle. Finally, within this context, evaluation was 
viewed as a process that occurs continuously, and takes into account as 
many factors as possible. 
2. THEORIES AND MODELS OF EVALUATION 
The review of literature generally indicated the lack of an overt 
consensus on evaluation models, but this might have been expected 
following the different definitional perspectives noted earlier. It is clear that 
even during the last fifteen years there has been a proliferation of models, 
styles, and approaches, such that practitioners are faced with confusion - 
and perhaps frustration - when faced with the prospect of choosing a method 
or theory to guide an evaluation exercise. Antonoplos (1977: 9) sees this 
as partly because 
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today we find ourselves up to our ears in evaluation 
models ... with energy expended more to maintain 
their status and identities rather than demonstrate 
their utility for evaluation 
Even if Antonoplos' view is not universally shared, there are other 
researchers who acknowledge the need to somehow rationalise the vast 
array of theoretical approaches facing practitioners. Worthen (1976) and 
Gephart (1977) propose a solution in terms of eclecticism and synthesis 
respectively, recalling that the blind man and the elephant is a suitable 
analogy for the current multi-model state of evaluation theory. 
In surveying the field from Tyler to the 'new wave' evaluators one 
notes a certain incrementalism and apparently increasing sophistication in 
terms of models and methodologies. Tyler's emphasis on measurable, 
quantifiable, evidence of goal attainment was criticised for its narrow focus 
which in turn neglected or ignored qualitative factors and unanticipated 
results. There is evidence in the literature that Tyler's view of evaluation 
(1949: 105-122) was not adequately understood - or otherwise misconstrued 
- by his critics (for example, Parlett & Hamilton 1972: 26) in developing their 
own perspective. 
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2.1 TYLER'S PERSPECTIVE 
Tyler's perspective on evaluation claimed to represent an advance 
not only on existing practices - mentioned earlier - which were based on 
norm-referenced testing, but also on the practices of those relying on 
measurement under experimental conditions as their main source of 
evaluative data. He asserted the importance of techniques such as 
observation, interview, questionnaire, and document search in data 
gathering (1949: 27) and so acknowledged the role of quantitative and 
qualitative information in decision making. 
Theorists such as Bloom (1956), Glaser (1967), and Popham (1973), 
extended a number of the themes first articulated by Tyler, while others - 
notably Eisner (1967) - dissented from the positions they adopted and more 
particularly from those concerned with the relevance of objectives in the 
evaluation of instruction. Retrospective assessments by Scriven, 
Stufflebeam, and Madaus (1983: 8) indicate Tyler's place as a founder of 
educational evaluation, and as practice affirms, evaluations are conducted - 
in all but a few cases - with at least some attention being paid to the role of 
goals or programme objectives. 
The approaches advocated by subsequent evaluation writers widen 
the perspective on what inputs, processes and results might be considered 
part of the evaluation process, rather than replacing or rejecting the Tylerian 
'objectives' model. Cronbach (1963), Stake (1967), Stufflebeam (1971), 
Parlett and Hamilton (1976), for example, suggested in their respective 
critiques of the objectives model that evaluation should also take account of 
course improvement, informal curriculum processes, decision making , and 
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the learning milieu. 	Cronbach's (1963) emphasis on the need for 
evaluation to be useful and to assist decision making, was followed closely 
by the initial prescriptions of Stake (1967), Scriven (1967), and Stufflebeam 
(1967). 
2.2 STAKE, SCRIVEN, STUFFLEBEAM, PARLETT & 
HAMILTON 
Stake's original statement The Countenance of Educational 
Evaluation (1967: 523-40) differentiated between the formal and informal 
aspects, and between the descriptive and judgemental roles of evaluation. 
His conception of a framework for the collection and processing of data has 
been widely used in field studies which have attempted to be 'responsive' to 
the audience for the evaluation. (see Figure 1, Appendix 2) Briefly stated, 
Stake's position emphasises 
1. the desirability of 'full description' in rendering or 'portraying' the 
'antecedents', 'transactions' and 'outcomes' of a programme 
2. reliance on the values, judgements, and perspectives of 
participants 
3. the integration of formal (checklists, tests) and informal 
techniques (observations, qualitative judgements ) 
4. the requirement that evaluation activities be responsive to the issues 
and concerns of all involved in the evaluation 
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5. 	the notion of examining consistencies and congruences betweeen 
aims, processes, and outcomes. 
Hughes et. al. (1979: 4) found a consistency between the approach 
developed by Stake and that of evaluators in the United Kingdom 
these patterns of development [Stake's] are mentioned 
here since they have their parallel in the United 
Kingdom and in fact there seems to be a remarkable 
degree of congruence in current thinking in spite of 
some radically different starting points and 
educational contexts. 
In particular, the work of Parlett and Hamilton (1976) shows, 
according to Hughes, distinct similarities to that of Stake's view of evaluation 
as portrayal. He contends that 
the British authors draw a strong distinction between 
what they describe as the "agricultural paradigm" 
of evaluation, traditionally used, and their own 
preferred form, the "social anthropology paradigm". 
... Parlett and Hamilton use the term 'progressive 
focussing' to describe their three stage approach: 
first, an overall study to identify significant 
features; second, the selection of a number of such 
features for more intensive inquiry; and third, the 
attempt at 'explanation' through seeking general 
principles ... 
The observation, inquiry, and explanation, phases of their evaluation 
methodology are suited best to innovatory programmes where - according to 
the authors - they can 'illuminate' the interactions and the milieux in which 
they occur. The authors claim that this approach represents a paradigmatic 
shift away from the classical and towards their own alternative proposal with 
its different assumptions and methodology - a topic that will be taken up in 
more detail in a later section of the review. 
Two major criticisms raised by Scriven and Stufflebeam (1984) 
concern the question of whether personal interpretation can in any way be 
scientific, and whether illuminative evaluation is useful in anything but small 
'close-up' studies. Hughes et. al. ( 1979: 11) provided a more thorough-
going critique of studies based on the anthropological paradigm, concluding 
that they have 
evolved criteria out of certain shortcomings and 
dissatisfactions with the experimental model 
and do not represent a complete alternative. 
Where Scriven argues that evaluation is essentially an exercise in 
judging the worth of something, Stufflebeam sees it as including decision 
making and accountability. His approach related four types of evaluation - 
context, input, process, and product - to the sorts of decisions required in the 
analysis of a programme or system. 
Table 2 summarises the details of the prescriptions for each of these 
types. In practice, context evaluation helps to provide a rationale for 
programme objectives rather than merely accepting those recommended by 
the sponsors; input evaluation examines possible evaluation designs; 
process evaluation investigates and interprets what actually happens 
during the implementation phase - and is reminiscent of Stake's 
"transactions"; product evaluation relates outcomes to objectives, and 
hence is similar to the central notions of the Tylerian model. 
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2.3 SCRIVEN'S EVALUATION CHECKLIST 
Michael Scriven (1973: 327) demonstrated that product evaluation 
can be achieved not by reference to objectives, but rather by the use of what 
he referred to as 'goal-free' evaluation. This approach - which initially 
refrained from referring to statements of programme goals - used a fifteen 
point checklist, as in the Table below, to discover whether the programme 
satisfied each of the listed requirements. 
SCRIVEN'S KEY EVALUATION CHECKLIST 
1. Description 
	
	"the description with which we begin the iterative 
cycles through the checklist is the client's 
description ... we finish up with ... the evaluators". 
2. Client 	 Person who commissions the evaluation 
3. Background and Context 	Not included initially if the 
evaluation has a goal-free phase 
4. Resources 	For the evaluation and the evaluand 
5. Consumer 	Distinguish different audiences 
6. Values 	Survey the source of values for the evaluation 
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7. Process 	What occurs during the evaluation 
8. Outcomes 	Unintended as well as intended outcomes 
9. Generalizability, Exportability, Saleability 
10. Costs 	Money and non-money, direct and indirect 
11. Comparisons 	Select "critical competitors" for comparison 
12. Significance 	Synthesis of 1 to 11 
13. Remediat ion 	Recommendations for such, if appropriate 
14. Report 	Timely, appropriately presented, etc. 
15. Meta evaluation The evaluation itself is cycled through the 
above check points 
TABLE 1 : 	CHECKLIST, (After Scriven in Madaus et. al. 
1983: 258-9) 
If the programme failed to meet all the requirements it received a 
negative evaluation, or alternatively, the evaluator was advised to 'recycle' 
through the checklist until all the requirements were met and the programme 
or product could be evaluated positively, or certified as better than another 
comparable programme or product. 
The perspective provided by goal-free evaluation allows one to 
scrutinise more closely an approach derived from a goal based model and 
thus avoid the alleged inherent difficulties referred to by many of the writers 
who have reacted to the formulations of the objectives model. The goal-free 
approach is claimed to be useful where an external consultant is appointed 
to undertake all or part of an evaluation and thus provide a 'second opinion' 
unaffected by the paraphenalia of the course, or of the internal evaluation. 
In the research study reported on in the present thesis, such an approach is 
adopted, and an external goal-free assessment of the quality of the course 
and of the evaluation is included during the latter stages of the 
methodology. 
2.4 FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE EVALUATION 
Scriven (1967: 39-83) made a lasting contribution to evaluation theory 
and practice with his distinction between formative and summative 
evaluation. Formative evaluation provides information relevant to the 
monitoring and modification of programmes during their developmental 
phase, while summative evaluation provides information relevant to 
assessing the overall worth of a completed programme. In Stufflebeam's 
theoretical approach, the role of formative evaluation approximates to that of 
decisionmaking, and the role of summative evaluation to that of 
accountability, as demonstrated in the following Table. 
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Evaluation 	Types 
Context 	 Input 	Process 	Product 
Decisionmaking 	Guidance 	 Guidance 	Guidance 	Guidance 
(Formative 	for choice for choice 	for 	for 
Evaluation) of 	 of 	 implement 	termination 
objectives 	program 	-ation 	continuation 
and 	 strategy modification 
assignment 	 or 
Input for installation 
specification 
of 
procedural 
design 
Evaluation Types 
Context 	Input 	Process 	Product 
- 
Accountability 
Record of 	Record of 	Record of 	Record of 
(Summative 	objectives 	chosen the actual 	attainment 
Evaluation) and bases 	strategy 	process and 
for their and 	 recycling 
choice 	design and 	 decisions 
along with 	reasons for 
a record their choice 
of needs 	over other 
opportun- 	alternatives 
ities and 
problems 
TABLE 2 : 	THE 	RELEVANCE OF FOUR EVALUATION TYPES 
TO DECISIONMAKING AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
(Madaus et. al. 1983: 125) 
Scriven's further differentiation between intrinsic and payoff 
evaluation is proposed as a means of ensuring that judgements of the 
intrinsic and extrinsic worth of a course of study are kept in reasonable 
balance. As far as Scriven is concerned, in attending to intrinsic evaluation 
one focuses upon the course itself: its internal consistency and structure; 
whereas in payoff evaluation one assesses the effects and outcomes of the 
course. Furthermore, a balanced theory or methodology of evaluation needs 
to include both perspectives, so that not only are course aims and goals 
seen to be achieved, but also information is provided on how they were 
achieved and whether they were worth achieving. Scriven (1967: 52) 
emphasises that 
it is obvious that if goals aren't worth achieving 
then it is uninteresting how well they were achieved. 
A further contribution to evaluation theory was made in Scriven's 
statement (1974: 68) concerning the role of 'modus operandi' analysis of 
evaluation data, particularly in qualitative studies. In cases where 
experimental methodology is neither feasible nor desirable it is claimed to 
be 
a means by which to increase the reliability 
of conclusions reached. 
SYNTHESIS 
The lack of consensus on appropriate evaluation models belies the 
agreement one detects in the range of practical strategies employed by 
evaluators. Antonoplos' observation that models have proliferated while 
practice has remained unchanged is an indication that theory development 
in evaluation has been insufficiently related to the origins of the discipline in 
terms of the pragmatics of programme monitoring, development, and 
accountability. While there have been achievements in conceptualising the 
findings of empirical research - Stake, Parlett and Hamilton, Scriven, 
Stufflebeam - there remains a need for further development in evaluation 
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theory. The research study comprehends this need, particularly in the area 
of metaevaluative activity from which will emerge not only better theory, but 
also valid and justifiable procedures to guide evaluation improvement. 
3. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE EVALUATION 
A major theme in the literature on evaluation theory and methodology 
is the apparent dichotomy between quantitative and qualitative approaches 
to the subject. Aspects of this topic arose earlier in the review, but the 
evidence on both sides might now be presented in order for a more 
complete picture to emerge. 
The literature review indicated that Campbell and Stanley (1966) and 
Reicken et. al. (1974) were amongst the foremost writers on the use of 
quantitative methods in educational research. By this they refer primarily to 
the techniques of randomised experiments and quasi-experiments, pencil 
and paper tests, multivariate analysis, and survey research. Reiken et. al. 
(1974:6), for example, make the claim that 
experiments not only lead to clearer causal 
inferences, but the very process of experimental 
design helps to clarify the nature of the ... problem 
being studied. When conditions are not problematical 
or when the creativity or ingenuity of the researcher 
can solve difficult problems ... experimentation is the 
method of choice for obtaining reliable and valid 
information ... 	(Italics in original) 
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Campbell and Stanley (1966: 2) support this view in their affirmation 
• of the central importance of experimentation in - amongst other things -the 
verification and accumulation of knowledge 
[experimentation is] the only means of settling 
disputes regarding educational practice, the only 
way of verifying educational improvement, and 
the only way of establishing a cumulative tradition 
in which improvements can be introduced without 
the danger of a faddish discard of old wisdom in 
favour of inferior novelties. 
3.1 A CRITIQUE OF THE QUANTITATIVE 
APPROACH 
Another group of researchers including Weiss and Rein (1972), 
Patton (1975), Parlett and Hamilton (1976), and Guba (1978), present a 
critique of the quantitative approach, based on what they consider its 
shortcomings in the evaluation educational programmes. Patton (1975: 6) 
suggests that adherence to the traditional 'scientific' paradigml has itself 
precluded consideration of alternative means of conducting evaluative 
research 
the very dominance of the Scientific Method in 
evaluation research appears to have cut off the great 
majority of its practitioners from any alternative 
research paradigm. The label 'research' has come 
to mean ... working within the dominant paradigm. 
1 The term 'paradigm' is defined by Patton (1978: 203) as "a 
world view, a general perspective, a way of breaking down 
the complexity of the real world ... paradigms tell ... what is 
important, legitimate, reasonable ... without long existential 
or epistemological consideration". 
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His later development of this theme (1978: 201) amounted to a more 
direct attack on the assumptions underlying this dominant paradigm 
what we sometimes lose sight of is that all 
scientific systems of definition and classification 
are perceptual, artificial, and arbitrary. Whose 
definitions prevail at any given time and place is 
a matter of politics, persuasion, and preferences. 
According to the literature, the debate seems not merely about the 
merits or otherwise of quantitative and qualitative methods, but rather about 
the conflict between the differing paradigmatic perspectives upon which 
each method-type is based. Rist (1977: 43) expresses the point this way 
Ultimately, the issue is not research strategies 
per se. Rather, the adherence to one paradigm 
as opposed to another predisposes one to view 
the world and the events within it in profoundly 
different ways. 
3.2 CONVENTIONAL AND NATURALISTIC INQUIRY 
Guba (1978), and Parlett and Hamilton (1976) advocating 'naturalistic 
inquiry' and 'illuminative evaluation' respectively, proposed that the 
alternative paradigm indeed leads those advocating qualitative methodology 
to 'see the world' of educational events differently from the way they are 
seen by the quantitative methodologists. 
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The alleged differences between the paradigms are summarised by 
Guba (1978: 11) in terms of the differences in perspective between Logical 
Positivism originally associated with Comte and Durkheim, and the 
Phenomenology of Deutcher and Weber. In Guba's account, the former 
leads to the gathering of facts without sufficient regard for the internal states 
of subjects, while the latter seeks to understand human behaviour from their 
point of view. Drawing upon the work of Bogdan and Taylor (1975: 2), Guba 
differentiates in Table 3 between conventional and naturalisticl forms of 
inquiry on the basis of their supposed attributes. 
TABLE 3: FORMS OF INQUIRY AND THEIR SUPPOSED 
ATTRIBUTES (After Scriven 1972) 
Conventional Inquiry 	Naturalistic Inquiry 
Philosophical Base 
Inquiry Paradigm 
Logical Positivism 
Experimental Physics 
Phenomenology 
Ethnography, 
investigative 
journalism 
Purpose 	 Verification 	 Discovery 
Stance 	 Reductionist 	 Expansionist 
Framework/ 	 Preordinate/ 	 Emergent/ 
Design 	 Fixed 	 Variable 
Style 	 Intervention 	 Selection 
Reality Manifold 	Singular 	 Multiple 
Value Structure 	 Singular 	 Pluralistic 
Setting 	 Laboratory 	 Nature 
Context 	 Unrelated 	 Relevant 
Conditions 	 Controlled 	 Invited Interference 
1 Guba defines 'naturalistic inquiry as based on what is 
observed in natural 'non-manipulated' settings and reported 
in ordinary language for non-technical audiences. 
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Treatment 
Scope 
Methods 
Stable 
Molecular 
Objective- in 
sense of inter- 
subjective agreement 
s Variable 
Molar 
Objective - in sense of 
factual/confirmable 
 
  
    
3.3 SUBJECTIVITY AND OBJECTIVITY 
Guba later amended this list of differences to include the purpose of 
the inquiry, and the communication modes it employed, while it was left to 
Patton (1975) and Scriven (1972) to contend with claims that the alternative 
form of inquiry was a system of subjective judgements - as intimated in 
Campbell's earlier comment. The theme of objectivity/subjectivity is 
germane to the literature surrounding the debate concerning appropriate 
forms of inquiry in evaluation, and one that is vehemently argued by those - 
for example, Patton (1975: 21) - defending the alternative position against its 
critics for whom 
To be subjective means to be biased, unreliable and 
non-rational. Subjective data imply opinion rather 
than fact, intuition rather than logic, impression 
rather than confirmation. Social scientists are 
encouraged to eschew subjectivity in favour 
of making their work 'objective and value free 
This question is taken up further in Scriven's (1972: 94) analysis of 
the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the relationships between 
objectivity and subjectivity, as in the following Table. 
TABLE 4: QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE ASPECTS 
OF OBJECTIVITY AND SUBJECTIVITY 
SUBJECTIVITY 	 OBJECTIVITY 
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QUANTITATIVE 	What an individual 	What a number of 
experiences 	of individuals 
experience 
(N .1) 	 (N > 1) 
QUALITATIVE 	Unreliable, biased, 	Reliable, factual, 
matter of opinion confirmable or 
confirmed 
Scriven addresses this issue within the general discussion of threats 
to validity in evaluation - one of his constant themes - in which he proposes 
that quantitative methods should no more be identified with objectivity than 
qualitative methods with subjectivity. Campbell (1974: 200) seems to 
supports this-position when he says that 
If qualitative and quantitative evaluations were 
to be organized on the same programs, I would 
expect them to agree. If they did not, I feel 
we should regard it possible that the quantitative 
one was in error. 
Guba (1978), like Scriven, is concerned with threats to objectivity in 
evaluation which arise from unconscious bias, conscious prejudice, 
incompetence, gullibility, or corruptibility, and regards bias as "perhaps the 
most pernicious of the threats". Like Guba, House (1976: 95) appeals for 
the adoption of openness, fairness and justice as additional criteria in 
sound evaluations, and also asks the question 
Is it really sufficient to say an evaluation is 
objective? ... an evaluation must be free from 
distortion and bias (qualitative objectivity) and being 
externalised, specifiable, and replicable 
does not sufficiently address possible biases. 
The implications of this discussion of subjectivity, objectivity, and the 
avoidance of bias in evaluation, will be considered further in chapter three 
when reviewing the validity and reliability of the measuring instruments used 
in the case study. 
3.4 A BASIS FOR COMBINING QUALITATIVE AND 
QUANTITATIVE APPROACHES 
Returning to the comparison of quantitative and qualitative 
approaches, Patton (1978: 203) asks whether one is really better than the 
other, acknowledging that the real issue is not one of avoiding bias, but 
rather of declaring biases, and then deciding how they are related to the 
values of those involved. Cook and Reichardt (1979: 11) refocus the 
question, however, and ask why a combination of both approaches cannot 
be used. Their arguments are directed towards what they see as false 
assumptions on the part of those adopting the paradigmatic 
characterisations noted earlier. These false assumptions are that 
first ... a method-type is irrevocably linked to a 
paradigm so that an allegiance to a paradigm 
provides the appropriate and sole means 
of choosing between method-types ... second, 
the qualitative and quantitative paradigms are 
... rigid and fixed. 
Cook and Reichardt (1979: 18) point to further evidence that tends to 
reduce the status of the differences alleged by proponents of the two 
approaches, not only in their assertion that logical positivism is no longer a 
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widely adopted philosophical stance in social research, but also in the more 
significant comment that phenomenology predominates irrespective of the 
methodology employed. They conclude that 
there is nothing to stop the researcher, except 
perhaps tradition, from mixing and matching the 
attributes from the two paradigms to achieve 
that combination which is most appropriate for 
the research problem and setting at hand. 
This view also finds support in the research findings of Rist (1977: 42- 
49), Smith and Fraser (1980: 367-70), and Glaser and Strauss (1967: 18) 
who claim that 
there is no fundamental clash between the 
purposes and capacities of qualitative or 
quantitative methods or data ... we believe that 
each form of data is useful for both verification 
and generation of theory, whatever the 
primacy of emphasis. (Italics in original) 
SYNTHESIS 
A significant aspect of the ideological differences noted in the 
literature is the alleged dichotomy between quantitative and qualitative 
approaches to evaluation. Critics on both sides have tended to exacerbate 
any existing points of disagreement in attempts to articulate their own 
position by differentiating it from the other. Cook and Reichardt challenge 
the legitimacy of such exclusivist characterisations and suggest a basis for 
combining the differing approaches in what might be called a mixed or multi-
methodology approach. This view has credence in respect of the research 
study as it lays the foundation for the argument used in the following section 
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to illustrate that one may employ a case study approach in demonstrating the 
contribution of metaevaluation to the development of evaluation theory and 
practice. 
4. CASE STUDY AS A METHOD OF INQUIRY 
Cook and Reichardt's conclusion that a pluralistic approach is 
possible in the selection of an evaluation methodology leads to a 
consideration of the available options. Mitzel et. al. (1982: 600- see Table 
2, Appendix 1) provide a tabular arrangement of the characteristics of four 
methodological approaches in programme evaluation, namely: the 
"experimentalists", the "eclectics", the "describers", and the "benefit-cost 
analysers". 
Insofar as their methodologies propose quasi-experimental designs 
and cases studies as means of focussing on process, contextual data, and 
'holistic' description, the second and fourth of these, represented by 
Cronbach and Stake - and Parlett and Hamilton - respectively, seem to offer 
the most in terms of the sort of integration recommended by Cook and 
Reichardt. An integration of these two methodological approaches suggests 
shared perspectives on factors such as those in Table 5 
TABLE 5: SHARED CHARACTERISTICS OF METHODOLOGIES 
FACTOR 	 SHARED CHARACTERISTICS 
Variables 	 Emerging in the course of the evaluation 
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Participants' Role 
	
Interactive 
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Evaluator's Role 	 Cooperative and interactive 
Political Pressures 	Accommodated and described 
Focus of Evaluation 	Programme improvement, and portrayal 
Report 	 Of the programme in progress 
A common element in this attempted methodological integration is the 
case study, which has long been associated in the literature with both 
quantitative and qualitative methods, for example, Gross et. al. (1971), 
Campbell (1975). Yin (1981: 58) further develops this point 
the case study does not imply the use of a particular 
type of evidence. Case studies can be done by using 
either qualitative or quantitative evidence ... from 
fieldwork, archival records, verbal reports, 
observations, or any combination of these. Nor does the case 
study imply the use of a particular data collection method. 
He suggests, therefore, that the adoption of the case study method 
does not restrict the researcher to methods such as ethnography, or 
participant observation, (for example, Swartz and Swartz 1955; Wilson 
1977), which have been associated traditionally with the use of this method 
in the social sciences, and refers to examples of numerous case studies 
where these methods have not been used. The literature, for example (Yin 
1981: 58), contains additional examples of case studies from the 
perspective of 'insider' and 'disinterested observer respectively. 
4.1 DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CASE STUDY 
APPROACH 
MacDonald and Walker (1975: 2) refer to the case study as "the 
examination of an instance in action", a definition shared by Stakel 
A National Science Foundation case study worker 
[Louis Smith] once described it as: 'the study of a 
bounded system'. The crux of this definition is some 
conception of unity or totality to that bounded system. 
The key notion is that you've got some kind of entity, 
a case, and it has some kind of unity. Somebody 
perceives a part of that unity and wants to study some 
more of it. 
Stake sees a major difference between the case study and other 
types of research methods as being that the case is the focus of examination 
rather than the population. In MacDonald and Walker's terms (1975:2) 
we might say that the case study is that form of 
research where n=1, only that would be misleading, 
because the case study method lies outside the 
discourse of mathematical experimentalism that 
has dominated Anglo-American educational research. 
The distinguishing characteristic of the case study method, then, is its 
focus upon, and search for the detailed understanding of a particular case. 
As Yin (1981: 59) has pointed out, the matter of data gathering techniques is 
not significant, although it is important to assert that 
[the case study] examines (a) a contemporary 
phenomenon in its real-life context, especially when 
1 From an unpublished manuscript "Research Methods Used", 
quoted 	in a paper circulated by limbs, University of 
Tasmania, (1982). 
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(b) the boundaries between phenomenon and context 
are not clearly evident. 
Kemmis (1977), Stake (1978), and Davis (1981) argue for a 
reassessment of the situations most suited to the case study approach; in 
this connection, Davis (1981: 121) proposes that 
Case study approaches are most appropriate to 
situations where aims and objectives are ambiguous, 
where no one best way is assumed ... where outcomes 
are hard to measure, where modifications and further 
development are possible, and where those trying to 
understand cannot experience the programme at first 
hand. 
4.2 CASE STUDY AS METHODOLOGY 
In terms of methodology, Adelman (in Nisbet & Watt 1984: 74) 
defines case study as 
an umbrella term for a family of research methods 
having in common the decision to focus an inquiry 
round an instance. 
The case study presents the reader with a reflective account of such 
an instance or situation in a style that facilitates a type of vicarious replication 
of the researcher's record of events. The suggestion that the provision of 
vicarious experience to the evaluation audience is one of the strengths of the 
case study method is made explicit in Stake's (1978:5) comment that people 
commonly achieve knowledge and understanding "mostly through direct and 
vicarious experience". 
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Furthermore, he allows that case studies will often be the preferred 
method because of their consonance with the experience and modes of 
reasoning of those reading evaluation reports. Under these circumstances, 
case studies 
may be epistemologically in harmony with 
the reader's experience and thus to that person a 
natural basis for generalisation ... and because of 
their compatability with such understanding, case 
studies can be expected to have an epistemological 
advantage over other inquiry methods as a basis for 
naturalistic generalisation. 
The literature (for example, Adelman 1984; Stake 1978) reveals that 
there are four stages in the development of a case study: 
1. 	the initial gathering of information by context analysis, including 
document search 
the gradual focussing of selected aspects of the situation 
3. reappraisal and recording of information by means of a written 
summary 
4. the checking of these records against their sources - both human 
and documentary. 
4.3 GENERALISING FROM A CASE STUDY 
Insofar as case study adopts this procedure to identify the factors 
unique to a particular situation, it has particular advantages as a 
methodology for conducting an essentially formative evaluation. In this 
respect, Adelman et. al. (1984: 74) pointed out that its methodology is not 
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"pre-experimental", and that the understanding generated by the case study 
is sufficient in its own right. 
An important aspect of this advantage is evident in Parlett and 
Hamilton's (1972) contention that case study methodology does not require 
the researcher to begin with a hypothesis, but rather to focus on the issues 
as they arise from the particular situation. While experimental and related 
forms of research identify factors common to a number of situations, the case 
study concentrates on those particular to an individual case, and which are 
investigated by an individual researcher 
A particularly important benefit is the possibility of a case 
study identifying a pattern of influences that is too infrequent to 
be discernible by the more traditional statistical analyses ... it is 
a style of inquiry which is particularly suited to the individual 
researcher, in contrast to other styles which require a 
research team. 
(Adelman in Nisbet and Watt: 1984: 76) 
Commencing with a comprehensive view of the information base the 
case study researcher progressively focuses on priority issues that are 
distinctive to that case. The researcher is able, then, to present findings in a 
style that makes them accessible to lay and specialist audiences alike, 
hence ensuring a basis for the interpretation of similar cases. This form of 
'naturalistic generalisation ', as Stake (1978: 5) refers to it, highlights one of 
the methodology's alleged shortcomings, that of generalisation 
... the term 'generalisation', as used in case study 
research and evaluation, may be equivocal. Three 
different kinds of generalisations are possible from 
case study ... first ... the instance studied to the class 
it purports to represent ... second ... from the case ... 
to a multiplicity of classes ... third ... generalisations 
about the case. 
(Adelman et. al. in Simons 1980: 50) 
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Matters such as the validity and reliability of case study processes and 
products require attention (Patton 1980), as well as the bias mentioned 
earlier in the chapter. Triangulation of methods, data, people and places, in 
addition to a conscious reflexivity in scrutinising the elements of the 
methodology, are suggested ways of strengthening the case study 
approach. 
4.4 ROLE OF ACTION RESEARCH IN THE 
METHODOLOGY 
In this respect, the insights of action researchers such as Carr and 
Kemmis (1986) offer an additional dimension to case study methodology. 
They define action research as 
... trying out an idea in practice with a view to 
improving or changing something, trying to have 
a real effect on the situation. 
The literature records Lewin's initial (1946) proposal for a four stage - 
planning, acting, observing, and reflecting - process of resolving social 
problems. Recent proponents of action research, Stenhouse (1975), and 
Elliott (1975, 1981) used the classroom as the setting for teacher-
researchers to develop appropriate skills related to their own curricula 
needs; while Kemmis, McTaggart et. al. (1982) advocated action research 
as a viable means of conducting small-scale research in education. 
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The usefulness of self-reflective investigation aimed at the 
improvement of practice, and the understanding of the theory underlying that 
practice, is of particular relevance to the overall research study, especially as 
it emphasises the role of metaevaluation in the improvement of evaluation 
theory and practice. In the context of the study, an action research 
perspective provides a plausible and appropriate addition to a methodology 
employing the case study, and elements of the survey research paradigm. 
It remains a perspective rather than a formal aspect of methodology insofar 
as it guides the conduct of the case study within the context of the overall 
research study. 
4.5 CRITICISM OF THE CASE STUDY METHOD 
It is possible to discern in the literature, (Popham 1975; Atkinson and 
Delamont 1984) a disregard on the part of some researchers for the 
integrity of the case study as a research method. While Popham (1975: 
206) allows that 
there are instances in the early stages of a 
formative evaluation where one might use • 
it [the case study method] 
Atkinson and Delamont (in Adelman et. al. 1984: 28) find difficulty in 
determining precis,ely what constitutes case study methodology because of 
what they refer to as the elusiveness of the notion itself, and of the package 
of approaches used by practitioners. The basis of their critique seems to be 
that 
In the first place, it has proved extraordinarily 
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difficult for the practitioners themselves to furnish 
an adequate definition of their own enterprise. 
Indeed, on the basis of their own pronouncements, 
case study evaluation would appear to be a 'paradigm' 
with none of the requisites of a paradigm ... 
The main apologists for the incorporation of case study methodology 
into the mainstream of evaluation research, acknowledge the problems 
associated with the approach. MacDonald and Walker (1975) also add 
their own list of problems facing case study researchers, such as: 
involvement in the issues being investigated, difficulties in ensuring 
confidentiality in overall data management, and means of handling the 
political aspects of evaluation activity. 
While the possible limitations of the case study are acknowledged, 
there is ample evidence in the recent literature that supports the view that 
case study methodology is being employed increasingly in evaluation and 
metaevaluation contexts: for example, Powell and Gray (1981), Blass 
(1982), Koretz (1982), Brown (1982), and Cohen and Manion (1985). The 
advantages of the case study appproach also have been recorded by 
Adelman et. al. (in Simons 1980: 59) as 
1. being 'strong in reality' 
2. allowing generalisation 
3. recognising the complexity and "embeddedness of social 
truths" 
4. providing archival material for subsequent reinterpretation 
5. contributing to practical organisational improvement 
6. reporting in language comprehensible to multiple audiences. 
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4.6 A NOTE ON SELF-EVALUATION 
Insofar as many of the above case study-evaluations are occurring in 
the context of single organisations and courses, there is evidence of a 
movement towards self-evaluation on the part of some individuals and 
groups. Adelman and Alexander (1982) supply a number of examples of 
how the management of educational change may be facilitated by the use of 
'self-evaluation' approaches. Their case studies of two educational 
institutions in the United Kingdom showed them 
from a very early stage that the key challenges 
in institutional self-evaluation were interpersonal, 
political, and organisational, rather than 
methodological, and that in any case evaluation 
methodology was itself institutionally constrained in all sorts of 
ways. 
Writers on the nature and role of case study methodology sampled in 
this review - and particularly Kemmis - would appear to be very much in 
agreement with this depiction of the realities of conducting evaluations in 
which one cannot 'create' the situation, nor artificially simplify it by the 
manipulation of its contexts. 
The foregoing discussion of forms of enquiry, paradigms, and 
methodology is relevant not only to the review of literature concerning the 
theory of evaluation, but also to the choice of an appropriate approach to 
the design of evaluation and metaevaluation methodologies which form part 
of the overall study. 
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SYNTHESIS 
The case study approach was adopted as an integral element in the 
research study as a result of a decision to pursue methodological integration 
on the basis that there is no logically contingent connection between 
ideology, paradigm, and method-type. An examination of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the case study method affirmed its usefulness in satisfying 
the demands of the particular context of the primary evaluation conducted 
prior to the metaevaluation which formed part of the overall study. In 
addition, the ability of the case study method to reconcile qualitative and 
quantitative approaches, and accommodate an action research perspective, 
confirmed its selection as the most appropriate means of demonstrating the 
role of metaevaluation in the development of evaluation theory and practice. 
5. METAEVALUATION 
The steadily increasing body of literature on evaluation theory, of 
which examples relevant to the present research study have been quoted 
already in this review, indicates the healthy state of evaluation research and 
development. However, it is by no means clear from the literature that 
consensus exists on what constitutes an effective evaluation, or indeed, on 
the means by which to measure the quality of an evaluation. 
It is in this latter area that the "evaluation of evaluations", Orata (1940: 
641), or "metaevaluation", Scriven (1969: 36) has a significant contribution 
to make both to consolidating a sound theoretical base for the development 
of evaluation, and to the monitoring and improvement of evaluation. Nilsson 
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and Hogben (1983: 83) also emphasise both of these aspects in their 
statement that 
the evaluation of evaluation can mean both the 
evaluation of evaluation itself and the evaluation 
of particular specimens of evaluation 
5.1 METAEVALUATION DEFINED 
The scope of metaevaluation is not universally agreed in the 
literature. Cook and Gruder (1978: 6), for example, limit its application to the 
evaluation of empirical summative evaluationsl , while a number of others 
including Scriven, and Stufflebeam characterise it as a broad-spectrum 
device for assisting in the development of particular evaluations and for 
assessing their worth upon completion. Stufflebeam (1978: 17) defines 
metaevaluation as 
the process of delineating, obtaining, and using 
descriptive and judgemental information about 
the technical adequacy, utility, ethics, and 
practicality of an evaluation in order to guide the 
evaluation and publicly report its strengths and 
weaknesses. 
The substitution of the word 'programme' for 'evaluation' in the above 
would lead to a reasonably satisfactory definition of evaluation and in so 
doing highlight the assumption that as metaevaluation is a form of 
evaluation, its definition should be in keeping with that of evaluation. Rossi 
and Freeman (1985: 219) agree with this assumption 
1 Cook and Gruder refer here to the evaluation of studies 
where the data are collected directly from program 
participants within a systematic design framework. 
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Strictly speaking, metaevaluations are not a 
distinctive class of designs. They are an alternative to 
engaging in de novo ... evaluations . 
Scriven is well known in the literature for his labelling of key notions, 
including that of metaevaluation. (1969: 36) His concern - mentioned earlier 
in this review - that evaluation should be self-referent, that is, subject to the 
same checklisting as the programme being evaluated, shares much in 
common with the views of metaevaluation already mentioned. His widely 
accepted differentiation between formative and summative evaluation is 
used in the present context to distinguish between formative and summative 
metaevaluation. Stufflebeam (1978: 17) defines these concepts in the 
following terms 
Metaevaluations that are intended to guide 
a primary evaluation are called formative 
metaevaluations; and summative metaevaluation 
denotes studies that judge the merits of 
completed evaluations. 
5.2 FORMATIVE AND SUMMATIVE METAEVALUATION 
In a later contribution to the literature, Stufflebeam (1981: 151) further 
refines this distinction in referring to summative metaevaluation as the "the 
fundamental metaevaluation mode", adding that "formative is more of a 
proactive, constructive, application of metaevaluation". He seems to imply 
that summative metaevaluation is 'fundamental' in the sense that it is 
performed on a primary evaluation to determine the extent to which it 
complies with standards which in turn assure clients of evaluation quality. 
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Stufflebeam's assumption that the quality of an evaluation can be 
assessed by applying standards to evaluation performance and weighting 
the results, underscores the importance of involving someone without a 
vested interest in the success of the evaluation in the summative 
metaevaluation process. Stufflebeam has suggested that, having 
apportioned weightings on a range of standards and then scored the 
results, one has an equation for what might be called the 'ideal' summative 
metaevaluation. 
Symbolically, 
Summative Metaevaluation Evaluation Performance 
 
Standards 
(with the limit of the ratio being one, and the 
key assumption being that the worth of an 
evaluation can be determined through scoring 
and weighting evaluation performance on some 
known set of standards. As the ratio approaches 
one, the evaluation becomes more worthy) 
Formative metaevaluation is concerned less with judgement than with 
analysing the options open to the evaluator in improving the quality of what 
occurs during the evaluation. The process is similar in function to formative 
evaluation insofar as it monitors progress, provides continuous feedback, 
indicates areas for improvement, and assists in making appropriate choices. 
Stufflebeam (1981: 152) asserts that 
formative evaluation has its foundation in - 
evaluation guidelines and pitfalls that are believed 
to be linked to the meeting of the standards that 
serve as the basis for summative metaevaluation 
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He seems to assume firstly, that the value of an evaluation is 
maximised when it follows such guidelines - and hence avoids pitfalls - and 
secondly, that continuous formative metaevaluation increases the likelihood 
of a successful summative meta-evaluation. That is, the ultimate worth of an 
evaluation, as determined by a summative metaevaluation, is maximised by 
heeding the feedback from a formative evaluation. (Stufflebeam 1978: 24 ) 
5.3 METAEVALUATION TECHNIQUES 
The literature shows that in the past twenty years there have been a 
number of appraisals of evaluations and evaluation methods. Campbell and 
Stanley (1963) and Cook and Campbell (1979) developed comprehensive 
schemes by which to assess experimental and quasi-experimental research 
designs, while Hammond (1969) used the Delphi technique as a means of 
evaluating alternative evaluation policies. Similarly, Reinhard (1972) 
developed an advocate team technique as a means of comparing and 
deciding between competing evaluation proposals. 
On a more general level, national groups such as the American 
Psychological Association, the American Educational Research Association, 
and the National Council for Measurement in Education (1974) derived sets 
of standards and methodologies for educational and psychological testing 
programmes. The relevance of such methodologies and standards is that 
they offer a sound basis for developing approaches to metaevaluation which 
not only assess the quality of individual evaluations, but also contribute to 
the theory of evaluation. 
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This has occurred in the contributions of Scriven (1974), Stufflebeam 
(1974, 1978), Sanders and Nafziger (1977), Cook and Gruder (1978), 
Wortman (1983), and Rutman (1984), in developing and refining 
methodologies for the evaluation of the plans, procedures, and impacts of 
primary evaluations. Scriven employs the same checklist for evaluation and 
for metaevaluation, recycling both through the various checkpoints until all 
are satisfied, hence ensuring an adequate basis for judgements on the 
programme being evaluated, as well on as the evaluation itself. 
Supplementary research by Stufflebeam (1974) and House (1977) 
suggests the utility of negotiated, written contracts between client and agent 
in increasing the quality, viability, and ultimate utility of evaluations. 
Stufflebeam has incorporated the formal contract into his CIPP model to 
establish the focus and role of the evaluator, and also to ensure that quality 
controls such as formative metaevaluation are part of the evaluation plan. 
5.4 METAEVALUATION STANDARDS 
The literature indicates that one of the major contributions to 
metaevaluation theory resulted from the project undertaken by the Joint 
Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation (1981) in producing a 
metaevaluation framework in the form of thirty standards related to the major 
characteristics of successful evaluations. The document first published in 
1980, constituted the fifth draft of standards and guidelines developed by 
representative panels and committees of leading evaluators committed to 
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the design and operation of a systematic approach to the assessment of 
evaluation programmes for the purposes of improvement and accountability. 
The authors claim that, in practical terms, the citation form included in the 
Appendix to the Standards (1981: 148) offers metaevaluators a format for 
reporting their assessments of how fully a particular evaluation met these 
standards. 
Stufflebeam (1978: 25) has consistently argued for the usefulness of 
standards in assessing evaluation quality, and in doing so has been largely 
responsible - directly or indirectly - for the development of much of the 
current thinking on metaevaluation. In this development, the foremost 
question has been that of standards 
The topic of standards is the fundamental issue 
in metaevaluation. To judge the worth of an 
evaluation one must measure the evaluation against 
valid principles of evaluation, and if the metaevaluation is to be 
taken seriously, authorities in the evaluation field must agree 
that these principles are necessary and sufficient for judging 
evaluation work. 
A comparison of Stufflebeam's own Standards (1978: 27) and those 
published by the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation 
(1981) indicates the influence of Stufflebeam on the deliberations of the 
Committee, especially in the general grouping of the standards into utility, 
feasibility, propriety, and accuracy standards, as in the following Table. 
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TABLE 6: LISTING OF JOINT COMMITTEE STANDARDS 
(1981: xv, xvi) 
Evaluation Attribute 	 Relevant Standards 
Utility 1. Audience Identification 
2. Evaluator Credibility 
3. Information Scope and 
Selection 
4. Valuational Interpretation 
5. Report Clarity 
6. Report Dissemination 
7. Report Timeliness 
8. Report Impact 
Feasibility 	 1. Practical Procedures 
2. Political Viability 
3. Cost Effectiveness 
Propriety 1. Formal Obligation 
2. Conflict of Interest 
3. Full and Frank Disclosure 
4. Public's Right to Know 
5. Rights of Human Subjects 
6. Human Interactions 
7. Balanced Reporting 
8. Fiscal Responsibility 
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Accuracy 
	 1. Object Identification 
2. Context Analysis 
3. Described Purposes and 
Procedures 
4. Defensible Information Sources 
5. Valid Measurement 
6. Reliable Measurement 
7. Systematic Data Control 
8. Analysis of Quantitative 
Information 
9. Analysis of Qualitative 
Information 
10. Justified Conclusions 
11. Objective Reporting 
The utility standards are designed to assess whether evaluations are 
informative, influential, and timely, and whether they serve the practical 
information needs of their audiences. The feasibility standards call for 
evaluations to be realistic, prudent, diplomatic and cost effective; while the 
propriety standards require that evaluations be conducted legally, ethically, 
and with regard for all those involved in the evaluation. The accuracy 
standards are designed to ensure that evaluations reveal accurate 
information and that it is appropriately reported. An indication of the 
confidence of the Joint Committee that the Standards represent a significant 
contribution to metaevaluation is contained in the following quotation 
The Joint Committee is convinced, based on its 
deliberations and extensive input from many people, 
that these Standards do encompass a valid and 
widely shared conception of evaluation and the 
conventional wisdom about its practice... in addition, 
the ... Committee wrote standards that encourage 
the sound use of a variety of evaluation methods 
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... surveys, observation ... case studies ... checklists 
... goal-free evaluation ... 
The Committee points to the comprehensive research effort involving 
several hundred educators and social scientists that resulted in the 
production of the Standards. Despite the development and field testing that 
has occurred to date, the authors suggest the need for future studies which 
will test their appropriateness in various settings. The recent literature 
indicates that this is already occurring, for example, Lewy (1984) in Israel, 
de Oliveira et. al. (1985) in Brazil, and in the United States in doctoral 
research projects, Larsen (1985), and McDonnell (1985). The Committee 
also proposes that 
What is necessary now ... is additional testing of this 
set of standards in actual field settings. (1981: 12) 
5.5 EVALUATION 'THESES' 
While those of the Joint Committee appear from the literature to be the 
most widely accepted of metaevaluation standards, there are also those 
developed by other organisations such as the APA, the AERA, and the 
NCME mentioned earlier. 1 There are others, too, who have sought to 
provide a rational basis for decisions concerning the quality of evaluations, 
such as Posavac and Carey (1985: 77), and Nillson and Hogben (1983: 95) 
whose critique of the use of standards suggests that 
1 American Psychological Association, American Educational 
Research Association, and National Council for Measurement 
in Education respectively. 
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In metaevaluation, all that familiar reticence about 
actually saying whether something is good or not 
... disappears. The criteria that elude us as 
unalienably subjective in the case of schools, 
manners, and moral come tumbling back into 
evaluators' laps as soon as evaluation itself becomes 
the object of apppraisal. Evaluators are presented 
with a whole variety of injunctions in doing 
metaevaluation, usually in sets: standards, principles, 
even "theses" in the aggressive Lutheran sense of the word... 
The latter reference is to the Stanford Evaluation Consortium's Ninety-
Five Theses For Reforming Program Evaluation 'promulgated' by Cronbach 
et. al. (1980) in which they provide a detailed assessment of the field of 
evaluation at the end of the 1970s and find evidence of the need to improve 
its theory and practice in a number of vital areas. They emphasise 
improvement in terms of increased interaction and communication between 
the parties involved in an evaluation, and recommend a reconceptualisation 
of evaluation in terms of the "theses". 
According to the authors, the theses attempted to generate national 
evaluation policies, and their concern with the political context of evaluation 
represented a movement towards more a comprehensive view of evaluation. 
This movement took a slightly different form in the writings of Patton (1980), 
Guba and Lincoln (1981) - in their emphasis upon utilisation and alternative 
evaluation methodologies respectively - and others concerned with a more 
qualitative approach to the management of evaluations. 
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5.6 MEASURING EVALUATION IMPACT 
The literature shows that earlier arguments concerning a perceived 
malaise in evaluation theory and practice had been formulated by Guba 
(1969) in what he termed the failure of educational evaluation. His views 
were supported by other researchers who doubted the quality and impact of 
many evaluations, Glass (1972), Brickell (1976) and Stroufe (1977). Their 
comments emphasise the significance of political and organisational 
pressures upon evaluators who, committed to excellence, are required to 
qualify their reports to suit the priorities and sensitivities of the evaluation 
audience: what Glass (1972) referred to as the "evaluation paradox". 
The review found a number of relevant studies which investigated the 
findings of primary evaluations, such as House et. al's. (1977) assessment of 
Abt Associates evaluation of the National Follow-Through Programme. The 
researchers found cause for concern in the primary evaluation's 
recommendation that certain instructional materials on the market were 
superior to others. In doing so they indicated a role for metaevaluation in 
alerting decision makers and consumers to the possibilities of bias in 
evaluation reporting. Further related examples may be found in House et. 
al. (1974), and Murphy and Cohen (1974). 
Other evidence in the literature of the need for a 'reformation' in 
evaluation theory - as a function of metaevaluation - is found in the 
suggestions of Cronbach ( 1963: 83) that evaluators risked missing what 
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actually happened in educational programmes by relying on measurement 
based on statistical methods alone, and in Scriven's more forthright 
comm ent 1 that statistical difference has very little to do with - and is 
insignificant alongside - indications of the educational improvements 
produced by a particular programme. 
The models, checklists, and standards mentioned above offer the 
possibility of guidance in the planning and conduct of evaluations and 
metaevaluations such as those included in the present research study, and 
discussed in later chapters. From the literature review it becomes apparent 
that the choice of which to use is influenced to some extent by the size and 
. complexity of the programme to be evaluated, the context and situation in 
which the evaluation occurs, as well as the expectations and information 
requirements of respective audiences. 
SYNTHESIS 
The determination to formalise the process of auditing evaluation 
practices led initially to the development of criteria which could be used in 
reviewing the effectiveness of specific evaluations. The definitions and 
formulations of Scriven and Stufflebeam provided the impetus for much of 
the recent work in metaevaluation theory and practice, particularly that which 
produced the Joint Committee Standards (1981). 
1 Made at the Evaluation '84 Conference, Canberra, 
September 2, 1984. 
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TABLE 7: 	DEFINITION OF EVALUATION QUALITY: SEVEN FACTORS 
AND THEIR MEASUREMENT 
(After Chelimsky 1983: 120) 
1. Technical Adequacy 
Factors Measures 
Appropriateness of design to 
evaluation question, cost 
and time 
•Adequacy of selected design for 
answering the question posed 
•Feasibility of implementing the 
design in required time frame 
A recurrent theme in the preceding discussion of metaevaluation has 
been that of evaluation quality and its measurement; the following section 
presents a complementary perspective, and proposes a scheme for its 
description and analysis. 
5.7 EVALUATION QUALITY AS 
A METAEVALUATION CRITERION 
Chelimsky (1983:113) addressed the question of evaluation quality as 
a key metaevaluation criterion and concluded that there was no clear 
definition because the concept was relative both to the observer and to the 
conditions of the particular context. She contended that evaluation quality 
comprised firstly, the technical adequacy and secondly, the usefulness of the 
evaluation. The former included the need for appropriate design and 
implementation, as well as the absence of major conceptual errors in the 
evaluation; while the latter was related to the relevance, timeliness, 
presentation, and impact of the evaluation and its reports. Chelimsky's 
definition of evaluation quality is based on these seven factors and the 
standards by which they are measured, as indicated in the following Table. 
. Minimization of costs with 
respect to the question posed 
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• Specification of agreement 
with user on what the question 
is, how the report will be used, 
when it is needed, and how use 
will be measured 
Appropriateness of execution 
to question, design, cost, 
and time 
• Adequacy of execution in terms of 
the design requirements 
•Appropriateness of design 
revisions to conditions in the 
field 
• Adequacy of execution in 
terms of projected costs and 
milestones 
• Adequacy of monitoring and 
reporting on design, time, and 
cost problems 
Absence of major technical 	• Adequacy with respect to 
errors in design, execution, technical and methodological 
and reporting 	 soundness 
•Adequacy with respect to the 
accuracy of what is reported 
2. 	Usefulness 
Factors 	 Measures 
Relevance to user 	 Prior agreement of user with 
information needs regard to questions that report will address 
Prior awareness by user of 
report limitations 
User satisfaction after report 
delivery 
Timeliness 	 • Prior agreement with user 
• Information delivery by due 
date 
• User satisfaction after report 
delivery 
Presentation 	 . Adequacy of logic, 
organisation, and writing 
• User satisfaction after report 
delivery 
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Impact 	 • Prior agreement with user on 
how the report will be used 
and how use will be measured 
• Evidence of policy use 
• Increased productivity 
• Improved management 
• Achieved savings 
Chelimsky's detailed conceptualisation of evaluation quality and its 
measurement was developed within a management context and is thus 
strongly user-oriented. Her assertion of the primacy of usefulness as a 
major criterion is supported by other writers such as Patton (1978) and 
Stufflebeam (1978). The latter's research (1978:27) in the development of 
metaevaluation theory has produced thirty four "dependent variables", or 
"standards for judging the merit of evaluation studies", and sixty-eight 
"independent variables" or "guidelines for good evaluation". These 
standards and guidelines are reminiscent of those published in 1981 by the 
Joint Committee chaired by Stufflebeam, and discussed earlier in the 
review. 
The literature also contains a number of additional studies - Berstein 
et. al. (1975: 21), Rossi and Lyall (1976), and Levin and Snow (1976) - 
which used a variety of metaevaluation models and techniques to assess the 
quality of primary evaluations. 
5.8 MODELS OF METAEVALUATION 
The development of models of metaevaluation arose from the need to 
arrive at systematic ways of improving the quality of existing evaluations - 
referred to by Scriven (1975) and Berstein et. al. (1975) - and to provide 
solutions to problems identified in current metaevaluation practice. Cook 
and Cruder (1978: 17) proposed seven different models of metaevaluation: 
three that are simultaneous with the primary evaluation, and four that occur 
subsequently. The first three models involve the use of consultant 
metaevaluators, simultaneous secondary analysis of raw data, and multiple 
independent replications, all of which have been used in national 
evaluations in the United States, but have required large investments of time 
and capital to ensure their continuation. 
More attention is given in the literature to the post facto models 
advocated by Cook and Gruder (1978), namely those which involve 
1. 	essay reviews of the primary evaluation report 
reviews of the literature about a specific programme 
3. empirical re-evaluations of an evaluation 
4. empirical re-evaluations of multiple data sets about the same 
programme. 
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This last model would seem to be almost identical to what Glass et. al. 
(1976: 3) and Smith (1981), refer to as meta-analysis, and is concerned 
more with the synthesis of comparative research findings than with the use of 
standards and guidelines for metaevaluation. On the whole, however, these 
models reflect Bryk and Light's (1981: 13) assessment that 
metaevaluation may take a variety of forms 
ranging from a progression [sic] critique of a 
report to a reanalysis of original data, to the 
collection of new data. 
In one study involving the use of metaevaluation models and 
techniques, Matuszek and Lee (1977: 1-23) sought information from a 
national sample of directors of evaluation offices on the purposes of 
metaevaluations, as well as on the most appropriate persons to carry them 
out. They found that metaevaluations were seen as 
1. indicating whether evaluation is a wise expenditure of 
resources 
2. providing information to evaluators to assist in improving their own 
functioning 
3. validating the quality of the evaluator's work 
4. attempting to ensure survival, or to meet some "mandated 
guideline". 
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Three questions of relevancel were asked by Matuszek and Lee in 
relation to the above, namely, "Why would you want to have your 
department's activities evaluated? Who should carry out the 
metaevaluation? What kind of data should metaevaluation collect?" The 
majority of respondents to the first question said "general self-improvement, 
or improvement in specific areas" were the main reasons for carrying out a 
metaevaluation; "professional evaluators, or university professors" were 
thought the most appropriate people to carry out metaevaluations; while the 
kind of data collected should include that pertaining to 
the usefulness of the results of the program 
evaluated, the quality of the data, and the 
cost-effectiveness of the evaluation. 
Respondents were also asked to rank evaluation activities in order of 
their greatest need for metaevaluation, and in this instance the 
"communication of results, and the appropriateness of evaluation designs" 
were ranked highest, with the remaining items "data quality, management 
skills of evaluators, instrument design, data analysis, and internal 
management" being considered of far less importance for metaevaluation 
purposes. Finally in this survey, Matuszek and Lee (1983: 14), claimed to 
"confirm two beliefs" namely that 
the importance of metaevaluation is increasing, and 
the person who is perceived as best to carry out a 
metaevaluation depends on the purpose of 
the evaluation. 
1 Relevant to the concerns of the present research study. 
5.9 VALUES IN METAEVALUATION 
The matter of values in metaevaluation is taken up by Nillson and 
Hogben (1983: 83) in their reminder that 
in addition to dealing with particular specimens 
of evaluation, there is the further question of 
the value of evaluation itself. Promoters of 
evaluation themselves raise questions 
like"Why do evaluation?" but on the whole 
give very indulgent answers. They admit that 
evaluation might not be in good shape at present 
but go on to say that that is a pity because, 
in itself, evaluation is a good thing. 
The assumption that evaluation is not necessarily 'a good thing' 
seems to be shared also by Robert Stake who is mentioned by Stufflebeam 
(1978: 20) as 
charging that evaluators usually promise more 
than they can deliver ... [and hence] ... practitioners 
should not evaluate unless some higher authority 
requires that they do so. 
Nillson and Hogben (1983: 84) argue for a return in the development 
of metaevaluation to the related notions of the evaluation of evaluation itself, 
and the evaluation of particular evaluations, since in recent times, 'the 
industry' has concentrated on the latter to the detriment of the former. They 
suggest that 
it is important to remember this because the 
evaluation of evaluation generally requires that 
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more attention be paid to the general theory of 
evaluation ... the important questions are less likely 
to be obscured in metaevaluation by operationalised 
busy-work. 
The tendency noted in the literature to attempt to 'measure' and 
compare primary evaluations against widely-accepted standards seems, 
prima facie, to call for a less value-bound approach in the exercise of 
metaevaluation techniques. Indeed, Sadler (1985) points to the fact that in 
this context, criteria and standards are often used as interchangeable terms, 
while in the case of the Joint Committee Standards, most of the 'so-called' 
standards are in fact criteria which establish minimum requirements for the 
conduct of effective evaluations. He clarifies the conceptual relationship 
between criteria and values as follows 
Criteria are not arbitrary inventions and cannot be 
logically deduced from values ... [and] ... criteria 
are generated as part of the process of reflecting 
about and providing rationalisations for judgements 
already made. 
If values and criteria - or standards - are not logically contingent upon 
one another, is it the case, however, that summative metaevaluation is 
'above' or immune to the various confounding factors found in the conduct of 
a primary evaluation because it is conducted externally and is interested 
only in certifying the presence or absence of quality? The limits of 
metaevaluation as a process are not yet fully understood even by its main 
proponents, as Stufflebeam (1981) indicates in his reference to 'infinite 
regression', or the the need for evaluations themselves in turn to be 
evaluated. 
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Taken to its logical conclusion this process may be conceived of as a 
serial progression of one metaevaluation upon another to infinity. Scriven 
(1975) suggests that in practice this progression in fact rather resembles a 
process of convergence. His view that 
in the real world, convergence among different 
levels of metaevaluation occurs quickly 
offers a retreat from infinity, although - according to Stufflebeam - not the 
guidance required to understand the mechanics of this convergence. 
Stufflebeam (1978: 21) recounts his attempt to verify Scriven's claim 
The House et. al. study (1977) was the secondary 
evaluation, as it reported that the Michigan System 
[the primary evaluation] was a good idea that was 
poorly implemented. A subsequent attack on the 
House study by the Michigan Department of Education 
... was the tertiary evaluation ... and my response ... 
was the quartic evaluation. I leave the fifth level 
evaluation to the general public. The four preceding 
evaluations should aid them in doing the quintescent 
evaluation, and who should try to top that? 
The issue of whose values predominate .in the design and 
implementation of evaluation studies is taken up by Shapiro (1984) in his 
discussion of the significance of the evaluation context. The contention that 
evaluation qua evaluation can only be undertaken from a particular 
institutional perspective is his repost to Scriven's earlier-quoted proposals 
concerning the control of bias in evaluation. He maintains that 
Scriven is mistaken in assuming that evaluators 
can control bias and, in effect, conduct objective 
evaluations. Evaluators cannot be objective 
because evaluation is an institutional activity. 
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House and Mathison (1984: 151) appear to support this latter 
premise, and indeed suggest an additional dimension to the issue of values 
in evaluation 
It is not the evaluators personal beliefs that 
determine the shape of an evaluation. Evaluators 
share methodologies, and in these methodologies 
are embedded certain social values. Evaluators of 
quite different political persuasions employ 
similar methodologies. 
This comment is significant insofar as it reinforces and adds 
justification to the methodological approach advocated in the research study, 
namely, that ideology, paradigm and methodology are not logically linked; in 
other words a mixed methodology is possible regardless of one's philosophy 
of evaluation - (Popkewitz 1984; Cook and Reichardt 1979) In essence, this 
partly substantiates the decision - further explained in chapter three - to 
adopt a research design which utilises a combination of techniques within 
the framework of a case study. 
Perhaps Strike (1984: 153) - whose article The Real Last Word 
on Justice and Evaluation suggests a resolution of the alleged tension 
between ideology and technique - might be permitted the final comment on 
the role of values in evaluation. To the question: 'what would a theoretical 
hard core for evaluation look like?' he answers 
I assume that it would include at least two 
components. First, since the point of evaluation is, 
after all, to evaluate, it would have to involve some 
normative assumptions ... the second component 
would amount to a general theory of technique ... how 
in general do we collect and manipulate evidence? 
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SYNTHESIS 
The literature review has asserted the dual role of metaevaluation in 
firstly, assessing the quality of particular evaluations, and secondly, in 
contributing to improved evaluation theory and practice. Early formulations 
of the metaevaluation process focussed on the development and application 
of standards to the conduct of evaluations, while all of the suggested 
techniques were not used because of the cost implications, or their 
impracticality in small scale operations. Quality and its measurement remain 
constant and significant issues in the development of metaevaluation theory 
and techniques. Finally, the related matter of the role of values in 
metaevaluation highlights the range of issues involved in the design, 
conduct, and auditing of evaluation programmes. 
The foregoing literature review has provided evidence of a 
divergence of opinion on a number of aspects of evaluation theory, and 
metaevaluation has proved to be no exception. In the research study an 
attempt is made to explore certain facets of this divergence, and to take up 
issues and challenges noted in the literature. The final section of this 
chapter suggests what some of these issues and challenges might be. 
6. 	IMPLICATIONS - FOR THE STUDY- OF ISSUES 
ARISING FROM THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The following conclusions, and implications for the study arise from 
the preceding review of research: 
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1. In the past, there has been a low level of evaluation activity in 
Australia, and perhaps no formal and available examples in the 
area of metaevaluation 
2. There is a need to try out and report the results of using new 
evaluation techniques, and to develop additional techniques 
3. How evaluation is defined is largely a matter of a person's 
general philosophy of education, and how the acquired 
evaluation information is going to be used 
4. It is methodologically sound and justifiable to mix techniques 
from qualitative and quantitative paradigms in devising one's 
own approach to evaluation 
5. Case study is an appropriate method of studying a programme 
and an evaluation in action, and as a means of generalisation 
6. Metaevaluation is essentially the assessment of the quality and 
worth of a primary evaluation, using standards developed and 
field tested by expert committees 
7. Metaevaluation not only judges the worth of a primary 
evaluation, but may also assist in its development 
8. Metaevaluation is, in Stufflebeam's terms, the most effective 
contribution one can make to evaluation research 
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9. This may take the form of the use of the Joint Committee 
Standards in actual field settings, as the authors suggest 
10. The evaluation of evaluation contributes to knowledge about 
how to conduct improved evaluations, but also furthers the 
theory and practice of metaevaluation, and hence the theory 
of evaluation. 
In the next chapter, the above conclusions and implications will be 
analysed in more detail to determine the extent of their contribution to the 
theoretical framework and methodology for the research study. This will 
ensure firstly, that the conceptual approach to the study is based on insights 
which emerge from foremost writers in the field of evaluation, and secondly, 
that it is structured so as to derive new insights which may in turn stimulate 
further research into the many aspects of evaluation still requiring 
investigation. 
7. SUMMARY 
This chapter reviews the research literature in evaluation which is of 
relevance to the study outlined in the previous chapter. 
In the first section a historical perspective is provided whereby it is 
seen that, coinciding with the curriculum reform and accountability 
movements, there has occurred in recent decades a redefinition of the 
process, and that lately this has been accompanied by a reconceptualisation 
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of the nature and role of evaluation. 	The literature indicated that evaluation 
activity in Australia was at a low level, and in need of development, 
particularly in the area of metaevaluation. 
While a general consensus was apparent with regard to definitions of 
evaluation, similar agreement was not obvious in the areas of theories and 
models of evaluation. A survey of the field from Tyler to the more recent 
theorists demonstrated a division of opinion concerning the forms of inquiry, 
paradigms, and methodologies, most appropriate for the realities of the 
organisational contexts in which evaluations are usually conducted. 
A resolution of the debate about the relative merits of quantitative and 
qualitative methods was proposed in terms of a view which accepted the 
premise that a method-type is not irrevocably linked to a paradigm, and 
therefore a mixture of techniques to suit the requirements of a particular 
situation is permissible. The appropriateness of the case study method in 
facilitating this mixed methodology was considered in light of the literature. 
The review noted the significance of metaevaluation in ensuring the 
quality of particular evaluations, and in a more general sense further 
developing the theory of evaluation via the standards and guidelines 
devised for the purpose. In particular the question of the nature and 
measurement of evaluation quality was seen as an integral aspect of the 
metaevaluation process. 
The final section of the chapter recorded the main conclusions and 
implications of the review for the development in the following chapter of a 
theoretical framework and methodology for the study. 
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CHAPTER 3 THEOPIETICAL FFIAMEWORPA AND 
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 
This chapter establishes a theoretical framework and develops a 
methodology which is appropriate for the research study, using insights offered 
during the review of related literature in the previous chapter. 
The chapter begins with a review of the purpose and the problem for 
research. Secondly, it discusses the conclusions and implications of the 
research literature in terms of the contribution of metaevaluation to improved 
evaluation theory and practice. Thirdly, it indicates the assumptions about 
evaluation on which the overall study is based. Fourthly, it outlines the 
rationale, nature, and operation of the chosen case study methodology, as well 
as the techniques used to gather and report information in both the primary 
evaluation and the two metaevaluation sub-studies. Finally, it suggests the 
basis on which the findings of the study might be synthesised in a manner which 
facilitates their contribution to the theory and practice of evaluation. 
The topics discussed in this chapter include 
1. Purpose of the Study 
2. Statement of the Research Problem 
3. Research Design 
3.1 	A Research Design Issue 
4. The Potential of the Case Study Approach 
5. Case Study as a 'Multi-Method' Approach 
6. Diagrammatic Representation of the Research Design 
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7 	Outline of Theoretical Framework 
7.1 	Details of the Theoretical Framework 
8. Basis for Using a Mixed Methodology 
9. The Scope of the Primary Evaluation 
10. Details of Phases in the Primary Evaluation 
11. The External Metaevaluation 
11.1 Phases of the External Metaevaluation 
12. The Internal Metaevaluation 
12.1 Phases of the Internal Metaevaluation 
12.2 The Checklist Used for the Internal Metaevaluation 
12.3 Relationship of Evaluation Standards to Checklist Items 
13. Discussion of Data Gathering Techniques Used in the Primary 
Evaluation 
14. Questionnaire Validity and Reliability 
14.1 Validity and Reliability of Student Ratings 
14.2 Questionnaire 'A' 
14.3 Questionnaire 'B' 
14.4 Mid-semester Review Exercise 
15. Using Interviews to Check or Triangulate Data Sources 
15.1 Monitoring Withdrawals 
15.2 Interviews with Final Year Students 
16. Triangulation as an Aid to Validity 
17. Data Analysis 
18. Delimitations, Assumptions, Limitations 
19. Conclusion 
20. Summary 
1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the potential of 
metaevaluation as a means of improving the quality of evaluation, in a 
particular Australian post-secondary education context. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The problem for research may be stated in the form of a number of 
questions 
	
1. 	What is the role of metaevaluation in evaluation research? 
2. 	If metaevaluation is the 'evaluation of evaluation', does this imply that it 
has a dual role, namely, to 
.1 	assess the merit and value of particular instances of 
evaluation, and to 
.2 	contribute to the development of evaluation in general? 
3. 	How is an empirical study best designed in order to encompass this 
duality of role? 
4. 	In what ways might the implications of such a study be presented so as to 
contribute to evaluation theory and practice? 
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3. 	RESEARCH DESIGN 
The need for an exploratory investigation which focussed on 
metaevaluation was established in chapter one, and implicitly affirmed in the 
review of literature in chapter two. (Joint Committee 1981: 12) This was 
considered a special need in Australia where, unlike the United States, no 
descriptions or examples were found to exist. 
3.1 A RESEARCH DESIGN ISSUE 
Katz (1953: 74) proposed that 
the exploratory study attempts to see what there is 
rather than to predict the relationships that will be found. 
Kerlinger (1973: 406) indicated further that exploratory studies allowed 
researchers at least three possibilities 
to discover significant variables in the field situation, 
to . discover relations among variables, and to lay 
the groundwork for later, more systematic and 
rigorous testing of hypotheses 
The research design for this study was conceived such that it was 
consistent with each of these three purposes. 
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The first part of the problem for research asked the question: What is the 
role of metaevaluation in evaluation research? This question in turn suggested 
the need - initially - for a descriptive study or survey, the purpose of which was 
indicated by Good (1972: 208) as 
to secure evidence concerning an existing situation 
or current condition 
SYNTHESIS 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the role of metaevaluation in 
the development of evaluation theory and practice. This purpose was in turn 
expressed as four sub-questions that indicated the need for an empirical study 
which would provide data on metaevaluation in action, which could be used 
subsequently to draw inferences concerning evaluation theory and practice. 
4. THE POTENTIAL OF THE CASE STUDY APPROACH 
The other research questions focussed on the means by which the 
ameliorative potential of metacivaluation might tested in an actual situation, and 
from this perspective, led to the consideration of the case study as the preferred 
approach. The review of literature highlighted the strengths and limitations of 
the case study as an evaluative research method, and these factors were taken 
into account in selecting a research design. This aspect of the design 
conformed to the characteristics of the case study noted by one of the earlier 
writers - Gee 1950: 230- not listed in the literature review, who said that 
Case study method emphasises the total situation 
or combination of factors, the description of the process 
or sequence of events in which the behaviour occurs, 
the study of individual behaviour in its total setting and 
the analysis and comparison of cases leading to the 
formulation of hypotheses. 
As critics of the method noted in the review of literature, the case study 
approach is very broad in concept and application, however it usually involves 
an investigation of a particular phenomenon in sufficient detail for 
understanding to occur. Its philosophical basis in the phenomenological theory 
of knowledge points to a basic assumption that one may deduce key ideas or 
organising principles from the observation and description of social 
phenomena, of which an education programme - such as that descibed in the 
present investigation - is an example. 
5. CASE STUDY AS A 'MULTI - METHOD' APPROACH 
It was noted - Cook and Reichardt (1979), and Mitzel (1982: 600) - that 
quasi-experimental designs also were capable of accommodating the case 
study method, while Yin (1981: 58) mentioned a number of instances of case 
studies employing a predominantly quantitative orientation. Guba's views in 
chapter two - (1978) and (1982) - on the role of the case study approach in 
qualitative methodology, lent considerable support to the argument for 
employing a case study in the present context. On the other hand, Cook and 
Reichardt's advocacy of a mixed methodology - perhaps incorporating 
questionnaire and interview techniques - appeared to reflect more closely the 
particular requirements of the situation in which the research study was to occur. 
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These requirements included 
1. An evaluation study of a selected post-secondary education programme 
during its initial three years of operation 
2. the lack of comparative data from similar course evaluations, as none 
were judged to exist, at least throughout the period of the study 
3. an evaluation methodology that was unobtrusive, basically 'formative' 
according to Scriven's definition of the term, and 'responsive' according 
to Stake's definition of the term, to the needs of adult students, and by 
means of plainly-written reports, to a committee comprising all interested 
parties 
4. an evaluation methodology that was 'cost-free' according to Scriven's 
definition of the term - of benefits at least equalling costs - and insofar as 
it only incurred expenses that could be satisfied from existing revenue 
sources 
5. a mechanism for reviewing the evaluation which would ensure its quality, 
and the validity of its assessments. 
In the situation envisaged by the programme sponsors, and 
circumscribed by the above requirements, the methodological options open to 
the researcher pointed inevitably in the direction of a case study with techniques 
which might be sufficiently flexible to allow for their modification according to the 
issues emerging throughout the period of the study. 
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Insights From Research Literature 
on Evaluation/Metaevaluation. 
Requirements of the Situation 
Analysis of Case Study 
Implications of Study for Evaluation 
Theory and Practice 
Primary Evaluation 
Metaevaluation 
6. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH 
DESIGN 
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7. OUTLINE OF THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
An important point of departure in developing the theoretical framework 
for the study was Arieh Lewy's admonition that "one should be cautious not to 
over- evaluate a program" (1977: 31). From this point of view 
1. evaluation is an integral part of developing and making decisions about 
a curriculum 
2. its influence is positive 	and 
3. its methodology unobtrusive. 
These were three principles which guided the approach taken in 
planning and implementing the first stage of the case study, although as the 
discussion of results in chapter four suggests, they did not always produce the 
desired results. A case in point was the reference by participants to the need 
for less evaluation, or at least for fewer occasions on which data were collected. 
The literature provided instances of researchers who advocated an 
objectives model as a theoretical framework for evaluating course effectiveness 
as measured by objectives attainment; however, such an approach is 
insufficient by itself in the context of this study for providing a comprehensive 
account of the range of processes and interactions occurring within an 
educational programme. Guba (1978:33) supports this view in drawing 
attention to the "major upheaval" that has characterised evaluation research 
and practice during the past twenty years or more. 
In suggesting that 
we are a long way from the time when the only approach to 
evaluation was the objectives-centred model explicated 
by Ralph Tyler, 
Guba argues the case for the adoption of alternative approaches described 
generically as being qualitative in kind and related to the naturalistic modes of 
enquiry referred to in the previous chapter. 
This view is supported further in the Cronbach and Ross (1976:18) 
proposal in the Stanford Evaluation Consortium's Handbook of Evaluation 
Research that: 
The evaluator need not limit his concerns to 
objectives stated in advance; instead he can 
also function as a naturalistic observer whose 
enquiries grow out of his observations. The 
evaluation should not concentratel on outcomes; 
ultimately it may prove more profitable to study 
just what was delivered and how people 
interacted during the treatment process. 
In respect of the evaluation design used in the current study, this view 
provided a general direction which was supported by those most intimately 
involved with the conduct of the course being evaluated, namely the students 
and staff who were affected by both the course and the evaluation. This does 
not mean that little or no value was given to outcomes in designing the 
evaluation methodology, for this aspect was a necessary inclusion in the overall 
design, because of the monitoring and accreditation data required by the 
1 While the evaluation design was based generally on the 
approach advocated in this quotation, it would have been more • 
acceptable had the word 'solely' been included after 
'concentrate'. 
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respective committees mentioned earlier. 	On the contrary, the assumption 
behind the evaluation design parameters posited the need for an 'objectives 
plus' approach, which attended to both outcome and process. The evaluation 
reports discussed in the next chapter indicate how this approach worked in 
practice through their presentation of findings and recommendations of interest 
to the different audiences of the evaluation. 
The review in chapter two of the literature related to the alternative 
(qualitative) vis a vis the conventional (quantitative) paradigm of enquiry 
suggested that a sound theoretical framework included elements of both; and 
furthermore, that it was unproductive and methodologically unsound to insist on 
one paradigm or model to the exclusion of the other. Consequently, the view 
was taken that it was wise to employ an objectives model augmented by 
qualitative perspectives focussing on the issues, processes, and values that one 
may overlook if concentrating solely on objectives and their attainment. 
7.1 DETAILS OF THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This theoretical framework was characterised by: 
1. attention to course objectives and their attainment, 
bearing in mind the requirements of course accreditation 
2. responsiveness to participant and audience needs and 
values 
3. the illumination of critical processes, incidents and 
interactions as a prerequisite for decision-making 
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4. 	the assumption, well supported in the literature, 
that evaluation is a self referent discipline - Scriven 
(1983: 230) - and hence both internal and external 
metaevaluation are indispensible aspects of the 
evaluation process. 
This framework may be represented diagrammatically as follows 
EVALUATION THEORY 
re. THE ROLE AND PURPOSE OF 
EVALUATION 
METAEVALUATION 1 
of 
PRIMARY EVALUATION (CASE STUDY) 
METAEVALUATION 2 
using 
STANDARDS FOR ASSESSING EVALUATION QUALITY 
RESULTS OF RESEARCH STUDY 
This framework was appropriate to the aims and adequate for the context 
of the evaluative case study because 
1 
	
the needs of participants were served best by a model 
and a methodology that took account of the quality of evaluation 
processes and provided information - at the primary evaluation 
level - useful for decision making over and above assessments of 
whether or not objectives had been met 
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2. the elucidation of key issues and critical questions, as well as 
judgements about the merit of the evaluation, and its contribution 
to thedevelopment of evaluation theory and practice, were of 
central importance in the study 
3. it made provision for the application of rigorous 
standards to the evaluation to assess its impact and its possible 
usefulness in other similar courses. 
In the primary evaluation phase of the study, the required emphasis on 
questions relevant to the Course Advisory Committee and the Reaccreditation 
Panel was provided by the above framework in the following ways: 
1. it ensured that information collected was oriented 
towards needs expressed by client representative themselves 
2. it addressed these needs as expressed at the minimal 
level as course aims, general objectives, and specific objectives 
3. information was collected on the conduct of individual 
units, and inferences drawn on the extent to which unit 
content and presentation reflected these aims and objectives. 
It was important to acknowledge that this emphasis was also required 
because the audience for the evaluation reports was disposed to assess the 
value of the aims and objectives outlined in the course accreditation proposal. 
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Furthermore, the course objectives in this proposal had been expressed in 
behavioural terms to comply with Assessment Panel recommendations, rather 
than through any penchant for behavioural objectives on the part of the course 
developers. 
8. BASIS FOR USING A MIXED METHODOLOGY 
In developing a theoretical framework for the present study, with its 
'mixed methodology', or 'multi-method' approach, reference was made to a 
number of the influential models and formulations mentioned in the literature 
review. Of the twenty or more models noted by Guba (1978: 34), those 
expounded by Stake (1976), Parlett and Hamilton (1976), Patton (1978), and 
Guba and Lincoln (1981), offered the most in terms of alternative views of 
evaluation, particularly when the intention was to assesss more than objectives 
attainment alone. Each of the above researchers views the evaluator's task as 
comprising more than an exercise in matching programme performance to 
programme aims or intentions, and consequently adopts approaches variously 
described as responsive, illuminative, or democratic, to mention just three of 
them. The methodology used in the primary evaluation, and indeed in the 
subsequent metaevaluation, was characterised by a responsiveness to the 
processes and particularly to the issues and concerns expressed by 
participants, and recorded in the evaluation reports discussed in chapter four. 
Stake's 'persuasion' was relevant to the evaluation design because he: 
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1. advocates concentrating upon programme activities rather than intents as 
a means of responding to the information needs of audiences with differing 
value perspectives 
2. provides a series of steps for an evaluator to follow, such as: 
.1 	overview program activities 
.2 	identify program scope 
.3 	conceptualise issues and problems 
.4 	observe 
.5 	interview 
.6 	thematise 
.7 	portray and report to audiences. 
(1975:20) 
Also, Parlett and Hamilton's (1976: 144) suggestion of a three-stage 
evaluation process involving initial observation, sustained inquiry, and the 
generation of underlying principles and issues which are progressively 
focussed and illuminated, added a second important layer to the 'model' which 
guided the evaluation study. In their own words: 
The aims of illuminative evaluation are to 
study the innovatory programl : how it 
operates... what those directly concerned with it 
regard as its advantages and disadvantages... It 
aims to discover and document what it is like to be 
participating in the scheme... and to discern and 
discuss the innovation's most significant features, 
recurrent concomitants, and critical processes. 
I Parlett and Hamilton propose that the illuminative approach is 
most suitable in the evaluation of a course innovation, but that 
its use is by no means restricted to this situation. 
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The notion of evaluation as the illumination of essential issues and 
problems for those involved in the course was consonant with their two-fold 
aims of continuous improvement and accountability. It was in this latter area 
where the desire for both the primary and the meta levels of the evaluation to be 
demonstrably effective was an important consideration, that Patton's (1982) 
proposal for evaluation to have impact and usefulness, was incorporated into 
the principles on which the research study was based. The illuminative 
approach to evaluation is well supported and supplemented by the emphasis in 
responsive evaluation on the valuing and judging processes so crucial to a 
comprehensive view of the evaluator's responsibilities. Neither approach was 
inimical to an 'augmented' objectives model; and as it turned out each was a 
necessary and positive contributor to the overall theoretical framework for the 
present study. 
SYNTHESIS 
One of the implications of the literature review - noted in chapter two, and 
further developed in this chapter - is that a case study incorporating 
questionnaire and interview techniques is appropriate to evaluations seeking a 
holistic view of the processes occurring in a particular situation. The case 
study, which forms part of the overall research study, employed internal and 
external metaevaluation to assess the quality of the primary evaluation to 
provide data for analysis in the final stage of the study. A number of 
perspectives influenced the choice of methodology, including those of Stake, 
Stufflebeam, Scriven, and Parlett and Hamilton. 
9. THE SCOPE OF THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
The purpose of using the case study method was not to provide a totally 
comprehensive or all-inclusive evaluative account of the course, but rather to 
develop a detailed understanding of what participants saw as issues related to 
course development and consequent improvement. As recommended in 
requirement five above, the information derived from the case study was then 
the subject of a higher order purpose, in that it - and the method by which it was 
obtained - was analysed by means of internal and external reviews. These 
metaevaluations, as later chapters suggest, led to the refinement of the overall 
evaluation methodology, which heightened its utility both in the context for 
which it was designed and in other similar contexts. 
The evaluation itself was of benefit to those who participated in it through 
their association with the course: the results recorded in the next chapter are 
evidence of this. Of more significance, however, to the the overall research 
study, was the impact of the evaluation as measured by both the external 
review, and the internal scrutiny carried out by the evaluator himself (See 
Appendix 10 and 11 respectively). In assessing this impact it was decided that 
studying a particular case in sufficient detail to adequately test the effectiveness 
of the methodology was the best approach available given the nature of the 
context described above, the scope of the primary evaluation, the 
metaevaluation, and, indeed, of the study as a whole. 
As suggested in 'requirement two' above, this decision followed an 
extensive search which indicated that current courses with similar evaluation 
1 13 
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situations existed neither locally, nor nationally. Closely related to this was the 
prevailing view of the object of the evaluation as a curriculum innovation 
designed to improve the personal and vocational effectiveness of a group 
without previous access to formal post-secondary education (See Appendix 5). 
As the evaluation developed, the approach adopted needed to be sufficiently 
flexible to modify techniques and procedures which reflected accurately what 
was occurring. 
In so doing, the case study methodology provided a richness of detail that 
portrayed the evaluand from a variety of perspectives to those interested in the 
assessment of its efffectiveness. This has been noted by MacDonald and 
Walker (1975) as being one of the significant benefits of using a case study 
approach to evaluation; and indeed the present research study used this 
insight in developing an evaluation design which suited the requirements of the 
evaluation audience and those of the particular situation in which the research 
was conducted, as well as allowing for the progressive revision of the 
techniques used. 
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF PHASES IN THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
ITEM 	 DATE 
PHASE I 	 November 1982 
PHASE 2 	 January - June 1983 
PHASE 3 	 July - December 1983 
PHASE 4 	 January - June 1984 
PHASE 5 	 ,July - December 1984 
PHASE 6 	 January - June 1985 
PHASE 7 	 July - December 1985 
10. DETAILS OF PHASES IN THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
PHASE 1 (November 1982) 
PILOT STUDY 
1. Discussion of overall evaluation study with staff and Course 
Advisory Committee members 
2. Review of questionnaire 'A' draft with panel, and 
revision of draft 
3. Testing questionnaire 'A' for validity with students in a 
preparatory unit, many of whom subsequently enrolled in the 
course on which the evaluation was based 
4. Revision of questionnaire in preparation for phase two. 
PHASE 2 (January - June 1983) 
1. Group meeting in week two of first semester with 
students enrolled in the first two units, to explain the 
rationale for the evaluation 
2. Individual interviews between February and May, with 
randomly chosen students concerning positive or negative 
aspects of the course 
3. Questionnaire 'A' administered - June 15 - to all students 
completing first two units of course 
4. Focus during the semester was on issues,related to - 
enrolment, staffing, and course content ' 
5. First Evaluation Report presented to Course Advisory 
Committee - July 5 - following conference with course 
coordinator. 
PHASE 3 (July - December 1983) 
1. Continuation of random interviews with individuals 
concerning course issues 
2. Telephone interviews during August with students who 
had withdrawn from the course since January, (31 in all) 
3. Questionnaire 'A' administered - November 21 - to 
students completing units two and three of the course 
4. Conference with staff on emerging issues and concerns - 
(December 10) 
5. Second Evaluation Report presented - December 18. 
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PHASE 4 ( January - June 1984) 
1. Group Meeting in week two of first semester to 
introduce new students to the evaluation programme 
2. Mid - semester review exercise concerning matters 
arising during the first eight weeks of semester 
3. Continuation of random interviews 
4. Questionnaire 'A' administered to first and second year 
students - June 13 
5. Individual interviews with all external students 
concerning their experience of the course to date 
6. Third Evaluation Report presented July 9 
PHASE 5 ( July - December 1984) 
1. Continuation of random interviews 
2. Continuation of mid-semester review exercise 
(Discontinued after this semester) 
3. Telephone interviews with students withdrawing from 
the course during the last twelve months 
4. In evaluator's absence, Questionnaire 'A' administered to 
students - 21 November - by Course Coordinator, following 
procedures established by evaluator. Data analysed by 
evaluator, and verbal report made to Course Advisory 
Committee on December 15 
PHASE 6 ( January - May 1985) 
1. Continuation of random interviews 
2. Questionnaire 'B' administered June 7. 	Initial questionnaire 
revised following feedback from staff and students suggesting 
the use of a shorter form of the questionnaire. Questionnaire 
'B' reviewed by panel 
3. Individual interviews with all external students concerning 
issues arising since previous interviews in June 1984 
4. Evaluation Report Number Four presented June 27 
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PHASE 7 (July - December 1985) 
1. Continuation of random interviews 
2. Telephone interviews with students withdrawing during 
past twelve months 
3. Individual interviews with students - who had completed 
core units - concerning their reflections on the course 
as a whole 
4. Conference with staff - November 4 - concerning 
emerging issues 
5. Group Forum on November 15 - chaired by a staff member - 
with all students, staff, and employer representatives, to review 
the operation of the course since its inception 
6. Evaluation Report Number Five presented December 6 
SYNTHESIS 
The primary evaluation carried out within the case study framework 
continued for six semesters, preceded by a pilot study in which the initial 
questionnaire was tested. The evaluation was designed to focus on the needs 
of its audience for assistance with course development, as well as on the the 
data needed to make judgements concerning the value of the course. Relevant 
findings were presented in periodic evaluation reports, which - as seen in 
chapter four - were used by the main audience as the basis of decision making. 
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1 1 . 	THE EXTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
The analysis of the impact of the primary evaluation in chapter five 
utilises data collected during the two reviews conducted at the end of the 
evaluation period. The first of these sought to validate the findings and the 
methodology of the primary evaluation, and was undertaken by an independent 
external consultant. There were no restrictions placed on the consultant in 
conducting the review; and so the selection of methodology, access to 
participants, and mode of reporting were entirely at her discretion. The 
metaevaluation report is included in Appendix 10 and discussed - as indicated 
above - in chapter five. The four main phases of the metaevaluation are 
summarised below: 
11.1  PHASES IN THE EXTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
1. 	 2. 	 3. 	 4. 
Consultant 
Accepts 
Brief from 
Course 
Coordinator 
--31` 
Site Visits 
to 
Conduct 
Interviews 
Review 
of 
Course 
Documents 
Report 
Presented 
to 
Course 
Coordinator 
As a perusal of section four of the metaevaluation report summary shows, the 
methods chosen were: 
individual interviews with the Course Evaluator, Dean of 
the Faculty of Business, Head of External Studies, former Course 
Advisory Committee Chairman, and members of the course team 
2. small group discussions with internal students 
3. telephone interviews and a teleconference with external 
students 
4. critical review of all documentation related to the Course, including 
minutes of meetings, accreditation documents, and evaluation 
reports. 
As an interviewee, the evaluator was aware of the metaevaluator's use of 
a structured interview technique to gather the information upon which 
conclusions and recommendations subsequently were based. Apart from this, 
he had no involvement in the external review and is unable to comment further 
on the methodology used. 
12. THE INTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
The internal metaevaluation was designed with the Standards for 
Evaluations of Educational Programs, Projects, and Materials (Joint 
Committee: 1981) as a point of reference. The Standards were discussed in 
their entirety with the Course Coordinator and members of the course team, in 
order to select those considered of particular relevance to the context in which 
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the evaluation had been conducted. On the basis of this discussion, a list of 
possible statements embodying selected standards was circulated and staff 
reactions to this list used in devising the first draft of the metaevaluation 
checklist. This checklist ( Appendix 11) was in turn pilot tested with a class of 
ten evaluation students whose responses to its style and content were useful in 
its refinement. 
The checklist itself was administered to staff, Course Advisory Committee 
members, and students who had participated in the primary evaluation for at 
least three years. It was decided to use this technique to gather information 
because it 
1. had not been used in the external review and hence offered 
participants an additional means by which to indicate their 
views on the evaluation 
2. invited respondents to provide considered written 
comments on the evaluation as a whole 
3. provided both qualitative and quantitative data by 
requesting written comments in addition to the circling of 
the response on the Likert-type scale for each statement. 
In addition, the internal metaevaluation was scheduled for approximately 
six months after the visit of the external consultant, in order to detect any 
emerging perspectives as a result of respondents having already had one 
opportunity to think critically about the impact of the evaluation. The twenty 
items on the questionnaire sought to gain the information needed to assess the 
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quality and impact of the evaluator's effort by having those with an intimate 
knowledge of the evaluation rate it against widely-accepted standards for 
evaluation quality. 
Together, the external consultant's report and this internal review created 
a comprehensive account of the strengths and weaknesses of the primary 
evaluation, and in so doing, provided the basis for a methodology which is likely 
to be useful in the future development of the present course, as well as in other 
similar courses. 
12.1 PHASES IN THE INTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
1 	 2 	 4 	 5 
Select 
Appropriate 
Draft 
of 
Pilot 
Test 
Revision 
of 
Checklist 
Mailed 
Metaevaluation 
Standards 
Checklist 
Prepared 
of 
Checklist 
--> Checklist 
Draft 
to 
Participants 
6 	 7 	 8 	 9 
Follow-up Data Analysis and Findings Form Part 
Letters Collated Reporting of Analysis of Primary 
to Non- by by Evaluation within 
respondents Secretary Evaluator Overall Study 
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12.2 	THE CHECKLIST USED FOR THE INTERNAL 
METAEVALUATION 
As said earlier, the checklist used to gather data for the internal 
metaevaluation was based on the Joint Commitee Standards discussed in the 
review of literature. Not all of the Standards were considered by the review 
panel to be relevant to the assessment of the primary evaluation, however - as 
the following table shows - the majority were incorporated in the checklist items. 
12.3 	RELATIONSHIP OF EVALUATION STANDARDS TO 
CHECKLIST ITEMS 
Evaluation Standard 	 Item number 
A2 	Evaluator Credibility 
2 
3 
A4 	Valuational Interpretation 	 4 
A5 	Report Clarity 	 5 
C3 	Full and Frank Disclosure 
D1 1 	Objective Reporting 	 6 
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A6 	Report Dissemination 	 7 
C7 	Balanced Reporting 	 8 
A7 	Report Timeliness 	 9 
B1 	Practical Procedures 	 10 
B2 	Political Viability 	 11 
C2 	Conflict of Interest 	 1 2 
C5 	Rights of Human Subjects 
C6 	Human Interactions 	 1 3 
A3 	Information Scope and Selection 
D2 	Context Analysis 	 1 4 
D3 	Described Purposes and Procedures 	 1 5 
Al 	Audience Identification 
D4 	Defensible Information Sources 	 1 6 
D5 	Valid Measurement 	 1 7 
D10 Justified Conclusions 	 1 8 
A8 	Evaluation Impact 	 19 
TABLE 2: 	RELATIONSHIP OF EVALUATION STANDARDS TO 
CHECKLIST ITEMS 
SYNTHESIS 
The data used to analyse the primary evaluation was obtained by means 
of separate internal and external metaevaluation exercises. The external 
metaevaluation sought to validate the processes and results of the primary 
evaluation through interviews conducted by an independent consultant with no 
previous contact with the evaluation. Findings were presented in a report 
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which assessed the impact of the evaluation. An internal metaevaluation using 
a checklist based on the Joint Committee Standards for Educational Evaluation 
was conducted six months after the external metaevaluation and produced 
complementary data which was used in the later analysis of the primary 
evaluation. 
13. DISCUSSION OF DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES USED 
IN THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
Insofar as the case study was related to portraying the effectiveness of an 
educational programme in terms of aims and objectives stated in advance, at 
least part of the methodology necessarily involved the design and use of 
instruments for collecting relevant data which indicated the degree to which 
such aims and objectives had been attained. These instruments - primarily 
questionnaires and interview schedules - were designed to provide information 
at a minimal level for the evaluation's two main external audiences: the Course 
Advisory Committee, representing all those with an interest in the course, and 
the Course Assessment Panel whose responsibility it was to determine whether 
accreditation guidelines had been followed (Appendix 3,4, and 5). Reports 
prepared during the evaluation period presented findings and 
recommendations which related course performance to course objectives in 
such a way as to facilitate the monitoring role of the Course Advisory 
Committee, and the accrediting role of the Assessment Panel. 
It is perhaps worth noting again that the scope of the primary evaluation 
included the twelve core units only, and not the whole range of elective units 
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available to students, as these twelve core units were judged by the Course 
Development Committee and the Assessment Panel to be sufficient for students 
to attain basic course objectives. As well, these units were scheduled to be 
offered over a three year period, which suited precisely the time frame for the 
case study. (Appendix 12) 
14. QUESTIONNAIRE VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
Development of the data gathering techniques required careful attention 
to important matters such as adequate pre-planning and pilot testing. The 
development phase of these techniques, particularly the questionnaires, 
involved a survey of the literature in andragogy, for example, (Knowles 1973), 
(Tough 1973), survey methodology (Kerlinger 1973), Cohen and Manion 
(1985), and case study methodology (Simons 1980), as a background to 
constructing instruments which fulfilled the demands of accuracy, validity, 
reliability, and relevance in gathering the information needed to properly 
evaluate the course being studied. 
In devising the questionnaire, discussions were conducted with staff 
involved in teaching and administering the course to gain an appreciation of the 
issues they believed needed to be addressed in the evaluation. This procedure 
was vital to the methodology not only for the advice it provided on the types of 
questions that might appear on the questionnaires, but also because it allowed 
the evaluator to interact with staff in a cooperative, non-threating environment 
prior to the actual implementation of the evaluation programme. 
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An additional strategy of considerable use in both establishing rapport 
and eliciting significant clues to assist questionnaire development, was to 
organise informal small group discussion sessions in which the views of 
intending students were sought on what they perceived to be priorities in the 
evaluation of the course. This was done during the first two weeks of each of 
the three years of the case study. 
The resultant questionnaire was reviewed for face validity and content 
validity - defined by Kerlinger (1973: 457) - and epitomised in the question "Are 
we measuring what we think we are measuring? - by a panel of ten advisors. 
Two of these were lecturers in administration, one in econometrics, another in 
statistics - at Darwin Institute of Technology - and another member was a 
visiting professor from the California State University. The remaining members 
represented the training and development sections of the respective employing 
authorities. 
Members of the panel were supplied with copies of the draft 
questionnaire, a statement of the purpose of the evaluation study, and the list of 
criteria used to select items - resulting from earlier meetings with staff and 
prospective students, and from the literature on adult learning mentioned above 
- and were asked to comment on the language, appropriateness of items, 
response categories, format, and to suggest additions, omissions, and other 
factors likely to enhance the validity of the questionnaire. Their responses were 
incorporated into the revised questionnaire which was trialled with a group of 
twenty-five prospective enrollees in the course to be evaluated before the final 
form of the questionnaire was prepared. (Appendix 3) 
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14.1 	VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF STUDENT 
RATINGS 
The question of the validity and reliability of student responses to items 
included in the measuring instruments was raised in the planning session with 
the review panel. Reference to the relevant research (Powell 1972; Costin et. 
al. 1971; Doyle 1983) indicated that most of the usual objections either were 
unfounded, or were unsustainable. For example, the typical objections and the 
respective responses outlined in the Table below, are taken from Powell 
(1972: 1-15) 
OBJECTION 	 RESPONSE 
	
1. 	Ratings are related to 
a) intelligence of students 
b) marks teachers give them 
2. 	Ratings are related to 
student's personality 
No firm or unequivocal 
evidence (Weigel 1971) 
No evidence for this 
3. 	Students don't take 	 "No support for this in the 
evaluation seriously Literature" 
4. Student judgements are 
unstable or unreliable 
thoroughly and extensively 
studied" 
5. Use of ratings will have 
undesirable influence on 
staff-student relations 
"This aspect has been 
"No empirical evidence in 
the Literature" 
TABLE 3: 	USE OF STUDENT RESPONSES IN EVALUATION 
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Perhaps a final comment on this aspect of the validity and reliability of 
student ratings may indicate the rationale for using the views of those 
participating in the course as the basis for some of the issues discussed in the 
evaluation reports in chapter four (Costin et. al. 1971: 511-53) 
A review of the empirical studies indicates that students' 
ratings can provide reliable and valid information on the 
quality of courses and instruction. Numerous investigators 
[ Guthrie (1954), Gustad (1961), Maslow (1956), Bryan (1968), 
for example,] reported acceptable stability and internal 
consistency of ratings 
This evidence from the literature was useful in resolving doubts about the 
reliability and validity of the responses to be gathered by the measuring 
instruments as far as the review panel was concerned, and were strengthened, 
perhaps, in the light of Guthrie's (1954) comment - quoted in in Costin et. al. 
(1971: 511) - that student judgements were more stable than were faculty 
judgements of teaching quality. 
There were no formal procedures adopted to establish the 
questionnaire's reliability - defined by Popham (1975: 117), for example, as "the 
consistency with which a measure assesses whatever it's measuring", however, 
the examination of the questionnaire by the panel, and the reactions of those 
involved in the pilot test, provided a degree of_refinement that was considered - 
by those most affected by the evaluation - to be sufficient for the purpose for 
which it was designed. 
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14.2 	QUESTIONNAIRE 'A' 
Once the initial questionnaire, referred to as 'A' in Table 1, was devised, 
pilot tested, and the required changes made to its format and content, it was 
administered to the first group of students in June 1983. It was used until the 
end of 1984, when a shorter form, using fewer questions and simpler language, 
replaced it. Questionnaire 'A' comprised five sections (Appendix 3 ) including: 
quality of the learning experience 
2. qualities of the lecturer 
3. physical resources and their use 
4. attainment of unit objectives 
5. feedback on assessment. 
In addition, a final section asked for written comments on the unit as a 
whole. A five point scale from superior (5) to poor (1) - and including above 
average (4), average (3), below average (2) - as well as allowing the 
respondent to choose no opinion, was used for the majority of questions. 
The remainder required brief written answers rather than the circling of any of 
the choices on the above scale. 
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Before distributing the questionnaire, an introductory statement was 
made concerning the purpose of the exercise, the anonymity of responses, and 
the use to which questionnaire information would be put. All questionnaires 
used in the study were completed by respondents individually, and without 
reference to the views of others. This was particularly so in the classroom 
situation where completed questionnaires were handed in before students left 
the room. After collecting the questionnaires, the confidentiality of the 
information was emphasised and the completed forms placed in a sealed 
envelope. 
In the case of questionnaire 'B' - used during 1985 - (Appendix 4), which 
staff members distributed and collected themselves, this same procedure was 
retained to ensure respondents of the confidentiality with which information was 
treated from the point of collection through to the submission of the evaluation 
report. 
14.3 	QUESTIONNAIRE 'B' 
Questionnaire 'B' was a 'friendlier', shorter, and simpler, version of 'A', 
and covered many of the same issues in fewer questions (23 instead of 38). It 
surveyed opinions on the following main topic areas: 
A. Unit Content 
B. Assessment 
C. Lectures / Workshops 
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Questions within the first topic dealt with the degree to which the content 
of the unit facilitated the attainment of aims and objectives contained in the unit 
outline. These questions requested information on the relevance, 
appropriateness, and level of difficulty of a particular unit in terms of the 
respondent's personal and vocational learning needs. 
Responses to Questionnaire 'A' during the first two years of the 
evaluation suggested that assessment was a matter of continuing concern for 
students, and hence, three questions on this topic were included in 
Questionnaire 'B'. The third section of the latter questionnaire contained items 
related related to the preparation and presentation of lectures and workshops, 
and in addition asked respondents to recommend the inclusion of new, or the 
deletion of existing curriculum material that did not appear to be meeting the 
'relevance and appropriateness' criteria mentioned above. The final question 
(Q. 23) elicited written comments on the unit as a whole, or on an aspect of it - 
such as its presentation by the lecturer. Compared with Questionnaire 'A', 
which contained 14 (of 38) items related to staff evaluation, Questionnaire 'B' 
includes only one (of 23) directly related to this aspect. This is indicative of a 
shift in emphasis - resulting from evaluation feedback - from staff to unit 
evaluation and constitutes perhaps the most obvious difference between the 
two questionnaires (Appendix 4). 
Both Questionnaires 'A' and 'B' were administered in the second last 
week of semester as this gave respondents at least fourteen - weeks in which to 
develop their assessments of individual units, or of the whole course up to that 
point, in the case of later data samples. This also allowed sufficient time for 
data collation, analysis, and reporting, prior to the commencement of the next 
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semester during which decisions and action on priority issues were taken in 
preparation for the subsequent offering of the revised unit. 
In all, the period required from questionnaire administration to the date of 
reporting to the Course Advisory Committee meeting was no more than one 
month in the case of each report. Each of the reports was timely and therefore 
designed to be of assistance in decisionmaking - as chapters four and five 
record - while any less than the allocated preparation time would have 
produced reports which may have done inadequate justice to the course being 
evaluated. 
14.4 	MID-SEMESTER REVIEW EXERCISE 
The occurrence early in first semester 1984 of difficulties requiring 
immediate action, was responsible for the introduction of an additional aspect of 
methodology. Chapter four relates the details of why it was necessary to survey 
students and staff in the unit PSY 130; however, the means by which this was 
done is relevant to the present chapter. The need to secure detailed 
information on alleged issues and concerns led to the use of an 'open response 
written exercise' during week eight of the semester. This exercise - in the form 
of two questions - asked students to express their views in writing on: 
1. 	Knowledge and skills acquired so far in the unit 
Problems or concerns with the unit. 
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Students were invited to respond frankly, knowing that their comments 
would be treated confidentially in the evaluator's discussions with staff and 
course committees. In the interests of efficiency and the minimal disruption of 
classroom activities, it was decided to allocate part of the final lecture period 
before the mid-semester recess, for the evaluation exercise. A time limit of 
twenty minutes was allocated for the recording of written responses, although 
this was increased to thirty minutes during its second use in second semester 
1984, following requests by students for more time in which to formulate their 
written responses (Appendix 6). 
The purpose of this exercise was to ask students to reflect and comment 
upon their learning early in a particular unit, so that by the time they were 
responding to the end-of-semester questionnaire, they had had several weeks 
in which to test the accuracy of their initial perceptions. Despite the quite useful 
information provided by this technique, particularly in resolving dificulties in the 
Psy 130 unit mentioned earlier, it was discontinued at the end of 1984 as 
students and staff thought it unnecessary in view of the ongoing questionnaire 
and interview techniques (Appendix 8). 
15. USING INTERVIEWS TO 'CHECK' OR 'TRIANGULATE' 
DATA SOURCES 
The exploratory nature of the overall research study, of which the 
techniques within the case study form an important part, suggested a role for the 
interview as a data gathering method. Cohen and Manion (1985:292) 
identified three main purposes for the interview 
First it may be used as the principal means of gathering 
information ... by providing access 'to what is inside 
a person's head' ... second, it may be used to test 
hypotheses or to suggest new ones, or as an explanatory 
device to help identify variables and relationships ... and 
third, the interview may be used in conjunction with other 
methods in a research undertaking. 
The stages in the primary evaluation previously described - and in the 
table in chapter four summarising the use of data gathering techniques - 
indicate that there were seven occasions on which interviews were used to 
collect data for use in checking perceptions gained from questionnaire data, or 
for the provision of additional data. These occasions were during 
1. the planning phase of the evaluation (staff, students, and 
Advisory Committee members) 
2. random interviews throughout the evaluation period 
3. structured interviews with external students and tutorial staff 
4. telephone interviews with students who withdrew 
5. individual and group interviews with staff 
6. individual and group interviews with advisory committee 
members 
7. individual interviews with students who had completed 'core' units 
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The various forms of the interview and the consistency with which it was 
used throughout the case study phase of the research programme, reflected the 
need to devise an adequate evaluation methodology that would both produce 
an evaluation of good quality, and contribute something of substance to the 
metaevaluation which was to follow. In this latter respect, the interview 
technique was related to the second part of the research question asked by the 
study concerning the appropriate means of facilitating an answer to the focal 
question "Does metaevaluation lead to improved evaluation?". 
The interview was used primarily to support the questionnaire in 
obtaining data during the case study. As such its validity was a secondary 
consideration alongside that of the questionnaire which was discussed earlier, 
although, as Cohen and Manion (1985: 302) maintain 
-one way of validating interview measures is to compare 
the interview measure with another measure that 
has already been shown to be valid. This kind 
of comparison is known as convergent validity. 
If the two measures agree, it can be assumed that 
the validity of the interview is comparable with the 
proven validity of the other measure. 
In line with the spirit of the evaluation methodology, an unobtrusive 
approach was adopted in the management of the interview segment of the case 
study. Most of the interviews were conducted in private, as the confidentiality of 
the data - both process and product - was a significant value in this approach. 
The group interviews were unlike the individual interviews in that they took the 
form of problem solving and feedback sessions - even a planning session on 
one occasion. 
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15.1 	MONITORING WITHDRAWALS 
One of the important aspects of the evaluation was the interviewing of 
students who withdrew after the initial two weeks of semester. A longer time 
span was required for these interviews than was taken in the administration of 
the questionnaire, as students withdrew continuously, and as it was advisable 
that interviews occurred as soon as possible after withdrawal, it was necessary 
to allow a full three months - weeks two to fourteen of semester - to collect the 
necessary information. The withdrawal rate was an issue throughout the three 
years of the study: 
1. • 
	
	during 1983 when the course was introduced and 
withdrawal rates were considered higher than expected 
2. during 1984 when the withdrawal rate for first year 
external students was a matter of concern to course managers 
3. during 1985 when it appeared the action taken as a result 
of recommendations in the evaluation reports was having little 
effect on withdrawal rates. 
Interviews, either face to face or by telephone, were conducted with all 
students who withdrew from the course during the evaluation. period. The 
majority (90 °/0) were interviewed by telephone using a procedure that consisted 
of an introductory section and a question and answer section which involved 
discussion of the questions raised. The average interview ran for no longer 
than twenty-five minutes, with those in which students said they withdrew early 
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in the semester (15%) and had few comments to make, taking less than five 
minutes. The full text of what was said to interviewees, and a summary of their 
responses, were recorded in evaluation report number two, pages 12 to 17, 
(Appendix 6) and in subsequent reports in 1984 and 1985. The following 
checklist indicates the types of questions asked: 
INTERVIEW CHECKLIST FOR STUDENTS WITHDRAWING 
FROM COURSE 
1. Can I ask why you decided to withdraw from the course? 
2. Did you experience particular problems with any of the units? 
3. What in your opinion is the best aspect of the course? 
4. What in your opinion is the worst aspect of the course? 
5. What is your overall assessment of the lecturer in each unit? 
6. How useful are particular aspects of the course to your job? 
7. How useful are particular aspects of the course to your 
personal development? 
8. In your opinion, what needs to be added to the course, or to 
particular units? 
In your opinion, what needs to be excluded from the course, or 
from particular units? 
10. How is the course viewed by your co-workers and supervisors 
11. Do you intend to re-enrol in the course? 
These questions were asked in precisely the same manner in each of the 
three years of the study, to the numbers of students shown in Table 4: 
YEAR 	NUMBER INTERVIEWED 
1983 31 
1984 30 
1985 66 
TABLE 4 
15.2 	INTERVIEWS WITH FINAL YEAR STUDENTS 
Another occasion on which interviews were used involved those who 
enrolled at the commencement of the course and were still members of the 
student group at the end of the evaluation period. Appendix 9 ( Report 5: 8), 
and chapter four, list the questions asked of interviewees in attempting to bring 
together their assessments of the course as a whole. This survey was a 
necessary adjunct to the systematic reviews carried out each semester during 
the three year evaluation period, for it served to check the reliability of the 
earlier information by highlighting discrepancies as well as points of agreement 
between the two sets of information. 
Interviews were conducted with the eight final year students who had 
completed the core units. In these interviews they were asked to reflect upon 
their experience of the course and to respond verbally to the abovementioned 
list of summative-type questions. Consultation with members of the course team 
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team prior to these interviews had isolated nine areas related to the course as a 
whole, and on which feedback was sought. 	Questions asked during the 
interviews were then framed with this advice in mind. 
16. TRIANGULATION AS AN AID TO VALIDITY 
The use of both questionnaire and interview to collect the data on which 
the evaluation reports were based permitted a certain degree of cross-checking 
of information and sources. With the introduction of the data from the external 
metaevaluation, another element was added to data collection and validation. 
In seeking to determine whether the primary evaluation had provided an 
'acceptable' account of the course it evaluated, the external evaluator supplied 
a, third perspective which facilitated a triangulation of the data, which is 
discussed by Simons (1980: 55), and Cohen and Manion (1985: 254) who 
define it as 
the use of two or more methods of data collection in 
the study of some aspect of human behaviour 
The authors identify triangulation with a multi-method approach such as • 
has been adopted in the research study, and suggest a number of situations in 
which it is particularly useful in reinforcing the validity of data and the 
techniques by which they are collected 
Triangular techniques are suitable when a more holistic 
view of educational outcomes is sought ... where a 
complex phenomenon requires elucidation ... where 
a controversial aspect of education needs to be 
evaluated more fully ... when an established 
approach yields a limited and frequently distorted 
picture ... and where the researcher is engaged in a 
case study ... 	 (1985: 260) 
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Clearly the research study fits comfortably into a number of these 
categories, and in particular into the last-mentioned category in which a number 
of researchers have seen triangulation as a major technique for the detection 
and elimination of bias in evaluation. 
17. DATA ANALYSIS 
Data from the questionnaires were summarised by frequency count of 
responses in each of the questions asked. Where questions requested written 
comments in addition to the circling of response options, these comments were 
recorded verbatim in the summary of raw data, and the issues emerging from 
the data discussed in the evaluation reports. The collation and analysis was 
accomplished by hand by the evaluator in the case of the primary evaluation, 
and by a secretary in the case of the responses to the checklist used in the 
internal metaevaluation. 
The audience, and the case study approach itself, emphasised the need 
for reports that were easily read and comprehended by non-specialists. 
Consequently, statistical analysis was considered inappropriate in reporting the 
results of both the primary evaluation, and the metaevaluation - a point 
emphasised by the external evaluator and referred to again in chapter five - in 
that 
the small numbers ... particularly in the first two years, 
did not permit reliable quantified statistical analysis 
of the data (Armstrong, Metaevaluation Report, 1986: 13) 
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SYNTHESIS 
Data gathering techniques - questionnaire, interview, and checklist - 
were developed and pilot tested for validity and reliability. Data from interviews 
were used as an additional perspective on that obtained from questionnaires, 
while the external metaevaluation offered an opportunity for triangulation of the 
data and processes of the primary evaluation. Statistical analysis was used 
neither in the evaluation, nor in the metaevaluation phases of the study. Apart 
from the fact that the case study approach and the audience for the evaluation 
did not require it, the external metaevaluator observed that the small number of 
responses involved did not permit reliable statistical analysis of the data.- 
1 8. DELIMITATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND LIMITATIONS 
The study was delimited in four ways, as follows 
1. the study was delimited to the examination of evaluation - 
including metaevaluation - in an Australian context 
2. the case study methodology used to collect data in the 
evaluation and metaevaluation phases of the study was 
delimited to the consideration of a course designed for 
adult students during the first three years of its operation 
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3. the adoption of a formative approach to evaluation in 
studying 'a single instance' was a delimitation which 
emerged not only from the monitoring and developmental role of 
the evaluator, but also because of the absence of resources 
which may have facilitated a comparative study, had a 
comparable programme been available 
4. the utilisation in the metaevaluation of only those 
Standards which were appropriate to the situation of the case 
study, delimited the scope of available Standards in both the 
metaevaluation checklist, and in the analysis in chapter five. 
Those related to formal obligation, cost effectiveness and 
financial accountability, for example, were considered to be 
outside the ambit of both the evaluation and the metaevaluation. 
The study was based on the following assumptions 
1. The basic assumption on which the study was based is that 
it is possible to measure and improve the quality of evaluation 
by developing and applying metaevaluation strategies to 
evaluations in a field setting 
2. Another assumption contingent upon the first is that one 
may employ Standards to achieve a more precise 
understanding of whether evaluations satisfy minimum 
standards on a number of criteria which embody what the 
literature defines as 'quality' 
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3. It is also assumed that using a case study is an appropriate 
means of demonstrating empirically that metaevaluation has 
an ameliorative role in the development of evaluation theory 
and practice 
4. The methodology used in the case study required the 
assumption that insights from the research literature and the 
expressed needs of the situation in which the case study 
occurred, were sufficient basis on which to develop a multi-
method approach to the gathering of data 
5. A key assumption was that the values implicit in the process of 
making evaluative judgements do not necessarily result in bias 
if these values are declared and their influence monitored 
continuously. 
The research design and the methodology established the following 
limitations for the study 
1. 	The investigation within the overall study was essentially a 
case study of a course innovation which was itself evaluated for 
the lessons it contained for improved evaluation theory and 
practice. Attempts to generalise the process or the findings to 
other situations may prove difficult without first attending to 
the assumptions underlying the evaluation methodology, and 
the contextual conditions under which it was employed. 
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2. The potential limitations associated with the researcher 
conducting an internal evaluation while teaching one unit in the 
programme being evaluated are recognised, but are considered 
unavoidable in view of the requirements of the situation in which 
the case study occurred. (Assumption 5 indicates a general 
approach which diminishes the effect of this limitation) 
3. Another limitation concerned the ability of the study to 
employ comparative data - either from within Australia or from 
overseas - in the utilisation of evaluation standards in conducting 
the metaevaluation sub-study. The implications of the 
metaevaluation checklist, and the overall methodology, for other 
evaluations in this country - or elsewhere - may be limited by the 
factors that differentiate these from the present study. 
SYNTHESIS 
The study was delimited to an Australian context in which an 
investigation of an evaluation was carried out to demonstrate how 
metaevaluation may contribute to the measurement of evaluation quality. The 
study has implications for evaluation theory and practice so long as allowances 
are made for the delimiting factors. The main assumption made in designing 
the study was whether one can measure and improve evaluation quality by 
using metaevaluation strategies - in particular, Standards - to evaluations in 
field settings. Finally, insofar as the results of the study were derived in a case 
study context, care needs to be exercised in generalising the findings to other 
contexts in which similar assumptions and methodology are lacking. 
19. CONCLUSION 
This chapter developed a theoretical framework and methodology for the 
study based on insights provided in the review of research in chapter two, and 
on the requirements of the situation in which the research was conducted. It 
indicated that the purpose of 'the study was to investigate the potential of 
metaevaluation as a means of improving the quality of evaluation in a particular 
Australian post-secondary education context. The question for research asked 
what the role of metaevaluation was, and posed a number of sub questions that 
focussed on the most appropriate means of demonstrating the impact of this role 
in a field study situation. 
The methodology of the study involved devising an evaluation procedure 
- in a case study environment - using questionnaire, interview and checklist 
techniques over a three year period, and then reviewing these procedures and 
their results by way of an internal and external metaevaluation. The results of 
the primary evaluation are summarised in chapter four, and the analysis of 
these results, as well as those from the two metaevaluation exercises, forms the 
basis of chapter five. 
This chapter is important to the structure of the research study as it links 
the theoretical insights of the literature review with the investigations recorded in 
chapters four and five, and indeed establishes the foundation for these 
investigations in its evolution of theoretical framework and methodology. In 
chapter four which follows, there is a brief descriptive account of the processes 
and outcomes of the primary evaluation which are the subject of the 
metaevaluation studies discussed in chapter five. 
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20. SUMMARY 
This chapter commenced by defining the research problem to be 
investigated in the study, and outlined the assumptions, limitations and 
delimitations prior to discussing the methodology and data gathering 
techniques. The rationale, significance, and need for the study were argued on 
the basis of 
1. concepts and proposals arising from the review of literature 
2. the requirements of the situation in which the research was 
conducted. 
It was seen that a case study in which an evaluation methodology was 
developed, and whose quality was itself then assessed, provided an 
appropriate context in which to investigate the nature and role of 
metaevaluatidn. The research design accepted the premise that 
methodologies or techniques are not predetermined by the choice of a 
particular paradigm, and therefore that a mixture of qualitative and quantitative 
perspectives may enrich rather than contradict each other during the conduct of 
a study. 
The theoretical framework and methodology of the study were 
responsible for the generation of data both from the primary evaluation and from 
the internal and external metaevaluations. These data in turn were collated, 
analysed and discussed in the final three chapters as a means of deriving 
conclusions and implications for the conduct of evaluation, as well as for further 
research in metaevaluation. 
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In this chapter, the discussion of the results of the primary evaluation are to 
be found in the following main sections 
1. Introduction 
2. Summary of Techniques and Results of the Case Study 
3. Background to Evaluation Reports 
4. Evaluation Report No 1 
5. Evaluation Report No 2 
6. Evaluation Report No 3 
7. Evaluation Report No 4 
8. Evaluation Report No 5 
9. Conclusion 
10. Summary 
1. 	INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes what occurred during the primary evaluation phase of 
the case study. There is also a brief note on the two subsequent metaevaluations 
which in turn assessed the quality of the primary evaluation. Both the course and 
evaluation commenced in first semester 1983, although they had been operating 
on a 'trial' basis during the previous semester while negotiations on course 
structure and course monitoring procedures continued. 
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As suggested in the introductory chapter, the evaluation resulted from a 
shared commitment to quality control and accountability in course development by 
members of the original development committee. This, allied to an openness to 
self-scrutiny and peer assessment, established an atmosphere in which a formal 
evaluation programme was seen as integral to the personal and professional 
development of staff, as much as to the continued refinement of the course being 
evaluated. 
From the beginning, therefore, the evaluation was conducted in a spirit of 
consultation with those most directly affected: the course coordinator, teaching staff, 
representatives of client - public service - departments, and the students 
themselves - full-time administrative assistants who had enrolled in a part-time 'in-
service' course which provided them with a formal academic award upon 
completion. 
Throughout the evaluation case study, a number of different and 
complementary activities were conducted in order to gather the information 
required to make decisions concerning the worth or merit of the course,/and hence 
to provide the basis for the subsequent internal and external metaevaluations. In 
line with the methodology outlined in the two previous chapters, a combination of 
questionnaire and interview was used to gain multiple perspectives on the issues 
and concerns which emerged during the survey period. Table 1 sets out in 
summary form the techniques used and the results obtained 
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2. 	SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 
OF CASE STUDY 
TABLE 1: TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS OF CASE STUDY 
TECHNIQUE 	WHEN USED PARTICIPANTS 	RESULTS 
Pilot 	 Nov. 1982 	Intending 
Questionnaire 	 students 
Quest. 	'A' 	June 1983 	Students in 
first two units 
IV 	 If 	Nov. 1983 	Students in 
units 3&4 
IV 	 June 1984 	1st & 2nd 
year students 
Nov. 1984  
Quest. 'B' 	June 1985 	1st, 2nd & 3rd 
Year Students 
Refinement of 
approach to evaluation 
Information on 
initial problems 
Information to 
assist decisions on 
units, and course 
as a whole 
Nov. 1985 II 	 I 
Mid-semester 	Apr. & Sept. 	2nd & 3rd Year 	Solution of urgent 
Review 	 1984 	 Students 	 issues 
(e.g. Psy 130) 
Telephone 	Aug. 1983 	Students who 	Action taken to 
Interviews 1984, 1985 withdrew from revise course if 
course 	 necessary 
Individual 	Feb. 1983- 	Students chosen 	Additional inform 
Interview Nov. 1985 at random; also -ation on course 
individual staff 	effectiveness 
June 1984 
& 1985 
External Students 
and Staff 
Detailed review of 
each year's work, 
especially Inf 230 
VW 
	
Nov. 1985 
	
Students who had 	Detailed comment 
completed core on course as a 
units 	 whole 
Small Group 	Feb. 1983- 	Groups who had 	Information to 
Interview Nov. 1985 filled in Quest. corroborate or 
(N < 10) 	 A' or 'B' 	 enlarge upon 
written comments 
Large Group 	Nov. 1985 
[1\1> 30] 
Staff, and Client 	Feedback on Eval. 
Representatives Reports/Procedure 
All interested 	Main issues Meeting 
in the course debated and acted 
upon as necessary 
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Following the completion of the primary evaluation phase of the case study, 
the two-stage metaevaluation was conducted. Information from these reviews of 
the primary evaluation provided the basis for discussion of the quality and 
effectiveness of the evaluation in chapters five and six. Although not discussed in 
this present chapter, for the sake of a complete picture of the case study, Table 2 
provides a summary of the techniques used, and their results. 
TABLE 2: 	SUMMARY OF METAEVALUATION TECHNIQUES AND 	RESULTS 
TECHNIQUE WHEN 	USED PARTICIPANTS RESULTS 
External Review May to Aug. All connected Comprehensive 
of Evaluation 1986 with the assessment of eval 
by Interview and 
document critique 
Evaluation -uation Procedures 
Pilot Meta- Oct. 1986 Staff and Students Feedback on, and 
evaluation in Evaluation revision of pilot 
Checklist Course in Checklist 
Education Faculty 
Checklist Members and Evaluation against 
Students who had 
Participated in the 
Validated Standards 
to Assess its Quality 
Evaluation 
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The information collected in Table 1 is recorded in the evaluation reports 
presented to the Course Advisory Committee on five separate occasions during the 
survey period. Prior to presentation the information was collated, analysed and 
summarised in a form acceptable to the Course Review Committee, which in turn 
decided upon the amount of detail to be supplied to the Advisory Committee, 
particularly where confidential or contentious matters were concerned. 
3. BACKGROUND TO EVALUATION REPORTS 
Reports were submitted as a record of the evaluation process and results 
during the previous semester, and although attempting to highlight significant 
issues, they were at all times presented as tentative assessments of what had 
occurred. Staff - and indeed anyone related to the evaluation - were invited to 
comment upon and respond to any issue raised in the reports, in order for a 
consensus to emerge concerning improvements needed to facilitate course 
development. 
In this respect, committee meetings aimed at producing such consensus, 
were designed to be part of the overall evaluation methodology. That they 
did not often fully achieve this purpose is perhaps part of the reason why at least 
one staff member expressed some concern at the way in which results were 
reported. This, however, is a matter taken up later in the in the chapter in the brief 
discussion of the external metaevaluation, and again in chapter five during the 
analysis of evaluation procedures. 
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In the remainder of this present chapter each of the reports is reviewed in 
sufficient detail for the reader to understand the results obtained by using an 
approach which - as outlined in chapter three - was responsive to the clients for 
whom the evaluation was undertaken, as well as to the data and the issues 
resulting from the methodology. 
During the early planning stages it was decided to evaluate the course for 
the first three years of its operation. Prior to course commencement, therefore, a 
Course Review Committee was formed to coordinate evaluation activities. Details 
of the approach used in the evaluation were discussed in the previous chapter on 
methodology, where it was noted that the evaluator's perspective throughout the 
primary evaluation was to provide the Course Review Committee with information 
and judgements which indicated areas for the improvement of individual units, and 
of the course as a whole. 
This information was derived from the instruments used throughout the data 
gathering period - see Appendix 3 and 4 - to asssist decision making during, and at 
the end of the course when reaccreditation was a primary concern. Written reports 
at the end of each semester - except at the end of semester two, 1984 when a 
verbal report was delivered - provided a detailed account of the interactions 
between the evaluator, staff, and students during the preceding period. The reports 
in Appendix Five to Nine inclusive, depict an evaluation of a course in the process 
of development, with differing issues being prominent at various points in this 
development. Hence the focus of reports and the amount of detail provided 
throughout the survey period changed according to the concerns investigated 
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during a particular semester, as well as to the reporting requirements of the primary 
audience. 
Each end of semester report was prepared for a meeting of this primary 
audience - the Course Advisory Committee - and sought to provide a retrospective 
account of issues that had already been investigated and resolved by the Course 
Team. Together the reports provide an evaluative account of how successfully the 
curriculum plan was implemented during the period of the study. Individually they 
focus on the issues particular to a given semester and recommend action designed 
to remediate observed deficiencies. 
In the following sections each of the reports is reviewed briefly to highlight 
the main aspects of the evaluation programme. 
4. EVALUATION REPORT NO 1 
The first report - Appendix 5 - established the context of the evaluation and 
indicated the nature of the roles and procedures undertaken by the evaluator. Its 
primary purpose was to provide interested audiences with sufficient background 
knowledge of the evaluation effort to permit an appraisal of it, and subsequent 
reports, as records of formative evaluation. - 
The responses to the initial questionnaire comprising 38 items - (Appendix 
3) - were analysed for the first two foundation units [COM 130: Administrative 
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Communication, and ADM 135: Australian Government] and confirmed 
the usefulness and appropriateness of the former, but not of the latter. The unit 
evaluation for ADM 135 produced an array of responses, but suggested strongly 
that the content and presentation of this unit required urgent review. In seeking 
information on this unit the evaluator was conscious of discussions that had 
occurred between the staff member concerned, the course coordinator, students, 
and members of the Course Advisory Committee. Utmost care was taken, 
therefore, in portraying what was happening during the semester, by discussing 
issues with all involved in the unit. While the evaluator concluded that 
dissatisfaction with this unit was widespread, he was careful not to be influenced by 
more general issues concerning the staff member and his supervisors. 1 
5. EVALUATION REPORT NO 2 
The second report - Appendix 6 - represented a development in the 
evaluator's approach insofar as it emphasised students' perceptions of how the 
course was fulfilling their expressed educational needs at a particular point in its 
development. This shift towards a 'client needs assessment' focus was endorsed 
by staff, students, and Course Advisory Committee members as an approach 
conducive to the identification and open discussion of issues affecting course 
development. 
1 The staff member concerned and the course coordinator 
eHperienced communication difficulties which were complicated 
by logistical problems related to the initial weeks of the first 
semester. 
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In addition, an attempt was made in the second report to demonstrate that 
course review and evaluation procedures were continuous throughout the life of 
the project. This was achieved by linking isssues mentioned in Report No 1 with 
those in Report No 2 so that the action taken on recommendations arising from 
Report No 1 were considered prior to the listing of issues and concerns related to 
Report No 2. These - issues and concerns - were expressed as questions to be 
• answered by the course coordinator after consultation with staff and students. (See 
Report No 2: 17-19) This in turn led to increased interaction as staff, students, and 
Advisory Committee members discussed solutions and ranked issues in their order 
of importance. 
The evaluation of the two units offered in second semester 1983 suggested 
that at the end of its first year of operation, the course - or the first four units at least - 
required attention in two main areas 
1 	The staffing of the key teaching position responsible for the Australian 
Government and Public Administration units. 	[In the event, and despite a 
sustained advertising campaign, an appointment was not made until mid-1985, 
half-way through the initial five year accreditation period] 
2 	The perceived high dropout rate in first year units, and in particular the 
reasons for withdrawal 	[ After consultation with staff, the evaluator used an 
interview checklist - noted in chapter three - to record responses to the list of 
questions suggested by staff ] 
Of the thirty-one internal students interviewed by telephone in 1983 - as 
mentioned in chapter three Section 15.1, there were thirty in 1984 and sixty-six in 
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1985 - ten per cent said they withdrew because the course seemed disorganised, 
or there was too much work expected for a course at associate diploma level. The 
remaining ninety per cent withdrew because of work, family, or social pressures - or 
a combination of all three. 
External students offered similar responses, but referred also to the 
problems of isolation and the difficulty of maintaining motivation without the regular 
contact available to internal students. As Report No 4 shows, additional difficulties 
arose for external students during the offering of INF 230 in first semester 1985. 
6. EVALUATION REPORT NO 3 
This report provided an evaluation of the four units taught in first semester 
1984, namely ADM 130, ADMI35, COM 130, PSY 130 - (See Appendix 7 and 
12). In terms of the formative evaluation's main purpose which was to facilitate 
course improvement, the examination of PSY 130 - Introduction to Human 
Behaviour - provides an excellent example of how the atmosphere of trust and 
open communication generated during the first year of the course's operation made 
possible the identification and resolution of problems experienced the first time the 
unit was offered. The report - Appendix 7 - outlines the events which precipitated 
the reorganisation of the unit. 
Briefly, the chronology of events was as follows 
1 	During the second week of semester, two student representatives 
made the course coordinator aware of difficulties with the unit 
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These difficulties appeared resolved following swift action by staff 
3 	Further difficulties became apparent during the ensuing weeks, and it 
was decided - by the course coordinator and the evaluator - that a short 
written exercise might provide information useful as a first step in resolving 
the issues. Two questions, therefore, were chosen in conjunction with staff 
as likely to elicit relevant data 
.1 What new knowledge and skills have you acquired so far 
in this unit? 
.2 Do you have any problems or concerns that you would 
like to discuss? 
4 	Interviews with staff and students towards the end of the semester indicated 
that the action taken had been decisive and appropriate. 
As suggested above, the action taken by the evaluator facilitated the needed 
course development while protecting the integrity of those involved in the exercise. 
In addition, it introduced an aspect of evaluation methodology - namely the mid-
semester written exercise - to derive the information to resolve issues as soon as 
possible after identification. On the first occasion, it was used with all units in the 
course simultaneously in order not to draw attention to the unit being studied 
closely. 
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As noted in the previous chapter, this aspect of methodology was used for 
the remainder of 1984, and then ceased after feedback from staff and students that 
there was too much information being sought for the purposes of evaluation. In 
other words, evaluation techniques were being seen as becoming intrusive, 
particularly for those studying part time and who might therefore be involved in 
responding to evaluation questions at least twice per semester in each year of 
enrolment. 
5 	EXTERNAL STUDIES 
Report No 3 also touched upon the issue of how effective the external mode 
of the course was in catering for the needs of students, as well as those of 
administrators for cost efficiency. The report concentrated primarily upon the 
former consideration as it was able to be determined and agreed upon after 
collecting information from staff, students, and others - such as tutors in regional 
centres - involved in teaching the course externally. 
As mentioned in chapters three and five, the latter issue was not addressed 
formally, either in the evaluation-case study, or in the research study as a whole. 
The significance of financial accountability at all levels of education is 
acknowledged; however, the situation in which the case study occurred precluded 
consideration of the financial aspects of the course. As far as the external mode of 
the course was concerned, unanimous support for the course was contingent upon 
its being offered internally and externally simultaneously, even though staff advice 
was to phase in the course in the external mode. In the end, the Course Advisory 
Committee chose to defer consideration of the cost effectiveness of the course until 
the first five year accreditation period was complete. 
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As far as students were concerned, there were few problems with the 
external course during 1983 and 1984. Interviews with all students who enrolled 
at the beginning of 1984 - whether they had withdrawn or not by the time of the 
evaluator's visit in June - indicated that with the implementation of the 
recommendations on page twelve of the report, the course would be operating to 
their satisfaction. To them, the process of consultation with students as part of the 
process of incorporating their learning needs into course review criteria, was seen 
to be vital to the continued refinement of the course. 
This report also contained observations concerning the functioning of the 
course team at planning and review meetings during the first semester of 1984. 
The evaluator attended these meetings basically as an observer, but was asked to 
comment on decisions in the light of his understanding of what the evaluation had 
revealed about course development. The observation made at that time about the 
high quality of the group climate with its resultant openness and free exchange of 
ideas was still the case at the end of the survey period in December 1985. This, 
allied with the smallness of the group - five staff positions 1 - no doubt contributed to 
its ability to respond effectively to the issues identified during the three years of the 
evaluation. 
7. EVALUATION REPORT NO 4 
By the time of the fourth evaluation report in June 1985 the course was 
operating satisfactorily as far as internal students were concerned. In the 
evaluator's absence during second semester 1984, questionnaires were 
1 (Mowing for resignations, a total of eight staff occupied these 
five positions during the period of the evaluation 
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distributed by staff members to their own groups and collected by the course 
coordinator. It had been agreed that since the evaluator was on leave, a written 
report would not be expected by the Course Review Committee, and that a verbal 
'report should be made following a study of the completed questionnaires, and 
random interviews with students in units taught during the semester. This was 
done exactly as requested, and no substantially new issues were noted, while 
those identified in earlier reports were considered to be receiving the attention 
required to produce an increasingly better course. 
In adopting this strategy for second semester 1984, the committee suggested 
that the detailed reports before and after this period would be sufficient for the 
course monitoring role to be carried out to its satisfaction. Indeed, this strategy 
produced much more than this. It allowed staff, for example, to take more 
responsibility for the evaluation of their own units, with the evaluator checking or 
verifying their perceptions rather than carrying out the whole evaluation himself. 
One of the more encouraging aspects of this trend towards staff self-evaluation was 
the separate initiatives taken by two staff members to develop and administer their 
own questionnaires to obtain students' reactions to their respective units. The 
information thus gained was included in Evaluation Report No 4 along with that 
from the other units surveyed by the evaluator. 
This led to a change in the method of administering the questionnaire, in that 
from the beginning of 1985 the individual staff member distributed, collected, and 
and sealed the completed questionnaires in an envelope before passing them on 
to the evaluator. There is no doubt that partly as a result of this procedure the 
evaluation was seen to be less obtrusive by staff and students, and in addition, staff 
began to develbp a greater sense of their stake in the evaluation. 
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The results obtained by this emphasis on self-evaluation were spelt out 
clearly in the external consultant's report in which staff indicated that the evaluation 
had produced positive changes in their approach to the course. (Appendix 10) 
Certainly this was one of the evaluator's serious intents - to use Stake's word - and 
to this end the emphasis on personnel evaluation, in Questionnaire 'A' in particular, 
was quite deliberate. In this sense, Scriven's ( 1983: 234) proposition that 
No serious program evaluation can be done 
without looking at ... personnel evaluation 
was accepted as an important aspect of the overall evaluation methodology. 
Report No 4 revealed that there were only a few minor problems associated 
with the internal presentation of COM 130, ADM 130, ADM 131, ADM 135, 
and FIN 130. Indeed, the unit ADM 131 - Introduction to Organisational 
Behaviour - which replaced PSY 130 (See Appendix 7 for a discussion of its 
unsuitability) was accorded a favourable reception by those completing it in June 
1985. Clearly the reworking of the content to have it focus on the individual in an 
organisational context was a major factor in the positive assessment it received. In 
this respect, the priority placed upon vocational relevance by those responding to 
the evaluator's questions, was reflected not only in the unsatisfactory assessment 
given to PSY130 in Report No 3, but also in the satisfactory assessment of the new 
unit which, by the students' account gave them something tangible and substantial 
in terms of their workaday lives. This - in addition to accreditation requirements - 
led to an emphasis in the overall evaluation methodology towards monitoring 
needs, and objectives attainment, and in course development towards providing 
content which had both job and personal relevance for the main client group. 
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The other unit offered for the first time in semester one, 1985 was INF 230 - 
Computing. This was one of the units in which the staff member worked with the 
evaluator to develop a questionnaire which he administered himself, with the 
evaluator processing the data and drawing inferences to assist in unit 
development. Internally this unit was conducted quite successfully, although the 
same was not the case for students enrolled in Alice Springs where the unit was 
taught under contract by staff of the local post-secondary college. 
The difficulties which arose in this situation were discussed in Report No 4 
and presented the evaluator with probably the most delicate situation faced during 
the three years of the evaluation. As the report indicates, there were a number of 
contacts from students concerning the unsatisfactory conduct of the unit before the 
evaluator visited Alice Springs - as he had done the previous year - to interview all 
students in the course. Four of the five enrolees in the external INF 230 had 
telephoned the course coordinator and the evaluator and, in addition, one had 
written a letter saying he was withdrawing from the course as a result of the way 
this unit was being run. Pages six and seven of the report provide the reasons for 
what they saw as the futility of continuing their enrolment in the unit as it was then 
being managed. 
The interview with the Alice Springs unit coordinator did not eventuate as he 
was unavailable at the agreed time, and subsequent telephone messages were 
unanswered. It was not until the report was being written and the coordinator's 
views were needed to provide a balanced account of the facts that a telephone 
interview was arranged. As Report No 4 records, this contact produced no useful 
discussion of the issues, and so the evaluator recommended a renegotiation of the 
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assessment requirements as a means of resolving immediate difficulties, with long 
term solutions being dependent upon satisfactory arrangements being made for the 
teaching of a technology-based unit in the external mode. 
An issue that arose consistently throughout the evaluation period was that of 
adequate and appropriate staffing. Earlier in this chapter the difficulties associated 
with ADM 135 - Australian Government, were described briefly, and it was 
suggested that the course was not adequately staffed until half-way through the five 
year accreditation period. In the case of ADM 135 and ADM 136 - Public 
Administration - there were four different part-time staff members during the first 
two and a half years. This situation was rectified, however, with the the appointment 
of the present permanent incumbent in March 1985. 
The only unit that commenced without an appointed staff member was FIN 
130, in first semester 1985. Recruitment difficulties were the main contributing 
cause - as they were with ADM 135 and ADM 136 - and students undertaking 
this unit were made aware of this by staff members, and through their 
representative on the Course Advisory Committee. Under these conditions staff 
expected that the unit would be assessed as unsatisfactory, despite the efforts of 
'surrogate' staff to run the unit rather than have students postpone their studies for a 
year. Both internal and external students seemed to the evaluator to accept this 
situation with equanimity, as they had done with earlier difficulties experienced 
during the initial offering of units in the course. 
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8. EVALUATION REPORT NO 5 
This report portrayed the main issues in the course in second semester 
1985. It did this by 
1 	Reviewing the units offered during the semester 
2 	Presenting the results of interviews with final year students 
3 	Recording issues discussed at a combined course review meeting 
of staff, students, and Advisory Committee members. 
8.1 	FIRST PART OF EVALUATION REPORT NO 5 
Of the five core units reviewed, two of them - ADM 132 Introduction to 
Personnel Administration and COM 230 Organisational Communication 
- were offered for the first time. Responses to ADM 132 indicated it was in need of 
further development in the area of 'real case studies' drawn from departments 
represented in the course. Apart from this it seemed to provide learning 
experiences appropriate to the aims of the unit and the expressed needs of 
students. 
COM 230 was evaluated by the Course Coordinator using the unit 
appraisal questionnaire and a subsequent discussion with the group to elicit 
additional information, or to corroborate that contained in the completed 
questionnaires. This approach was required as the coordinator had requested the 
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evaluator to teach the unit for the course team rather than have to postpone it - 
through lack of qualified staff - and inconvenience students who would have no 
alternative units with which to replace it. This request was considered at length by 
the course coordinator (also Divisional Head) and the evaluator who sought 
advice from colleagues in the field of evaluation both locally and interstate before 
deciding that teaching one unit in the course would not adversely affect the quality 
of the evaluation programme. 
The unit appraisal questionnaire was completed by five (of six remaining 
from the original seven) students attending the final lecture session. Their 
responses, summarised on page seven of the report, suggest that the first offering 
of this unit demonstrated its ability to fulfil the role of integrating and complementing 
preceding units by building upon and relating them to the overall aims of the 
course. From the evaluator's point of view it provided an opportunity not only to 
become better acquainted with the group for whom the course had been written, 
but also to experience at first hand some of the conditions under which the other 
members of the course team had been working for the previous two and a half 
years. 
8.2 	SECOND PART OF REPORT No 5 
This part provided an account of - interviews conducted with the eight 
students who had completed the core units prior the end of the evaluation period. 
They were asked to reflect upon their experience of the course as a whole and to 
respond to a list of nine questions which had been devised after consultation with 
members of the course team. (See Appendix 9) The summary of responses 
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contained on pages nine to eleven of the report shows that students considered the 
core units in the course had an impact on work and personal situations. Comments 
such as "it was time well spent"; "it taught me about the Public Service, and 
developed skills"; "useful in getting promotion"; and "the course has changed my 
perceptions about organisations in general and my own in particular - it has 
allowed me to stand back and assess situations, and find solutions", provide some 
indication of the worth of the course from the students' standpoint. 
One of the more important aspects of this exercise was that the comments on 
the course as a whole tended to confirm many of the appraisals made of individual 
units in relation to content, presentation, assessment, and quality of instruction. 
Staff were particularly interested in receiving responses to the questions they had 
suggested to the evaluator for inclusion in the interview checklist, as they were the 
first formal indication of how the course as a whole was perceived by the primary 
client group. It also allowed each of the core units to be compared at the 
'reactions' level - as in the case of question six on page ten of the report. This, 
along with responses to question nine, give a hint of the type of summative 
judgements that the first group of graduates would make about the course. 
8.3 	THIRD PART OF REPORT No 5 
This part of the report summarised the main items discussed at a meeting of 
staff, students and Course Advisory Committee members on 14 November 1985, at 
which the intention was to ascertain the impact made by the course on various 
departments in which students work. Perhaps the most important issue to arise 
from this meeting concerned the alleged low esteem in which the course was held 
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by at least two of the larger Public Service Departments. Opinion was divided on 
the extent of this problem, although the majority agreed that many supervisors and 
co-workers treated students' attendance at lecture sessions as 'time-off', or 
evidence they were not doing their share of the work. 
Reasons for this lack of recognition were proposed in terms of a general 
absence of regard for the value .of formal study, irrespective of the course in 
question. It was suggested that the 'organisational culture of the Northern Territory 
Public Service' was not conducive to the promotion or support of education courses 
for a number of reasons 
	
.1 	Since its creation in 1978 there has been insufficient time for the 
Service to establish a tradition of staff training and development 
.2 	Staff turnover is high 
.3 	There are numerous examples of rapid promotion without formal 
qualifications 
.4 	Youthful senior managers often do not see the need for academic 
qualifications if they themselves did not need them 
.5 	The belief that study leave is really only time off work. 
It was proposed that if these allegations were sustainable, then those 
involved in the course needed a concerted effort to promote it not only to individual 
departments, but also to potential students whose improved work skills and 
practices as a result of completing the course, would lead to improved perceptions 
of this and other education courses. 
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8.4 	FINAL PART OF REPORT No 5 
Inferences are difficult to make about the units taught externally in second 
semester 1985 because of the small numbers of enrolments in each unit. A total of 
twelve students spread over five units completed the semester, and ten of these 
responded to the questionnaire. That they found four of these five units satisfactory 
was useful feedback for teaching staff, but inevitably raised the question of the cost 
effectiveness of offering the course externally for such a small number of students. 
As noted earlier, however, the question of cost effectiveness was considered to be 
outside the scope of the evaluation during the course's first accreditation period. 
The final recommendation contained in Report No 5 highlighted the need to 
monitor the external programme closely during - 1986 - and more particularly during 
the early weeks of first semester when the majority of students withdraw. The 
recommendation to appoint a first year organiser in Alice Springs where most of the 
external students are based, had not been implemented at the end of the formal 
evaluation period in December 1985. If a decision to terminate the external 
programme were .made at the end of the accreditation period - because of cost 
ineffectiveness resulting from low retention rates - it would be unfortunate if this key 
recommendation had been overlooked. 
9. 	CONCLUSION 
In providing an overview of the primary evaluation, this chapter has 
emphasised its role in the development of the course. This role encompassed the 
collection, analysis, and synthesis of information which was used in turn to assist 
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decisions made on recommended improvements in the content and presentation of 
individual units and of the course as a whole. 
The reports considered by the Course Advisory Committee formed a record 
of the more significant events and transactions that occurred during the 
implementation of the course. According to the stage of development being 
recorded, reports provided conclusions and recommendations, or issues for 
solution, which reflected the primary concerns of participants at that particular point. 
The judgements implicit in these reports were based on the analysis of information 
drawn from techniques used within a generally client-centered approach to 
evaluation. 
Occasionally - as the external metaevaluation report in Appendix 10 
suggests - evaluative comments, or the way they were reported, were not accepted 
unreservedly by all staff members, particularly by those who felt threatened by 
them, as discussed in more detail in the next chapter. This highlights the 
temptation that is always there for an internal evaluator to report only the postive 
aspects of the object being evaluated - and in so doing preserve the status quo, or 
the sensitivities of those with a stake in the evaluation results. To do this is to lose 
many of the advantages of being an internal evaluator and as well to risk 
compromising the honesty and impartiality upon which the internal evaluator's 
credibility rests. In the interests of the integrity of the evaluation, therefore, the 
positive and negative aspects of the course were presented in the evaluation 
reports, and in a sense were validated by the external consultant's conclusion that 
the evaluation accurately reflected what had happened during the course. 
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10. SUMMARY 
This chapter discussed the results of the primary evaluation conducted as 
part of the case study element of the overall research study. 
The introductory section outlined the context in which the evaluation results 
were obtained, the techniques used, when they were used, and the participants 
involved at each stage in the data gathering process. The remainder of the 
chapter was concerned with a brief discussion of the five evaluation reports 
presented to the Course Advisory Committee during the period 1983 to 1985 
inclusive. An attempt was made to emphasise the salient aspects of each report so 
that the reader might gain an insight into the impact of the evaluation on course 
development. It was intended also that from the results of the evaluation there 
would develop a view of the course as an educational entity undergoing 
continuous refinement , with the different issues occurring throughout the life of the 
programme requiring a range of different evaluation techniques. Table 1 
summarised these techniques and results. 
A significant aspect of the evaluation methodology was the review carried 
out by the external consultant. This review - which was mentioned in chapter three 
and is discussed in chapter five - took the form of a critique of all documents related 
to the evaluation, followed by a site visit during which participants were interviewed 
in relation to the effectiveness of the evaluation. Following this, a complementary 
review of the evaluation was conducted by the evaluator using a checklist based on 
relevant Joint Committee Standards. 
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The information generated by both the primary evaluation discussed in this 
chapter, and the subsequent metaevaluations, is used in chapter five in analysing 
the case study element of the research design, and this in turn produces in chapter 
six a range of conclusions, and implications for evaluation theory and practice. 
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The analysis and discussion contained in the following chapter are to be 
found under these headings 
1. Introduction 
2. External Metaevaluation 
2.1 	Evaluation Design 
2.2 	Consultation Process 
2.3 	Reports 
2.3.1 'Not everyone had seen copies of the Reports' 
2.3.2 'Some staff felt threatened by Results' 
2.3.3 'Secretive and Authoritarian' 
2.3.4 'Uncertainty about Evaluator's Role' 
2.4 	Analysis of the Data 
2.5 	Review of the Use of Evaluation Results 
2.6 	Assessment of the Accuracy of Evaluation Reports 
2.7 	Appropriateness of the Evaluation Design for Other 
Courses 
3. Summary of External Metaevaluation Findings 
4. Internal Metaevaluation Report _ 
4.1 	Checklist and Standards 
5. The Primary Evaluation in Relation to the 'Joint Committee' 
Standards 
5.1 	Utility Standards 
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5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
6. Conclusion 
7. Summary 
Feasibility Standards 
Propriety Standards 
Accuracy Standards 
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1. 	INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides an analysis of the primary evaluation conducted 
as part of the research study. The two previous chapters have discussed 
respectively the methodology and the results of this evaluation, while in the next 
chapter the outcomes and implications of the metaevaluation will be presented. 
In chapter four particularly, it was seen how course development was portrayed 
through evaluation reports which led to decisions concerning the quality and 
effectiveness of the course being evaluated. 
In a similar way, the present chapter takes this evaluation and scrutinises 
its processes and products not only to review its successes and failures, but 
also to derive some possible solutions to identified shortcomings, which when 
remediated, form the basis of a revised methodology discussed in chapter six. 
It is possible to gain some indication of the role of metaevaluation in the 
development of evaluation theory and practice through an examination of the 
procedures employed in the following analysis, and more particularly through 
an application of the evaluation standards upon which these procedures are 
based. These procedures involve an appraisal of : 
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1. the findings of the metaevaluation conducted by the external 
consultant 
2. the results derived from the internal metaevaluation 
3. the impact of the evaluation in terms of the Standards proposed by the 
Joint Committee mentioned in the review of literature in chapter two. 
Against this background it is possible to deduce whether the evaluation 
was appropriate for the purpose for which it was designed, and indeed to 
assess its impact and utility. As already indicated in chapter three, the design 
for the evaluation study involved the use of questionnaire and interview 
techniques in collecting data to assist course developers make decisions 
concerning course improvement. Apart from informal meetings with members of 
the course team, particularly the coordinator, there were formal meetings with 
an advisory committee at the end of each semester during which the findings of 
a written evaluation report were discussed. 
At the end of the three year survey period, the final aspect of the design 
was implemented and the evaluation itself subjected to the scrutiny of those 
who had participated in the development of the course and the evaluation. The 
first of these scrutinies was conducted by an external consultant who had had 
no prior connection with the course, and the second by the course evaluator 
who had been involved with both course and evaluation since their inception. It 
is important to appreciate that these latter are integral aspects of the overall 
design developed for the particular case on which the study was based - and 
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as will be suggested in the next chapter - as much as for the approach 
advocated in the evaluation of similar courses. 
2. 	EXTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
The findings of this review are detailed in the report prepared by the 
external consultant and summarised on the first page of the report. (See 
Appendix 10). In analysing the evaluation's procedures and results, the review 
highlights a number of the more salient aspects of the underlying philosophy, 
purpose, and design, as well as data collection, collation, and analysis. Each of 
these aspects was the subject of a comprehensive investigation in which a 
study of all evaluation documentation, was supplemented by "in depth 
interviews and group discussions" (Armstrong, Metaevaluation Report 1986: 4). 
The results of this investigation are recorded in some detail on pages eleven to 
twenty-one of the report, under the following headings 
1. The Evaluation Design 
2. The Consultation Process 
3. Reports 
4. The Measures 
5. Analysis of the Data 
6. Review of the Use of Evaluation Results 
7. Assessment of the Accuracy of Evaluation Reports 
8. Appropriateness of the Evaluation Design for other Courses. 
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The findings recorded and the views expressed under each of these 
• headings are now analysed, with the basis for the evaluator pursuing a 
particular course of action provided where necessary. 
2.1 THE EVALUATION DESIGN 
The claim that the design for the primary evaluation 
served a formative purpose being based upon 
the philosophy that evaluation should be responsive 
to the needs of students and staff (Armstrong 1986: 11) 
is borne out in the majority of comments made by those involved in the 
metaevaluation. Certainly the -basic premise of the needs assessment 
approach to evaluation pursued by the evaluator is that the adult students - 
enrolled in what they see as primarily an in-service course - are the focus for 
feedback about the progress being made in developing a learning programme 
suitable for first level supervisors in the Northern Territory Public Service. 
Such an approach acknowledges that in a course which is strongly 
vocationally oriented and hence designed to be relevant to officers performing 
reasonably well circumscribed duties, it might well be argued that the use of 
their considered opinions as a reference point throughout the evaluation 
programme is indispensable in the development of a viable course of study. 
As discussed more fully later in the chapter, such opinions are not the only 
basis for drawing evaluative conclusions, although they remain an important 
consideration where the practical knowledge and skills of already experienced 
workers are to be upgraded, or otherwise improved. 
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On the other hand, in a situation in which the student group comprises 
mainly high school graduates enrolled in theoretical subjects, and where job 
relevance is of little consequence, considerably more caution would need to be 
exercised in the use and interpretation of student reponses to questions asked 
as part of an evaluation exercise. The literature review in chapter two referred 
to some of the studies of student appraisal of teaching ( for example, Costin et. 
al. 1971; Doyle 1983) which indicate the range of factors likely to have an effect 
on their perceptions of the quality of instruction. These do alert evaluators to 
the need to rely on more than student feedback alone in attempting to assess 
the value of a particular programme; while their relevance is more directly 
related to those mentioned earlier in this paragraph, rather than to the type of 
evaluation conducted as part of the case study within the overall research 
design. 
The assessment (Armstrong 1986: 11) that data collection procedures 
were appropriately used in the evaluation - given the constraints of resources 
and the need to include internal and external students - would appear to be 
more an acceptance of the the validity of adopting an emergent methodology in 
which "procedures evolved with the development of the course", than blanket 
approval of the means of gathering data during the evaluation period. 
Certainly the majority of staff and students believed they had a data collection 
schedule which met their requirements, - while the the few requesting more 
information on what was happening between sampling points seem to ignore at 
least three factors 
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1. Informal reporting on week-by-week events occurred between 
evaluator and course coordinator throughout the evaluation period, so that 
progress reports were available at staff meetings, or at other 
times on request. 
2. The mid-semester review exercise - described in chapter three - 
quite specifically offered staff and students an opportunity to discuss 
early in a particular semester matters of common interest or concern, 
rather than leave them until the end. This aspect of methodology 
was added because of a need to respond quickly to problems in course 
development and was deleted because some staff and students 
suggested there was too much evaluation occurring, or more precisely, 
they were being asked to contribute too much data. The point seems to 
be that one cannot on the one hand ask the evaluator for less data 
collection and then on the other hand suggest to the metaevaluator that 
"it was more useful to learn what was happening during the conduct of 
the Course" than to assess the usefulness of conclusions and 
recommendations contained in the evaluation reports. 
3. On at least four occasions throughout the evaluation, problems were 
solved and course improvements effected by means of the evaluator's 
actions during the initial weeks of semester. Units in Australian 
Government, Psychology, Public Finance, and Computing, for example, 
benefitted in this way. 
One of the more significant statements made by the metaevaluator was that 
the evaluation design was appropriate, implemented 
properly, and useful for the evaluation audience. 
(Armstrong, Metaevaluation Report 1986: 11) 
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This was meant, it would appear, as a summary view of the overall 
design, for matters of detail in the later sections on Reporting and Data Analysis 
propose a less positive view, but do not contradict the original assessment. 
This is a key statement with respect to the quality of the primary evaluation 
because it affirms not only the usefulness of the evaluation, but also its proper 
and appropriate conduct. These are - as will be seen later in the chapter - 
foremost amongst the Standards widely used to judge the quality of evaluations. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that evaluation was seen as producing a 
course that suited the career and personal needs of students, provided the 
course team with feedback on their own teaching areas, and assisted decision 
making related to course development. Each of these reasons for 'valuing' the 
outcomes of the evaluation indicates that it had an impact in terms of the 
purpose for which it was designed, namely, to portray the evolving course by 
illuminating and resolving issues which may prevent the development of the 
best course available in the circumstances. 
2.2 CONSULTATION PROCESS 
The means by which participants were involved in the evaluation is 
adequately represented in Diagram 1 (Armstrong 1986:10), although the flow of 
information should have been extended to include formal individual meetings 
with course coordinator, and small group meetings with members of the course 
team. In addition, the course coordinator conducted informal meetings with 
individual staff members and students, while the evaluator made it a practice to 
provide verbal feedback to all involved in a particular issue as soon as possible 
after a recommendation or decisionmaking strategy had been arrived at. A 
revised diagram of the information flow, then, would appears as follows: 
ALL INVOLVED IN 
PARTICULAR ISSUE 
COURSE COORDINATOR 
STAFF 
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DIAGRAM 1 : 	ENHANCED REPRESENTATION OF INFORMATION 
FLOW DURING THE PRIMARY EVALUATION. 
(Additions to Armstrong's version In 'bold') 
INTERVIEWS/ SURVEYS/ DISCUSSIONS WITH STUDENTS 
EVALUATOR 
'COURSE REVIEW COMMITTEE 
COURSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
The above diagram presents an overview, or a macro-perspective, of the 
consultation process. It is possible, as in the following diagram, also to 
describe it from a micro-perspective which provides an outline of the steps 
occurring in one phase of the study. 
Contact Individual and Conferences with Conferences 
with all possible Small Group Staff with l' Initial —> Clients re. scope of Evaluation Discussion with Students Employers 
1 
Preparation of 
Evaluation Report 
8 
Presentation of 
Reports to Course 
Advisory Commte. 
9 
•■■■■1 Data Gathering 
(-- 
Development 
and Pilot Test. 
of Instruments 
5 
12 
2 
7 
10 
6 
11 
Action taken to 
resolve priority 
issues 
Analysis of 
Eva]. Data 
Audience 
Comments on 
issues and order 
Of priority 
Consensus on 
issues reached; 
priorities decided 
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DIAGRAM 2 : 	CONSULTATION INVOLVED IN ONE PHASE OF 
FORMATIVE EVALUATION 
The steps contained in this diagram represent the evaluator's intended 
procedure for the conduct of each semester-length phase of the evaluation 
study. In addition, they reflect the pattern of consultation or communication 
regarded as necessary to achieve the aims of a responsive evaluation in which 
client-evaluator interaction is accorded high priority. That the actual processes 
which occurred did not exactly match these intentions was a reflection of: 
1. 	the emergent methodology mentioned earlier whereby the 
original plan of action was 'fine tuned' - or indeed modified - to • 
suit the requirements of the evaluation 
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2. 	the difficulties experienced by the evaluator in attempting to 
involve the various participants during the three years of the evaluation, 
and the subsequent period of the metaevaluation. 
As suggested in chapter three, staff became more involved in the 
mechanics of the data gathering process as the evaluation proceeded, actually 
distributing and collecting the mid and end of semester questionnaires for their 
own groups. Generally, staff cooperated in this and other aspects of the 
evaluation, with only one staff member - as noted in the metaevaluation report 
(Armstrong 1986: 12) - not supporting the shared philosophy that evaluation 
was a desirable concomitant of course development. 
In this case the passive resistance or adverse criticism took the form of 
comments about the need for more objectivity in reporting and in the analysis of 
data. (Armstrong 1986: 13). This was the legacy partly of 
1. recommendations early in the evaluation programme that certain 
units in the course required attention as they were regarded by 
students and the course coordinator as being below an acceptable 
standard 
2. differing perceptions about the desirability or usefulness of the 
evaluation. 
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These points are alluded to further in the discussion of the extent to which 
the primary evaluation satisfies the standards used for judging exemplary 
evaluations; for the moment, however, it is sufficient to concede the point that 
not all participants were whole-heartedly supportive of what the evaluation was 
attempting to achieve. 
In contrast, students at all levels - and by far the majority of those who 
withdrew from the course - were convinced that the evaluation was an essential 
element in course development. Perhaps the requests from students, as well 
as staff, to continue the evaluation beyond the proposed finishing date was 
some indication of the strength of this conviction. 
The metaevaluation discovered that external students in particular were 
strongest in their endorsement of the evaluation. Because they were a closely-
knit group which made best use of the evaluator's visits to regional centres by 
participating in individual and small group interviews, they were also more 
keenly aware of specific course improvements resulting from the solution of 
issues and concerns, and therefore of the impact made by the evaluation. 
This awareness was perhaps not as acute amongst the larger, less 
coordinated group of internal students who met as a large group on only one 
occasion during the evaluation period to discuss matters related to the conduct 
of the course. Despite the lack of opportunity to address questions related to 
the evaluation, their responses to the external consultant strongly suggest 
satisfaction with both their role in the evaluation and the impact it made on 
improvements in the course. 
2.3 REPORTS 
There are a number of statements made in section 4.2.3 of the 
metaevaluation report which deserve close attention. These are that: 
1. not everyone had seen the evaluation reports 
2. some staff felt threatened by the presentation of evaluation 
results at Course Advisory Committee meetings 
3. one staff member thought the evaluation "too secretive and 
authoritarian" 
4. some participants expressed uncertainty about the evaluator's role. 
2.3.1 	NOT EVERYONE HAD SEEN COPIES OF 
REPORTS 
The five evaluation reports prepared during the period of the study were 
made available to the course coordinator for dissemination to staff and the 
Course Advisory Committee, which had a student representative amongst it its 
members. Given that the external reviewer interviewed the widest possible 
cross-section of participants, it was highly likely that she would encounter those 
who had not read or had access to the reports. They would, however, have 
been aware through discussions with the evaluator, or their representative on 
the Course Advisory Committee, of the recommendations of each report and the 
action taken to remedy any perceived deficiencies in the course. 
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The propriety standards developed by the Joint Committee on Standards 
for Educational Evaluation ( 1981: 77) propose that: 
The evaluator's ability to identify and properly serve 
right-to-know audiences greatly influences the 
fairness and utility of the evaluation. In turn, 
the evaluator's ability to release information is 
often partially controlled by the client. Therefore, 
both the evaluator and client bear responsibility 
for meeting this standard. 
There is little doubt that all participants - and those indirectly affected by 
the evaluation - have a right to know something of its results. The difficult aspect 
is knowing what to disclose to whom. 
The procedure outlined in diagram 2 was an attempt to find a solution to 
this difficulty, while at the same time protecting the rights of those contributing 
data to the evaluation. This was achieved by making public only those details 
considered essential to an understanding of the issues raised by the evaluation. 
The summaries of questionnaire and written responses, for example, were 
available only to relevant staff members and the course coordinator, while 
conclusions and recommendations emanating from the data examined for a 
particular phase of the evaluation, were the property of the Course Advisory 
Committee, which in turn decided if reports - or parts thereof - should be 
disseminated any further. In view of this, the fact that some of those interviewed 
by the external consultant had not read the evaluation reports does not 
influence the "fairness and utility" of the evaluation, particularly as many of them 
might have been in their first semester, and hence not yet had access to an 
evaluation report. 
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2.3.2 	SOME STAFF FELT THREATENED BY RESULTS 
The fact that some staff members felt threatened by the presentation of 
evaluation results at the Course Advisory Committee meetings they attended 
was understandable and perhaps unavoidable. As already said, these 
meetings were supplied with the background information and recommendations 
necessary for the committee to fulfil its responsibility for the overall conduct of 
the course. The Course Review Committee - consisting of the course 
coordinator, the evaluator, and the chairman of the Course Advisory Committee 
- had already studied the full report and decided which sections, if any, should 
not be tabled at the full committee meeting. Invariably this meant that the data 
on individual units was held to be confidential to the relevant staff member, and 
hence not available to the meeting. The evaluator's discussion of units, or of the 
course as a whole - including recommendations for change - were, however, 
circulated to members prior to each meeting. 
It is important to remember that each evaluation report was proposed 
very much as a tentative document, as perceptions of an internal 'third party' 
who was offering to management, carefully prepared views on the quality of the 
service being provided to clients. As such it was meant to form the basis of 
discussion concerning the course being evaluated, rather than the final word on 
any matter raised in the report. The fact that findings and recommendations 
were open to contradiction or concurrence was stressed on a number of 
occasions, and the almost universal lack of contradictory information inside or 
outside of meetings leads one to the conclusion that each report was generally 
acceptable to all concerned, and hence that the views expressed were 
substantially those encountered by the evaluator during the data gathering 
process. 
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It must be said that in those cases where a high degree of empathy and 
trust existed between evaluator and staff members, there was little evidence that 
the evaluation was a threat to their professional competence, or that they 
objected to any of the procedures used in the data gathering, analysis, and 
reporting processes. In at least one case, however, the above communication 
prerequisites were lacking and this contributed to the situation referred to 
earlier in which there was no support for the evaluation, and which is discussed 
more fully in the section which follows. 
2.3.3 	"SECRETIVE AND AUTHORITARIAN" 
The singular reference to the evaluation being "too secretive and 
authoritarian" (Armstrong 1986: 12) is not discussed any further by the 
metaevaluator, perhaps because the remaining staff members did not agree. 
As the evaluator, the present writer had no objections to the inclusion of single 
comments - indeed they were recorded in the evaluation reports - on the basis 
that they reflect a facet of the evaluation's impact that should not be ignored if a 
complete view is to emerge. This particular comment indicates a perception of 
evaluation as something best done by oneself, with little or no involvement by 
an external agent. Whether this would lead to a less authoritarian or secretive 
approach is not clear; what experience indicates is that such unmonitored 'self-
evaluation' may lead to what Stufflebeam (1984) calls pseudo-evaluation, in 
which favourable responses are recorded for use in 'a variety of settings, and 
unfavourable responses are discarded. 
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On the other hand, properly managed self-evaluation is a necessary and 
potent aspect of an overall evaluation programme which itself is 
more than a collection of individual self-evaluations: 
it has to explore what these separate activities add 
up to, the relationship between them, their coherence, 
their consistency, their cumulative impact ... and 
meaning. ( Adelman and Alexander 1982) 
Chapter six suggests ways in which self-evaluation might be 
incorporated into the approach advocated for the future evaluation of courses - 
such as the Associate Diploma in Public Administration - during their early 
developmental stages. It should be clear, therefore, that the comment made in 
the metaevaluation report concerning the need for staff to conduct their own 
evaluations is accepted as vital to the type of interactive approach used in the 
primary evaluation, which in fact involved staff on two occasions in both 
participating in the collection of data, and in distributing their own 
questionnaires. 
2.3.4 	UNCERTAINTY ABOUT EVALUATOR'S ROLE 
The uncertainty expressed by some staff members about an evaluator's 
role in any given programme was not unexpected; however, in the context of 
the primary evaluation where staff were involved from the outset, it was 
unexpected that they should have felt confused about the role of the course 
evaluator. Allowing for the turnover in staff during the three years of the primary 
evaluation - only the course coordinator was there for the entire period - there 
may have been staff who commenced teaching in the course without an 
adequate understanding of the evaluator's function. An attempt to 
communicate what the evaluation involved was made during each staff 
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member's selection interview, and in addition, the evaluator met individually 
with each staff member to discuss the evaluation approach being taken. This 
included a statement that the evaluator was an 'insider' in the sense that he was 
a member of the course team, and an 'outsider' only insofar as he reported to an 
Advisory Committee composed of people responsible for the development of 
the course. 
2.4 ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
There are a number of comments made in the metaevaluation report 
(Armstrong 1986: 13) that arise from some of the factors mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph. For example, the view that reports could have been 
more "objective" by employing tests of statistical significance, and omitting 
references such as "One student said...", indicates a misunderstanding of the 
purpose of the evaluation. Rather than collecting data for the purpose of 
statistical analysis, which would not produce reliable information because of 
the small numbers involved according to the metaevaluator, it was decided to 
report information in the form of collated questionnaire responses, with verbatim 
comments included to create a more comprehensive account of the particular 
aspect of the course being monitored. The inclusion of these comments - even 
those recording the opinion of only one student - is endorsed by the 
metaevaluator (Armstrong 1986: 13) in pointing out that 
comments are reported in order to enhance 
understanding of the results and are often 
included in qualitative reports. 
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The reference to the possibility that "only 4 out of 15 filled in a form" is 
inaccurate, not to say misleading. The staff member concerned would know 
that on each occasion data was collected by means of questionnaire, the 
response rate was one hundred per cent of those attending the full class 
session in which it was administered, whether it was the mid semester 
review, or the regular end of semester exercise. The response rates on 
questionnaires were not reported, partly because it was possible to sample the 
views of all respondents who passed in the completed forms prior to leaving the 
classroom, and partly because the primary audience - members of the Course 
Advisory Committee - did not require it. Indeed, following the first meeting they 
formally requested less detailed reports which concentrated on discussion of 
issues and recommendations for action. 
Claims which question the objectivity of the evaluation reports or 
procedures ignore the system of checks and balances introduced to ensure that 
inaccuracies or misconstructions are identified and eliminated during the 
evaluation process. Staff were involved 
1. from the early design stages so that all plans and procedures were 
agreed prior to implementation 
2. with the conduct of the data gathering exercises during the second and 
third years of the programme 
3. (via the course coordinator) in examining the reports presented to the 
Course Review Committee 
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4. in dealing with situations identified by the evaluation as requiring prompt 
action 
5. in responding to the tentative report findings presented to the Course 
Advisory Committee 
6. in reviewing the evaluation by means of both the internal and external 
metaevaluations. 
In these and many other informal ways, there were opportunities to ensure the 
'objectivity' of what was occurring throughout the evaluation period. 
What lies behind many of the negative statements made to the 
metaevaluator is a view that evaluation is unnecessary in an environment in 
which professionalism dictates standards for the content and delivery of 
courses, and the responses of recipients are of minimal importance. This view 
is at odds with the philosophy underlying the evaluation, and is a defensive - 
though not defensible - posture which seeks to avoid even a minimal 
involvement in issues affecting course improvement, not to mention those 
related to accountability, for, as pointed out by Adelman and Alexander (1982 : 
184) 
one of the central tensions highlighted by formal 
evaluation is that betweeen individual professional 
autonomy and corporate institutional interest. 
It is a view which also has implications for the value placed upon student 
assessments of course content and presentation within an evaluation 
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programme, which, as noted in the review of literature in chapter two, are 
"arguably the one[s] that matter[s] most", whose impact is 'longitudinally 
cumulative, and latitudinally penetrating', (Adelman and Alexander 1982: 184), 
and whose validity has been examined in numerous research settings ( for 
example, Doyle 1983). 
2.5 REVIEW OF THE USE OF EVALUATION RESULTS 
The metaevaluation report refers to the four sets of standards 
promulgated by the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation 
(1981) as a basis for judging the worth of an evaluation. As indicated earlier, 
these standards form an appropriate starting point in the assessment of 
evaluation quality and impact, and as such were used also in formulating the 
internal metaevaluation checklist, while they are used again in the overall 
assessment of the evaluation in the final sections of this chapter. 
Accepting the primacy of the utility standards, the external reviewer 
concluded - after critiquing all available documents and interviewing all 
available participants - that the evaluation was a useful exercise in a number of 
ways. Firstly, as summarised in Table 3 (Armstrong 1986: 15), it was seen as 
producing beneficial effects in the four areas of 
1. 	course content: "awareness of the need to produce quality 
materials" 
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2. teaching: "knowing evaluation is taking place has made staff 
more conscious of the product" 
3. administration: "we can assure students of course quality" 
4. Other issues: " students learned quickly to use evaluation, felt free to 
express themselves and identify potential problems". 
Apart from these selected comments there are many others in Table 3 
which indicate that the primary evaluation had an impact on course 
development, with 'improvement' and 'quality' being the predominant notions 
amongst the responses. This is a pleasing outcome from the evaluator's point 
of view since it provides some evidence that, in the opinion of participants, the 
aims of the evaluation were being achieved. 
The question of whether the evaluation was 'worthwhile' was answered 
affirmatively by six of the eight respondents, with two being undecided. Under 
the circumstances mentioned earlier in which all but one of the staff members 
were present for only part of the evaluation, this result suggests a high degree 
of acceptance of the course development agenda established for the 
evaluation. The worth of the evaluation was assessed also in terms of its 
leading to decisions, providing a record of the course, and assisting staff to 
identify areas for improvement. (Armstrong 1986: 16) The comment from one 
staff member that there was "no point [receiving feedback] once the semester 
has ended" illustrates a lack of understanding of the continuous cycle of 
evaluation and development which permits improvements to be made as soon 
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as the need becomes obvious, and definitely before the particular unit is offered 
again. 
The pattern of responses to the question: "To what extent do you think the 
evaluation was a success?" is similar to that of the previous question, except 
that the matter of the evaluator's unwillingness to investigate the cost 
effectiveness of the course in the external mode - when this had been already 
considered a non-issue until the end of the first accreditation period - was 
referred to by one of the respondents. It had been decided early in the 
evaluation period that this would not be a matter for investigation, firstly 
because the decision to offer the course in the external mode was taken by the 
Course Development Committee against the advice of teaching staff; and 
secondly, the evaluator and course coordinator were aware of the Dean's 
intention of discontinuing the course externally if financial data were made 
available which indicated that it was not cost effective. For these reasons the 
omission of any reference to the cost of the external course was deliberate, and 
should not therefore be seen as affecting the success of the evaluation. 
A fundamental point is made in the statement (Armstrong 1986: 14) that 
different problems arise when a course is new and 
when it is more established. 
The evaluation is judged to have responded to the differing issues and 
concerns that emerged as the course developed, so that the resultant 
recommendations served the decisions to be made at particular times: for 
example, staffing, unit content and teaching approaches early in the evaluation 
period, and administrative changes and future planning later in the period. As 
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suggested in chapter three, this point is basic to an approach which advocates 
an emergent methodology to deal with contingencies in both the evaluation 
and the course being evaluated in a way that a rigid, preordinate methodology 
may find difficult or, indeed, impossible. 
Another matter canvassed by the metaevaluator was whether the 
evaluation would or should continue. The fact that only one respondent thought 
that it should not continue is in line with the pattern in the previous questions 
where one staff member offered a neutral or negative answer. It is not clear 
from the report why this respondent believed the evaluation should not 
continue, although the consistency with which the response occurs leads one to 
the conclusion that the person in question does not support formal evaluation 
because of dissatisfaction with a process which in the past produced personally 
unsatisfactory or embarrassing results. Such a conclusion does tally with the 
facts of the evaluation in which recommendations had an adverse impact on 
one staff member whose content and presentation skills were judged to be in 
need of improvement. 
One notices a contradiction in the metaevaluation report at this point 
(Armstrong 1986: 14) insofar as the last sentence "no one thought that the 
evaluation should not continue" does not quite match the earlier statement that 
"one respondent opposed its [the evaluation's] continuance". Whether this is 
an inconsistency in reporting, or merely a matter of semantics - 'one person 
thought the evaluation should not continue, but no one actually opposed it' - is 
unclear. For the purposes of this present analysis, it will be taken that the 
majority view was that the evaluation had been useful, worthwhile, successful, 
and should continue. Certainly this was supported by the responses from 
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students who saw the evaluation as assisting them to feel involved, in "ironing 
out problems early", and in producing improvements in course materials. In 
summary, the review of evaluation results indicated that the evaluation had a 
positive impact on those for whom it was designed and in doing so produced 
benefits such as those listed above. 
2.6 ASSESSMENT OF THE ACCURACY OF EVALUATION 
REPORTS 
One of the final tasks undertaken by the external reviewer was to attempt 
to replicate the findings of the primary evaluation in order to determine whether 
it delivered an accurate account of the course. In doing this she selected many 
of the categories appearing in the evaluation reports, such as: course 
objectives, content, teaching strategies, 'drop-out' rates, and status 
of the course, to list the more important ones. 
The conclusion reached by the external reviewer after collecting her own 
data on the categories used in reporting the results of the primary evaluation, 
was that it did present a "correct" view of the course: 
In general, the conclusions drawn about each of the 
above topics substantiated the information provided 
in the evaluation reports (Armstrong 1986: 17) 
This is a significant statement as far as the accuracy of the primary 
evaluation is concerned since it verifies to a certain degree what was portrayed 
as being the reality of the course at different points in its development. In a 
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sense it complements the metaevaluator's earlier assessment of philosophy, 
purpose, and methodology, and in so doing provides a validity which would be 
difficult to demonstrate without an extensive application of the evaluation 
approach in a variety of settings. 
2.7 APPROPRIATENESS OF THE EVALUATION DESIGN 
FOR THE EVALUATION OF OTHER COURSES 
This section of the metaevaluation report was of vital concern to all 
involved in developing the approach used in the primary evaluation. However, 
the material contained in this section is unrelated to the topic, and is concerned 
rather with suggestions for the extension of the present methodology as the 
course develops. The trend towards self-evaluation - which was discussed 
earlier - is mentioned as being already evident in the evaluation, and is 
advocated as one aspect of methodology which might figure more prominently 
as the evaluation programme continues. Apart from these few comments, there 
is really nothing in this section which addresses the question of the 
generalisability to other similar situations of the approach used in the 
evaluation. 
This is not really a serious omission, however, as the previous section 
had concluded that the evaluation had 'measured what it set out to measure', or 
at least substantiated the accuracy of what the evaluation had discovered about 
the course. Furthermore, as will be explained in chapter six, the approach 
advocated as a result of analysing the primary evaluation will be applicable in 
environments similar to those existing during the evaluation of the Public 
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Administration course, bearing in mind the importance attached to its 
'emergent' nature, and the consequent need to modify it to suit particular 
circumstances. In view of this, the question of 'generalisability' is less of an 
issue in this situation than it might be in the case of a preordinate methodology, 
and hence its omission does not detract from the value of the metaevaluation 
report 
3. SUMMARY OF EXTERNAL METAEVALUATION FINDINGS 
In summary, the external metaevaluation report found that the primary 
evaluation 
1 	was based on a philosophy that evaluation should be responsive 
to the needs of those involved 
2 	contributed to the development of the course, as well as to the 
development of staff and students 
3 	used a methodology which was sound, appropriate, and useful 
for the purpose for which it was designed 
4 	was seen by participants as assisting them to make decisions 
about course improvement 
5 	was judged by the majority as being fair in its assessments, and 
worth continuing. 
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4. 	INTERNAL METAEVALUATION REPORT 
In the discussion of methodology in chapter three, it was pointed out that 
a survey of participants - in addition to the external metaevaluation - was 
conducted to assess the quality of the evaluation. The checklist of 19 items 
used for this purpose produced an array of written responses - (see Appendix 
11) - from an almost identical group to the one interviewed by the external 
consultant. 
There were a number of factors noted in chapters three and four which 
had a bearing upon the _results of the internal survey, the most significant of 
these being the decision to widen the sample of respondents to include staff 
and students who had participated in the evaluation for the whole of the survey 
period. One of the results of this decision was that a number were unable to 
respond to all of the statements on the checklist, either because their 
experience of the evaluation was insufficient, or because they had not read the 
evaluation reports. 
4.1 CHECKLIST AND STANDARDS 
Despite these self-imposed limitations, the internal metaevaluation 
produced results which tended to confirm many of the assertions made in the 
external metaevaluator's report. The statements in the checklist dealt with four 
important aspects of the evaluation, as detailed in Table 1 
Evaluation Aspect 
	
Checklist Item 
Evaluator 	Competence 1,13 
Results 3,14,19 
Reporting 5,6,7,8,9 
Methodology 2,4,10,11,12,15, 
16,17,18 
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TABLE 1 : TOPICS AND CHECKLIST ITEMS INCLUDED IN 
METAEVALUATION PROFORMA 
The pattern of responses (See Appendix 11) indicates that in all of these 
areas, the evaluation was considered successful, with the majority of responses 
being at the top of the five point scale. In all but the first two statements, 
however, some chose the category 5 response - 'undecided' - which indicated 
that there were reservations about the evaluation in the minds of these 
respondents. The comments at the end of the proforma suggested that there 
were two main reasons for these responses 
1. Lack of access to evaluation reports 
2. Inability to understand the meaning of certain statements 
because "I don't have the necessary information" 
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Each of these has implications for the revision of the evaluation 
methodology which will result from this metaevaluation, and which will be 
discussed further in chapter six. For the present it is sufficient to note the 
majority view - expressed through their responses to the statements contained 
in the internal metaevaluation proforma - that the primary evaluation was 
competently managed, well reported, and produced results using an 
appropriate methodology. 
5. THE PRIMARY EVALUATION IN RELATION TO THE 
'JOINT COMMITTEE' STANDARDS 
The basis for adopting the Joint Committee Standards (McGraw-Hill: 
1981) in analysing the primary evaluation was explained in chapter three in 
terms of their rigour, usefulness, comprehensiveness and suitability for a wide 
range of programmes. The utility, accuracy, and propriety Standards were 
referred to by the external auditor in her review of the impact of the evaluation; 
however, the other Standards - namely feasibility - were also implicit in the 
questions asked of participants. 
In drafting the metaevaluation checklist, the evaluator employed all four 
sets of Standards, but with an emphasis on utility, accuracy, and propriety 
respectively. In this final section of the chapter it is proposed that each of the 
relevant Standards be applied to the primary evaluation in order to clarify or 
perhaps reinforce its outcomes, so that the implications of this analysis may lead 
to a more clearly defined approach to evaluation in the following chapter. 
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The publishers supply a citation form for use in summarising the ways in 
which the Standards apply to a particular evaluation and in the discussion 
which follows, this was used as the basis for a series of four Tables indicating 
the extent to which the Standards related to the primary evaluation. These 
Standards - as noted particularly in chapters two and three - are not mechanical 
rules, but rather "guiding principles" or a "working philosophy" of what 
constitutes effective evaluation. (Joint Committee 1981:9 & 17) In using the 
Standards as an aid in the present analysis this point is well taken, as is the 
caveat that 
In many evaluations - especially low budget 
formative evaluations - systematic application and 
documentation of the Standards will not be feasible. 
(Joint Committee 1981:147) 
It would be reasonable to characterise the primary evaluation as both low 
budget and formative; however it was felt that the Standards could be applied 
without their being compromised, or the evaluation being unfairly scrutinised. 
This is a matter taken up again in the next chapter where it is suggested that the 
study indicates the feasibility of productively applying the majority of the 
Standards in just such a situation. 
5.1 UTILITY STANDARDS 
The Utility Standards refer to the requirement that an evaluation serve 
the practical information needs of an audience in a clear and timely fashion. 
Each of the Standards in this category is listed below with an accompanying 
statement of its relationship to the evaluation. 
TABLE 2: 	APPLICATION OF JOINT COMMITTEE UTILITY 
STANDARDS TO THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
EVALUATION STANDARD 	APPLICABILITY 	COMMENT 
Al 
Audience Identification 
	
Yes 	 Audiences identified 
during the pilot stage 
as students, staff, and 
Course Committees 
Yes 	 Supported by both 
metaevaluations (S1) 1 
Yes 	 Primarily from 
students but supple-
mented by inform-
ation from other 
audiences (S14) 
A2 
Evaluator Credibility 
A3 
Information Scope and 
Selection 
A4 
Valuational Interpretation 	Yes 	 Evaluator's value base 
clear in internal meta-
evaluation (only 1 of 
22 'undecided'), 
although not so clear 
in external 
metaevaluation. (S4) 
A5 
Report Clarity Yes Supported in both 
metaevaluations, with 
1'disagree' and 1 (of 
22) 'undecided' in 
internal checklist. 
(S 5) 
A6 
Report Dissemination 	 Yes 	 Some evidence that 
not everyone had 
seen reports, although 
not all those surveyed 
had 'access rights'; 
three 'undecided' in 
internal checklist. 
(S 7) 
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1 The references in brackets indicate the statements in the 
internal metaevaluation checklist which are related to particular 
evaluation standards, so that for example, (S 1) refers to 
checklist statement number one, and (S 14) to checklist 
statement number fourteen. 
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A7 
Report Timeliness 	 Yes 	 Both metaevaluations 
indicate reports were 
available to assist in 
decision making. (S 9) 
A8 
Evaluation Impact 	 Yes 	 All audiences agree 
that the evaluation 
had a beneficial 
impact. (S 19) 
SYNTHESIS 
On the basis of data drawn from the two metaevaluation exercises, each 
of the above standards was satisfied in relation to the primary evaluation. The 
standards which received the most positive responses via statements in the 
internal metaevaluation were A2: Evaluator Credibility, A4: Valuational 
Interpretation, and A8: Evaluation Impact. This is significant in the 
sense that these three encompass the essential nature of utility as expressed in 
this category of standards. 
If the evaluator is accepted by audiences as credible, trustworthy, and 
therefore likely to perform his duties in a professional manner; if the bases on 
which judgements of value are made are clearly articulated; and if these 
audiences affirm the evaluation's impact on the course by leading to its 
continuing development, then it is proposed that that evaluation has utility in 
terms of these widely-agreed Standards. This proposition is further 
strengthened insofar as the other related standards within the category also 
indicate that the evaluation has satisfied their requirements. 
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5.2 FEASIBILITY STANDARDS 
This category of standards is designed to assess the extent to which 
evaluations are practical, politically viable and cost effective. Table 3 sets out 
the ways in which these standards relate to the primary evaluation, although 
only the first two were considered of sufficient relevance to be included in the 
metaevaluation criteria. 
‘TABLE 3: APPLICATION OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE 
FEASIBILITY STANDARDS TO THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
EVALUATION STANDARD 	APPLICABILITY 	COMMENT 
B 1 
Practical Procedures 	 Yes 	 Evidence in both 
metaevaluations that 
procedures were 
practical, effective, 
and did not disrupt 
teaching or learning. 
(S10) 
B 2 
Political Viability 	 Yes 	 Not an important 
issue as there was 
no overt opposition to 
the evaluation 
although some 
-"one staff member" - 
was evident in 
external meta-
evaluation report 
(p 12); also (S 11) 
B 3 
Cost Effectiveness 	 Doubtful 	 Not canvassed in the 
metaevaluations as 
not considered an 
issue. Costs mainly in 
evaluators time, and 
financial support for 
external consultant. 
(See Synthesis) 
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SYNTHESIS 
The first of the above standards was the most relevant especially as the 
evaluation - and particularly the data collection - was designed to be as 
unobtrusive as possible. This did not always happen, as in the case of the 
mid-semester review exercise which was commenced to help solve particular 
problems, but discontinued because feedback indicated too much "evaluation" 
was occurring. Nevertheless, the responses to the internal metaevaluation 
checklist were not disappointing, with only Standard Al: Evaluator 
Credibility, producing more positive responses. 
The evaluation did not initially attract any opposition from those involved 
in, or affected by it. On the contrary, there was widespread acceptance - as 
explained in the introductory chapter - of an approach which was seen as 
costing very little and capable of producing positive benefits in terms of course 
improvement. In short, it was politically viable because the various interest 
groups shared a common set of values when it came to course improvement - 
which was one of the aims of the evaluation. 
As intimated earlier in the chapter, towards the end of the evaluation 
period one staff member who had joined the course team part way through the 
course, withdrew support for the evaluation programme. This had no 
immediate effect on the data gathering or reporting aspects of the methodology, 
nor on the overall evaluation effort. However, it did arise as a concern during 
the internal and external reviews at the end of the evaluation period. In this 
context, where the issues were clearly explained as they had been in the 
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external metaevaluation report, it was possible subsequently to discuss points 
of difference. 
In a meeting convened to consider ways of revising the evaluation design 
in accordance with the findings of the report, and of incorporating new 
approaches, many of the earlier problems were solved to the satisfaction of 
those concerned. In this way the review process helped to highlight and 
facilitate changes in aspects of the evaluation methodology in need of further 
development if participants - staff and students alike - were to continue to 
support the programme. 
The question of cost effectiveness was not raised at any time during the 
planning or implementation of the evaluation, perhaps because the evaluator 
was to conduct it in his own time and without a budget. As far as the host 
organisation was concerned, it was agreeable to support the notion of an 
evaluation, but would not commit funds to the project. In the end it invested a 
modest sum towards the employment of the external consultant and supplied 
some part-time secretarial assistance. It is notoriously difficult to assess the 
cost effectiveness of educational programmes, and evaluations are no 
exception. This is so 
since educational outcomes are numerous, 
intangible, and differently valued by different groups, 
and since often they are not easily translated into 
numbers. (Joint Committee 1981: 61) 
The approach used in the evaluation acknowledged and attempted to 
portray this in its representation of the course, and the extent to which it was 
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successful is one indication of the benefits accruing to its audiences. 
Furthermore, identifying and helping to solve issues which arose in the course 
was one material benefit of the evaluation upon which it would be most difficult 
to put a dollar value if anyone were so inclined. Perhaps the vote of confidence 
provided by the reviews of the evaluation, with their reference to widely-
accepted standards of evaluation quality, was the most precise measure of what 
the evaluation achieved. 
If, as has been claimed, 
an evaluation is cost effective if its benefits equal or 
exceed its costs (Joint Committee 1981: 60) 
then the primary evaluation would appear to have been cost effective, as the 
costs - as outlined above - were minimal in relation to the perceived benefits. It 
may even have been 'cost-free' in Scriven's (1983: 236) sense of an evaluation 
which costs less - or no more - than the benefits it produces, although - given 
the decision not to include cost-effectiveness analysis in the study - this is 
outside the scope of the present discussion. 
5.3 PROPRIETY STANDARDS 
This third category contains standards dealing with the conduct of the 
evaluation, particularly in regard to the rights and obligations of those involved. 
Table 4 indicates how these standards relate to the primary evaluation. 
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TABLE 4: APPLICATION OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE PROPRIETY  
STANDARDS TO THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
EVALUATION STANDARD 
	
APPLICABILITY 	COMMENTS 
C 1 
Formal Obligation No 	 The only 
guidelines 
for the conduct 
of the 
evaluation were 
those 
contained in the 
Course 
Accreditation 
Document 
which has 
no legal 
standing. No 
formal 
agreement was 
drawn up apart 
from this. 
C2 
Conflict of Interest 	 Yes 	 Interests in the 
course 
and evaluation 
declared openly 
to all 
audiences. 
Conscious of 
need to check 
continuously on 
values and 
motives. 
(S 12) 
C3 
Full and Frank 
Disclosure 
Yes Adhered to in 
reports 
to the point 
where 
one or two staff 
members were 
alienated. (S 6) 
C4 
Public's Right To 
Know 
Limited Limited Disclosure to 
others beyond the 
group receiving the 
evaluation report 
decided by Course 
Coordinator; hence out 
of the evaluator's direct 
control. 
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C5 
Rights of Human 
Subjects 
Yes Anonymity of 
responses and 
confidentiality of 
reports used to 
protect rights. Within 
closed meeting, names 
of staff linked with 
units requiring 
attention. 
Internal checklist 
gave positive 
response. (S13) 
C6 
Human Interactions 	 Yes 	 Continuous attention to 
participants throughout 
evaluation period. As ' 
'insider established 
rapport with all students 
and most staff. (S13) 
C7 
Balanced Reporting 	 Yes 	 Supported by both 
metaevaluations; two 
staff felt negative 
comments pre-
dominated in the 
reports. (S 8) 
C8 
Fiscal Responsibility No 	 Financial factors not 
relevant as the small 
amount of funding 
noted earlier was 
managed by central 
office. 
SYNTHESIS 
Only two of the propriety standards were deemed not applicable to the 
primary evaluation, namely C 1: Formal Obligation, and C 8: Fiscal 
Responsibility. The first of these was not considered necessary because of 
the evaluation's proposed lack of formality in the sense that it was to be 
conducted by an internal consultant as an unpaid extra duty, and with no 
financial assistance - what was referred to earlier as a "low budget, formative 
evaluation". The major requirement, as far as the evaluator was concerned, 
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was to report formally and in writing to a Course Advisory Committee at the end 
of each semester. In effect, this meant monitoring the course throughout each 
semester and interacting continuously with participants so that issues were 
identified, investigated, and resolved as expeditiously as possible. 
A section in the Course Accreditation Document outlined the purpose 
and scope of the evaluation as well as mentioning a financial provision to 
secure the services of an external consultant to review both the course and the 
evaluation. The funds necessary to acquire this service - which were refused 
initially because a senior administrator was unconvinced of the value of 
metaevaluation - were processed by the central accounting centre and not 
excised from the budget for the Course. In short, fiscal responsibility was not 
considered a standard applicable to the primary evaluation as neither the 
course coordinator nor the evaluator was involved in committing or expending 
funds on the evaluation nor, indeed, on the metaevaluation. 
Standard C 1: Conflict of Interest - along with the related standard of 
Evaluator Credibility (Standard A2) - was one of the most crucial factors 
affecting the propriety of what was accomplished in the evaluation. A number 
of matters related to the evaluator's role in the evaluation have already been 
outlined in the introductory chapter, however it is important to pursue them 
here in more detail. This is done not to deny a conflict of interest on the 
evaluator's part, for, as the commentary on the Standards points out, this would 
be futile since 
many evaluations contain the potential for conflict 
of interest; thus, the problem is frequently not a 
matter of how to avoid conflict of interest but of 
how to deal with it." (Joint Committee 1981: 70) 
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Faced with the inevitability of this aspect of the internal evaluator's role, 
what action can be taken to ensure that any perceived or real conflict does not 
detract from the integrity of the evaluation? Firstly, the components of conflict 
such as one's own values, assumptions, and predispositions need to be 
enumerated and made known to participants, and particularly to 'main actors' 
who are directly affected by the evaluation results. Secondly, and more 
importantly, these factors need to be kept constantly in mind during the various 
stages of the evaluation so that in the collection and processing of information, 
in the drawing of inferences and in the proposing of recommendations, their 
influence serves as a check on biases that might compromise one's ideal role 
as 'honest broker'. Finally, there is the ethical imperative which requires the 
opening up of the evaluation methodology and results to the assessment of 
those involved, no less than to that of an external consultant, in order for 
conflict of interest to be seen as a legitimate aspect of metaevaluation rather 
than one that presents the evaluator with an insoluble dilemma. 
Following the above advice leads partly at least to the satisfaction of 
Standards C 3: Full and Frank Disclosure, and C 4: Public's Right to 
Know, for, implied in the explication of the factors involved in conflict of interest, 
is the requirement for an openness in communication which leads to 
uncensored disclosure of results to those with the right of access to this 
information. The question of confidentiality is relevant to the application of 
these standards insofar as it is necessary to protect the rights of those 
supplying the data, or who are affected by the outcome of conclusions and 
recommendations. 
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Confidentiality thus becomes a factor limiting the extent to which the 
evaluator may practice open communication in the dissemination of information 
resulting from his activities in a given organisation. In observing the demands 
of propriety in this way one implicitly fulfils one's responsibility towards 
participants in the evaluation, so that as Standard C5 ( Rights of Human 
Subjects) suggests 
Evaluations should be designed and conducted so 
that the rights and welfare of human subjects are 
respected and protected. (Joint Committee 1981: 81) 
This was achieved to a marked degree in the primary evaluation in both 
data management and reporting, with one potential problem - noted by the 
evaluator and one or two staff members - being the association of individuals 
with results from specific units in the course. This was not considered by the 
majority to be a serious problem, as the responses to Statement 13 of the 
internal metaevaluation checklist indicate. However in redesigning the format 
of evaluation reports it would be necessary to preclude the possibility of 
identifying individual participants. 
Whether this is done by presenting issues in general terms, allowing 
only the evaluator and the person directly affected by the issue to explore the 
details, or whether a number of versions of the report are prepared for different 
audiences according to their information needs and rights, is something that 
depends upon the philosophy and resources supporting the evaluation. 
Certainly in a low budget, formative evaluation' such as has been described, 
the former option would appear to be the more feasible. These same principles 
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and procedures have a bearing upon the related Standard C6: Human 
Interactions, which requires similar attention not only to the dignity of 
participants, but also to their values, concerns, attitudes, and relationships with 
others in the organisation. 
Balanced Reporting - Standard 07 - is concerned very much with the 
sorts of issues discussed in relation to Standard A2: Evaluator Credibility, 
and Standard A4: Valuational Interpretation, especially as one needs to 
take into account the perceptions of others of whether there is a balance 
between negative and positive conclusions and recommendations. If one has 
established credibility and credentials with participants in the ways suggested 
earlier, and attempted to clarify, communicate, and monitor one's own values in 
carrying out the evaluation, then this Standard is likely to be observed when 
reporting upon one's assessment of the worth of the program, or of where 
improvements are recommended. 
5.4 ACCURACY STANDARDS 
This final set of standards assesses the evaluation's technical adequacy 
as a means of supplying accurate information about the object of the evaluation. 
The extent to which the primary evaluation achieved the levels of performance 
implied in these standards is summarised in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5: APPLICATION OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ACCURACY  
STANDARDS TO THE PRIMARY EVALUATION 
EVALUATION STANDARD 	APPLICABILITY 	 COMMENTS 
D l 
Object Identification 	 Yes 	 Audiences familiar 
from the beginning 
with the course being 
evaluated, either as 
participants or as 
course advisors 
D 2 
Context Analysis 	 Yes 	 Evaluator involved as 
'insider' with course 
planning issues prior 
to course commence-
ment and hence 
familar with context. 
(S14) 
D 3 
Described Purposes 
and Procedures 
D 4 
Defensible Information 
Sources 
Yes 
Yes 
Clearly outlined in 
first evaluation report 
and to participants 
• prior to data 
collection. 
Methodology allowed 
for changes in proced-
ures if required. 
(S15) 
This was one aspect of 
the evaluation which 
might be improved. 
In the internal 
checklist the 5 (out of 
22) 'undecided' 
responses indicated 
the need for changes 
in the revised 
methodology. (S 16) 
D 5 
Valid Measurement 	 Yes 	 External Review 
reported that the 
information gathering 
instruments were well 
designed and 
appropriately used 
(Armstrong 11, 13). 
Internal checklist 
indicated one 
'disagree' and two 
'undecided' responses 
(of 22) to relevant 
statement (S 17). 
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D 6 
Reliable Measurement 	Yes 	 Given that the inform- 
ation gathering instru 
-ments "evolved with 
the development of 
the course", the 
external review 
suggested that 
they reliably 
measured what was 
occurring at different 
points in the course. 
The internal review 
did not seek 
responses to a state-
ment about reliability. 
D 7 
Systematic Data Control 	Yes 	 In the primary eval - 
uation, data collated 
and processed by 
evaluator. In external 
review, by consultant; 
in internal review, 
data collated by 
Faculty secretary, and 
assessed by evaluator. 
D 8 
Analysis of Quantitative 
Information 
Limited Frequency of 
questionnaire 
responses used in 
preparation of eval-
uation and meta-
evaluation reports, 
but analysis per se 
not required by 
audiences. 
D 9 
Analysis of Qualitative 
Information 
Yes Qualitative 
information 
from written 
comment and 
interview used to 
complement quantit-
ative data, and both 
included in reports as 
issues,conclusions and 
recommendations. 
External review points 
to adequacy of 
analysis 
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D 10 
Justified Conclusions 	 Yes 	 External and internal 
reviews suggest that 
the evaluation 
satisfied this standard 
In the latter, strong 
agreement, with only 
one response (of 22) 
in the 'undecided' 
category. (S 18) 
D 11 
Objective Reporting 	 Yes 	 Insofar as this 
standard concerns the 
control of bias on the 
part of all involved in 
the evaluation, it is 
met only by canvass-
ing and publicising 
divergent views and 
values. The 
objectivity of the eval 
-uation reports is not 
dear from the meta-
evaluations. (S 6 ) 
SYNTHESIS 
From the above summary it would appear that the evaluation was 
generally satisfactory in terms of the requirements of the accuracy standards. 
The sources of information were adequately selected from a context familiar to 
the evaluator, while the information itself was appropriately collected, analysed 
and reported. 
This isn't to say that there were not obvious or undetected deficiencies in 
aspects of the methodology. The external review, for example, reported a 
minority view - "one staff member" - that suggested the use of statistical tests in 
the analysis of data. This view was not supported by the external metaevaluator 
in pointing out that 
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the small numbers of students, particularly in the first 
two years did not permit reliable quantified statistical 
analysis of the data. (Armstrong 1986: 13) 
On the other hand, the recommendation that percentages in addition to 
frequencies be included in reports to assist in interpretation of results and 
"provide some base line data for future comparisons" seems realistic and likely 
to improve the clarity of reporting. Her further comment in respect to the 
inclusion in evaluation reports of specific comments by a single respondent 
lends support to this part of the reporting procedure. In this respect she says 
Comments are reported in order to enhance 
understanding of the results and are often 
included in qualitative reports. 
(Armstrong 1986: 13) 
It could also be argued that in such reports the evaluator's intention of 
portraying the range of views of the object being evaluated is best served by 
presenting minority accounts or perceptions, on the basis that they enrich the 
portrayal and do not bias the results as long as audiences take them for the 
minority views they are. This is precisely what the external consultant did in 
reporting her review of the primary evaluation which indicated one and 
sometimes more respondents had reacted negatively to a particular aspect of 
the evaluation methodology. 
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Of the ten accuracy standards, those dealing with the analysis and 
reporting of information - especially the mix of quantitative and qualitative 
information - were the most contentious and hence those most in need of 
attention in revising the evaluation methodology in the light of metaevaluation. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The potential of metaevaluation to facilitate reflection upon evaluation 
processes is clear from the foregoing analysis. On the basis of this analysis of 
the primary evaluation one observes not only the wide applicability of the 
Standards to the conduct of the evaluation, but also the extent to which the 
processes and outcomes. of the evaluation satisfy the requirements of these 
Standards. As a corollary of this, metaevaluation insists that philosophies and 
approaches underlying practical procedures should be open to the 
examination of those most directly affected - as much as to specialists in the 
field - in order that particular evaluations might themselves be judged by non-
subjective criteria. 
The notion that evaluations should be judged at all is radical enough, but 
that they should be subjected to the rigour of evaluation standards and indeed 
be required to offer a defence of what was done, and why, and how, may prove 
beyond the resources of what in many places passes for evaluation. . In this 
chapter it was seen how a particular evaluation - designed as a case study and 
strengthened by the use of survey methodology - was 'subjected' to the critical 
examination of participants and to that of an expert in the field of evaluation as 
a prelude to an equally comprehensive matching against the Joint Committee 
Standards. 
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It is proposed that one result of this examination and analysis would be a 
revised and significantly improved methodology; however a more critical result 
might be a profounder appreciation of the nature of evaluation as an interactive 
activity bounded by principles of procedure that are now becoming widely 
accepted. In the next chapter these latter points will be explored in more detail. 
7. SUMMARY 
This chapter provides an analysis of the primary evaluation by reviewing 
the results of the internal and external metaevaluations. These sought to 
scrutinise the evaluation processes in order to determine their quality and 
effectiveness from the point of view of participants and main audiences such as 
the Course Advisory Committee. 
The internal metaevaluation checklist based on the Joint Committee 
Standards For Evaluations of Educational Programs, Projects, and 
Materials, produced data on twenty-one of the thirty standards, and this in 
turn formed the basis for a critique of the evaluation. To complement this, the 
investigation carried out six months earlier by the external consultant using a 
different methodology also provided an analysis of evaluation processes and 
products. 
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Together they contributed a number of insights into the extent to which 
the evaluation satisfied the requirements of relevant standards, while at the 
same time suggesting areas in need of improvement. In the final part of the 
chapter these insights were specifically related to each standard in turn as a 
means of summarising their contribution to the analysis of the evaluation. The 
implications of this analysis are the subject of the discussion in chapter six. 
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The topics discussed in this chapter are as follows 
1. INTRODUCTION 
2. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
3. METAE VALUATION 
3.1 	Revised Approach to Evaluation 
3.2 	Responsibilities of Evaluation Participants 
3.3 	Implications for Metaevaluation Generally 
4. EVALUATION QUALITY 
5. DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATION THEORY AND PRACTICE 
5.1 	Paradigm and Methodology 
5.2 	Implications for 'Formative, Low-Budget' Evaluations 
5.3 	Implications for an Emergent Methodology 
6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
7. CONCLUSION 
8. SUMMARY 
1. 	INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides a synthesis of the findings of the study contained in 
the two previous chapters. It attempts also to suggest answers to the questions 
proposed in chapter three - dealing with the research design and theoretical 
framework - where the purpose of the study was expressed in terms of 
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investigating the role of metaevaluation in monitoring and assessing the quality 
of an evaluation. Finally, the implications of the study for evaluation theory and 
practice, and for further research, are presented and discussed. 
2. 	IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The findings of this study have a number of theoretical implications. These 
concern the three elements that formed the basis for the framework for the study, 
namely: 
1 	metaevaluation 
2 	evaluation quality 	and 
3 	the development of evaluation theory and 
practice. 
The implications of the study for each of these three elements will now be 
discussed. 
3. METAEVALUATION 
The following conclusions, implications and recommendations emerge 
from the metaevaluations conducted as part of the study: 
Data from the external metaevaluation of the design, consultation, and 
reporting aspects of the primary evaluation indicate what was achieved in 
relation to the aims of the study. The previous chapter indicates that the 
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primary evaluation was responsive to the needs of participants, as well as to 
changes in programme requirements. This was noted in comments on the 
appropriateness and usefulness of the design and implementation phases, 
and on the solution of difficulties associated with particular units such as 
Australian Government, Psychology, and Computing. It is reasonable to assert 
that the evaluation was perceived by the external metaevaluator as being 
needs-based and decision-oriented. 
Instruments used in the case study were assessed as being 
comprehensive, well-designed, and containing most of the topics usually found 
in course evaluations. Data collection, collation, and analysis were adequate 
for the purpose, as Was consultation with participants concerning evaluation 
processes and results. 
The external metaevaluation highlighted matters requiring attention 
during a revision of the evaluation methodology. These included the need for 
increased feedback on a formal basis particularly with those staff members who 
felt the evaluation was "authoritarian and secretive", and may have been 
embarrassed by some of the results. There would appear to be a need for the 
evaluator also to adopt more of an instructional role, as a means of clarifying 
both the aims of the evaluation, and his role in the overall evaluation effort. 
The internal metaevaluation adequately measured the quality of the 
primary evaluation by means of a checklist based on the Joint Committee 
Standards. Evaluation quality - defined in the next section as involving 
judgements concerning technical adequacy and usefulness - was indicated by 
reference to all of the Standards, with those related to formal obligation, cost 
effectiveness, and fiscal responsibility, not being considered relevant to the 
study. These less relevant standards concerned aspects which were outside 
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the scope of a primary evaluation described in previous chapters as 'formative 
and low budget'. Given the Joint Committee's earlier-quoted view that the 
Standards might not apply in such situations, the study has shown that in 
an Australian context at least, they are generally applicable even in 
the case of a formative, 'internal' evaluation. 
3.1 REVISED APPROACH TO EVALUATION 
A revised approach to evaluation resulting from changes suggested by 
the metaevaluation would include the following 
1 	Less formality in the conduct of the evaluation, with a 
correspondingly lower profile for the evaluator 
2 	More emphasis on staff self-evaluation and self reporting, 
with the evaluator coordinating the evaluation at the 
programme level 
3 	Formal provision for an emergent methodology which 
facilitates the inclusion and deletion of techniques according 
to the requirements of the situation 
4 	Simpler and shorter reports, with allowance for different 
versions for different audiences. if resources permit 
5 	Provision for internal and external metaevaluation as part of 
the evaluation scheme. 
REVISED EVALUATION APPROACH 
INITIAL EVALUATION APPROACH 
Questionnaires, Checklists, Interviews, Meetings 
tZ7FTEXTERNAL METAEVALUATION I 
INTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
ANALYSIS 
OF 
EVALUATION & METAEVALUATION DATA 
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TABLE 1: 	FACTORS INFLUENCING A REVISED APPROACH TO 
EVALUATION 
3.2 RESPONSIBILITIES OF EVALUATION PARTICIPANTS 
In relation to the particular course evaluated in the case study, the 
situation now has been reached where it requires a continuous monitoring 
procedure - emphasising self-evaluation - rather than the formal evaluation 
methodology used during the first three years of its development. As point no. 
2 above suggests, this should be coordinated by a person skilled in the theory 
and practice of evaluation, but actually carried out by staff members themselves. 
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Such self-focussed evaluation should be mandatory, but not perfunctory, 
nor overly time-consuming. The process may be facilitated by the use of a 
simplified checklist of key performance indicators on which staff and students 
contribute brief written comments, and perhaps also rate these key areas 
against specified criteria. Staff members might then discuss their results with 
the nominated 'evaluation advisor' and devise a plan of action which takes 
account of both course development and staff development needs. 
In this scheme the course coordinator would be responsible for the 
collection of quantitative data related to efficiency criteria - for example, cost 
effectiveness, attrition rates, achievement scores - while the evaluator would 
produce a comprehensive audit of the course in relation to its objectives, and 
other matters in which administrators, teaching staff, students, and employers 
are interested. The resultant methodology, which also provides for 
metaevaluation, allows for a participative approach to evaluation in which the 
following are the main areas of responsibility. 
TABLE 2: 	RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTICIPANTS IN REVISED 
EVALUATION APPROACH 
PARTICIPANT 	 RESPONSIBILITY 
Staff Member 
Student 
Conduct of own evaluation using 
measures provided by evaluation 
advisor; liaison with evaluation 
advisor concerning individual and 
programme-wide goals. 
Provide feedback to individual 
staff members and to evaluation 
advisor on matters related to 
course development. 
Evaluation Advisor 
Course Coordinator 
Administrators 
Course Committees 
Advise all participants on the 
purpose and procedures of 
evaluation; coordinate evaluation 
at the programme level; counsel 
participants on matters of concern. 
Oversee the collection of 'efficiency 
data' for inclusion in evaluation 
reports; coordinate action on 
course/staff development and 
other implications of evaluation 
reports. 
Assist academic staff by providing 
a level of resource support 
sufficient to implement evaluation 
recommendations. 
Guide Course development in such 
a way that evaluation does have an 
impact on decision making. 
External Consultant Review the quality of the design, 
implementation, and results at 
prescribed points in the 
development of the evaluation 
programme. 
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3.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR METAEVALUATION GENERALLY 
The following conclusions and implications for metaevaluation in 
general emerge from the study 
Metaevaluation tends to enhance the conduct of evaluations by 
supplying criteria and standards against which performance in a variety of areas 
may be measured. This common thread runs through the relevant literature, 
and is evident particularly in the views of Scriven and Stuffflebeam - mentioned 
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in chapter two - concerning the essential "self-reference" of evaluation, and in 
those of Posavac and Carey (1985: 321) quoted below. 
Administrators and audiences should not, at least in the short term, have 
unrealistic expectations for the improvement of evaluation , because of the lead 
time involved in planning and implementing metaevaluation strategies. 
The expectations for improving evaluation through such metaevaluation 
strategies may lie in the areas of 
1 	increasing sensitivity to local needs 
2 	achieving accountability and a self-critical attitude on the 
part of evaluators 
3 	creating an awareness of the need to satisify certain widely- 
accepted standards of evaluation practice 
4 	increasing participation and communication between all 
involved in and affected by the evaluation 
5 	maintaining an awareness of the political nature of 
evaluation and for the natural aversion most people feel 
towards the process. 
The analysis found in chapter five of the study supports the view 
expressed in the literature (Posavac & Carey 1985: 321) that 
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Metaevaluation will increase the probability of findings 
being utilised effectively, because metaevaluation 
research is a means of improving the quality of 
evaluation methodology, and indirectly testing 
whether program evaluation delivers what it promises. 
4. EVALUATION QUALITY 
It was noted in chapter two that there is no real consensus on how to 
measure the quality of an evaluation. At the same time, the term 'quality' is 
used in the literature to denote a sense of the essential element or criterion by 
which an evaluation is assessed. In this context of confusion over the meaning 
of evaluation quality, or indeed how to measure it, the contribution of Chelimsky 
(1983) is significant. Her emphasis on quality as a single - though multi-faceted 
- criterion provides a clarity of perspective which is not easily achieved in the 
face of the comprehensive scheme proposed by the Joint Committee, or the 
'theses' of the Stanford Evaluation Consortium. 
The study accepts Chelimsky's conceptualisation of quality as the 
foremost metaevaluation criterion as it provides a plausible focus, a priority list, 
and a statement of what is essential in relation to evaluation standards. As 
such it offers a more manageable - if less comprehensive - approach to 
metaevaluation than using the whole of the Standards, or those that seem 
relevant to a particular situation. While the present study elected to utilise the 
Joint Committee Standards, Chelimsky's conceptualisation - outlined in the 
literature review in chapter two - was of assistance in their application to the 
primary evaluation. There is no doubt room for research on this formulation of 
evaluation quality, or indeed for a comparative study of its utility in relation to 
that of the Joint Committee, as sources of metaevaluative criteria. The following 
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simplified diagram outlines the components of Chelimsky's conceptualisation in 
which 
Evaluation Quality = Technical Adequacy + Usefulness, where 
Technical Adequacy 	= 	Appropriateness of design and execution 
Absence of major technical errors in design, 
execution and reporting; 
Usefulness 	 = 	Relevance of Information 
Timeliness 
Presentation 
Impact 
The literature review - for example, Patton (1978) and Stufflebeam (1978) 
- contained evidence of similar conceptualisations, while . it was seen in the 
application of the Joint Committee Standards in chapter five, how the above 
components were addressed in both the internal and external metaevaluations. 
In this sense, the quality of the primary evaluation within the case study was 
measured at different points in its development, using a selection of Joint 
Committee Standards suited to the requirements of the particular situation, and 
which subsumed the above conceptualisation. 
5. DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATION THEORY AND PRACTICE 
In this section, the implications of the study are considered to be in two 
broad areas, namely: the practice of evaluation, and the development of 
evaluation theory. The separate listing of these two aspects does not imply that 
they are conceptually or logically unrelated. Indeed, there is evidence from one's 
own experience in conducting evaluations, as well as from the research literature - 
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(Hughes 1973, and ,Shipman 1985) - of the interrelatedness of these two 
processes. In relation to theory, Hughes (1973: ix) suggests that 
in reality it is the basis from which practice flows, 
if practice is the result of thought and planning and 
if it is the subject of continual evaluation and revision. 
In discussing the implications of the study, therefore, the interrelatedness of 
theory and practice is assumed, rather than any differentiation that might be 
perceived or presumed in discussing them separately. 
A limitation of the case approach adopted for this study relates to the care 
that needs to be taken in attempting to generalise the findings to other 
situations. The advice of Hamilton (1977), Stake (1978 ), and Kemmis (1980), 
concerning the appropriateness of naturalistic generalisation in relation to case 
studies, does diminish the extent of this limitation, however, particularly where 
similarities exist in context and approach between the present study and that to 
which the findings are to be generalised. Indeed, one of the contributions made 
by the study was to demonstrate the viability of the case study approach in an 
exploratory investigation of the dynamics of metaevaluation. 
5.1 PARADIGM AND METHODOLOGY 
One of the implications of the study for the development of evaluation 
theory and practice is its demonstration that one's methodology, or choice of 
research technique, is not determined by adherence to a particular paradigm. 
The review of literature referred to the debate between those advocating 
quantitative and those advocating qualitative paradigms; however, the study 
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adopted the view of Cook and Gruder (1978) that one may select approaches 
and techniques suited to the needs of the situation, rather than being limited to 
those usually associated with a particular research paradigm. This also found 
support in Smith and Fraser (1980), Nolan and Short (1985), and in Cronbach 
and Associates' Thesis 59 which warns that 
The evaluator will be wise not to declare allegiance to 
either a quantitative-scientific-summative methodology 
or a qualitative-naturalistic-descriptive methodology. 
( in Madaus et. al. 1983: 410) 
The development of an evaluation methodology incorporating both 
qualitative and quantitative techniques - and outlining the nature and role of 
metaevaluation - is proposed, therefore, as a contribution to knowledge z. 
resulting from the study. Related to this is the emphasis on the requirements of a 
the situation, the context, and the organisational setting of the evaluation. 
evaluation research, this is a fact of life such that 
results of a program evaluation are so dependent on the 
setting that replication is only a figure of speech ... 
(Cronbach in Madaus et. al. 1983: 410) 
5.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR 'FORMATIVE, LOW BUDGET' 
EVALUATIONS 
The study contributed to knowledge about situations in which the Joint 
Committee Standards may be used, by applying them to a formative evaluation 
conducted without significant financial resources. In this respect it demonstrates 
that the Standards are applicable to such a situation, despite the Joint 
Committee's caveat - mentioned earlier - that 
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It should be noted that in many evaluations - especially 
low budget formative evaluations - systematic application 
and documentation of the Standards will not be feasible. 
(1981: 147) 
5.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR AN EMERGENT METHODOLOGY 
One important implication of the study for evaluation theory and practice 
is that different problems, issues, and concerns become obvious at different 
points in an evaluation. Hence, the focus of attention during the first weeks or 
months of the evaluation of a new course will most likely not be the same as that 
in the middle, or towards the end of the programme. This was noted in the 
external metaevaluation report which also commented on the ability of the 
emergent methodology to accommodate such changes in focus by introducing 
or deleting techniques to suit the requirements of the situation. 
6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The findings of this study suggest a number of critical areas which 
should be the focus of further research in evaluation: 
1. 	There is an urgent need for the development of metaevaluation 
methodologies and strategies which draw upon both evaluation 
standards and contextual factors, for use in different organisational 
settings. 
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2. The instruments used in the study to determine the way in which 
metaevaluation procedures are related to improved evaluation 
practice should be refined, and used in further studies. 
3. The case study approach has permitted the identification of a 
number of variables affecting the adoption, operation, and 
possible outcomes of metaevaluation. There is a need for 
additional studies, each having a narrower focus than this 
exploratory investigation, which will utilise its findings to examine 
these variables in more depth. Researchers also may wish to 
refer to the work of Nisbet and Watt (1984), or Ryan (1985) in 
planning such studies. 
4. There remains a need to investigate more fully the factors 
associated with the evolution of evaluation policy, and in particular 
the role of metaevaluation in this process. The research of 
Cohen (1980), Freeman (1982), and O'Keefe (1984), may 
prove useful starting points in investigations concerned with the 
development of evaluation policy. 
5. Further research of the kind undertaken in Israel by Lewy (1984) 
and in Brazil by de Oliveira et. al. (1985) should be undertaken in 
the Australian context. Such studies should include research 
designs which will facilitate the applicability of the Joint Committee 
Standards to 
1 	school as well as post-school situations 
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2 	evaluability assessment and the planning of 
evaluations 
3 	the training of evaluators in the use of metaevaluation 
techniques 
4 	assessing the effectiveness of comparative systems of 
evaluation 
Through their results these studies will permit an examination of the 
extent to which evaluators and education personnel are likely to be able 
to assess and maintain the quality of evaluation programmes. 
6. 	The present research has focussed on a 'multi-method' approach 
to the case study. There is a need for further studies of the 
appropriate combination of methods for assessing evaluation 
quality, both within the case study paradigm, and in contexts 
containing multiple instances of evaluation. Such studies - 
perhaps drawing upon the research of Marshall (1984), or Ryan 
(1985) - may afford an opportunity for the further exploration of the 
usefulness of case study vis a vis more 'traditional' approaches in 
the assessment of evaluation quality and in the development of 
metaevaluation methodologies. The conceptualisations offered 
by Cronbach (1980), The Joint Committee on Standards in 
Educational Evaluation (1981), Adelman and Alexander (1982), or 
Shipman (1985) - and cited in chaptertwo - are suggested as 
starting points for this research. 
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7. Despite the contribution made by the present research study, there 
remains a general lack of empirical research which provides 
information on the nature and role of metaevaluation. Further 
studies in Australian public and private sector environments 
should be undertaken to rectify this situation. These studies 
should be undertaken in ways which account for the political and 
financial implications of evaluation, and for the need for 
accountability and self-evaluation within an overall evaluation 
scheme. Research studies by Matuszek and Lee (1977), Godwin 
and Millman (1978), St. Pierre (1980), Gold (1981), and Smith 
(1981) are relevant to this topic. 
8. There is a need for further research on ways of improving 
communication and feedback procedures in evaluations so as to 
minimise the risk of alienating participants who may feel unduly 
threatened by the prospect of being involved in an evaluation. 
Kilburg (1980), and Scriven (1983: 230) - who referred to this 
as"valuephobia" - highlight this factor which was seen to affect the 
operation of the primary evaluation conducted within the research 
study. 
9. Additional studies which will assess the impact of evaluation 
results and their utilisation in policy formulation and review would 
provide information on an increasingly important aspect of 
metaevaluation research. Guba (1975), Daillak and Alkin (1981), 
Hall (1981), Enell (1982), and Duggan (1983) have conducted 
exploratory research in this area. 
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10. The use of information technology in data management, including 
the re-analysis of primary evaluation data, is an area of research - 
see, for example, Ligon (1983) - which offers many possibilities for 
improvements in the overall effectiveness of evaluation 
procedures. It is recommended that studies be undertaken in field 
settings in order to develop practical procedures for use in all 
phases of the evaluation process. 
11. A needs assessment approach has been recommended (Borich 
and Jemelka 1981) as providing new and significant 
perspectives on the process of evaluation. An exploratory study 
- perhaps using some of the insights contained in the conference 
paper in , Appendix 12, or in Bickel and Cooley (1981) - should be 
undertaken to test the viability of this recommendation. 
12. Finally, it is proposed that Chelimsky's (1983) conceptualisation of 
evaluation quality be tested by means of a study of its relevance, 
particularly to small scale, formative evaluations. 
7. 	CONCLUSION 
The findings of this study suggest it has made a significant contribution to 
the conceptualisation of metaevaluation in that it was concerned firstly with the 
identification of quality as a major criterion in the assessment of primary 
evaluations, and secondly, with a methodological approach to its measurement. 
It also contributes to the literature on the assessment of evaluation quality by 
applying the Joint Committee Standards to an Australian context in response to 
the Committee's request for studies which will test the applicability of the 
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Standards in a variety of situations. 	The study thus complements similar 
exploratory research in Israel by Lewy (1984) and in Brazil by de Oliveira et. al. 
(1985). 
Information collected in this study supports the findings in the literature 
concerning the utility and viability of a case study approach in empirically 
demonstrating the ameliorative potential of metaevaluation. A consequence 
of this and of several of the above recommendations is that the research 
reported in this thesis may be a starting point for future research projects and 
field studies dealing with the implications of metaevaluation for evaluation 
theory and practice. 
The findings of this study suggest also that further and more detailed 
studies of the nature and role of metaevaluation are required before definitive 
approaches to this increasingly important aspect of organisational life are 
developed and implemented. 
8. SUMMARY 
This chapter provides a synthesis of the issues debated in the previous 
chapters and focusses particularly on the significance of metaevaluation in the 
overall process of evaluation. It does this in four ways by: 
1. 	discussing the implications of metaevaluation for the particular example 
used in this study 
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2. proposing a revised methodological approach resulting from the 
metaevaluation 
3. examining the ramifications for the theory and practice of evaluation in 
the wider Australian context, resulting from the adoption of the 
metaevaluation procedures proposed in the present study 
4. suggesting possible areas for further research in metaevaluation. 
In so doing, this chapter emphasises the elemental character of the study 
which was to investigate the nature and operation of metaevaluation in a 
practical environment where lessons learned from the analysis of an actual 
case might contribute insights relevant to the advancement of evaluation theory 
and practice. 
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MIESOS SUMMARY 
The foregoing thesis developed from a conviction that more attention 
needed to be given to methods of improving evaluation theory and practice. In 
chapter one, Metaevaluation - or the evaluation of evaluation - was proposed 
as a significant element in the determination of evaluation quality, which was 
accepted as a major metaevaluation criterion. The study was concerned, 
therefore, with demonstrating the extent of this potential by evolving an 
approach to evaluation which draws upon insights emerging from the research 
literature, and from the context in which the research was conducted. 
This approach, translated into action by means of a case study of a 
primary evaluation which was in turn evaluated, produced a range of 
conclusions and implications of relevance to the betterment of evaluation. The 
study is significant because it is the first formal metaevaluation - in the 
Australian post-secondary context at least - of an evaluation of a course 
innovation, using the Joint Committee Standards as a point of reference. As 
such, the study initiated an approach to metaevaluation, and in so doing 
contributed to knowledge of how metaevaluation relates to evaluation in a 
practical setting. It also derived a number of conclusions and implications for 
the conceptualisation of metaevaluation, and suggested a number of directions 
for further research. 
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In chapter two, the review of research indicated the uneven state of 
development of evaluation theory and practice in recent decades, partly as a 
result of proponents of 'traditional' and 'alternative' paradigms defining or re-
defining their respective positions in reaction to each other. This contributed to 
the proposition that one's epistemological assumptions in some way determine 
the research method or evaluation techniques available; further analysis 
revealed that one's methodology is not predetermined in this manner, because 
of the absence of a demonstrable logical or causal link between ideology, 
paradigm, and method-type. 
Acceptance of this point of view facilitated the adoption of a case study 
approach to the design and implementation of the evaluation and 
metaevaluation which formed the empirical element of the overall study. 
Evidence concerning the need for studies of the type envisaged in the research 
design and carried out by means of the case study, was found in documents 
published by the Joint Committee on Standards for Evaluational Evaluation, 
proposing the urgent requirement for research efforts which would test the 
validity and utility of current metaevaluation standards in field settings. 
In chapter three, the problem examined in the study was expressed in 
the form of the following questions: 
1. What is the role of metaevaluation in the development of evaluation 
theory and practice? 
2. What is the most appropriate method of facilitating an investigation into 
the different aspects of this role? 
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3. What standards or criteria may be applied to the assessment of 
evaluation generally and of particular evaluations? 
4. In what ways might the implications of the study be presented so as to 
contribute to evaluation theory and practice? 
The case study method suggested by the review of research, and 
assessed as appropriate to the situation in which the primary evaluation 
occurred, employed the techniques of questionnaire, interview, and checklisting 
to gather data. The analysis of this data in turn produced insights of relevance 
to the development of metaevaluation procedures, as well as to their role in the 
improvement of evaluation theory and practice. 
The results of the case study were presented in chapter four, with the 
outcomes of the formative evaluation being recorded by means of a summary of 
the periodic evaluation reports prepared during the three years of the case 
study. At the end of this 'formative' period, an external metaevaluation 
assessed the impact and validity of the primary evaluation, and this was 
supplemented by an internal metaevaluation using a checklist based on the 
Joint Committee Standards. 
In chapter five, the analysis of the_primary evaluation, using data from 
the internal and external metaevaluations, indicated: 
1. 	the overall quality of the primary evaluation 
but more importantly 
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2. 	suggested how such methodologies may be used to improve 
the quality of evaluation. 
As chapter five indicated, the majority of the Joint Committee Standards 
were applicable to the metaevaluation phase of the study, even though the 
object of evaluation was, in the Committee's terms, "a low-budget, formative 
study". 
Finally, chapter six synthesised the results of this analysis and related 
them to the focus provided by the literature review and the research design for 
the study. As a result, it was concluded that metaevaluation had demonstrated 
its potential for monitoring and assessing the quality of a particular evaluation, 
and as well, had indicated its contribution to the improvement of evaluation 
theory and practice. Insofar as this had been established, the purpose of the 
study was achieved, and as well, some of the possibilities for additional studies 
in metaevaluation highlighted for the attention of future researchers. 
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PREFACE 
The contents of this Appendix support and provide important 
background information for the thesis presented in Volume 1. 
In particular, the reports in Appendix Five to Eleven inclusive are 
important for a comprehensive understanding of the context in which the 
research study was conducted. These reports appear precisely as they were 
when presented to their evaluation audiences, and indeed, in the case of 
Appendix Ten - the External Metaevaluation Report - even typographical errors 
remain as they were in the original document. 
Appendix 12 contains firstly, information concerning the course on which 
the primary evaluation was conducted, and secondly, a conference paper 
related to the theme of the study, and presented during the research period, at 
the 1986 Annual Conference of the Australasian Evaluation Society. 
As mentioned in the ' Acknowledgement' section of the thesis proper, 
material in Appendix Five to Eleven inclusive is considered confidential insofar 
as it contains information on the performance of participants in the primary 
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information, including the approval of such participants prior to its circulation or 
use. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of evaluation activities from 19'73 to mid 1978, Australia 
Type of 
	
Major focus of 
evaluation evaluation 
	
Evaluation 
	
Report produced 
I. Need for a new 	Health/welfare status of 	N.S.W. Health Commission studies in 	HC of N.S.W. 1977 
service 	 population in a specific 	South-East Region, and in Sutherland 	(seven volumes) 
region 	 area of Sydney 
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(2.2) Studies of voluntary 
agencies 
(2.3) Specific inquiries 
into programs affecting 
human development, in-
come security or economic 
opportunity 
I. Health-Welfare Task Force. 
Royal Commission on Australian 
Government Administration. 
1975 
2. Royal Commission on Australian 
Government Administration, 
1974-76 
3. Independent Inquiry into the Re-
patriation System, 1971-75 
(Toose) 
4. Administrative Review Com-
mittee 1976 (Bland) 
5. Task Force on Co-ordination in 
Welfare and Health, 1976 
(Bailey) 
6. Committee of Review, School of 
Public Health and Tropical Medi-
cine, University of Sydney, 
1974-75 (Hospitals and Health 
Services Commission) 
7. Review of the Delivery of Services 
Financed by the Department of 
Aboriginal Affairs (Hay) 
8. Review of health financial stat-
istics, 1978 
9. Review of Post-arrival Programs 
and Services to Migrants, 1978 
(Calbally) 
I. Voluntary Agencies and Govern-
ment Financing (Social Welfare 
Commission) 
2. St Vincent's Hospital, Sydney—
evaluation of efficacy of family 
planning services in a large 
sample of NFP clinics across 
Australia, 197-78 
I. National Committee of Inquiry 
into Compensation and Rehabili-
tation in Australia ( Woodhouse I 
2. National Superannuation Com-
mittee of Inquiry. 1973-76 
(Hancock) 
3. Commission of Inquiry into Pov-
erty ( Henderson) 
4. Taxation Review Committee 
(A.sprey ) 
AGPS, 1975 
AGPS. 1976 
AGPS. June 1975 
(vols 1-2) 
Not available 
AGPS, 1977. 1978 
(vols 1-2) 
HHSC. 1975 
AGPS. 1976 
AGPS. 1978 (National 
Health Account—A 
Study) 
AGPS, 1978 
SWC, 1976 
Johnson et al.. 1978 
(report to Common-
wealth Department of 
Health) 
AGPS, 1974 
(vols 1-2 
AGPS, June 1974 
( Interim Report): 
April 1976 Final 
Report. Part One); 
March 1977 ( Final 
Report, Part Two) 
AGPS. 1974-77 
AGPS. Jan. 1975 
Full Report ) 
2. Structure and/or 
process of an existing 
service 
(2.1) Specific inquiries 
into performance of 
government depart-
ment(s) involved in health 
and welfare 
27 
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Type of 
	
Major focus of 
evaluation evaluation 
	
Evaluation 
	
Report produced 
(2.4) Ongoing audit/ 
review activities of Par-
liament or independent 
statutory authorities 
S. Report on the Australian Assis-
tance Plan (Social Welfare 
Commission) 
6. A Medical Rehabilitation 
Program for Australia (Hospitals 
and Health Services Commission) 
7. Hospitals in Australia ( Hospitals 
and Health Services Commission ) 
8. Review of Community Health 
Program (Hospitals and Health 
Services Commission) 
9. Family Services Committee 
(Social Welfare Commission) 
10. Report on Housing (Priorities Re-
view Staff) 
11. Report on Early Childhood Ser-
vices (Priorities Review Staff) 
12. Committee on Care of the Aged 
and the Infirm (Holmes) 
13. Income Security Review, 1975-78 
14. Medibank Review Committees 
(1976, 1977, 1978) 
15. Miscellaneous studies of usage of 
community health centres in 
N.S.W., Victoria, Tasmania, 
South Australia 
16. National Population Inquiry 
(Borne) 
I. House of Representatives Stand- 
ing Committee on Expenditure 
2. Joint Committee of Public 
Accounts 
3. Senate Standing Committee on 
Social Welfare (the current in-
quiry) 
4. Auditor-General's Annual Report 
to Parliament 
SWC, 1976 
HHSC, 1973 
HHSC, 1974 
HHSC, 1976 
FSC, 1978 (2 vols) 
PRS, 1975 
PRS, 1974 
AGPS, 1977 
Unpublished reports 
Unpublished reports 
Various project reports 
AGPS, 1978 (Popu-
lation and Australia: 
Recent Demographic 
Trends and their Impli-
cations, Supplemen-
tary Report) 
5 Public Service Board —efficiency 
audit activities under section 17 of 
the Public Service Act 1922 
6. Forward estimates Budget review 
process 
7. Review of Community Health 
Program by back-bcnchers 
committee. 1976 
28 
Type of 
	
Major focus of 
evaluation evaluation 
	
Evaluation 	 Report produced 
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(3.2) Cost effectiveness of 
an existing 
program/project/service 
in meeting its specific 
objectives 
(3.3) Acceptability of an 
existing 
program/project/service 
to consumer-client or to 
provider 
I. Royal Commission on Australian 
Government 
Administration—reviews of 
counter services in Department of 
Social Security. 1975 
2. Commission of Inquiry into 
Poverty ( Henderson )—various 
reports on migrants, low-income 
housing, health care 
3. Before-and-after study of impact 
ol'a health centre on health in a 
community. Inala. Brisbane 
4. Study of efficiency and 
effectiveness of obstetric care in a. 
large teaching hospital ( Brisbane. 
Sydney, Adelaide) 
I. Studies of relative costs of health 
centres in the Australian Capital 
Territory (treating specific 
conditions) 
I. Royal Commission on Australian 
Government Administration. 
research project into problems of 
client access to personal services in 
Australian Taxation Office. 
Department of Social Security. 
Australian Housing Corporation 
and Australian Legal Aid Office 
2. RCAGA pilot project 
development and evaluation of 
NOW project. Melbourne 	• 
AGPS. 1976 ( RCAGA 
Report—Appendix, 
vol. two) 
AGPS, various years 
Ongoing 
Gordon et al.. 1978 
(on two Brisbane 
hospitals): HHSC. 
19771 report by T. 
Kiiver on one Sydney 
hospital): (ongoing 
study. with 1978 
progress report to 
HHSC, in Adelaide 
hospital) 
Ongoing: final report. 
1978 
AGPS, 1976 ( RCAGA 
Report—Appendix, 
vol. two: Appendix 
2.C. pp. 191-331: 
Appendix 2.E, pp. 
366-70) 
AGPS. 1976 ( RCAGA 
Report—Appendix 
2.F, pp. 371-424) 
3. Outcome of an 
existing service 
(3.11 Effectiveness of an 
existing 
program / project/service 
in achieving its specific 
objectives 
4. Likely outcome of 
	
(4.1) Likely costs and 
	
I. Evaluation of feasibility of a 
	
Progress report to 
an alternative service 
	acceptance of alternative Prepaid Health Plan in South Hospitals and Health 
systems of health care 
	
Australia 
	
Services Commission, 
1977 
AGPS = Australian Government Publishing Service. 
REFERENCES 
I. Commonwealth Department of Health. Annual Report of the Director-General of Health /970- 7 1 
( Canberra. 1972). p. 10. 
'. J. H. L. Cumpston, Health of the People) ('anberrul National Library of .Au.,itralia. MSS 613. 2.i 4 h 
quoted in Commonwealth Department of Health. p. 8. 
3 Advisory Council on Nutrition. Final Report of the Advicorv Council on Nutrition ( Parliamentary 
Paper no. 161 of 1939 )(Canberra. 1939). 
4. G. H. Ince, Report on Unemployment Insurance in Australia (Parliamentary Paper no. 1 of 1937 ) 
(Canberra. 1937). • 
Ince. p. 6. 
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Figure 2 
A Representation of the Processing of 
Descriptive Data 
INTENTS 	OBSERVATIONS 	STANDARDS 	JUDGMENTS 
ANTECEDENTS 
TRANSACTIONS 
UTCOMES 
DESCRIPTION MATRIX 	 JUDGMENT MATRIX 
Figure 1 
A Layout of Statements and Data to be Collected by the Evaluator of 
RATIONALE 
EXCEll:NCE 
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0 0 
Above 
Superior Average Average 
Below 
Average 
NO 
Poor 	Opinion 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
PART A. QUALITY OF 
LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
1. Lecturer stimulates 
curiosity and independent 
thinking, through external 
course materials. 
2. External teaching strategies 
are appropriate in 
facilitating your learning. 
3. The extent to which the 
unit meets your expectations 
of an award course at 
associate diploma level. 
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[QUESTIONNAIRE 'A'] 
UNIT APPRAISAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
UNIT: 
SEMESTER: 	  198 	 
=AMER- 
GROUP• 
     
     
      
      
COURSE : 
       
       
Please circle your Choice against each item. Do not let your overall attitude to the 
course or a particular unit/lecturer influence your response to individual questions. 
Since the questionnaire is anonymous, stAff receive only a typewritten account of 
results. 
In assessing the need for changes in the course, you Should keep in mind discrepancies 
between what you observe and what you feel should be the case. 
4. If you attended tutorials for this unit, comment on their usefulness in your 
study program. Include any suggestions for improvement. 
5. Comment on the usefulness of visits by lecturing staff. Can you suggest any 
improvements? 
Comments on PART A. 
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Above 
Superior Average Average 
Below 
Average 
No 
Poor 	Opinion 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 
PART B. QUALITIES OF 
THE LECTURER 
6. Uses effective human 
relations skills in 
providing individual 
attention to students. 
7. Attitude towards students 
is courteous and 
considerate. 
8. Welcomes differences in 
viewpoints. 
9. Available to assist with 
study problems. 
10. Has a thorough and current 
knowledge of the subject 
matter. 
11. Prepares and presents 
material thoroughly. 
12. Presentation of subject 
is interesting and 
stimulating. 
13. TO the best of your ability, 
give your overall judgement 
of the lecturer as an 
effective external teacher. 
Comments on PART B. 
Above . 
Superior Average 
Below 
Average Average 
No 
Poor 	Opinion 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
PART D. UNIT OBJECTIVES 
17. The objectives of the 
unit are clear. 
18. The subject matter chosen 
for instruction is clearly 
related to unit Objectives. 
19. The extent to which unit 
Objectives are being 
obtained. 
20. The extent to which unstated 
or unexpected goals are 
being attained. 
3 
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PART C. PHYSICAL 	 Above 	Below 	No 
RESOURCES AND THEIR USE  
14. Learning materials are of 
appropriate quality and 
are useful in facilitating 
learning. 
15. Adequate amount of learning 
materials. 
16. Text(s) interesting and 
useful. 
Superior Average Average Average Poor 	Opinion 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
Comments on PART C 
Comments on PART D. 
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Above 
Superior Average 
Below 
Average Average 
No 
Poor 	Opinion 
5 
5 
4 
4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
PART E. ASSESSMENT FEEDBACK  
21. Assessment of your learning 
is explicitly related to 
the specified unit Objectives. 
22. You are kept informed of 
your progress towards 
attaining unit objectives. 
Comments on PART E 
PART F. OVERALL VIEW OF THE UNIT 
23. Methods of presentation: 	the best aspects 
the worst aspects 
24. Content of the unit: 	the best aspects 
the worst aspects 
25. How does this unit compare 	Above 	Below 	No 
	
with others you have done? 	Superior Average Average Average Poor Opinion  
content 	5 	4 	3 	2 	1 
presentation 5 4 3 2 1 
26. Can you suggest ways that individual lecturers might assist you to learn more 
effectively as an external student? 
27. General comments on the unit: 
5 
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Above 	Below 	No 
Superior Average Average Average Poor Opinion 
28. To what extent does the 	5 	4 	3 	2 	1 
unit satisfy your work- 
related needs? 
29. To what extent does the 	5 	4 	3 	2 
unit satisfy your needs 
for personal development. 
30. Comment on the AMOUNT of work you were expected to do in this unit. 
31. Was the work harder or easier than you expected of a unit in an associate 
diploma? 
32. Can you indicate how much harder or easier? 
33. What type of work was mcst time consuming? 
34. If you feel there was too much work, how would you lessen the workload? 
35. If you were offering this unit, what changes would you make (to content, 
structure, assessment, teaching methods, etc.)? 
6 
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PART G. commavrs ON THE COURSE (Overall view of all units) 
36. In your opinion is the course at the appropriate level for your needs? 
[FOR EXTERNAL STUDENTS ONLY1 
37. What is your view on the level of service provided by the External Studies 
Centre (which is responsible for the administrative aspects of external studies)? 
38. General Comments on the Course: 
aPPEREXIK 	41 	GUE27[10MH.a,ORE °ID° 
[QUESTIONNAIRE 'B'] 
DARWIN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
UNIT APPRAISAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
PLEASE PAUSE FOR A MOMENT TO READ THE FOLLCWING COMMENTS 
1. Your responses to the following questions are confidential. We 
are interested in frank, honest opinions, so please use the spaces 
after each question and at the end of the questionnaire for your 
views on the unit. 
2. Although lecturers distribute the questionnaire to their own 
classes, they receive only a typewritten summary of responses. 
3. Your comments will assist us in improving the quality of units and 
courses at Darwin Institute of Technology, so please provide as 
much detail as possible. This is particularly so if your opinion 
on any question is negative (e.g. is 1 or 2 on the 5 point scale). 
4. Write 'no opinion' on questions if this seems appropriate. 
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE. WE Iffsli 
YOU AN ENJOYABLE SEMESTER BREAK. 
(DRAFT B2, 11/85, B. J. B) 
BB/MR/543 
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UNIT: 
LECTURER: 	 
SEMEbitat: 
A. UNIT AIMS AND CONTENT 
1. Were the aims of the unit clearly stated? 
not at all 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
clear 
2. Were these aims achieved? 
not at 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
all 
very 
clear 
very well 
achieved 
3. Had previous units in your course adequately prepared you for this 
unit? 
insufficient 	 more than 
1 	2 	3 	4 
preparation adequate 
4. Were lectures, tutorials, workshops or seminars appropriate to the 
aims of this unit? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
appropriate appropriate 
5. In general, how intellectually stimulating did you find this unit? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
stimulating stimulating 
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6. Did you find the subject matter difficult to understand? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
difficult difficult 
7. How heavy was the workload? 
not atall 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
heavy heavy 
8. How relevant was this unit to your own interests? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
relevant relevant . 
9. How useful did you find the text book(s) or recommended readings? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
useful useful 
B. ASSESSMENT 
10. Do you think the method of assessment was appropriate to the unit 
aims and content? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
appropriate appropriate 
11. How useful were the assignments as learning experiences? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
useful useful 
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12. Would you like to see any changes to the assessment procedures? 
1. No 
2. Yes (give details) 	 
C. LECTURES/WORKSHOPS 
13. Approximately what percentage of the lectures did you attend? 
306 
80 - 100% 	70 - 80% 50 - 70% 	0 - 50% 
14. If you attended less than 80% of the lectures, please indicate 
your reason below. You may select more than one. 
1. poor lecturer 	  
2. heavy workload  
3. uninterested in topic 	 
4. inconvenient time  
5. ill health 
6. other (give details) 	 
15. How clearly presented were the lectures? 
not at all 
1 	2 	3 
clear 
very 
clear 
16. How well prepared were the lectures? 
not 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
prepared 
very well 
prepared 
4 
17. Were the lectures only a repetition of the text? 
not at all 	 very 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
repetitive repetitive 
18. Did tutorials/practicals help you to more fully understand the 
lecture material? 
not at all 	 very 
3 	4 	5 
useful useful 
19. Are there topics you would like to see included in the unit? 
1. No 	  
2. Yes (give details) 	 
20. Are there topics which you think should be deleted from the unit? 
1. No 	  
2. Yes (give details) 	 
21. Were there any topics on which the lecturer spent not enough time? 
1. No 	  
2. Yes (give details) 	 
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22. Were there any topics on which the lecturer spent too much time? 
1. No 	  
2. Yes  
23. Are there any particular comments you wish to make about the unit 
or the lecturer? 
308 
aPPEIMOOK 	 IMLIMUOCH REPORU 
HO. 1 
CONFIDENTIAL 
EVALUATION REPORT NO. 1 
Associate Diploma in Public Administration 
1. 	INTRODUCTION 
Role of the Course Review Committee  
The committee proposed on pages 87, 88 and 89 of the revised 
accreditation document is seen as coordinating evaluation 
activities. In particular this entails: 
▪ collecting, analysing and interpreting evaluation 
data; 
• preparing progress reports at the end of each 
semester; 
▪ ensuring that the recommendations of formative 
evaluation reports become part of course 
development; 
preparing a final report on the course for the 
Reaccreditation Panel in early 1987. 
This committee comprises the Chairman of the Course Advisory 
Committee, the Head of School, the Course Evaluator, the 
Course Coordinator, and another member nominated by the 
Chairman. 
Definition of Evaluation 
"A process of collecting, 	analysing, and utilizing 
information which will assist in refinement and development 
of a Course, as well as indicating its overall worth to all 
concerned". 
309 
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Evaluation Methodology 
Insofar as evaluation involves the collection of information 
from various points of view it will be necessary to seek the 
opinions of the following groups concerning the progress of 
the course: 
staff involved in the program (Their opinions on 
the course as a whole and on students' mastery of 
coursework.); 
students (evaluations of the course and of 
particular units including perceived lecturer 
competence). 
public service management (assessment of the 
course in terms of changes/improvements in 
on-the-job performance); 
subject matter and curriculum development experts. 
Information will be collected mainly by means of interviews, 
questionnaires and the like. Such information will be 
collected continuously during the next four years and after 
analysis will be presented in the form of recommendations to 
the Course Advisory Committee. 
2. 	The Present Situation 
The Associate Diploma in Public Administration evolved 
from a series of events related to academic planning 
decisions made by the Council of Darwin Community 
College for the 1982-1984 triennium. One of these 
decisions was to seek approval from the Tertiary 
Education Commission (TEC) to offer an Associate 
Diploma in Public Administration and to have the 
necessary funding made available. 
3 	 311 
This approval was granted for the Public Administration 
course, but deferred in the case of an application to 
offer an Associate Diploma in Secretarial Studies. 
Since both courses would be offered by the same 
department, it was argued that a rationalization of 
resources would result if the two courses were combined 
to allow secretarial options within an Associate 
Diploma in Public Administration. The T E C 
subsequently guaranteed funding approval in the light 
of this revision, and planning proceeded on the first 
stage documentation. 
The purpose of the first stage of the accreditation 
procedure for undergraduate awards in the 
non-university sector is to secure approval in 
principle for the course to be offered. To this end 
the first ,stage document is usually brief but 
comprehensive in the information it supplies. 
The second stage document is sufficiently comprehensive 
to permit an Assessment Panel to evaluate it as a 
prescription for a course worthy of national 
accreditation. In the case of the Associate Diploma in 
Administration proposed for the School of Business and 
Administration at Darwin Community College, the 
Assessment Panel reported in July 1982 that certain 
structural changes were required before it would 
recommend the course's accreditation. 
As a result of this interim assessment, the Course 
Advisory Committee undertook to modify some of its 
original educational intentions in line with the 
recommendations made by the Assessment Panel. The 
committee and some academic staff members directly 
involved in developing the original proposal believe an 
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evaluation of the Assessment Panel's procedures would 
be of benefit to future course proposals undergoing 
assessment. The chairman of the review committee, 
therefore, proposes that a brief evaluative 'report' 
will be available for this purpose. 
A revised course proposal 	was submitted 	for 
accreditation in December 1982. This proposal 
incorporated comments and recommendations made by the 
Assessment Panel on its first visit in June 1982. The 
outcome of the second assessment was that the course 
was nationally accredited for the usual five year 
period. The Panel also suggested that the course be 
retitled: Associate Diploma in Public Administration. 
A considerable amount of difficulty has been 
experienced in recruiting appropriate staff to teach in 
the program. The first lecturing position was filled 
in April 1982 by Mr Murray Redman who assumed the role 
of course coordinator soon after taking up his 
appointment. His valuable contribution to gaining 
successful accreditation for the course was noted at an 
Advisory Committee meeting just prior to the visit of 
the Assessment Panel. 
The second lecturing position is unlikely to have a 
permanent incumbent until end of 1983. For a variety 
of reasons (two late withdrawals and a non-acceptance) 
the position was still unfilled in December 1982, 
despite a vigorous advertising campaign. As a 
temporary measure, a public service officer was 
seconded for a twelve month period to teach the units 
Australian Government, and Public Administration. 
Feedback from students, Staff, and senior public 
service managers on the performance of this lecturer 
was such that at a meeting of the Course Advisory 
Committee on 10 May 1983, it was agreed unanimously 
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that this lecturer not teach the the Public 
Administration unit scheduled for second semester 1983. 
This recommendation was acted upon by the Head of 
School on 19 May 1983. 
The post of senior lecturer/course coordinator has been 
offered to Mr Brian Turner of the Department ofTAFE 
in Tasmania, and he expects to take up duty on 31 
December 1983. It should be noted that members of the 
selection panel for this position have been critical of 
the processes employed by the College in selecting 
staff. Comments have related not only to the overall 
management of the selection process, but also to the 
size of the panel, its internal processes, and the 
inordinate length of time between advertisement and 
offer of appointment. The view has been expressed that 
if Mr Turner does not take up the appointment as Senior 
Lecturer then the post should be readvertised and 
filled as expeditiously as possible. 
3. 	Information Related to Units 1 and 2 of the Course  
Unit 1: 	COM130 - Administrative Communication 
Students were asked to complete an evaluation 
questionnaire comprising 38 items related td different 
aspects of the unit. Their responses are summarized as 
follows: 
PART A. QUALITY OF TOTAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
Generally, students indicated that the unit was 
"Superior" to "Above Average" on this aspect. 
PART B. QUALITIES OF THE LECTURER 
By far the majority rated the lecturer very highly, 
commenting on his excellent preparation of materials, 
knowledge of the subject, and teaching ability. 
PART C. PHYSICAL ASPECTS (Teaching Aids, Venue etc.) 
The city venue was commented on favourably and was 
definitely preferred to the demountable classroom 
accommodation at Darwin Community College. Most 
students thought the text and supplementary materials 
were satisfactory, while a few (15%) felt better/more 
frequent use of teaching aids was desirable. 
PART D COURSE OBJECTIVES. 
The vast majority thought objectives were clear, 
related to subject matter, and attained at an above 
average level. 
PART E ASSESSMENT FEEDBACK 
There was general satisfaction with the way in which 
students were kept informed of their progress during 
the semester, although there was some evidence that a 
few students would have preferred more information on 
how they were progressing in relation to unit 
objectives. 
PART F GENERAL COMMENTS. 
Students voted this an enjoyable, worthwhile unit and 
hence most comments on its content and presentation 
were positive. It covered a range of topics, although 
the view was expressed that more time could have been 
devoted to writing skills and to assignments related to 
actual work situations. A few students accepted the 
approach to effective/efficient writing being advocated 
by the lecturer, but noted that "P S jargon is 
thoroughly entrenched and difficult to change". 
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A group discussion on 25 August 1983 with twelve 
students who successfully completed the unit in first 
semester provided similar responses to those obtained 
by means of the questionnaire. All present at the 
meeting spoke positively of the unit and of the 
lecturer. 
The questionnaire and group interview will be followed 
up by more detailed individual interviews and by a 
variant questionnaire seeking additional information. 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
A perusal of result sheets for COM130 indicates the 
following pattern of grades: 
HIGH DISTINCTION 	1 
DISTINCTION 	3 
CREDIT 9 
PASS 	37 
FAIL 2 
WITHDRAW 
10 (formally withdrew) 
Wx 	10 (did not start) 
DNS 12 (did not sit exam) 
This pattern may be represented graphically as in the 
attachment. 
The lecturer has provided samples of fail, pass, and credit 
level papers in order for the evaluator to study differences 
in quality between the papers. This examination has the 
purpose of checking the appropriateness of standards 
employed in assessing student assignments and examination 
papers. 
REASONS GIVEN FOR WITHDRAWING FROM THE UNIT 
A letter requesting a confidential account of reasons for 
withdrawing from the unit is being prepared. The 
information gained from return letters will be compared with 
that obtained from individual telephone interviews - and 
where possible, face-to-face interviews with students who 
withdraw from the unit. 
The responses of those students interviewed to date 
indicate that personal reasons (a court case, a marriage, 
"couldn't handle the study") rather than the unit itself 
prompted students to withdraw from the unit. All students 
interviewed indicated they would re-enrol in the unit. 
EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
The comments of external students are very similar to those 
made by internals. Particular attention was given in 
student responses to the need for more feedback from the 
lecturer, especially through visits to Katherine and Alice 
Springs. Students consistently commented favourably on the 
usefulness and quality of study guides prepared by the 
lecturer. 
Unit 2 	Australian Government 
The evaluation questionnaire administered to students 
in this unit produced the comments listed below: 
PART A QUALITY OF TOTAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
The majority of students rated this unit "average" to 
"below average", while many commented that it was 
disorganised, inappropriate to the course, lacked 
direction, and did not meet expectations. The view 
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that the lecturer was unable to 'get the message 
across' and depended too much on guest lecturers was 
repeated by a number of students. A small number of 
students thought the quality of content and 
presentation improved later in the semester. 
PART B QUALITIES OF THE LECTURER 
Comments such as "... interested, but can't impart; 
extremely knowledgeable, but can't express himself for 
students new to the subject", and "poor oral 
presentation, lectures not structured; disorganised; no 
preparation", tend to summarize student opinion on the 
instructional competencies of the lecturer. The 
lecturer scored highly on items such as knowledge and 
interest in the subject, but poorly on human relations 
skills and presentation of subject matter. 
PART C PHYSICAL ASPECTS 
Students pointed out that teaching aids were 
non-existent, whiteboard and overhead projector were 
never used, 	handouts were 	haphazard and 	not 
specifically related to the unit. The classroom 
environment was judged to be barely satisfactory, with 
some students complaining of insufficient size, noise 
levels, and inadequate air-conditioning. 
PART D COURSE OBJECTIVES 
The majority of comments indicated that content was 
unconnected, or vaguely connected, to course/unit 
objectives. It was claimed that students were confused 
by the lecturer indicating his disagreement and 
reluctant compliance with the course content he was 
expected to teach. 
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PART E ASSESSMENT FEEDBACK 
There appeared to be unanimous agreement on the absence 
of feedback on student progress with the consequence 
that students were unsure whether they were on the 
right track. The comment was also made that 
assignments were not returned, or were marked mainly 
for grammar. 
PART F GENERAL COMMENTS 
Comments in this section were generally negative, with 
PRESENTATION, ADMINISTRATION and CONTENT all being 
assessed as unsatisfactory. Some of the views 
expressed in PARTS A and B were repeated, and the 
consensus seemed to be that the lecturer's methods 
"need a lot of looking at". One student claimed to be 
"more confused about the subject than before" and would 
"be glad when its over". 
During an interview session with a group of twelve 
students prior to their Economics class, opinions were 
expressed which corroborated those obtained via the 
questionnaire. Further perspectives will be sought by 
means of a) individual interviews with students and 
b) a circular containing supplementary questions. 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
The result sheet for the unit, indicates the following 
pattern of grades: 
HIGH DISTINCTION 	- 
DISTINCTION 	8 
CREDIT 15 
PASS - 24 
FAIL 	2 
WITHDRAW 21 
DNS 6 
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REASONS GIVEN FOR WITHDRAWING FROM THE UNIT 
The letter referred to in the Administrative Communication 
unit will provide information in this aspect. Contacts with 
individual students by telephone and in person indicate the 
following reasons for withdrawing from the unit 
"Mental attitude not right" 
"Couldn't handle two units" 
• lecturer (ADM135) insisting that students travel 
to Casuarina campus for lectures 
▪ wants to do an economics course. 
EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
Responses from external students point to an overall 
dissatisfaction with the unit, with comments on the 
lecturer being disorganized, and the unit "a waste of time". 
The Alice Springs group claimed that the local tutor . was 
responsible for their progress in the unit, as no material 
was received from the lecturer for the first six weeks of 
the semester, "then we were inundated, much of which was 
repetitive". The same student recorded that "... I could 
have done much better with a more positive attitude from the 
lecturer 
4. 	Information related to Units 3 and 4 of the Course 
Unit 3 	EC0130 Economics 
A group discusssion on 25 August 1983, with twelve 
students enrolled in the unit provided the following 
information: 
the objectives of the unit appeared relevant to 
student's personal needs, but not directly to 
their work needs; 
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content seemed to be related to unit objectives; 
the learning experiences provided were rated as 
'very good'; 
the first six weeks led the majority of the group 
to ask "Where is it leading?", "What is the 
purpose of it all?"; 
the unit appeared to be theoretical, vague, "Airy 
Fairy", "just words" - it was suggested that some 
specific, work-related problems early in the 
semester would have overcome this; 
students were confused about what was expected of 
them in delivering a tutorial paper; 
since, by their account, the first assignment was 
due in Week 6, they felt they were 'marking time', 
rather than dealing with tangible economic 
problems. 
Unit 4 	ADM136 Public Administration 
The same group that commented on EC0130 also provided 
the following information on ADM136: 
the lecturer is well-organized, credible, and 
entertaining; 
he digresses too much and so only gets through 
half of what he said he would; 
tutorials were very useful in developing lecture 
topics and in providing understanding of issues 
related to the unit; 
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students were critical of tutorials run by the 
part-time tutor, mainly because there seemed to be 
no liaison between lecturer and tutor; 
it was suggested that the tutor sit-in on lectures 
to find out what the lecturer was providing for 
students; 
it was suggested, further, that the tutor and 
lecturer work more closely together so that 
students in different tutorial groups are provided 
with similar learning experiences. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Students enrolled in the first two units in the Course; 
COM130 Administrative Communication and ADM135 
Australian Government, expressed high satisfaction with 
the former, but considerable dissatisfaction with the 
latter. 
2. Comments on COM130 were uniformly positive in respect 
of the content, preparation, administration, and 
teaching of the unit. 
3. Comments on ADM135 were mixed, with the majority 
emphasising the lecturer's inability to communicate 
with students, particularly in his role as instructor. 
The units lack of organisation and logical progression 
were recurrent themes throughout student responses to 
the evalution questionnaire. 
4. Students enrolled in EC0130 Economics, and ADM136 
Public Administration, in second semester 1983 were 
generally positive in their reactions to the content 
and presentation of these units. 
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5. The retention rate for COM130 was above the average, 
while that for ADM135 below the average, for comparable 
courses. 
6. Students who did not complete COM130 or ADM135 gave a 
variety of reasons for withdrawing. The majority of 
reasons related to students' personal circumstances 
rather than to shortcomings in the course. 
7. There is a belief widespread amongst program staff and 
public service management that the recruitment of an 
appropriately qualified permanent staff member to teach 
Government/Public Administration units will alleviate 
many of the problems and issues identified by students 
and other interested persons. 
Recommendations 
	
1. 	That the unit COM130 continue to be taught in its 
present form, except that 
a) more feedback be provided for students; 
b) there be more emphasis on oral and written 
assignments relevant to work situations. 
2. 	That the unit ADM135 be extensively reviewed to make it 
a) more relevant to the needs of the student group; 
b) an 	introductory 	unitwhich 	provides 	an 
understanding of fundamentals as a basis of the 
coursework for ADM136 (Public Administration). 
3. 	That liaison between the lecturer and tutor in ADM136 
be improved, perhaps by the tutor monitorin7 weekly 
lectures. 
15 
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4. That more case material relevant to students work 
situations be provided in the unit ADM136. 
5. That EC0130 be revised to the extent that 
a) more examples and case study material are used 
early in the unit 
b) assignments commence earlier than they have in 
second semester 1983. 
6. That time be devoted to explaining 	to 	students 
(particularly in EC0130) the requirements of tutorial 
presentations and the criteria on which they will be 
assessed. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION 
EVALUATION REPORT NO 2 APRIL 1984  
FOR 
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EXECUTIVE SUMAARY 
The evaluation report which follows is based on a needs asseSsment 
conducted during the second semester of operation of the Associate 
Diploma in Public Administration. 
An attempt is made to assess 
1. the degree of progress made towards attaining course 
objectives (actual versus desired levels); 
2. the quality of the teaching and learning processes 
occurring in the course (particularly the lecturer's 
role); 
3. discrepancies between student expectations of the course, 
and what it actually offers in terms of vocational and 
personal need satisfaction. 
The report is in three parts. Part A records action taken on 
reocamendations made in report NO 1. Part B reviews processes 
involved in the conduct of the Economics and Public Administration 
units in second semester 1983. Part C discusses views of students 
withdrawing during 1983. 
While there is general satisfaction with the course in its present 
form there is nevertheless an urgent need to address the issues and 
concerns listed on pages 16, 17 and 18 of the report. 
The continued viability of the course is dependent in no small part 
on the priority given to solving these prOblems as expeditiously as 
Possible. 
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1. SCOPE OF THE REPO 
This report of the Course Review Committee is concerned: 
in Part A 	to discover the action taken on recommamdations made in 
the first report in September 1983; 
in Part B 	to review processes related to the Conduct of E4110130 - 
Economics, and ACEa36 - Public Administration, during 
Semester Two, 1983; 
in Part C 	to discuss the views of students withdrawing from the 
Course in 1983; 
Evaluation Report No 3 (July 1984) will provide an assessment of the 
four units offered during Semester One, 1984. 
METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION (refer also to Report NO 1, pages 1 and 
2 in the appendix) 
Data have been collected by neans of questionnaires, individual and 
small group interviews with students and staff, telephone interviews, 
written statements by students and staff, and examination of students' 
performance in unit assessment. At present the questionnaire devised 
for Semester One 1983 is being refined. It is clear that a variant form 
of the questionnaire is required for external students as a first step 
in evolving special procedures for the evaluation of the course in the 
external mode. In addition, a DCC version of a TABS Questionnaire (see 
Appendix) is being developed to supplement the one currently in use. 
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A. ACTION TAKEN ON RECOMMENDATIONS IN REPORT Nol SEPTEMBER 1983.  
Reopmmendation 1  
That the unit CO4230 continue to be taught in its present form, 
except that 
a) more feedback be provided for students; 
b) there be more emphasis on oral and written assignments 
relevant to work situations. 
Action Taken 
In respect of (a) the lecturer has used the personal tutorial (a 
Short interview with an individual student) as a means of 
providing assessment feedback during first semestc-r 1984. This is 
in addition to the usual written and oral comments on assignments 
and tutorial presentations. 
An attempt has been made in relation to (b) to allow students to 
choose their awn topics for oral and written assignments. 
Assistance is provided to students unable to decide on suitable 
topics, by way of a lecturer-derived list of assignment topics. 
Recommendation 2:  
That the unit ADM135 be extensively reviewed to make it 
more relevant to the needs of the student group; 
b) an introductory unit which provides an understanding of 
fundanEntals as a basis of the coursework for A1I4136 (Public 
Administration). 
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Action Taken  
The lecturer concerned (4r Turner) has written the unit with both 
of the above points in mind. His approach has been to disregard 
the first formulation. of the course, and concentrate his efforts on 
producing an introductory unit which serves as a basis for the 
study of government administration. 
Recarme.ndation 3  
That the action suggested by the Advisory Committee in respect of 
the ADM135 lecturer was appropriate in view of information provided 
by students in questionnaires and interviews. 
Action Taken 
Information provided in interviews with students who withdrew 
during 1983 further supports the action taken. This episode 
emphasises the need for adequately qualified and experienced staff 
to be appointed in time to allow for curriculum planning to occur 
prior to the commencemnt of teaching. 
Recommendation 4  
That liaison between the lecturer and tutor in ADIN136 be improved, 
perhaps by the tutor monitoring weekly lectures. 
Action Taken 
On the basis of questionnaire and interview data, this aspect of 
ADM136 seems to have improved in the second half of the semester. 
There remains some doubt, however, concerning the coverage of all 
topics appearing on the end of semestPr examination paper. This 
may be indicative of inadequate planning, or insufficient 
communication with students on the part of lecturer and tutor. 
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Reccurmndation 5  
That more case material .relevant to students' work situations be 
provided in the unit M136. 
Action Taken 
As AD4136 does not occur again until second semester 1984 it is 
sufficient to say that the lecturer responsible for revising this 
unit (Mr Turner) is aware of the reccurrendation and intends acting 
upon it at the appropriate time. 
Recommendation 6  
That EC0130 be revised to the extent that 
a) more examples and case study material are used early in the 
unit. 
b) assignments commence earlier than they have in second semester 
1983. 
Action Taken 
The lecturer (Mr Redman) is revising E0130 to incorporate both 
parts of the recourendation. It has been suggested that a pre-test 
based on unit Objectives, and short fortnightly review questions, 
could be considered for inclusion in the revised unit. 
Reconmendation 7 
That time be devoted to explaining to students (particularly in 
EC0130) the requirements of tutorial presentations and the criteria 
on which they will be assessed. 
Action Taken  
Again, this reccanendation has been noted by the lecturer, and by 
the course co-ordinator insofar as it pertains to all units in the 
course. 
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B. REVIEW OF SEMESTER TWO 1983: (i) E130 and 
(ii) ADM136. 
(i) EC0130 ECONCMICS: 
Appendix 2 presents a summary of responses to the questionnaire 
distributed to students at the end of semester two, 1983. Comments 
have been reported verbatim for each part of the questionnaire so 
that the Committee is aware of the full range of information 
collected. The frequency distribution of responses should be 
obvious from the numbers adjacent to individual questions. 
PART A QUALITY OF TOTAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
Responses to the three questions in this section suggest that the 
unit is stimulating, well presented, and relevant to student needs. 
The instructor is rated highly on organisation of learning 
materials which students saw as related to their own knowledge and 
experience. Perhaps a closer integration of tutorial and lecture 
topics might enhance what is already a high quality learning 
environment. 
PART B QUALITTFS OR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LECIURER 
The qualities rated highest are the lecturer's thorough preparation 
of materials, approadhability outside the classroom, and 
consideration for student needs. There are indications that a more 
varied presentation with attention to the dynamics of 
voice/speaking would be welcomed by some students. (Don't we all 
live in glass houses?) 
PART C 	PHYSICAL ASPECTS/LEARNING RESOURCES 
There was a high level of satisfaction with textbooks, study guides 
and teaching aids. On the other hand there was general 
dissatisfaction with the acoustics, lighting and airconditioning of 
the lecture theatre roam. Students were possibly unaware that such 
accommodation would cease to be used when the new Business and 
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Administration building became available at the end of second 
semester 1983. 
PART D COURSE OBJECTIVES 
By far the majority of students rated highly the clarity of unit 
objectives as well as their relationship to unit content. While 
many thought that the unit satisfied objectives set by the 
lecturer, there was a hint that more emphasis on practical examples 
and less on "detailed theory" would be appreciated. Majority 
opinion doesn't support this view. 
PART E 	EVALUATION/FEEDBACK ON STUDENT PROGRESS 
It is difficult to , match responses to questions 28 and 29 with 
comments suggesting that feedbackwas delayed until the last week 
of semester. This latter is a minority view recorded by less than 
20 percent_of respondents which nevertheless could be borne in mind 
in revising the unit. In excess of 80 percent of respondents are 
satisfied with unit assessment, and more than seventy percent with 
the lecturer's feedback on this assessment. 
PART F 	GENERAL/OVERALL VIEW OF UNIT 
Comments in this section reinforce those made in earlier sections 
of the questionnaire. In particular, students said they enjoyed 
the unit, learnt a great deal from it and were able to apply this 
learning to practical situations. The best aspects of the course 
are well summarised in the comment "Overall a well presented 
course from which has been obtained a working knowledge of economic 
principles and an understanding of the applications to my work and 
domestic environirents". 
Students reacted negatively to classroom facilities, aspects of 
oral presentation noted in Part B, the alleged absence of a 
connection between lectures and tutorials, the need to compile a. 
media file, and, finally, the perceived haste in dealing with 
topics in the latter part of the semester. 
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The weight of student opinion is overwhelmingly positive in 
relation the content and presentation of E)130, with a negative 
view on certain aspects of the unit being expressed by a minority 
of students surveyed. 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS  
The following distribution of grades has been provided for EC0130, 
second semester 1983: 
HIGH DISTINCTICU 	- 
DISTINCTION 4 
CREDIT 	8 
PASS. 21 
FAIL 2 
WITHDRAWN 	13 
A comprehensive summary sheet and frequency distribution of grades 
for EC0130 are provided in Appendix. 
The lecturer has supplied a sample of examination papers at the 
distinction, credit, pass, and fail levels as an indication of 
standArds and criteria employed in assessment. 
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(ii) ADM 136 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
The following is a summary of responses to the evaluation 
questionnaire by students enrolled in the Public Administration 
unit in Semester TWo 1983. 
Appendix - provides a frequency distribution of questionnaire 
responses in addition to verbatim comments made by students on 
aspects of the unit. 
PA' A QUALITY OF TCCAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE 
It is fair to say that ADM136 was considered by most to be a 
stimulating learning experience. Mbre of those surveyed (9/5) 
thought the unit average/below average on a) appropriateness of 
teaching strategies. and b) reeting needs and expectations, than 
thought it above average/superior on these criteria. 
One reason for this response pattern may lie in the emphasis on 
"ideal administrative structures" rather than "real life 
administration" in the approach taken by the lecturer. Students 
seem to view the unit as best suited to full-time students who have 
time to follow up supplemntary reading sources and the like. 
Another reason for the response pattern might relate to students 
own perceptions of the course as a whole and, indeed, individual 
units. During interviews and discussions I have noted that a 
significant number of students believe the Ass Dip Public 
Administration is primarily a Public Service Training Course. This 
will be discussed in more detail later; however if this is a 
widespread view, then it is likely to lead tb sane degree of 
dissatisfaction with those units which necessarily contain a theory 
component. Public Administration is such a unit. 
PART B 	QUALITTPS/CHARACTERISTIOS OF THE LECTURER 
There is little doubt that the lecturer was seen by students as an 
expert with a keen interest in the subject matter of Public 
Administration. Of the eleven questions in this pert, only those 
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concerning the lecturer's approachability, preparation and 
presentation . of material, and willingness to accept differences in 
viewpoints, attracted negative responses from students. 
The Comments section of Part B indicates that students see the 
adequate planning for and provision of staff as an area of concern. 
Without suggesting that the problem has been solved at the course 
level, one can expect that problems experienced in staffing AD4135 
and ADM136 during 1983 have been solved with the appointment of Mt 
'Darner. 
The comment that "the lecturer needs to recognise the educational 
levels of the students" was expressed also in respect of ADM135 and 
highlights the importance of needs analysis prior to instruction. 
The matching of objectives, content, and appropriate teaching 
techniques to these needs is of similar importance. 
PART C 	PHYSICAL ASPECTS/LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
The pattern of responses to questions 18 to 24 is Unlike that for 
other parts of the questionnaire.  For instance, responses to 
questions dealing with learning materials, text book quality and 
use of audio visual aids indicate general student dissatisfaction. 
Comments such as "Lectures were limited to oral presentation ... no 
learning materials or study guides   A/V aids not used   
text not entirely satisfactory .... lectures began with chair and 
desk rearranging ...." tend to support the view expressed in 
questionnaire responses. 
PARE D 	COURSE OBJECTIVES 
While students seem satisfied with the clarity.of unit objectives, 
their level of attainment, and relationship to subject matter, 
there are important issues raised in some of the comments made. In - 
particular the claim that the examination was based on material not 
covered in formal sessions is of concern. If this claim can be 
justified through comparison of lecture program with examination: 
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questions, the validity of the latter may well be open to 
discussion. 
The "non-synchronisation of lectures/tutorials" is noted here and 
in other units in the course. 
PART E EVALUATION/FEEDBACK ON STUDENT PRCGRESS 
As noted also in EC0130, students feel they could be kept bettp.r  
informed of their progress throughout the semester. There seems to 
be sufficient evidence of lack of formal feedback for this matter 
to be addressed and co-ordinated at the course level. 
PART F GENERAL/OVERVIEW OF UNIT 
Despite a number of minor complaints about the content and 
presentation of the unit, students generally assessed it as 
satisfactory. Many of the relevant comments have been noted in 
earlier sections, however a few more might be mentioned. 
Cn the positive side they commented on the lack of carraunication 
between lecturer and tutor (remedied during the semester, as noted 
earlier in this report), time lost through public holidays, the 
assessment of a potential staff member during class time by .ifeans 
of a guest lecture; lack of focus in tutorials; lack of handouts; 
and the poor quality of classrooms. 
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SUMMARY OF STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS 
A perusal of result sheets for ADM136 indicates the following 
distribution of grades: 
HIGH DISTINCTION 	- 
DISTINCTION 2 
CREDIT 	 19 
PASS 10 
FAIL 2 
WITHDRAWN 	12 
- A check on records held by Academic Services indicates that one 
student, B J Allwright, received no grade in AD1136. In addition, 
a total of thirteen students who enrolled in the unit do no -tappear 
on the computer Examination List at the end of semester. 
It is unclear how this situation arose, although it may be due in 
part to the policy requiring students to enrol for the entire 
academic year rather than for one semester. It is possible undpr  
this arrangement for students to withdraw in week one of the first 
semester, to not attend at all, or to fail a first semester unit 
ana still be registered for second semester. 
The lecturer has provided samples of student examination papers at 
different levels as an indication of the standards and criteria 
employed in the assessment process. 
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PART C 	VIEWS OF STUDENTS WITHDRAWING DURING 1983 
Interviews, either face to face or by telephone, have been 
conducted with all students who withdrew during 1983. As 
suggested on page 8 of the first evaluation report, many 
students withdrew for personal reasons rather than through 
dissatisfaction with the course. This trend continues in more 
recent interviews, except that a handful of cases (5 out of 
30) cite dissatisfaction with the course as their main reason 
for withdrawing. 
The majority (90%) of students were interviewed by telephone, 
with the remainder being interviewed in person. The interview 
procedure followed in each case consisted of an introductory 
section, and a question and answer section which usually 
involved some degree of discussion of issues raised. The 
average interview ran for twenty five minutes and began as 
follows "Hello, I am Barry Bannister fLLutthe Darwin Community 
College. Part of my role in the School of Business and 
Administration is to collect information on the progress of 
the Associate Diploma in Public Administration. This 
information is confidential and of invaluable assistance in 
our revision of the course. I wonder if you would be so kind 
as to answer the following questions." 
Ql Can I ask you why you decided to withdraw from the course- 
Q2 Did you experience any particular problems with any of the 
units? 
Q3 What in your opinion is the best aspect of the course? 
Q4 What in your opinion is the worst aspect of the course? 
Q5 What is your overall assessment of the lecturer in each unit? 
Q6 Haw useful are particular aspects of the course to your job? 
Q7 How useful are particular aspects of the course to your 
personal developaent? 
Q8 In your opinion, what needs to be added to the course, or to 
particular units? 
49 In your opinion, what needs to be excluded from the course, or 
from particular units? 
Q10 How is the course viewed by your coworkers and supervisors? 
Q11 Do you intend to re-enrol in the course? 
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 
Ql The majority (over 90%) gave answers suggesting that work, family, 
or social pressures - or indeed a combination of all three - led to 
their withdrawal from the Course. The remainder indicated that the 
Course or College staff led to their decision to withdraw. Typical 
comments made by the minority are as follows: 
• "I was disillusioned at the lack of organization shown by X" 
(ADM135 lecturer) 
▪ "TOO much stuffing around with the timetable." 
• "I couldn't see why AD4135 lectures had to be on campus when 
mum lectures were held in the city." 
• "Workload in second semester 1983 is far too much for tilhat we 
are going to get out of it" (i.e. as Ass. Dip. level 
qualification). 
• "I formed the impression that the Course was not well 
planned." 
• "Classrooms not pre-arranged and hours (lecture times) not 
fixed." 
• "Course not up to the level of an Associate Diploma." 
"One of the units (COM130) was a farce - in my opinion too 
basic." (Same person as made previous comment). 
By far the majority said that they withdrew because 
"they had too many other commitments " 
"Course was not my top priority when work and family pressures 
intervened." 
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• "I need time to adapt to my new job before re-enrolling." 
"I could fit the course in when it was in the City and during 
lunch time. I could not attend after working hours because of 
sporting ccamitments." 
• "I have temporarily withdrawn to finish another award course 
commenced in 1981." 
• "I am doing three jobs and have no time to do the study 
required for assignments." 
• "I didn't like attending classes after working hours for a 
course I don't need for promotion. Also I couldn't settle 
down to study." 
"I was unable to get leave from my organisation." (Prison) 
"I couldn't handle the study because my uental attitude was 
not right." 
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"I withdrew because I was involved in a court case." 
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Q2 Most respondents had no particular problems with units; they 
generally enjoyed and were impressed with everything except ADM[135. 
One student stated that his main problem was having "someone 
teaching Australian Govt. (1DM135) who knew nothing about it. He 
further offered the view that the person in question had not been 
adequately checked out before appointment. 
Q3 Twenty percent of cases said they did not stay in the course long 
enough to form an opinion on this or many of the other questions. 
Of those who expressed an opinion one said that the best aspect of 
the course was the Australian Government unit "because it was 
thought-provoking. It made me think; it got the cogs turning." 
Others thought COM130 and EC0130 were the best aspects of the 
course so far. The person who said the course had potential 
maintained that "inferior staffing in ADM135" turned a number of 
people away from the course. 
Q4 The majority named ADt4135 as the worst aspect of the course in 
1983. The respondent who in other questions referred to the 
inadequacy of ADM135 blamed DCC for a) choosing 
"inappropriate" staff to teach this unit, and for b) not being 
selective enough in choosing students for the course. The 
implication here is that the spread of age and experience is too 
wide for the development of an effective experiential approach to 
learning. Experienced officers felt frustrated at the need to 
cover course topics in a largely theoretical fashion because junior 
officers were unable to contribute significantly to experiential 
learning sessions. This view has been supported to some extent by 
staff who see it as a matter for consideration rather than a 
serious issue in the course. 
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Q5 The lecturers in CCM130 and EC0130 (Mr Redman) and ADM136(Dr 
Heatley) were perceived As "professional, organized, ccupetent, and 
accessible. The former was seen as having more realistic views of 
student capabilities and learning needs than the latter, who it 
mast be said, was an emergency replacement unaccustomed to teaching 
below degree level. 
The lecturer in ALM135 was viewed as confident, inappropriate, 
helpful, disorganised, stimulating - in other words from amongst 
those students who withdrew from the course there was a mixed 
reaction to the question concerning perceived lecturer competency. 
This assessment notwithstanding, the majority (70%) of respondents 
used the word 'disorganised' in referring to the AD4135 lecturer. 
Q6 No definite pattern emerges in the responses to this question, 
since much depends upon the type and level of the respondent's job. 
In general terms, junior officers saw all units as having some 
relevance to the work of a public servant. Mbre senior officers 
suggested the Ctuuunication Unit was useful on the jab, but that 
the others were not of direct relevance. The view was expressed 
that the course should focus more specifically on first level 
supervisors - and exclude junior officers - in order to consolidate 
an appropriate approach to content, and level of teaching. (cf.Q.4) 
Q7 There was a general vote in favour of the usefulness of all units 
to the personal development of students. Again, the more senior 
officers thought them of less benefit than did junior officers. 
Q8 This was perhaps a difficult question and many students were 
reluctant to provide an answer. Those who did, suggested that more 
time should be devoted to report writing, and oral presentation 
skills in the Ccumunication Unit as well as a more practical 
approach through the use of additional case material in all units. 
Q9 Most students were prepared to leave this one to the experts. TWo 
students did react to some of the principles of written 
canmunication presented in CCM130 (e.g. refusal/bad nsws letters) 
finding them "hard to accept", and not relevant to the Public 
Service Setting, 
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Q10 It would seem that the Course is not well known throughout the 
Public Service despite its promotion during the past three years. 
Comments such as "general lack of awareness", "not well known", 
"found out about the course by accident", were repeated by a nurriber 
of students. The exception to the above seems to be the Staff 
Development Unit of the Transport and lAbrks Department. 
Q11 Approximately 60% of the students indicated they would re-enrol at 
a future date. It became clear while discussing this topic that 
students were unclear on the College's policy towards the deferral 
of. enrolment. In the interim it was suggested that if the 
Associate Diploma remained as a four year part time course, then 
the maximum deferral time - given the eight year limit to complete 
the course - is four years. 
ISSUES AND CONCERNS RELATED TO THE COURSE 
Regular meetings of the Course Team have resulted in many of the 
current issues being discussed as they arise and action plans being 
devised based on consensus. 
Issues and Concerns are listed below in the form of questions 
requiring answers; there are two categories: 
A 	Those arising from 1983 
B 	Those which are current in Semester One 1984. 
A 	THOSE ARISING FROM 1983 .(This Report)  
1. Does there need to be a closer relationship between lectures and 
tutorials? 
2. Are units unevenly paced, so that there is undue haste in dealing 
with topics during the latter part of the semester? 
3. Could there be greater attention paid to students' requests for 
more frequent feedback on assessment? 
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4. Have those responsible for developing the Associate Diploma in 
Public Administration considered its role as a Public Service 
training course vis a vis its wider role as a formal advanced 
education award course? 
5. If the course is primarily for first level supervisors, is there a 
need to re-examine the question of who should be admitted? Is 
there a need to focus more on staff above the AS level? What 
effect would this have on enrolment figures? 
6. Are examination questions being asked of students without adequate 
or any prior coverage of the topics in class sessions? In other 
words: are lecturers testing only what they teach? 
7. Does there need to be more effective communication between 
lecturers and tutors, and between lecturers in the Course Team and 
those outside the School of Business and Administration? 
8. Has classroom quality become less of an issue since the new 
building was made available at the end of 1983? 
9. Is the Course being taught at the appropriate level, bearing in 
mind the needs of the student group? 
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B 	CURRENT ISSUES 
1.
• 	
Following the recent resignation of the Course Co-ordinator, 
what procedures are proposed to assure students of the 
continued viability of the Course? 
2.
▪
What changes in College/School selection procedures - 
criticised in Report No 2, p5 - have occurred in order to 
facilitate an early appointment to the co-ordinator's 
position? 
3.
 	
What are the short term solutions to the teaching of PSY130 following 
recent submissions from internal and external students? 
4. What are the long term solutions? 
5. What effect will such solutions have on future staffing and 
resources? 
6. Has the course been advertised sufficiently? What action 
Should be taken to publicise it more widely? ' 
7. Why is it that student enrolments in 1984 are lower than 
expected? 
8. What changes need to be made to streamline student enrolment 
procedures? 
9. . What constitutes an external student? Should considPration of 
future applications for external status fruit' Darwin residents 
be refused until a College policy is announced? 
10.
• 
Does the Advisory Committee have a policy on exemptions? 
11. Does the Advisory Committee have a policy on deferral, or time 
limits for re-enrolment after withdrawal. 
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CONCIJJSICN 
This report has sought to review second semester 1983 while 
reflecting on matters raised in Report NO 1. An overall 
perspective on both semesters one and two is provided in the 
accounts given by students withdrawing from the course throughout 
the year .  
As the final section makes clear, many issues still require 
attention if the course is to develop as intended and thus satisfy 
the learning needs of its primary clients - those members of the 
Northern Territory Public Service whose continued enrolment assures 
the viability of the Associate Diploma in Public Administration. 
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EVALUATION REPORT.NO 3  
ASSOCINIE DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
SEMESihR 1 1984  
INTRODUCTION 
This report provides an overview of the course during Semester 1, 1984. 
In so doing it differs slightly from previous reports because it omits 
the 'current issues' section. This follows advice from the Course 
Review Committee that firstly, reports might well be less detailed, and 
secondly, that a verbal report on current issues would suffice until a 
written account is prepared at the end of each semester. 
Data have been collected by means of a revised questionnaire, a 
mid-semester written exercise, and interviews with students and staff. 
In addition, interviews were conducted in Alice Springs with external 
students. 
The four units offered during first semester were: 	COM130 
Administrative Communication, ADM135 Australian Government (first year 
students) and PSY130 Introduction to Human Behaviour, and ADM130 Office 
Administration (second year students). The report discusses these four 
units individually for both internal and external students. 
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ADM130 ADMINISTRATIVE COMMUNICATION 
1 	INTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) Mid-Semester Review Exercise 
In this exercise students were asked to review the first eight 
weeks of the unit and comment on i) what new ideas and skills had 
been acquired, and ii) what problems or areas of concern they were 
experiencing. 
Comments reinforce the usefulness of this as an introductory skill 
building unit, especially for students returning to study after a 
long absence. Benefits include perceived gains in oral, written, 
and interpersonal skills, with particular mention being made of 
improvements in reasoning and report writing techniques. 
Lectures were thought by four respondents to be . too long and 
lacking in enthusiasm, with one respondent - who subsequently 
withdrew from the unit - commenting on the unsuitability of the 
lecturer for this type of unit. Lecture times, particularly the 
Friday afternoon option, were not suitable for all, while six 
students requested shorter lecture periods than the allocated 
three hours. 
End of Semester Ouestionnaire (9 responses) 
The unit and lecturer were rated above average, with many of the 
mid-semester comments being repeated. A mixed response was 
Obtained on the matter of classroom presentation: one view being 
represented by comment on "lack lustre teaching strategies", the 
other by the view that "all lectures were [made] interesting..,by 
the whole class participating." The lecturer was rated highly on 
knowledge and preparation of subject matter. Amongst those who 
returned completed questionnaires, only one dissenting voice was 
to be heard. Further investigation has since revealed that the 
unit assessment given by this student (consistently 'below 
average' to 'poor') was affected by a generally negative reaction 
to unit content and presentation. 
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c) Interviews with Students 
Small group interviews on two occasions with four randomly 
selected students provided an opportunity for discussion of the 
matters raised in a) and b). These interviews explained to some 
extent the reasons for the minority negative view expressed in the 
written exercise and the questionnaire responses in terms of 
course participants' unwillingness to modify established skills or 
beliefs. The majority view is that this unit is very adequate in 
satisfying students needs, although consideration could be given 
to lecture length, timing and presentation. 
2 	EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) Mid-Semester Review Exercise 
This exercise was sent to students along with other course 
materials; however, for One reason or another, the returns on the 
exercise were disappointingly low. As a result it was not 
possible to draw conclusions based on this exercise. Partly 
because of the nil response rate and partly because of concern for 
the future of the external program, a visit to Alice Springs was 
arranged during which all available students were interviewed. 
Details of this visit will be included in part (C). 
b) End of Semester Ouestionnaire (4 responses i.e. 3 remaining 
students and 1 late withdrawal) 
The unit was rated very highly by all respondents. Special 
mention was made of the lecturer's excellent presentation and 
supportive attitude to external students. There was a feeling that 
the main text is inappropriate for an Australian public service 
setting: one could infer that dispensing with this text Would 
improve student reaction to the unit. 
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Alice Springs students stressed the need for more personal contact 
with lecturers through workshop visits. They endorsed the value 
of workshops early and late in the semester. The group voted the 
first workshop most useful as a motivation and information 
session, although one student thought the second workshop was "a 
waste of time as all I did was listen to the other two students 
gripe about their problems of work." 
c) Interviews with Students  
Those who finished the unit tended to reinforce the views 
expressed in the end of term questionnaire. However, they were 
keen to offer opinions as to the high dropout rate in both first 
year units. Insufficient pre course advice and advertising, 
delayed course materials, volume of work involved in studying two 
units externally, ineffective study habits, lack of confidence, 
lack of interest, and insufficient support from CCCA were the main 
reasons cited for students dropping out during first semester. 
The dropout rate in COM130 is effectively much lower than the 9 
out of 12 suggested by enrolment records. Of the 12 who 
registered only 6 actually participated in the unit - and 3 of 
these finished. The remaining 6 should be counted as non 
starters. 
In summary, then, (X)M130 is regarded by Alice Springs external 
students as being well organized and presented. Those who 
withdrew intend re-enrolling after further pre course counselling 
and preparation. 
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ADM135 AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT 
1 	INTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) Mid-Semester Review Exercise (15 responses) 
This unit was viewed as interesting and relevant by the majority 
of students. Only a couple of respondents were concerned at (to 
them) the apparent link between politics and public 
administration, and furthermore thought the content "heavy and 
difficult to grasp at times." 
Comments that the lecture was a rehash of the text and that some 
tutorials were used as gripe sessions by a few students were 
outweighed by the generally positive response to the unit and the 
lecturer. 
Many students appreciated the lecturer's approachability and 
especially his attempts to facilitate what was for many students a 
return to formal studies after many years. A minority of 
respondents considered some of the lecturer's assignment questions 
ambiguous, or a waste of time. The same people - supported by a 
few others - suggested fewer and larger assignments than the six 
currently required. Overall, a positive reaction was received to 
the first eight weeks of the unit. 
b) End of Semester Questionnaire (13 responses) 
For all respondents Australian Government was a valuable learning 
experience. This is in contrast to views expressed when the unit 
was first offered in Semester 1, 1983. This significant 
improvement is due it seems to at least three factors: i) the 
acceptable content and structure of the unit; ii) the lecturer's 
teaching approach; iii) the lecturer's supportive attitude to 
students out of class. One student spoke of "a comfortable 
learning experience", and this same sentiment was expressed also 
by others in different words. The ADM135 group could be described 
as a democratic learning experience with adequate feedback on 
student progress and with "no distinction between teacher and 
class." 
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c) Interviews with Students 
An interview with four randomly selected students during week four 
indicated some confusion during the initial weeks concerning the 
scope of the course and the requirements for assignments. This 
confusion appeared to be related to problems experienced with 
definitions of terms used in the early lectures. One solution 
mentioned was to circulate students with an introductory statement 
including explanations of key ideas to be employed throughout the 
unit. 
Some early discontent resulted from the unavailability of an 
important source for the first assignment. Others maintained that 
when the source was located it proved to be of little use. 
2 	EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) Mid-Semester Review Exercise 
As with C0M130, the nil response rate made it impossible to 
comment on unit progress during the first weeks of semester. For 
the most part students were enrolled in both COM130 and ADM135. A 
more coordinated approach to the mid-semester review exercise 
should ensure satisfactory future returns for all units. During 
this semester it was decided to adopt a low key approach by 
including the exercise with lecture materials sent out to 
students. Only in the case of PSY130 - where early problems were 
evident - was an accompanying letter and a special mailing 
arranged. In retrospect this would seem the best approach. 
b) End of Semester Questionnaire (4 responses i.e. all who finished 
the unit) 
This unit was rated consistently above average by all students. 
Comment was made on delays in receiving course notes during the 
first weeks of semester. One very positive suggestion was that 
external students commence in January and have tests and materials 
well in advance. 
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It was suggested that there was too much work sent all at once and 
that this contributed to the withdrawal of many of the students. 
It was further suggested that more of "a personal touch would have 
gone a long way to prevent that happening." Reference is made to 
the fact that the lecturer did not visit the group at all. This 
was seen as detrimental to the success of most group members who 
might have remained in the unit had a workshop been held early in 
the semester. Three of the four who completed the unit believed 
it was harder and more involved than they expected in an associate 
diploma unit. One Student compared it as being three times more 
difficult and demanding than an external TAFE diploma course she 
had just completed. 
Students requested more feedback on the style and requirements of 
written assignments, feeling that they had not been rewarded for 
divergent views that didn't accord with those held by the 
lecturer. 
With more personal contact from the lecturer, an earlier start to 
the unit, at least one workshop in Alice Springs, less printed 
matter and fewer assignments supported by the use of audio and 
perhaps video tapes, this unit is likely to have the same 
favourable response noted by internal students. 
c) 	Interviews with Students 
Students who withdrew from the unit mentioned the volume of work 
associated with this unit, combined with the late arrival of 
materials and an early assignment as contributing to their demise. 
A couple of those interviewed blamed inadequate pre course 
counselling, or inaccurate estimates of the amount of time and 
effort required for each unit. Another student couldn't 
understand the notes, "they were too complex...I had trouble with 
definitions and concepts." 
It was widely agreed that the course needed to be promoted more 
extensively through CCCA and the public service, with an emphasis 
on "what is involved in units" over and above what the advertising 
brochure contains. The need for tutorials and workshop visits by 
lecturers was repeated by all who were interviewed. It was 
recommended that the tutor (Mr Brierley) be retained for this unit 
as he had done an excellent job in supporting students throughout 
the semester. 
ADM130 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION  
1 	INTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) Mid-Semester Review Exercise (15 responses) 
Early reactions to the unit were positive. It was seen as related 
to the "real work situation" and imparting knowledge and skills 
useful in setting up an office. 
Other matters noted in students comments were: the need for more 
regular small exercises; more handouts; an avoidance of group 
"participative assignments" (one student was very forthright in 
this); and a suggestion that the office layout assignment needed 
to be reviewed in terms of its usefulness as a learning exercise. 
b) End of Semester Questionnaire (8 responses) 
This unit was generally well received by students. The lecturer's 
enthusiasm and knowledge of the subject matter were referred to 
consistently. 
One question of significance, which also related to the course as 
a whole, is that of the level of learning required of students. 
One student puts it as follows "Present a clearer outline as to 
what depth of understanding of topics is required at the associate 
diploma level...and explain the link [between] this and other 
units." 
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For many students the unit content was an updating of knowledge 
they already had. These students thought the office layout 
assignment took far too long for what they learned in the process. 
The reaction to an allegedly unscheduled group assignment was 
quite vehement in a couple of responses, and less so in a few 
others. "In DM130, one student claimed, the emphasis on 
individual student achievement - as enunciated in the unit 
objectives and assessment methods - has been compromised. 30% of 
any overall assessment can represent the difference between 
failure - pass - distinction, whilst the individual has no 
personal control over the situation." 
Comments of this type are taken from questionnaire responses which 
are most detailed and which demonstrate a considerable amount of 
thought. It should be remembered that ADM130 and PSY130 
respondents are second year students who have a broad perspective 
on the course as a whole. 
The unit was obviously strong on supervision and human relations 
factors, and perhaps in need of further development in the areas 
of automation and its effect on the office. Overall, the unit 
achieved most of its objectives in a way that involved students in 
a very productive and satisfying learning experience. 
c) Interviews with Students 
Two interviews with four randomly selected students support many 
of the matters already mentioned. It was suggested during 
interviews that the unit was not well planned early in the 
semester - with the additional comment that PSY130 was worse in 
this respect. Students thought that the lecturer's contagious 
enthusiasm made up for shortcomings in the content and 
organization of the unit. 
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2 	EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) Mid-Semester Review Exercise  
As with C0M130 and ADM135 there is insufficient basis for comment 
or inference because of the low response rate. 
b) End of Semester Ouestionnaire (2 responses) 
In view of the detailed individual and small group interviews 
conducted at the end of semester one with external students in 
Alice Springs, the majority chose not to fill in the questionnaire 
as their views had already been presented during the interviews. 
The two respondents mentioned the tutor's inability to provide 
useful assistance, suggesting that DCC should employ someone who 
knows the subject. They differed on the quality and quantity of 
course materials. 
c) Interviews with Students  
Individual interviews with students enrolled in ADM130 revealed a 
general dissatisfaction with the unit in its external form. 
Comments were frank and to the point, many of them being motivated 
by what appeared to be a frustrating semester for many of the 
students. 
The notes were described as substandard, late in coming, 
handwritten, or atrociously typed. Tutorials were a waste of 
time, "a load of rubbish"; one student was "disgusted with the 
whole set up". 
All of the Alice Springs students are experienced office workers 
and they saw some of the material as unrelated to their work 
situation. Their view was that handouts don't make for a 
successful unit if the lecturer input by way of analysis and 
synthesis is missing. 
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All of those interviewed sought reasons for the late arrival of 
the final batch of notes which contained material relevant to the 
examination. Whatever the reasons for the alleged late dispatch 
of these notes, it is fairly well established that they were sent 
to the tutor in Alice Springs directly, rather than through 
External Studies. The tutor received them on the Friday before a 
long weekend and left town without passing the notes on to 
students. By their account, three of the students sat for the 
examination without the benefit of those notes. 
This occurrence reinforces the need for External Studies to 
coordinate the dispatch of all notes and other external studies 
materials - a point made most strongly by the affected students. 
Part of the responsibility for the occurrence is to be borne by 
the tutor who received a unanimous 'no' vote from the students. 
On the other hand, the workshop conducted by the lecturer was 
considered valuable by all those interviewed. 
In summary, then, the external version of ADM130 is in need of 
further development in a number of areas related to content, and 
presentation, as well as liaison with a properly qualified and 
experienced tutor in Alice Springs. 
PSY130 INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN BEHAVIOUR 
1 	INTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) 	Mid-Semester Review Exercise (9 responses) 
Early in the semester students indicated dissatisfaction with the 
physical arrangements that had been made for this unit. 
Principally this meant having to commute to the Winnellie campus 
where they were placed in a mixed class - including Counselling, 
and Welfare students - which included degree and associate diploma 
level students. 
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The course coordinator and lecturer made arrangements that the 
students found satisfactory and which included a tutor to assist 
them with assignments and course work. This gave rise to the 
second set of problems prior to the mid-semester review exercise 
being administered. During interview a student representative 
outlined the difficulties being experienced with PSY130 and these 
will be detailed later in 1 c). 
The individual student written responses bore out the difficulties 
mentioned by the representative. Perhaps the recurring main point 
made in the mid-semester exercise is summed up in the comment that 
"I see little or no use or relevance of most of the material to a 
Diploma in Administration •- particularly the time consuming 
useless, markless, experiment work." This comment reinforces the 
point in claiming that "there is nothing more demotivating for a 
time-pressed part-time student who has priorities at work, home, 
in the community, to be wasting time on useless exercises." There 
was unanimous agreement on the apparent irrelevance of 
physiological psychology to human behaviour in the office. 
End of Semester Ouestionnaire (11 responses) 
It was obvious from questionnaire responses that students' views 
on the unit had mellowed as a result of remedial action taken by 
the relevant staff. The question of relevance still remained 
prominent, although some comments suggested that the latter topics 
(Motivation, Personality...) were enjoyable, interesting and 
useful. 
Lectures were considered too theoretical for an associate diploma 
group unaccustomed to a sustained lecture method. The lecturer 
scored above average on knowledge and presentation of material, 
being described as an effective lecturer who gets his point 
across. 
Lack of coordination between lecturer and tutor was apparent to 
two respondents who mentioned a marked difference in requirements 
for laboratory reports between the two tutorial groups. 
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Students repeatedly commented on the classroom chosen for the unit 
(Room 99) describing it as too large, too cold, and possessing a 
distractingly noisy airconditioner for most of the semester. 
c) Interviews with Students 
The individual interview mentioned in a) produced the following 
list of allegations concerning PSY130: 
1 	The unit bears little resemblance to that described in the 
accreditation document. 
2 	Over emphasis on physiological psychology in the form of 
laboratory experiments. 
3 	Students are occupied mainly in writing up reports of these 
experiments. 
4 	Reports are marked on format rather than content. 
5 	Many of the tutor's comments are inappropriate and perhaps 
demeaning to adult students - (comments such as "I expect 
better work next time" were not well regarded by mature age 
students). 
6 	Because of the small tutorial group (six students) students 
are required to present papers with "unreasonable" 
regularity. Some sessions require students to present two 
different topics in the same session. 
7 	Workload is seen to be excessive and having no relationship 
to the assessment statement set out in the accreditation 
document. This is seen as a radical departure from what was 
expected by students. 
At the end of week six, students are asking what the unit is 
all about; what relevance does it have to a course designed 
for public service supervisory officers. 
9 	Students are unclear what happens after week ten, as unit 
handout stops there. 
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These represent the main allegations made by the student 
representative who approached me as Chairman of the Course Review 
Committee. From my observations and from conferring subsequently 
with other students and with colleagues, it seems to me that in 
the early part of the semester PSY130 was being taught as a first 
year psychology unit rather than as a prerequisite for later 
Personnel units. Students are rightly apprehensive about the 
content and assessment of the unit as they are a departure from 
what is described in the accreditation document. Those in the 
group led by the part-time tutor feel they are not being treated 
as adults, especially in relation to the comments made on 
laboratory reports. 
Follow-up interviews during the last week of semester showed that 
students were satisfied with the modifications made to the unit 
during the semester as a result of their representations. They 
also were aware of plans to restructure unit content so that it 
provides a basis for later personnel-related units. 
2 	EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
a) Mid-Semester Review Exercise (4 responses) 
The unit was offered externally by a different lecturer from the 
one in charge of the internal unit. Students were very satisfied 
with the unit in terms of their personal and work-related needs. 
One student even suggested that the lecturer "should be 
congratulated on the way he has organized the course". The 
general tone of the comments prompts the question as to whether 
the internal and external units resemble each other at all. 
Further investigation indicates that external students are indeed 
studying a unit that differs from the internal unit. 
The problems mentioned by the three Alice Springs students related-
to a) the cost of the text book', and b) the fact that the unit was 
spread over an academic year rather than one semester. 
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End of Semester Questionnaire (2 responses) 
The unit is satisfactorily presented, although deficient in two 
areas. Firstly, the lack of personal contact between lecturer and 
students is seen as an important debilitating factor. Secondly, 
the lack of tutorials and a workshop visit by the lecturer is 
counted as a distinct disadvantage by the external students. This 
was supported in the interviews conducted in Alice Springs. 
c) Interviews with Students  
All students enrolled in this unit were interviewed individually. 
The prevailing view was that the unit was "very interesting and 
enjoyable" with an excellent text. Only one student thought that 
offering the unit over one academic year was desirable, with the 
rest definitely in favour of a semester length unit. 
Two students suggested "doing away with psychology as it is taught 
at the moment and making it an advanced communication unit with an 
emphasis on interpersonal and non-verbal communication". The same 
two said that the administrative communication unit should be two 
units offered sequentially over one year. 
All students reiterated that a tutor needed to be appointed in a 
unit such as PSY130, and that the lecturer should visit at least 
once during the semester in order to improve the quality of the 
student-teacher relationship. 
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SUMMARY OF VIEWS EXPRESSED BY EXTERNAL STUDENTS 
Despite the dropout rate experienced during first semester, the student 
group in Alice Springs is not unhappy with the Associate Diploma in 
Public Administration. The second year group is holding together, with 
only one withdrawal occurring late in the semester. This group is 
conscious of being "guinea pigs" in so far as they are the original 
external students - a fact which seems to allow DCC to be suffered more 
lightly than, perhaps, one of the larger external teaching 
institutions. 
The second year group appears determined to finish the course given the 
present level of service offered by the College. Students have 
expressed repeatedly their desire for more contact with lecturers 
through workshops, telephone calls, feedback and return of assignments 
as soon as possible (definitely before examinations), more support from 
COCA, tutors who know the subject, and the increased use of video and 
audio materials. 
The first year group experienced a significant dropout rate for 
personal as well as College related reasons. Many of the students said 
they were unprepared for external study and were lacking in motivation 
when the workload became too demanding. They thought the College had 
to share some of the responsibility for their withdrawal through its 
inadequate promotion and pre course counselling. The majority felt the 
course was most useful personally and in relation to their work 
situation - an encouraging response for staff to consider as they 
prepare for 1985. 
Both first and second year groups welcomed the opportunity of speaking 
to the Chairman of the Course Review Committee. The approach 
characterized by an attempt to discover students needs and form them 
into review criteria was endorsed by the group. This endorsement was 
reflected in the level of response from students - both internal and 
external'. 
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THE ROLE OF STAFF MEMBERS IN THE REVIEW PROCESS 
Staff involved in the Associate Diploma have adopted a professional and 
therefore positive approach both to the problems that have arisen 
during the semester, and to strategic course planning to accommodate 
changes that have occurred. 
The course coordinator provided excellent leadership in the handling of 
PSY130, and the other two staff members assisted in ensuring that 
necessary changes were made to content and presentation. 
An effective planning session on April 4 developed a strategy for the 
future offering of the course through to 1987. This session was more 
of an informal team meeting aimed at solving problems with a minimum of 
delay and anticipating possible future problems. The group climate is 
notable for the easy exchange of ideas and an open communication style 
within the course team as well as between the course team and outsiders 
such as the Course Review Chairman. 
The resignation of the course coordinator on April 19 led to yet 
another reappraisal of planning priorities in a meeting on May 23. The 
appointment of i) a new course coordinator and ii) temporary lecturers 
in subjects affected by Mr Turner's resignation was noted during the 
Course Advisory Committee meeting of June 20. Prior to this meeting 
the Course Review committee had convened on May 4, and the Course 
Advisory Committee on May 18. 
In summary, the Associate Diploma in Public Administration is 
functioning satisfactorily in relation to the needs' of its main 
clients. Internal teaching is at a high standard, while external 
teaching is in need of some improvement in individual units. A 
marketing and orientation strategy is also needed as an urgent 
priority. 
The course review and advisory committees are functioning as required 
by the accreditation document and are producing evaluation reports 
whose approach is being adopted by other courses in the College. 
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DARWIN I NST I TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
21 June 1985 	
FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
The Chairman 
Course Advisory Committee 
Associate Diploma in Public Administration 
Public Service Commissioner's Office 
76 The Esplanade 
DARWIN NT 5790 
Dear Mr Boland, 
Please accept the attached Evaluator's Report for Semester I, 1985 
Evaluation Report No 4. 
I would be happy to receive verbal or written reactions from committee 
members when they have had an opportunity to consider the report. 
Since the course can expect its first graduates at the end of next year 
I recommend that an external evaluation consultant be appointed in the 
near future. 
This person - for whom financial provision is made in the accreditation 
document - would have a twofold task: 
1. to act as a check evaluator; 
2. to verify or otherwise the internal evaluation methodology 
used during the accreditation period. 
This matter could well be discussed further during the meeting on 
27 June 1985 under the heading of general business. 
Yours faithfully 
BARRY BANNISTER 
Chairman . 
Course Review Committee 
cc Course Coordinator .  
Enc 
DRIPSTONE ROAD, CASUARINA. N.T. mosumr 
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CONFIDENTrIAL 
ADVISORY COMMMitE (27 June 1985) 
Semester I, 1985 
.ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
This report deals with units offered to internal and external students 
during Semester I, 1985. 
Information was collected by means of questionnaires distributed by the 
evaluator and by staff members who had developed their awn 
questionnaires. Interviews were conducted with staff and students 
involved in both internal and external units. 
OVERVIEW 
The following units were offered during the Semester: 
OOM130 	
- 	
Administrative Communication 
ADM135 Australian Government 
ADM130 	Office Administration 
ADM131 Introduction to Organizational Behaviour 
FIN130 	Public Finance I 
INF230 Computing 
Internally there are few problems with any of the units. My. strong 
impression is that the course has developed to the stage where the 
units offered to date are academically sound, as well as relevant to 
course objectives and student needs. It is clear that problems 
identified in .earlier evaluation reports have been investigated in 
detail and (for the most part) solved. 
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OVERVIEW (CONTINUATION)  
One exception to this is the continuing issue of adequate and 
appropriate staffing. Interestingly enough, the continued staffing of 
Australian Government by a part-time lecturer has not led to the types 
of student comments encountered previously. In fact, this past 
Semester the response from students has been generally favourable to 
what has been perhaps the most problematical unit in the course. The 
appointment of a full time contract lecturer can be expected to lead to 
the further consolidation of this unit during 1986. 
Provision of adequate tutorial staff in Alice Springs is becoming less 
of a problem in established units such as Australian Government. As 
will be seen in the discussion of external units, the same cannot be 
said for new units such as Computing. 
Recruitment problems led to the Public Finance unit being offered 
without a full time lecturer to develop and teach it. The breech was 
filled by the course coordinator, a part-time lecturer and a part-time 
tutor sharing the internal and external teaching load. Under these 
arrangements students generally thought the unit was conducted 
satisfactorily. My latest information is that a full time staff 
appointment is imminent. 
DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL UNITS 
COM130 	ADMINISTRATIVE COMMUNICATION 
Questionnaire and interview responses reveal an almost unanimous vote 
of satisfaction with the unit. It is described variously as practical, 
beneficial, stimulating, useful; while the lecturer is knowledgeable, 
obliging, interesting, and well prepared for workshop sessions. 
It is suggested by a few students that more time be devoted to oral 
presentation theory and practice, with allowance being made for 
assessment feedback by lecturer and group members. 
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COM13 0 	ADMINISTRATIVE COMMUNICATION (CONTINUATION)  
On a more general level there were comments about (i) the high drop out 
rate in the introductory units, and (ii) the fact that there appears to 
be a "lack of understanding in the public service as to what the Course 
is about". The latter comment refers, I believe, to precise details 
about course content rather than to insufficient publicity - an issue 
discussed in earlier evaluation reports. 
ADM135 	AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT 
There has been a considerable improvement in this unit since it was 
first offered in 1982. 
The lecturer OD Hudson) is perceived as generally interesting and 
helpful, allowing free/discussion in tutorials, although being easily 
sidetracked. (Students may not have appreciated that in a unit like 
ADM135 such sidetracking can be necessary as a means of weaving current 
affairs into the subject matter?) 
Tutorials are very useful in developing lecture themes according to 
the majority of students. 
In reviewing this unit it might be useful to consider the following: 
(a) covering fewer topics, or the same number of topics in less 
detail; 
(b) requiring less assignment work, or at least framing 
assignments which reduce preparation time for students. 
Comments in previous Semesters referred to the excessive preparation 
time required for the number of small assignments required. This is . 
repeated again in Semester I, as is the rush during the last few weeks 
to cover all the topics currently included in the unit. 
It was mentioned earlier that a full time staff member (D Trollope) has 
been appointed to teach Australian Government. From an evaluator's 
point of view it is pleasing to see a lecturer take the initiative and 
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ADM135 	AUSTRALIAN GCNERNMEET 
conduct a self evaluation of the sessions he had with the students. 
The checklist used in this instance focussed on his performance as 
lecturer and tutor rather than on the range of other issues addressed 
in the formal evaluation program. 
Students mentioned the desirability of supplementing lecturer 
assessments with written comments, and of marking the seminar 
presentation on "the oral as well as the written content — as per our 
course outline". 
Generally the lecturer received an above average rating on organization 
and presentation factors, with a couple of students commenting on their 
need to accommodate his speed of delivery. 
FIN130 	PUBLIC FINANCE I  
In the Overview section it was noted that this unit commenced without a 
lecturer. The problems associated with such an arrangement were 
evident in student questionnaire responses which assessed the unit as 
below average on most items. 
Comments drew attention to the need to decide on appropriate course 
content and emphasis. In particular, students suggested there be less 
emphasis on internal accounting procedures and more emphasis on 
government accounting procedures such as revenue receipts and budget 
preparation. 
The general reaction seemed to be that students made the best of an 
unsatisfactory situation in which !surrogate' staff attempted to 
develop and teach a unit without the benefit of a full time lecturer. 
Under these circumstances it is advisable to withhold a full evaluation 
until the unit is offered again. 
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ADM130 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
On the whole students were satisfied with this unit. The matter of 
pacing, so often noted in other units, was mentioned as a possible 
issue (i.e. slow to begin, too quick in finishing). Perhaps allied to 
this was the comment that lectures often took a long time to present 
relatively few facts. 
Although not a widespread comment, there was concern that assignments 
and lectures did not seem related to unit objectives at the beginning. 
Other comments about the usefulness of skill and knowledge derived from 
the unit would indicate that a particular student's background and role 
in the organization affect the value placed on a unit such as ADM130. 
ADM131 INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR 
This unit was well received by students. Responses were 'above 
average' on most items in the questionnaire, and interviews with a 
total of seven students tended to reinforce this. 
The unit is a worthwhile replacement for PSY130, except that the section 
on genetics is mentioned as being of doubtful, relevance by some 
students. 
An appeal was made for more student participation and less direct 
leadership by the lecturer in tutorial sessions. 
A most interesting perspective was offered by one student who said the 
unit was perfectly placed in the course for those experiencing stress 
related to the course, or to the organization in which be works. The 
lecturer's contribution to the section, dealing with stress management 
has noted particularly. 
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INF230 	COMPU'I'IM 
The lecturer in this unit (L Robinson) took the initiative of 
distributing a 19 item questionnaire which he had devised himself. In 
order not to duplicate his efforts I arranged with the lecturer to 
interview students to verify his questionnaire responses. 
The six recommendations arising from those responses are supported by 
interviews with four (of nine) randomly chosen students and are 
recorded below. 
1. That the unit be timetabled in two, two hour slots, preferably in 
part time hours. The starting time of 9am was totally inadequate, 
considering the working hours of the students. 
2. That the unit give more emphasis to the application packages on 
the microcomputers at the expense of the editing and some of the 
introductory VAX11/780 work. 
3. That the group assignments be given with care to part-time 
students with unknown family and work commitments. 
4. That all examples developed in the unit have a heavy Public 
service/Government emphasis, including assignments and class 
excercises. 
5. That a mid semester test be given to help students assess progress 
in the subject. 
6. That the use of weekly assignments be limited while major 
assignments are being prepared. 
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EXTERNAL STUDIES REPORT 
Interviews were conducted with external students in Alice Springs on 
3 4 and 5 June 1985. 
An attempt was made to speak with all first year students, including 
those who had dropped out during first semester. Again this year the 
number of students not surviving semester one is a matter of concern to 
staff. 
It seems the changes made after last year's interviews with Alice 
Springs students have had no appreciable effect on the retention rate 
in first semester. 
Some of the factors contributing to the high dropout rate are that: 
- the first workshop was conducted without a number of students 
being notified; 
- some students who were notified were unaware that they had to 
participate in assessible activities during the workshop; 
- some students were not aware of tutorials in Australian 
Government until Easter; 
- CCCAseemed to be unaware of what needed to be done for 
local students (especially in relation to Helen King, DIT's 
external coordinator in Alice Springs); 
- family and business commitments caused some students to fall 
behind or to miss tutorials, after which they dropped out; 
- some could not organize themselves or lacked motivation to 
continue; 
- two units are excessive for a number of students, 
particularly if work pressures increase. 
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EXTERNAL STUDIES REPORT (CONTINUATION) . 
Those who were successful in completing two units claimed that 
Australian Government still requires too much work from students. One 
clearly conscientious student suggested that towards the end of 
semester she "resented getting the mail: one more parcel and I would 
have burnt the lot". 
Interviewees mentioned delays in receiving assignments and of receiving 
"no feedback prior to exams". 
Throughout the semester there had been indications from students in 
INF230 (Computing) that all was not well with the arrangements made for 
CCCAto teach the unit in Alice Springs. Aletter from one student 
and a number of telephone calls from others suggested I should 
investigate the matter during my visit. In doing this I spoke with 
students and staff involved in the unit. 
•Some of the comments made by students are not recorded in print, 
especially those in which they exhorted the lecturer to stop wasting 
their time and start teaching them. They regarded the unit as 
- a waste of time, 
- unrelated to the rest of the course, 
- a cause of disillusionment with the whole course and a reason 
for dropping out altogether, 
- sufficient reason to talk to local M L A s (this did not 
happen), 
- sufficient reason for the local Director of Education to 
complain to the principal of C C C A. 
Mule the INF230 group were critical of how the unit was managed and 
taught byCCCAstaff, they did think the workshops run by Mr Hodges 
were satisfactory, although too short and too few to cover the required 
coursework. 
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The lectures, conducted by another lecturer, were considered a mishmash 
of incomprehensible theory in which the lecturer "bluffs his way 
through two hours". This situation deteriorated throughout the 
semester to the point where students were aggressive and denigratory 
towards the lecturer in his efforts to match his lectures with the DIT 
internal assignments which were being used without alteration. 
Insofar as the, lectures were confusing to students and unrelated to 
these assignments, it is not unexpected that they were very 
apprehensive about the examination scheduled for 17 June 1985. As 
suggested earlier, there are a number of responses not recorded here; 
however a comment made in reference to lecture content and assignments, 
to the effect that "you need to be a Philadelphia lawyer to understand 
the mongrels" is perhaps worth quoting. 
In summary, the INF230 group is disillusioned but philosophical about 
their experience of the first course unit taught by C C C A. They are, 
however, ready to accept the eleventh hour intervention of Drr staff to 
rectify the situation. 
An interview with the unit coordinator confirmed that "the unit got off 
to a pretty bad start". This was attributed to confusion over division 
of authority and responsibility betweenCCCAand DIT ("uIn was doing 
what"). No reference was made to student unrest and so I steered the 
interview towards possible changes if be offered the unit again. These 
changes might be summarized in terms of a new textbook, different 
exercises, and more practice rather than theory. 
Reading between the lines I would suggest that the real target of 
student aggression was the coordinator rather than the lecturer who was 
merely satisfying a commitment made to DIT by the former. A number of 
students in the group commented that the coordinator told them he was 
too busy to attend to what they considered reasonable course.- related 
requests. 
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Interviews with students enrolled in other units produced the following 
information. 
- The three students in ADM131 (Organizational Behaviour) were very 
complimentary in their assessment of the unit. In particular they 
endorsed the usefulness of the teletutorials organized by the 
lecturer. 
- The tutor in ADM135 (Australian Government) "frightened a lot of 
students off" perhaps unwittingly in his attempt to run sessions 
of assistance to students. He (apparently) interrupted oral 
presentations, "hogged the floor", and did not encourage enough 
debate. 
- Some units are perceived as being "more extensive" than others: 
certainly ADM135 is seen as a case in point. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The internal program is operating more successfully than in previous 
years. 
Staffing is a continuing problem which is not yet solved. 
There currently appears to be an absence of issues, concerns, and 
questions of the type mentioned in previous reports. My conclusion is 
that the action suggested at that time has been implemented and is 
showing results. 
Externally the course is steadily improving, although the computing 
unit requires considerable attention. 
The introductory workshop, as well as tutorials in Australian 
Government were not sufficiently advertised. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Lecturers be aware of the need for more even pacing of units to avoid 
undue haste during the final weeks of semester. 
The course team as a whole attempt to achieve a balance between units 
in terms of what they require from students. 
The assignment requirements of Australian Government be reviewed to 
reduce the time students need to spend in preparing for tutorials and 
assignments. 
Public Finance (FIN130) be subject to a curriculum review once a full 
time lecturer is appointed. 
Further use be made of Helen King (Drr funded external coordinator in 
Alice Springs) to assist liaison with external students. 
A first year organizer (e.g. Mr Cliff Smith) be appointed to help 
reduce the high drop out rate in first year. This arrangement should 
operate for an eighteen month trial period commencing in July 1985. 
The Public Service might consider some form of allowance for Mr Smith 
during this period. 
Consideration be given to substituting the examination scheduled for 
external INF230 students with assignment work supervised by DIT staff. 
The external teaching of FIN130 be reviewed by the course coordinator 
and an acceptable plan of action be adopted as soon as practicable. 
A student representative from Alice Springs be appointed to the 
Advisory Committee and necessary arrangements be made for this person 
to attend meetings of the Committee. 
B J BANNISTER 
Chairman 
Course Review Committee 
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CONFIDENTIAL  
REPORT FOR ADVISORY CaNTITEE MEETING FRIDAY 6 DECOMER 1985 
INTRODUCTION 
This report is a review of units offered in the Associate Diploma in 
Public Administration during semester 2, 1985. 
Information for this report was collected by means of group 
discussions, interviews and questionnaires. 
In addition, eight of the third year students were interviewed 
concerning the course as a whole. The remaining students will be 
interviewed prior to the next report in June 1986. 
OVERVIEW 
The following units were offered during the semester: 
	
ADM136 	Public Administration 
.EC0130 	Econdmics 
STA130 	Use of Data in Administration 
ACM132 	Introduction to Personnel Administration 
COM230 	Organisational COmmunication 
ADM230 	People and Organisations 
• ADM237 	Decision Making and Planning 
Each of the above units received strong endorsement from students. 
Apart from ADM237 - where the data is insufficient to permit valid 
inference - there seems to be an overall satisfaction amongst internal 
and external students with the quality of the course. The general 
trend of positive comments on unit appraisal questionnaires indicates 
few problems with any of the units. 
DISCUSSIONOF INDIVIDUAL UNITS 
STA130 - The Use of Data in Administration (g Redman) 
Eleven students responded to the unit appraisal questionnaire. 
Unit Aims and Content 
The aims established by the lecturer were thought to be clearly 
outlined arid well achieved. Instruction methods were quite appropriate 
(only one student • said 'inaporopriatej, and produced a generally 
intellectually stimulating unit. 
Students said the unit was of average difficulty but was above average 
in its relevance to their interests, and in the work required to 
complete it. The unavailability of textbooks was mentioned by two 
respondents. 
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Assessne.nt 
There was overall satisfaction with assessrent procedures, although the 
following changes were suggested in response to Q12: 
1. Gear it more to Australian Society (less to PNG) 
2. Use raw scores rather than grades in marking assignments. 
- 3. Lecturer needs to provide more information on what he expects. 
4. 	Less ll.phasis on project report. 
(One comment per student) 
Lectures/Workshops  
Lectures were very well prepared, clearly delivered, and usefully 
supported by tutorial sessions. 
One student asked for more detail onhow to interpret published acts, 
and another sought more 'relevance to Australian Consumer Statistics'. 
On Q20 (what needs to be deleted from the unit) the same two 
respondents suggested a) Week 11, and b) references to PNG could be 
deleted. 
Another two students mentioned that things got a bit rushed at the end 
of semester, particularly in Week 15. This was attributed to the need 
to repeat material for students with insufficient mathematical skills. 
General Comments (Q23) 
Amongst the seven who responded to this question there was a consensus 
that the unit and the lecturer were interesting and enjoyable (talc said 
excellent; two did not agree with this). 
A full summary of questionnaire responses is contained in Appendix 2. 
ADM136 - PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Ten students responded to the end of semester questionnaire. 
Unit aims and Content  
A total of ten students completed the questionnaire. The aims of the 
unit were clearly stated and well achieved. • Students thought they were 
well prepared by previous units for this unit, that teaching methods 
were quite appropriate, and that the unit was intellectually 
stimulating with two students finding it "very stimulating". 
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There was a mixed response to questions 6, 7 and 8 although it can be 
inferred that students found: 
a) subject matter not too difficult 
b) workload heavy 
c) the unit relevant according to their interests and dispositions. 
This is a curious outcome, given that public administration is a 
core unit in a course designed for public servants. 
Assessment 
Assessment was fair and appropriate, and assignments useful as learning 
exercises 
Lectures /Workshops  
Lectures were: 
a) clearly presented, 
b) well prepared (two students Said very well prepared) 
c) not a were repetition of the text. 
Tutorials were very useful in reinforcing lecture material. 
There were two suggestions for additional topics (Q19): 
a) Comparisons with administrations in other countries 
b) Industrial democracy in the public service. 
There was one comment (Q21) that "there seemed to be so much material 
per topic, that lectures were read out and not explained". This 
comment was supoorted by two others in general comments on the unit 
(Q23). 
General Comments  
The more significant ccrrents relate to:  
1. difficulty in keeping up with lecturer's speedy delivery largely 
due to notes being read, 
2. desirability of handouts or study guides to ease need for copious 
note taking and overhead transparencies to highlight important 
points, 
3. Uneven workload "lots of assignments, then nothing". 
4. usefulness of tutorials. 
A full summary of responses is contained in Appendix 1. 
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EC0130 - ECONOMICS 
Eighteen students completed questionnaires. 
Units Aims and Content  
A majority of respondents (14/18) and 12/18) considered that the aims 
of this unit were clearly stated and well achieved. There was a 
similar agreement (10/18) on the appropriateness of teaching methods 
and the level of intellectual stimulation provided by the unit. 
The unit was of average difficulty, of above average relevance to 
student interests, and required slightly more than average effort to 
guarantee success. Copies of reading materials supplied by the 
lecturer were a useful substitute for a textbook. 
Assessment 
While there was overall satisfaction with assessment procedures, there 
were five separate suggestions made in relation to questions 10 and 12 
(appropriateness of, or changes to, assessment aspects) 
a) too much emphasis on exam, 
b) si-andardise procedures: assessments during semester marked A,B,C 
etc Final grade pressed as D,C,P, 
c) no exam 
d) have assignments only 
e) maybe a couple more short assignments, less marks for attendance. 
Lectures/Workshops  
There was a high level of agreement (15/18) and 17/18 respectively on 
the quality of lecture delivery and preparation. Lectures did not 
merely repeat the text and were well supported by tutorial sessions. 
One person commented that larger tutorial groups (around 10) would give 
a wider range of ideas. 
Two others felt there could have been more discussion of price 
mechanisms and taxation and less on future prospects for the Australian. 
economy. This last topic (Australian economy) "seemed to drag on 
without going anywhere definite at times". 
General Comments 
Sixteen students offered comments in this section (Q23). Twelve were • 
very positive in their overall assessment of the unit and the way the 
lecturer presented it. Three commented adversely on the performance of 
the tutor. They were confused by the approach taken, and were not 
assisted by the "irrelevant matters" discussed in tutorials. 
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One student suggested that "having a different person for tutorials was 
disastrous ... comments like "I don't know what he (lecturer) means 
here, were often used". One student provided the following negative 
assessment "I hope I pass because I didn't enjoy the topic and would 
hate to have to do it again". 
A full summary of responses is to be found in Appendix 3. 
ADM132 - INTRODUCTION TO PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
Eight students completed the unit appraisal questionnaire. 
Unit Airs and Content 
Responses in this section indicate that ADM132 was quite successful in 
providing learning experiences appropriate to the aims of the unit. In 
questions 1 to 9, responses cover the range from 2 to 5 (where 1 is 
very negative and 5 is very positive), but with most responses being 
about 3. Because of the spread of responses in questions 6 to 9, it is 
difficult to infer very much about how 
difficult the unit was (Q6) 
heavy the workload was (27) 
relevant the unit was to students' needs 
useful the textbooks were (Q9) 
Assessment 
Views on assessment procedures clearly indicate their appropriateness, 
with only one suggestion for change, viz, that there be two long rather 
than four short assignrents. 
Lectures /Workshops  
Lectures were well prepared and presented, except that two students 
remarked that they did not "get a lot of value from some of the 
visiting speakers". 
There was a suggestion that more practical NT Goverrrent input be 
sought in developing "real case studies" - perhaps one from each 
department with a student in the course. 
General Comments  
Two of the four respondents in.this section (Q23) said that the unit 
was interesting, and gave them an insight into what personnel sections 
do. Another spoke of the difficulty in following "the lecturer's 
directions with regard to doing assignMents after the appropriate(?) 
lecture (s)"; whilst the fourth respondent suggested that a) the 
tutorial part of the 4 hour session be more of a contrast to the first 
two hours, and b) the lecturer encourage more participation, as well 
as dealing more assertively with the one or tmo dominant members who 
indulge in "irrelevant ccmplaining about work areas which has nothing 
to do with the unit". 
A full summary of responses is to be found in Appendix 4. 
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ADM230 - PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS 
Eleven students completed the unit appraisal questionnaire 
Unit Aims and Content  
The unit scored high on the clarity of its aims, the level of their 
achievement, and the techniques used. Responses to questions 5 to 9 
indicate a level of moderate difficulty, relevance, and workload. 
Textbooks and recommended readings were 'very useful' in assisting 
learning. 
Assessment 
Methods used in assessing stiadent performance were rated as 
appropriate, while assignments were 'useful' to 'very useful' as 
learning experiences. NO students suggested that the unit should have 
no examination. 
Lectures/Workshops  
Four students attended less than 80 percent of lectures and nominated 
the following reasons for doing so: 
heavy workload (2) 
inconvenient time (1) 
ill health (1) 
work and domestic traumas (1) 
Lectures were well prepared and clearly presented, did not rerely 
repeat material in the textbook and were fully supported by tutorials 
(one person disagreed). 
There was one suggestion that this unit should not cover decision-
making while there is another unit that covers the topic more fully. 
General Comments 
Of the ten responses to this section (Q23) seven were verv positive. 
Two of the other three protested at the lack of sanction against a 
student who turned up late for every session. This inconvenienced the 
group because the lecturer spent 5 to 10 minutes of "re-cap". The 
final response in this section suggested that the case study be 
introduced at the beginning of semester -and then followed through and 
developed throughout the semester. 
A full satimary of responses is to be found in Appendix 5. 
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ADM237 - DECISION MAKING AND PLANNING 
Only two students - out of four remaining - completed the unit 
appraisal questionnaire Copies of the questionnaire were supplied to 
the two students not attending the final class session, but to date no 
response has been received. 
It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions on the basis of two 
responses. What seems to be clear is that these two students found the 
unit interesting and enjoyable, although one suggested 'linear 
measures' and other areas of overlap with the People and Organisations 
unit should be avoided. 
Responses to the questions dealing with unit aims, content, teaching, 
and assessment, indicate that the unit was successfully conducted. 
CCM230 - ORGANISATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3 Bannister) 
Evaluation conducted by course coordinator. Five students (of 6) 
completed the questionnaire. 
Unit Aims and Content  
Students reported that unit aims were very clearly stated and well 
achieved. So too were teaching techniques, recommended readings and 
subject matter relevant to students' needs and interests. 
One student said that previous courses had not been sufficient 
preparation for CO4230, while two students thought the workload was 
heavy. 
Assessment 
Comments on this section were generally favourable, with assessment 
methods being viewed as appropriate, and prescribed assignments as 
useful learning experiences. 
Two students asked for more emphasis (ie assessment weighting) on end 
of topic exercises, and shorter, more frequent assignnents. 
Lectures /Workshops  
Classroom sessions were well prepared and clearly presented, and were 
not merely a repetition of the text. No suggestions were made for 
additions or deletions from the unit. 
General Comments (Q23) 
A satisfying, informative and enjoyable unit. Very broad subject 
capably handled by the lecturer who was able to clearly delineate the 
important aspects of the issues studied. 
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INTERVIEWS WITH THIRD YEAR STUDENTS 
Interviews were conducted with eight of the third year students who had 
completed the core units. The remaining eight will be interviewed in 
semester 1, 1986 after they have completed these same core units. 
During these hour long interviews students were asked to reflect upon 
their experience of the course as a whole and to provide answers to the 
following questions: 
1. What camments do you have about the processes leading up to 
admission to the course? 
2. How do you rate the educational facilities provided during the 
past three years? 
3. What are your views on the quality of curriculum materials? 
4. What are your views on the quantity of learning materials provided 
by staff? 
5. Can I ask you to - domment on the relevance (to self and job) of 
course content? 
6. In a word or two, record your reaction to each of the units 
studied: 
CO4130 	Administrative Communication 
ADM135 	Australian Government 
ADM136 	Public Administration 
EC0130 	Economics 
STA130 	Use of Data in Administration 
AEM130 	Office Administration 
=230 Computing 
ADM132 	Introduction to Personnel 1%,.nagement 
CCM230 	Oranisational Communication 
EC0135 	Public Finance 
PSY130 	Psychology 
7. What are your views on the quality of teaching throughout the 
course? Comment on any exceptional examples. 
8. How would you typify the assessment practices used by staff in the 
units you have corpleted? 
9. Are you prepared to give an overall assesSment of the course in 
terms of its worth as a public service education program? 
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A summary of responses is recorded below. Comments relate to the first 
offering of each core unit: 
Ql. What camments do you have about the processes leading 11400 to 
admission to the course? 
a) Late in receiving enrolment material, but OK since then. 
Heard about the Associate Diploma while a student in another 
course at DIT. 
b) Pre course counselling was efficient and timely. Farly 
problems with tiretabling caused problems for a number of 
students (comment rade by 2 students). 
Q2. Haw do you rate the educational 
past three Years? 
 
facilities provided during the 
  
Teaching facilities adequate, 
other institutions. Library 
outdated or unavailable. 
and in fact better than in many 
resources inadequate, and often 
Q3. What are your views on the . auality of curriculum materials? 
a) Variability in quality of teaching materials (study guides, 
notes, readings). Same lecturers put in more effort than 
others, and improve with experience. 
b) The further into the course you get, the higher the quality 
of curriculum materials. 
C) Some units had no teaching materials (eg Public Finance). 
d) Extracts from books a richer, fuller source of ideas than 
just texts; some texts not good and too expensive. - 
Q4. What are your views on the quantity of learning materials provided 
by staff?  
Handouts, supplementarY materials quite sufficient, and 
useful for reference purposes. In some cases there is .too 
much reading required. 
Q5. Can I ask you to comment on the relevance (to self and job) of  
course content? 
a) The course as a whole has both personal and job relevance, 
although this was not apparent at the comencemnt. 
b) Sorre units more relevant than others, but it depends upon 
what you do in the public service. 
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c) Some of the earlier units could have been condensed and not 
dealt with so deeply. This might have avoided overlap with 
later units. 
Q6. In a word or two, record your reaction to each of the units 
studied:  
CC4130: Most useful. Developed critical approach to writing. 
Good preparation for C0M230. 
ADN135: Trying to forget about it. A ress. In retrospect we 
were a bit hard on the lecturer. Not well organised. 
Drawn out. 
ADM136: Entertaining. Trying to forget about it. Satisfactory. 
EC0130: Useful. Directly relevant to my interests. Didn't 
enjoy subject matter. Amuddle. 
STA130: Work related. Of practical use ("even if I hated it"). 
Developed one's critical approach to management. 
ADM130: Relevant to what happens in offices. Lacked direction 
early. OK at the end. Of practical use. 
INF230: Lecturer assumed too much knowledge of computers. Mbre 
individual attention, and machine time needed. 
Excellent. Practical. Better classroom ranagement 
needed. 
ADM132: Relevant. Well done. Good as introduction to personnel 
work. 
CCM230: Helped to integrate the course. At higher level and 
builds on psychology and administrative communication. 
An integrating unit. 
E00135: Useless. No notes. Just like an economics unit. 
Haphazard. Had a staffing problem. A. muddle. Needs to 
be made more relevant to government operations. 
PSY130: Interesting, but irrelevant to course. Why did we do 
this unit? The present organisational behaviour unit is 
more suitable for a public service course. 
Q7. What are your views on the quality of teaching throughout the  
course? Comment on any exceptional examples.  
a) Generally lecturers were well prepared and taught very well. 
There have been exceptions to this. 
b) Some lecturers "talk at" students, get bogged down and 'drone 
on'. However, rcst have a personal approach. 
1 1 
C) All very competent in their field, they know the subject and 
will accept students arguing with them with impunity. 
d) Overall, lecturers have done a very good job. 
Q8. How would you typify the assessment practices used by staff in the  
units you have completed?  
a) Is there a uniform assessment policy? 
b) In the computing Unit we didn't know where we were with the 
marking system. Not clear criteria for assessment. NO 
feedback. 
c) No complaints. Papers graded promptly. 
d) Public Finance unit a mess re assessment. 
e) Thought of challenging grade in Public Finance as a few of us 
got As and Bs, then P at the end of semester. 
Q9. Are you _prepared to give an overall assessment of the course in 
terms of its worth as a public service education program?  
a) Enjoyed doing the course. It was time well spent. It has 
taught me about the public service, and developed particular 
skills (eg report writing). 
b) Course useful in getting promotion. Why not call it 
'administration' rather than 'public administration', which 
is a bit of a misnomer. 
c) I would prefer a course with more people studies, rather than 
economics and finance. 
d) Overlap between units could be avoided and perhaps certain 
skills emphasised in the extra time available. Despite same 
overlap, units are well tied together. 
e) Course relevant to work situation now and in the future. 
fl The last six core units are of more vocational relevance than 
the first six. 
g) Course has changed my perception about organisations in 
general, and my own organisation in particular. It has 
allowed me to stand back and assess situations, and find 
solutions. 
h) Have enjoyed the relationships developed with staff and other 
students. This overshadowed the "bad experiences" of the 
psychology and public finance units. 
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MEETING OF SECCND AND THIRD YEAR GROUPS (14/11/85) 
A, neeting attended by 20 students and five staff was called on Thursday 
14 November 1985 to discuss the relationship between the course and the 
Northern Territory Public Service. The following main issues arose 
from the discussion. 
1. The course is held in law esteem by two departrents identified. 
This view was not supported by the assistant public service 
ccandssioner who believed that the reputation of courses 
depends upon the auality of their graduates. 
An additional point was made that in promoting the courses, 
staff may need to approach a wider group than only staff 
development officers. 
2. There is not general acceptance across departments and sections of 
students' enrOlment in the course. [They don't want to know about 
it] 
There was some dissent from this view, while one instance was 
mentioned where attendance was actively discouraged, because 
of its effect of the group's output. 
One student suggested the course had assisted his promotion. 
Discussion related to the issues raised: 
1. There is some resistance to the "lower ranks" undertaking formal 
studies as top management in the RIPS generally do not have formal 
qualifications themselves. 
2. Criticism of the course has come from officers involved in 
offering short courses, and from supervisors and peers who see 
students attending the course as 
(a) avoiding work, i.e. not doing their share; 
(b) having "tire off".. 
3. The high turnover of staff in the NTPS makes it difficult to 
maintain a . climate supportive of courses like the Associate 
Diploma in Public Administration. 
4. What was described as "the culture of the NTPS" is not conducive 
to the promotion or support of education courses. The components 
of culture in this context are: 
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(a) high staff turnover 
(b) rapid promotion without qualifications 
(c) youthful senior managers who don't see the need for academic 
qualifications if they themselves didn't need them 
(d) the belief that study leave is really only tire off work. 
POSSTRIP. SOLUTIONS TO ISSUES. 
1. Graduates' performance will change perceptions in the long run. 
2. Staff and Advisory Cormittee members should talk about the course 
to a wider group of people than at present. 
3. Students Should promote the usefulness of the course in their own 
organisations, while the Public Service Commissioner's office 
might do so on a service wide basis. 
EXTERNAL STUDIES REPORT 
Evaluation of the external program was conducted by weans of a mailed 
unit appraisal questionnaire. TWelve questionnaires were distributed 
and to date, ten have been returned as follows: 
EC0130 (5) 
ADM232 (2) 
1DD1136 (2) 
ADN237 (1) 
CCN230 (5) 
Q130: All but one of the respondents were very positive in their 
assessment of how the economics unit was taught externally. 
It is not clear why one student saw the external lecture as a 
, waste of time, and assessment as no indication of progress. 
Perhaps two visits by the lecturer rather than one would 
produce better results? 
ACM132: Both students rated this unit very highly, and said that the 
lecturer took the "right approach" in presenting the unit. 
The usefulness of telephone tutorials as a teaching method 
was particularly mentioned. 
ADM136: Both students endorsed the approach taken in presenting this 
unit. One commented on the unsuitability of the text and the 
other requested external lectures or workshops. 
ADM237: The single respondent in this instance found problems with 
the appropriateness of the teachina method, subject matter, 
and textbook. Assessment was considered inappropriate, 
particularly because of the end of semester exam. The 
student suggested short answer questions during the unit 
(rather than an exam).. 
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Additional comments (Q23) were: 
a) less paper additional to the text 
b) each set of notes Should have working examples or 
references 
c) exercises every two or three mailings so student can 
have feedback on progress. 
At this stage the external program is operating quite successfully, 
despite a continual problem with students dropping out, particularly in 
their first semester of study. The situation has improved 
considerably, however, since 1983 and 1984. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The internal program is operating very satisfactorily. 
2. The external program, despite low enrolments, is continuing to 
offer students a high level of service. 
3. Telephone tutorials have assisted a number of external students in 
overcoming problems associated with distance education. 
4. Staffing is less of a problem than in previous semesters, although 
a vacancy still exists in Personnel Administration, despite re-
advertising the position. 
5. There is some overlap in content areas between related units in 
the course. 
6. There is evidence of uneven pacing in the presentation of some 
units so that there is a rush at the end of semester, or 
alternatively there is insufficient work in final weeks. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The course team review unit content to eliminate any unproductive 
overlap or repetition between units. 
2. The course team investigate prescribing textbooks that can be used 
for two or more units in the course in order to decrease the 
number of books students need to purchase. 
3. Consideration be aiven to the role of end of semester examinations 
in units which assessment is predominantly by assignments. 
4. A concerted effort be made to increase the number of people in the 
NTPS contacted directly about the course, as a means of improving 
attitudes towards it. 
5. The external program be closely monitored during 1986, 
particularly during the early weeks of first semester. 
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SUMMARY 
	
1.0 An ongoing evaluation of the Associate Diploma in 	Public• 
Administration was conducted from 1982 until 1986 at which time 
the Course Co-ordinator commissioned an external meta evaluation 
of the evaluation procedures (Refer to Section 1.0). 
2.0 The meta evaluation took the form of a Review. 
3.0 The purpose was to: * report on the evaluation processes to date; 
* assess whether the evaluation reports 
presented a correct view of the Course; 
* determine the appropriateness of the 
evaluatien methodology for use in evaluation 
of other Courses within the Department. 
4.0 The procedures in the Review included interviews with the Course 
evaluator, the Dean of the Faculty, the Head of External Studies, 
the former Chairman of the Course Advisory Committee, all members 
of staff involved in the Course. Telephone interviews and a 
teleconference were held with external students and two group 
discussions with students attending first and second years, and 
third and fourth years of the Course respectively. (Section 2). 
5.0 The Review examined both the processes that occurred during the 
evaluation and its result. 
6.0 The impetus for conducting the evaluation originated with Mr. 
Barry Bannister and was supported by the Course Co-ordinator, the 
Course Advisory Committee and all staff. It was believed that 
the evaluation would not only determine whether the Course was 
meeting its objectives but provide information for accreditation 
purposes to the Tertiary Advisory Committee (Section 4.1). 
7.0 The evaluation design was based on the philosophy that evaluation 
should be responsive to the needs of students and staff. Its 
purpose was to improve and guide the development of the Course 
and to contribute to the personal development of the students and 
staff (Section 4.2.1). 
8.0 The evaluation design was appropriate, implementd properly and 
useful to the evaluation audience. 
9.0 Evaluation questionnaires were comprehensive, well designed, and 
included most topics usually seen in course evaluations (Section 
4.2.4). 
10.0 The data were properly collected and collated. 
11-0 The analysis was adequate for the purpose. The small numbers of 
students particularly in the first two years did not permit 
quantified statistical analysis of the data (Section 4.2.5). The 
reporting of percentages in addition to frequencies and the 
inclusion of response rates would assist in interpretation and 
provide a basis for time series analysis. 
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12.0 The quality of the information collected could be improved by 
higher response rates and more sophisticated analysis of the 
data. 
13.0 The future needs of the evaluation audience 	may 	include 
information about efficiency, effectiveness, staffing, and the 
merits of alternative ways of delivering the Course. 
14.0 There was extensive consultation with staff during the evaluation 
by the evaluator whom they respected and saw as highly credible. 
15.0 While most staff supported the principle of evaluation and were 
generally happy with their feedback, suggestions for changes 
included more opportunity to do the evaluation themselves, and to 
have an opportunity for their comments to be included in the 
evaluation reports (Section 4.2.3). 
16.0 Evaluation Reports were comprehensive, well written and reliably 
reflected the views put forward (Section 4.2.3). 
• 17.0 The Review confirmed that the evaluator's interpretation of the 
evaluation results gave an accurate and correct view of the 
Course (Section 5.0). 
18.0 A major concern was the status of the Course with the NT Public 
Service. It was suggested that the CAC could play a major role 
in promoting the Course and its image, and in increasing liaLson 
between the College and student employers. 
19.0 The evaluation proved useful. The Review confirmed that as a 
result of the evaluation students gained a course that was more 
appropriate for their knowledge and career aspirations and the 
staff gained from feedback on their performance as teachers. The 
information provided met the intention of serving the decisions 
to be made by the Course Co-ordinator and staff. 
20.0 The design is suitable for evaluating other 	new 	courses 
introduced 	into 	the Department. 	For established courses, 
standardised computerised and routine data collection methods 
may be introduced. 	The responsive model of evaluation is most 
suitable for identifying emerging problems and issues 	and 
providing information directed towards improving a course. 
21.0 There is a trend in evaluation towards self-evaluation, 	i.e., 
where the staff members take responsibility' for their own 
evaluation. This is happening with the Diploma. Two members of 
staff have already circulated their own questionnaires. The 
detailed unit assessment type of data is of most use to the 
lecturer involved and all staff could be encouraged to take this 
step (Section 6.0). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Associate Diploma in Public Administration was offered in 1982 in 
response to requests from Public Sector representatives for a course 
that would meet a need for administration skills in the Northern 
Territory Public. Service. It was believed that there.was a lack of 
educational qualifications within the NT Public Sector and a need for 
knowledge and skills relevant to the particular administration 
requirements of the NT especially since attaining self-government in 
1978. As the Darwin Institute of Technology was established to 
provide a whole range of post secondary education in the Northern 
Territory it was the logical choice for the location of such a 
Course. 
The Course is offered part time internally and off-campus within the 
School of Business and Administration by the Department of 
Administrative Studies. It is intended to cater for the level of 
staff supervisor. 
An 	on going evaluation incorporated 	as 	part 	of the 	Course 
administration was conducted from 1983 to 1986 at which time the 
Course Co-ordinator commissioned an external meta-evaluation of the 
evaluation procedures. 
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Table 1. Steps in the meta evaluation procedure. 
REVIEW EXISTING DOCUMENTS 
INTERVIEWS 
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS 
CLASS DISCUSSIONS 
TELECONFERENCE 
ES 
2.0 EXTERNAL REVIEW OF THE ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Meta evaluation is used to verify - and certify evaluation design 
progress and results, and to provide for credible accountability 
This meta evaluation took the form of a Review. 
2.1 The purpose of the Review 
The purpose of the Review was to: 
* report on the evaluation processes to date; 
* assess whether the evaluation reports presented a correct view of 
the Course; 
* determine the appropriateness of the evaluation methodology for USE 
in evaluation of other courses within the Department. 
2.2 Procedure in the Review 
The procedure in the Review involved examination of 	existint: 
documents and reports, and in depth interviews and group discussions 
held over two days in Darwin. 
Individual face to face interviews were held with the coursf 
evaluator, the Dean of the Faculty, the head of External Studies, the 
recently retired Chairman of the Course Advisory Committee and si 
members of staff. 	Telephone interviews were conducted with three 
external students located in Alice Springs and Tennant Creek. 	Thc 
issues were discussed during a teleconference with External StudentE 
in their final year. Two group discussions were held with twc 
classes of students attending First and Second Years, and Third an 
Fourth Years of the Course respectively. 
Section 3 reports on the evaluation design and activities, anc 
Section 4 presents staff and student perceptions of the processes anc 
outcomes from the evaluation. A comparison is made of the results o: 
the evaluation and the Review in Section 5. The utility an( 
limitations of the evaluation methodology are discussed in Section 6 
39§ 
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TABLE 2. EVALUATION PROCEDURES ES 
DATE 	PROCEDURE 	 FOCUS 
1982 pilot study 34 items: learning 
experiences, content 
lecturers, location, 
Course objectives, 
assessment. 
1983 
Sept. 	Report 1 
Apr. 
Aug. 
Course Review Exercise 	2 items: new skills 
problems and concera 
Group discussion 	12 students who 
completed Unit 1. 
Letters to students who 
withdrew 
telephone interviews, 
face-to face interviews 
Examination of student 
retention rates and 
results 
Survey of students 	revised pilot 
questionnaire 
1984 
Apr. 	Report 2 
• Survey of students 	1983 questionnaire 
Individual and small group 
discussion with staff and 
students. 
Telephone interviews 
Examination of student 
performance 
Students who 
withdrew: reason 
for withdrawal, 
best/worst aspects 
of Course,usefulnesa 
additions, deletion:: 
intentions 
re-enrolment. 
Report 3 
Nov. 	Survey of students 	1984 questionnaire: 
(shorter, simpler 
language): Course 
aims, content, 
assessment, 
• attendance, lecture 
preparation and 
presentation, topics 
open ended comments 
Mid-semester written 
exercise/interviews 
with staff 
Interviews with 
external students 
Student skill 
acquisition, areas 
of concern. 
8 
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2.0 EXTERNAL REVIEW OF THE ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Meta evaluation is used to verify and certify evaluation design, 
progress and results, and to provide for credible accountability. 
This meta evaluation took the form of a Review. 
2.1 The purpose of the Review 
The purpose of the Review was to: 
* report on the evaluation processes to date; 
* assess whether the evaluation reports presented a correct view of 
the Course; 
* determine the appropriateness of the evaluation methodology for use 
in evaluation of other courses within the Department. 
2.2 Procedure in the Review 
The procedure in the Review involved examination of 	existing 
documents and reports, and in depth interviews and group discussions 
held over two days in Darwin. 
Individual face to face interviews were held with the course 
evaluator, the Dean of the Faculty, the head of External Studies, the 
recently retired Chairman of the Course Advisory Committee and six 
members of staff. 	Telephone interviews were conducted with three 
external students located in Alice Springs and Tennant Creek. 	The 
issues were discussed during a teleconference with External Students 
in their final year. Two group discussions were held with two 
classes of students attending• First and Second Years, and Third and 
Fourth Years of the Course respectively. 
Section 3 reports on the evaluation design and activities, and 
Section 4 presents staff and student perceptions of the processes and 
outcomes from the evaluation. A comparison is made of the results of 
the evaluation and the Review in Section 5. The utility and 
limitations of the evaluation methodology are discussed in Section 6. 
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(Table 2 continued) 
Interviews with 8 
3rd year students 
who completed core 
units. 
Group discussions 
Mail survey to 
external students 
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1984 questionnaire. 
Own questionnaires 
distributed by staff 
Unit aims. 
Appropriate content, 
previous preparation 
for 2nd year units, 
difficulty, workload 
recommended texts, 
assessment, 
attendance, 
(less on) lecture 
content,presentation 
open comments. 
Admission procedures 
facilities, curricul 
materials, 
relevance to self/joi 
quality of teaching, 
Course and each unit 
assessment. 
Relationship between 
Course and NT Public 
Service. 
Modified 1984 
questionnaire 
including external 
problems, 
telephone tutorials 
1985 
June 	Report 4 
••• 
Student survey 
Interviews with 4 randomly 
selected students 
Dec. 	Report 5 
Student survey 
1986 
June 	Report 6 
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3.0 THE EVALUATION OF THE ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
This section describes how the evaluation was conducted. 
3.1 Responsibility for the evaluation 
The submission for Course Accreditation set out the steps in the 
evaluation and stated that responsibility for the evaluation 
procedure rested with the Course Review Committee comprising the 
Chairman of the Course Advisory Committee, the Head of the Department 
of Administrative Studies and a Member of the Staff involved in 
teaching the program. 
The evaluation was conducted by Mr. Barry Bannister who reported in 
full to the Course Review Committee. The Committee distributed five 
summary reports of the evaluation at the Course Advisory Committee 
Meeting to which all members of staff were invited. 
The reports were discussed at the Meetings and the Minutes and each 
subsequent Report recorded the actions that were initiated on the 
basis of the evaluation Report. Mr. Bannister informally discussed 
the results of the student ratings of their performance with 
individual lecturers, but they did not have access to their 
individual results. 
3.2 Procedures in the Evaluation 
Table 2 lists the various procedures described in each of the five 
stages in the evaluation. Students were surveyed by questionnaire, 
group discussions, personal interviews and telephone interviews. In 
addition the evaluator examined student reports, retention rates and 
results. 
The 	early 	evaluations were conducted with the 1983 detailed 
questionnaire devised by Mr. Barry Bannister in consultation with 
members of the Course Review Committee. The problems, issues and 
questions addressed were those important to the development of a ne 
course, i.e., to what extent did the course meet the need it was 
designed for? What was the content, and what was the quality of the 
content and teaching? The evaluation centered on two core units. 
Items were measured on a five point scale: "Superior" to "Poor" anc 
students were invited to make additional comments. When a new unit 
was offered this detailed questionnaire was the instrument used. 
As the Course developed the evaluation measures were modified t( 
examine emerging issues such as what were the student areas o 
concern? Were they acquiring new skills? Did the course lead t( 
improvements in work status? 
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4.0 REVIEW OF THE EVALUATION PROCESSES 
The Review examined both the processes that occurred during the 
evaluation and the results of the evaluation. Section 5 reports on a 
comparative analysis of the results of the evaluation and the 
findings of the Review. 
The processes examined were: 
* the impetus for conducting an evaluation of the Course; 
* the development of the evaluation procedures; 
* the manner in which the evaluation was conducted; 
* the use made of the evaluation results. 
4.1 The impetus for conducting the evaluation 
Evaluation was seen as an essential component of the development of 
the new Course by the then Head of the Department of Administrative 
Studies, Mr. Barry Bannister, who conducted the evaluation. The 
Course Advisory Committee and all levels of staff supported the 
principle of evaluation. It was believed that evaluation would not 
only determine whether the Course was meeting its objectives and the 
needs of students, but also provide information to report back to the 
Accreditation Committee of the Tertiary Advisory Committee. 
The primary purpose of the evaluation was to use the data to develop 
the Course. 
4.2 Review of the evaluation procedures 
The procedures used in the evaluation are described in Section 3:2 
and listed in Table 2. 
This section comments upon: 
* the evaluation design; 
* the consultation processes; 
* reporting; 
* the measures; 
* the analysis of the data; 
* the mode of reporting. 
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In 1984 as a result of suggestions from the Course Co—Ordinator and 
other members of staff Mr. Bannister developed a new version of the 
questionnaire using simpler, friendlier language and shortened in 
length. This was modified for exterpal students by the addition of 
questions related to their special circumstances. A feature of the 
new questionnaire was the increased opportunities for written 
comments. 
These questionnaires were supplemented in 1983 and 1984 by a short 
mid—semester two item review exercise which asked students to 
describe what new skills they acquired and any problems or concerns 
that they had with the course. 
This 	latter 	questionnaire was discontinued in 1985 following 
discussions with staff who felt that 	the 	end 	of 	semester 
questionnaire was sufficient. 
Two additional procedures in 1983 and 1984 were the examination of 
student retention rates and results. Student who withdrew were 
followed up by telephone and letter. All the data collected above 
were aggregated by hand, collated and presented in written reports. 
EtS 
2.1 The evaluation design 
The evaluation design is the steps taken by the evaluator to conduct 
the evaluation. The two major purposes of evaluation are formative 
and summative. Formative evaluation is conducted to improve or 
develop a program, while summative evaluation focusses on the overall 
worth and results of'a program. 
The audience for the former is usually the staff or people delivering 
a program. The audience for the latter is usually the funding . body 
or those interested in alternative options for allocating resources. 
The evaluation design for the Associate Diploma served a formative 
purpose being based upon the philosophy that evaluation should be 
responsive to the needs of the students and staff. Its purpose was 
to improve and guide the development of the Course and to contribute 
to the personal development of the students and staff. 
The data collection procedures evolved with the development of the 
course and were appropriately used given the constraints of resources 
and the desire to include both Internal and External students in the 
process. 
Data were collected at different times. 	In most cases students 
returned questionnaires on completion of units, supplemented by 
monitoring during the Course. Many participants in the review 
reported that the collection of data on completion of units was 
sufficient. However, some students and one staff member felt that it 
was more useful to learn what was happening during the conduct of the 
Course. 
The evaluation design was appropriate, implemented properly, and 
useful for the evaluation audience. 
The Review confirmed that as a result of the evaluation students 
gained a course that was more appropriate for their knowledge and 
career aspirations and the staff gained from feedback on their 
performance as teachers. The information provided met the intention 
of serving decisions to be made by the Course Co-Ordinator and staff. 
2.2 The Consultation Process 
The flow of information from the evaluation described in Section 3.. 
is shown in Figure 1. The evaluator was conscious of the need t, 
maintain confidentiality and feedback results to the staff. He mad. 
a positive effort to consult with the staff by whom he was highl 
respected. 
The staff received information on the evaluation directly during th 
Course Advisory Committee Meeting and indirectly through informa 
discussion with the evaluator and Course Co-Ordinator. 
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I' INTERVIEWS/ SURVEYS/DISCUSSIONS WITH STUDENTS 
oa■ 
EVALUATOR 
COURSE REVIEW COMMITTEE 
••■•■ 
COURSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Figure 1. Evaluation Information Flow 
Direct communication 
Informal discussion 
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During the Review students and staff were • asked about 	their 
participation and the feedback they received from the evaluation. 
Students, and particularly External students, believed they had 
sufficient involvement, and that their input had an impact on the 
structure of the Course. 
Staff reported handing out the questionnaires, participating in the 
staff meetings and receiving feedback informally from the evaluator 
and Course Co-ordinator. The informal discussions reported by the 
evaluator and the Course Co-Ordinator were often not seen as part of 
the evaluation procedure. There was concern expressed about the way 
in which results were reported at the CAC Meetings, the objectivity 
of the reporting, and the input from staff into the evaluation 
report. 
2.3 Reports 
The reviewer examined 	five 	evaluation 	reports. 	They 	were 
comprehensive, well written and reliablly reflected the views 
canvassed. The reports summarised the results for each unit, made 
recommendations, subsequently reported action initiated by the CAC on 
each recommendation, and summarised current issues. Not everyone 
interviewed had seen copies of the reports. 
The problems of reporting and analysing small samples is addressed in 
Section 4.2.5. 
Some staff members felt threatened by the public presentation of the 
evaluation results and defensive about facing a CAC Meeting in which 
they could meet criticisms of their Course Unit. 
One staff member felt that the evaluation was "too secretive and 
authoritarian". Most would like to see the raw results of the 
evaluation of their own units and some would prefer to do their oun 
evaluation. 
There was a desire for more emphasis on how staff perceived thE 
progress of the course and it was felt that staff comments should bE 
included in the evaluation reports. 
Despite the strong vote of confidence in the evaluator who was seer 
as "an expert in the area", "great", "good rapport with students", 
there was some uncertainty about his role. Staff expressed confusior 
about the role of any evaluator and particularly about whether Mr. 
Barry Bannister was "inside" or "outside" i.e., from the Course o/ 
from the Management School. 
In conclusion, although most staff reported that they supported th( 
priciple of evaluation, that their participation in the evaluatior 
was adequate, and that they were generally happy with the feedback 
most put forward suggestions for changes to the procedures that woulr 
give them more opportunity to do it themselves and to have at 
opportunity for their comments to be canvassed and included in th( 
evaluation reports. 
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2.4 The Measures 
The items included in the questionnaires are discussed in Section 
3.3. They covered most of the topics usually included in course 
evaluations and provided opportunities for both standardised 
measurement and open comments. 
Both staff and students agreed that the 	questionnaires 	were 
comprehensive, well designed and consciously done. The students felt 
that the written responses were more satisfying than the group 
discussions. 
Very detailed measures proved useful in the early stages of the 
development of the Course. As the Course became more established and 
the focus of the evaluation shifted to more general issues, the items 
became less detailed and fewer were canvassed. Some of the items 
were similar to questions asked in an evaluation of a similar course 
offered at the Canberra College of Advanced Education. In addition, 
open ended questionnaires were used for telephone interviews and 
interviews with students who withdrew. These interviews and student 
retention rates and results were collated. 
There were varied views about the future directions that the 
evaluation could take. Mr. Barry Bannister suggested that the 
evaluations could move towards simpler questionnaires, monitoring 
fewer areas, and further attention should be given to following up 
course drop—outs. Another suggestion was that the evaluation could 
be expanded to examine measures of efficiency and effectivenss, 
staffing, and the best alternatives for delivering the Course. 
4.2.5 Analysis of the data 
Although all staff agreed that the evaluations had served the purpose 
of improving the development of the course, some staff expressed 
dissatisfaction with the way data were ananlysed. They wanted more 
"objectivity" and tests of statistical significance. One staff 
member who said , "Reports should be more objective" meant that reports 
should be more quantified and omit specific remarks about lecturers 
such as "'One' student said...". 
In fact, the small numbers of students particularly in the first two 
years, did not permit reliable quantified statistical analysis of the 
data. Comments are reported in order to enhance understanding of the 
results and are often included in qualitative reports. 
This criticism of the reports may have been less important if the 
response rates were reported. It is difficult to assess the results 
if, as one staff member stated, only "4 out of 15" filled in a form. 
In many cases reporting percentages in addition to frequencies may 
have assisted in the interpretation of the results. It would at 
least provide some base line data for future comparisons. 
As the number of students increase, many of these problems will be 
overcome. The results will be more valuable if some criteria for 
interpretation can be obtained by comparing the results of the Darwin 
questions with the results of similar questions asked in other 
institutions. 
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4.3 Review of the use of evaluation results 
The Committee on the Standards for the Evaluation of Educational 
Programmes list four sets of standards by which to judge the worth of 
and evaluation. The first set of crtteria, assessing whether the 
evaluation is useful, is rated the most important. 
Evidence for the usefulness of the Associate Diploma evaluation is 
found in the evaluation Reports, the Minutes of the CAC Meetings, and 
the Review interviews with the staff and students. 
Different problems arise when a course is new and when it is more 
established. The evaluation addressed the issues arising at the 
different stages of the Course development and prompted responses to 
resolve the identified problems. Initial problems concerned the 
development of course content to meet student needs, the appointment 
of appropriate staff and staff performance. When the program became 
more established, the reports moved to reflect the wider issues of 
administration and organisation such as concern with the delivery of 
the Course to external students. The Minutes of the CAC Meetings 
recorded actions taken in Response to the recommendations of every 
Report. 
During the Review, staff, the former Chairman of the CAC, and 
students were asked questions about the usefulness of the evaluation. 
Staff were asked about the effects of evaluation. Table 3 summarises 
effects that included improved quality in teaching, changes in the 
content of units to make them more relevant, and administrative 
changes to staffing, course structure and future planning. 
Six of the eight respondents thought that the evaluation was 
worthwhile and five rated it as highly, very/moderately successful 
(Table 4). The comments indicated that people felt the evaluation 
had been useful. In contrast, two staff members felt that equally 
valuable were informal discussion with their students or their own 
assessment of their efforts. Another respondent indicated a desire 
for the evaluation to move beyond course development issues to the 
examination of cost effectiveness and alternative ways of delivering 
the program, especially in relation to external students. 
Table 5 shows how staff viewed the continuation of the evaluation. 
Six staff members believed that it would continue, and 5 thought that 
it should continue. One respondent opposed its continuation. The 
comments 	of 	three respondents indicated that they felt that 
_frequently. The need for evaluation 
was seen to be related to  
Course. 
Discussions with three groups of students (one external group) and 
interviews with three external students indicated positive support 
for the evaluation. Their comments Support the staff views about the 
benefits of improvement in the lectures and the course content, and 
the earlier arrival of information for external students. Most 
comments referred to the use of the evaluation in ironing out 
problems early, the perceived response of the College to their 
evaluation comments and as one external student expressed it: 
"Evaluation helped the students to feel they were involved. It was 
very effective". 
No one thought that the evaluation should not continue. 
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TABLE 3. 	THE EFFECTS OF THE EVALUATION ON COURSE 
CONTENT, TEACHING, ADMINISTRATION AND 
OTHER ISSUES 
COURSE CONTENT 
Awareness of the need to produce quality materiels (2) 
Staff think more about what they should teach 
Content is more related to student work (2) 
Improved initial units 
Ideas for course 
Changed unit (2) 
TEACHING 
People have "lifted their game" 
Led to considerable improvement 
Teaching is of high quality 
Knowing evaluation is taking place has made staff more conscious 
of the product 
Teaching style addressed 
ADMINISTRATION 
More ettention to introductory workshops 
Emphasis on problems of external students 
We can assure students of course quality 
Course is seen to respond to student needs 
Effected decisions about staffing, course structure 
Lessons for proper planning and teaching next year (in 1987) 
Units taught from this faculty 
OTHER 
Conscious of need to work as a team 
Students learned quickly to use evaluation, felt free to express 
themselves and identify potential problems 
External students ready to let us know early of problems • 
Allowed staff to take note of problem areas/make fine tuning 
Value comments 
Process part of course development 
--S -ome staff=cteflve,_- - 	- - 	 	
Would hand out own evaluation if this did not exist --- 
Very positive 
Don't know (4) 
Note: Eight people responded. The number in brackets indicates 
multiple responses. 
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TABLE 4. STAFF VIEWS ON THE VALUE OF THE EVALUATION 
QUESTION: Do you think that the 
evaluation was worthwhile? 	 Yes 6 
Don't know 1 
Neutral 1 
COMMENTS: 
The evaluation was useful to the course advisory 
committee. It led to decisions. 
It established a useful record of the course. 
A result of the evaluation was development of the program, 
but informal discussion at the end of the program was 
more useful. 
We know our own blunders and try to improve. 
No point once the semester has ended. 
QUESTION: To what extent do you think the 
evaluation was a success? 
Highly/very successful 4 
Moderately successful I 
Postpone judgement 
until final report 1 
As far as it goes 
Don't know 	1 
COMMENTS: 
Needs examination of cost effectivenes especially 
in relation to alternative ways of delivering 
the external program. 
ABLE 5. STAFF EXPECTATIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF THE EVALUATION 
QUESTION: Do you think that the evaluation: 
will continue? 
should continue? 
COMMENTS: 
Not all the time (2) 
Informal evaluation is better - but more in two years. 
. Yes, but in a more open forum. 
There is a need for evaluation especially if a 
Graduate Diploma is offered. 
The future depends upon the CAC. 
Yes 6 
DK 2 
Yes 5 
Must 1 
No 1 
ES. 	 20 	
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5.0 ASSESSMENT OF WHETHER THE EVALUATION REPORTS PRESENTED A CORRECT VIEW 
OF THE COURSE 
The 	Review 	examined similar areas to those assessed in the 
evaluation: course objectives, coursd content, teaching and learning 
strategies, staff skills, resources, overall satisfaction, student 
enrolment and retention rates. In addition staff were asked about 
the rationale for offering the Course and its status. The following 
section reports the opinions of staff and students about these 
issues. 
In general, the conclusions drawn about each of the above topics 
substantiated the information provided in the evaluation Reports. 
5.1 Course Objectives 
Both staff and students reported that the objectives of the Course 
were clear, relevant to the main thrust of the course, and 
achieveable. 
5.2 Status of the Course 
It was thought that the wider Public Service Community had a low 
awareness of and placed a low value on the Course. At the same time 
it was seen as a threat by those without qualifications. 
Most 	believed that the Course met community and professional 
expectations but the view was expressed that it may be too soon to 
tell and that the answer to this question would depend upon the 
results of the graduates. 
One staff member felt that the expectations of students were too high 
in relation to what they could expect from the Course. Students 
felt the expectations of new students were often not soundly based. 
They were often not aware of the Course objectives and the amount of 
work and consequently could not cope with First Year. 
St.utiants_ho_pe. that t_h_P  Coursa_will_improve 	their career prospects, 
some 	beli—eve 	 —a-1-r e -a--d-y --done 	, 	 but 	t:hie.reiss;o:m;c= 
uncertainty, 	e.g., students reported 	that support for the Course b: 
the Public Service Board was not conveyed to Departments. It waf 
suggested that the CAC could have a deeper involvement in promoting  
the Course, improving its image, and increasing liaison between the 
College and student employers. 
5.3 Standards 
Two respondents felt that the Course standards were too high for al-
Associate Diploma. One stated that it was not high enough for a 
Degree Course. 
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5.4 Staff 
Students and staff were *asked if they thought that the qualifications 
of the staff were appropriate. The very positive student response 
was reflected in the reply, "very impressed". 
Two staff respondent's felt that qualifications were not satisfactory. 
All staff agreed that staffing levels were satisfactory although they 
would need to expand in the future. Workloads were seen as 
satisfactory although all workloads were above the regulation 16 
hours. 
It was felt that the staff were a committed team and more than one 
staff member reported the presence of an open and supportive climate. 
One member attributed this to the Course Co-ordinator who "does a 
tremendous job". 
5.2 Course Content 
The very positive student response to the Course content was 
illustrated by remarks such as "very satisfied", "wrapped", and "very 
satisfactory". Most staff and students expressed satisfaction with 
the course structure, sequence, time allocations, breadth/scope/ 
depth. The exceptions were the desire for inclusion of more basic 
skills (expressed by one student and one staff member) and a desire 
for more relevance to the public sector such as "input from someone 
who has worked with a high level of government" and references to 
more public rather than private sector publications. 
One area of student concern was how they would meet the reqirement•
for the final year of supervised practical experience. 
Another concern expressed by students and staff was the drop out rate . 
from First Year. One student summed up the problem as being "too 
much to go from no study to 2 subjects. It would be better to extend 
the Course to 5 years".. 
Examination of the Course structure and unit outlines suggests that 
the Course reflects appropriate content for an Associate Diploma in 
	-.-Tiulbfl=c==-=k&mInj:rstTzt.io,n,____Th.e__ed_di_ti_o_r10 . fmenagement to 	the Human 
Resources unit and evaluat1bel—W11-1: broaden tsh-e—s:c:67P--C-zot-th=e--=---p--nacltd-cla-.-1-., 
skills component. 
Respondents agreed that there was sufficient choice between units 
although one staff member would prefer 6 rather than the current 4 
options. External students were disadvantaged because of staff 
limitations and the fact that units were not offered every year. 
5.6 Teaching and learning strategies. 
Overall teaching and learning strategies were very satisfactory. The 
exceptions were the problems of external students whose book lists 
and materials were late arriving. 
ES 
Several teaching strategies received endorsement. 	One 	student 
mentioned their appreciation of the adult learning model. External 
students were particularly pleased with the use of teleconferencing. 
This was credited with giving "the incentive to keep going" and being 
responsible for grades that "went from pass to a high distinction". 
Another student felt that the specific learning guides produced by 
Mr. Murray Redmond were excellent. 
Some changes desired by staff included the preparation of units prior 
to the semester commencing, a more relaxed approach by some 
lecturers, and greater involvement of students in the lectures. 
5.7 Assessment 
Both student and staff were satisfied with assessment procedures. 
One staff member believed that they could be improved by reporting 
results in such a way that individual student or lecturer performance 
could be assessed. 
5.8 Drop out rates 
Drop out rates especially in the first year are high. 	One student 
summed up the problem as being "too much to go from no study to 2 
subjects. It would be better to extend the Course to 5 years". 
One staff member suggested that the shock of coming into tertiary 
study could be eased by structuring the experiential units earlier in 
the Course. Another suggested that the unit on Communication be 
offered as a pre-entry unit or workshop. 
5.9 Workloads 
There 	were 	two dissenters among the staff from the general' 
satisfaction expressed with time allocations. One was that 2 hour 
time o_the_r  that unit times should be 
-greater. Students generally thought that —th-e —wo-rIcrTat=7wafs---M4h=====amdi.„ 
one reported being 'snowed under". 
A major area of student concern was how they would meet the 
requirement for the final year of supervised practical experience. 
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5.10 Resources 
Resources were generally seen as adequate. The exceptions reported 
by students were insufficient library and computer support. The 
staff requested the extension of the access to the photocopier beyond 
4.30pm. External students have limited access to the library, books 
take 2-3 weeks to al- rive, and they would be assisted if books arrived 
2-4 weeks before a unit begins. The problems with the computer unit 
were documented in the evaluation reports. 
Both students And staff were concerned about the operation of the 
Course in Alice Springs, exemplified by a student request for an on 
going "body" from DIT located in Alice Springs. 
ES 
6. ASSESSMENT OF THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE EVALUATION DESIGN 
FOR THE EVALUATION OF OTHER COURSES 
The evaluator and the staff recognize the need to further change the 
focus of the evaluation from the assessment of each unit (once it is 
established) to addressing emerging issues such as the examination of 
the course drop out. problem. As there are now students for each 
year, many wider issues could be convassed and reported via pre-coded 
questionnaire items and some statistical analysis of the results. 
There is a trend in evaluation towards self-evaluation, i.e., where 
each staff member takes responsibility for their own evaluation. 
This is happening with the Diploma. 	Two members of staff have 
already circulated their own questionnaires. 	The detailed unit 
assessment type of data is of most use to the lecturer involved, and 
all staff could be encouraged to take this step. The overall 
assessment of the Course requires more objectivity and to address 
wider issues. This is best accomplished if a particular person or 
" evaluator" is directly accountable for the task. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This report discusses the results of the review conducted in November 
1986 of the evaluation programme which commenced in February 1983 and 
finished in December 1985. 
The purpose of this review was two-fold 
1. To apply, in an Australian context, the evaluation standards 
developed by the joint Committee on Standards in Educational 
Evaluation, and particularly to determine the extent to which 
the primary evaluation satisfied these evaluation standards 
To complement the external review, by corroborating or 
disputing its findings 
2. METHODOLOGY 
The internal metaevaluation was designed with the Standards for 
Evaluations of Educational Programs, Projects, and Materials (joint 
Committee: 1981) as a point of reference. The Standards were 
discussed in their entirety with the Course Coordinator in order to 
select those considered of particular relevance to the context in which 
the evaluation had been conducted. On the basis of the discussion, a 
list of possible statements embodying selected standards was circulated 
and staff reactions to this list used in devising the first draft of 
the metaevaluation checklist. This checklist (Appendix 3) was in turn 
pilot tested with a class of ten evaluation students whose responses to 
its style and content were useful in its refinement. 
The checklist itself was administered to staff, Course Advisory 
'ammittee members, and students who had participated in the primary 
evaluation for at least three years. It was decided to use this 
technique to gather information because it 
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1. had not been used in the external review and hence offered 
participants an additional means by which to indicate their 
views on the evaluation 
2. invited respondents to provide considered written comments on 
the evaluation as a whole 
3. provided both qualitative and quantitative data by requesting 
written comments in addition to the 'circling of the chosen 
response on the Likert type scale for each statenent. 
In addition, the internal metaevaluation was scheduled for 
approximately six months after the visit of the external consultant, in 
order to detect any emerging perspectives as a result of respondents 
having already had one opportunity to think critically About the *pact 
of the evaluation. The nineteen item on the questionnaire sought to 
gain the information needed to assess the quality and impact of the 
evaluator's effort by having those with an intimate knowledge of the 
evaluation rate it against widely accepted standards for evaluation 
quality. 
Together, the external consultant's report and this internal review 
create a comprehensive account of the strengths and weaknesses of the 
primary evaluation, and in so doing, provided the basis for a 
methodology which is likely to be useful in the future development of 
the present course, as well as in other similar courses. 
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3. PHASES OF THE INTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
Select 
Appropriate 
• Metaevaluation 
Standards 
Draft 
of 
i Checklist 
Prepared 
Pilot 
Test 
4 of 
Checklist 
Revision 
of 
i Checklist 
Draft 
Checklist 
Mailed 
) to 
Participants 
6 	7 	8 	9 
Follow-up - Data Analysis and 
Letters Collated Reporting 
-> to Non- by by 
respondents Secretary Evaluator 
Findings Form Part 
of Analysis of Primary 
Evaluation within 
Overall Study 
3.1 THE CHECKLIST USED FOR THE INTERNAL METAEVALUATION 
As said earlier, the checklist used to gather data for the internal 
metaevaluation was based on the Joint Committee Standards. Not all of 
the Standards were considered by the review panel to be relevant to the 
assessment of the primary evaluation, however - as the following - table 
shows - the majority were incorporated in the checklist items. 
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3.2 RELATIONSHIP OF EVALUATION STANDARDS TO CHECKLIST =MS 
Evaluation Standard 	 Item number 
A2 Evaluator Credibility 	 1 
2 
3 
AA Valuational Interpretation 	4 
AS Report Clarity 	 5 
C3 Full and Frank Disclosure 
Dll Objective Reporting 6 
AL Report Dissemination 	 7 
C7 Balanced Reporting 8 
Al Report Timeliness 9 
Bl Practical PrOcedures 	 10 
B2 Political Viability 11 
C2 Conflict of Interest 12 
C5 Rights of Human Subjects 
C6 Human Interactions 	 13 
A3 Information SCope and Selection 
D2 Context Analysis 14 
D3 Described Purposes and Procedures 	15 
Al Audience Identification 
D4 Defensible Information Sources 16 
D5 valid Vbasurement 	 17 
D10 Justified Conclusions 18 
AB Evaluation Impact 19 
Table 2 Relevance of Evaluation Standards to Checklist Items 
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5. SUMMARY OF DATA FROM METAEVALUATION CHECKLIST 
Responses to the nineteen checklist items were invited in terms of the 
following categories 
Strongly Agree (1) 
Agree (2) 
Disagree (3) 
Strongly Disagree (4) 
Undecided (5) 
The following Table records these Responses [N=211 
TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO CHEMIST ITEM 
ITEM RESPONSE CATEGORIES 
2 3 4 5 
1 10 11 - - - 
2 7 14 - - - 
3 11 6 - - 4 
4 5 14 - - - 
5 3 14 1 - 1 
6 4 12 - - 2 
7 5 11 - - 3 
8 5 14 - - 2 
9 3 11 - - 3 
10 8 11 - - 2 
11 4 14 - 2 
12 6 10 - - 3 
13 8 12 - 1 
14 4 15 - - 2 
15 6 11 - - 1 
16 3 12 - - 4 
17 2 14 - - 2 _ 18 2 16 - 1 
19 7 12 - - 
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6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The above summary of data indicates a strongly positive endorsement of 
the primary evaluation by its main audience. Insofar as the majority 
of responses on the nineteen items on the checklist were in either the 
the 'Strongly Agree' or 'Agree' categories. In the case of item 5 - 
"The evaluation reports were clear, comprehensive, and accurate" - and 
item 17 "Data gathering instruments and procedures provided a valid 
measurement of what was occurring in the course" - there was one 
response indicating disagreement with the content of the item. In 
addition, in sixteen of the nineteen items there was evidence - ranging 
from one response, to five responses to item 16 - that same of the 
respondents were 'undecided' on how to answer these Checklist items. 
Item 1, "The evaluator was trustworthy, competent, and professional in 
the conduct of the evaluation", and item 3, "The evaluation encouraged 
staff to improve the course in some of the ways recommended", produced 
the -most number of 'Strongly agree' responses, with ten (48%) and 
eleven (52%) respectively. The items with the next highest number of 
category one responses were item ten, "Evaluation procedures did not 
result in the disruption of learning or teaching", and item 13, "The 
evaluator respected confidences and disclosures made during the 
evaluation", with item 2, "Questions asked ... were relevant to the 
needs of those involved ...", and item 19, "Recommendations were 
realistic, practical, and likely to improve the course", being the next 
highest. 
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The standards which the evaluation most closely satisfied, therefore, 
were 
A2 Evaluator Credibility (Items 1 & 3) 
"Persons conducting the evaluation should be both trustworthy 
and competent to perform the evaluation, so that their 
findings achieve maximum credibility and acceptance" 
Bl Practical Procedures (Item 10) 
"The evaluation procedures should be practical, so that 
disruption is kept to a minimum, and that needed information 
can be obtained." 
C6 Human Interactions 	(Item 13) 
"Evaluators should respect human dignity and worth in their 
interactions with other persons associated with an 
evaluation." 
AB Evaluation impact 	(Item 19) 
"Evaluations should be planned and conducted in ways that 
encourage follow-through by members of the audiences." 
It seems likely fram the verbatim comments quoted at the end of this 
report, that the majority of the 'Undecided' responses were due to the 
unavailability of evaluation reports to all whose views were canvassed 
during the internal metaevaluation. As explained earlier, it was 
decided to include as many participants as were available to respond to 
the checklist rather than only those . intimately connected with the 
outcome of the evaluation. Consequently, this 'purposive' 1 sample 
included respondents who - in the opinion of the evaluator - would have 
had difficulty in responding to the items related to evaluation 
reports, or in the case of recently appointed staff, to items - such as 
12, 14, and 17 - which required a detailed knowledge of the evaluation 
processes and results in order to provide a considered response. 
1 A sampling, technique aimed at selecting a group of people who are 
typical of a population and who are knowledgeable about the matter 
under investigation. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS  
1. The results of the internal metaevaluation tended to corroborate 
those of the external consultant appointed to review the 
evaluation methodology in late 1986. 
2. The Joint Committee Standards were found to be useful in the 
assessment of the quality of the primary evaluation. 
3. The primary evaluation was found to satisfy the majority of these 
standards, particularly 
A2 Evaluator Credibility 	(Items 1 & 3) 
Bl Practical Procedures (Item 10) 
C6 Human Interactions 	(Item 13) 
AS Evaluation Impact (Item 19) 
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4. Overall, the evaluation - via the positive endorsement contained 
in responses to the checklist - was seen to have been effective, 
appropriate to the situation, and capable of meeting the standards 
for 'exemplary' evaluations proposed by the Joint Committee on 
Standards for Educational Evaluation. 
8. REOOMMENDATION 
The methodology be developed further by incorporating feedback obtained 
during this initial instance, so that the validity and usefulness of 
the checklist as a means of assessing evaluation quality might be 
increased. 
9 	
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9. APPENDIX 
1. The following verbatim comments were contained in the responses to 
the final item on the Metaevaluation Checklist, and each 
represents the views of one respondent: 
1. a) Fantastic that someone cares enough about evaluation to 
do it. 
b) my subjective impression is that the evaluation 
conducted has been of a high standArd re 
objectivity of conclusions and feedback to 
lecturers 
0 	confidentiality of data and conclusions. 
2. As you can see, from my point of view, very few questions 
could be answered. In those that I did answer I have assumed 
a few basics i.e. everyone is honest, professional and 
objective. Besides that the information if received from 
sufficient students and lecturers should be a valuable guide 
to the future. 
3. Very necessary carried out in a professional and competent 
manner and benefit was gained. 
4. Ref Q14 - I think the view of students was course would help 
in promotion by giving edge over job applicants who do not 
have Associate Diploma. 
However this does not seem to be supported by employers or 
even PSC to some extent. 
The overall evaluation I think is a good idea, perhaps 
comparing students expectations at beginning of 
course/semester etc to their expectations/realisations at end 
of course/semester would give a more realistic view of 
course from a students point of view. 
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5. Found the evaluation system invaluable for ironing out 
problems - particularly in the beginning of the course. 
From my observations, statements I had made in the evaluation 
had certainly been noted and improvements were evident in 
later units - probably as a result of the evaluation. 
6. my overall view of the evaluation is that the Public 
Administration Course units standards have improved 
considerably over the Years. Presentation of lectures, 
course notes, Conference-Telephone calls, Tutor/Lecturer 
assistance and ready availability has improved beyond 
expectations. The standard expected in assignments has 
increased to a higher level. The comments from the Lecturer 
has improved - It's sure due to the evaluations. I certainly 
feel more confident to seek guidance and/or assistance with 
the knowledge that the queries raised are answered 
professionally. The units contents have got substance 
which enable research to be done without going off on the 
wrong tack. 
7. Evaluation of performance remains a threatening concept and 
so the fact that we persisted with a 4-year process is quite 
an achievement. I think the staff and the evaluator are to 
be commended in this. 
My major reservation about the evaluation is that it is 
student based and while they are our "clients" and important 
I remain unconvinced that they are the "best" judges of what 
is worthwhile, important, and appropriate. 
Given the above, a successful effort. 
430 
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8. The evaluation has more than adequately served its purpose as 
a vehicle to obtain information regarding improvement in the 
course so contributing further to efficiency and 
effectiveness of each aspect. Changes as proposed have been 
seen to be implemented and have obviously been accepted as up 
and coming Associate Diploma students (from my feedback) have 
been quite pleased. Any other associated problems have been 
successfully resolved through lecturer/student communication. 
9. The evaluation process, particularly in the first years of a 
new course, is critical to its success from the point of view 
of all parties, not the least being the major employer of the 
students. I found Mt Bannister's work in this area, as it 
was in the course development stage, to be of an excellent 
standard. 	The evaluation was detailed and allowed 
adjustments to be made with confidence. 
10. Reports were never made available to me - nor was I told when 
and where I could get a copy of the reports. This is the 
reason for all the "undecideds". 
11. The evaluation program has obviously contributed to course 
improvement. The confidential nature of evaluation papers 
more than likely reflected the honest feelings/feedback 
students were prepared to give in their evaluations, and it 
appears the handling of material is unbiased as many course 
improvements have resulted from the evaluation programme. 
Mt Bannister and staff are to be congratulated for the 
quality of the course as it is today. Both public and 
private sector need however to be further educated on the 
benefits (although long term) of encouraging persons to 
engage in part-time study over the required time period often 
at the students expense on the home, social and emotional 
fronts. I firmly believe most supervisors/managers still 
treat students as having a holiday while attending lectures 
and tuts in work time. Until a thorough education programme 
is conducted I believe many potential and possibly further 
12 
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existing students will drop out. Thus extending the time 
period where those fortunate enough to finish will progress 
to levels where they can influence or model the benefit of 
their training/education undertaken at the college. 
12. Once again I think the evaluation process is an excellent 
method of accessing a course. However being an external 
student I do not have access to the results of the evaluation 
I do feel having commented for four years regarding this 
course we should see the results of the evaluation and its 
effectiveness. Once again Barry Bannister has in my 
estimation operated in a trustworthy, competent and 
professional manner in his evaluation of the course. 
13. Evaluation has been extensive, honest and appears to be 
meeting needs. 
14. An extremely useful tool in the development of the course, 
individual units and personal teaching approaches. 
The only problem may have been in reporting "one off" 
comments in the context of overall evaluation - those tended 
to be negative, while the "satisfied customers" didn't 
comment and were not reported in this sense. 
15. I consider that the evaluation provided a fair overview and 
assisted in the decision making process. 
Problems arose from the small number of participants both 
overall, and within specific units. 
I would like to see further explored the "type" of student 
undertaking the course and the expectations of students. 
16. Having not seen the reports I am unable to answer all the' 
questions. 
2. Citation Form Used in Conjunction with Joint Committee Standards 
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APPENDIX B 148 
APPENDIX 
Citation Form' 
The Standards for Evaluations of Educational Programs. Projects. and Materials guided the development of this (check one): 
request for evaluation plan/design/proposal 
evaluation oian/design/pr000sal 
evaluation contract 
evaluation report 
Other 
To interpret the information provided on this form, the reader needs to refer to the full text of the standards as they appear in 
Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, Standards for Evaluations of Educational Programs, Projects, and 
Materials. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1980 
The Standards were consulted and used as indicated in the table below (check as appropriate): 
ator 
Audience Identification 
The Standard was 
deemed applicable and 
to the extent feasible 
was taken into account 
The Standard was 
deemed applicable but 
could not be taken 
into account 
The Standard was not 
deemed applicable 
Exception was taken 
to the Standard 
Evaluator Credibility 
information Scoot and Selection 
V aluational Interpretation 
Report Clarity 
ReoOrt Dissemination 
Report TIITICMOSS 
Evaluation impact 
Practical Procedures' 
Political Vtaoility 
Cost Ef 'activeness 
Formal Obligation 
Conhtct of Interest 
Full and Frank Disclosure 
Public's Flirt to Know 
Rights of Human Subjects 
Human Interactions 
Balanced Reporting 
Fiscal Responsibility 
Obiect Ident.fication 
Context Analysis 
Described Purposes and Procedures 
Defensible Information Sources 
Valid Measurement 
Reliable Measurement 
Systematic Data Control 
Analysis of Quantitative Information 
Analysis of Qualitative Information 
Justified Conclusions 
Oblectsve Reporting 
Name: 	  
(typed) 
Date: 	  
 
(signature) 
 
Position or Title 	  
Agency: 	  
Address: 
Relation to Document: 	  
(e.g.. author of document, evaluation team leader, external auditor, internal auditor 
The Publisher gives permission to photocopy this form. 
Desch 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
AS 
A6 
A7 
AB 
Si 
82 
83 
Ct 
C2 
C3 
C4 
CS 
C6 
C7 
C8 
DI 
02 
03 
D5 
06 
07 
08 
09 
010 
011 
DARWIN INSTITUTE  OF TECHNOLOGY 
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FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
21 November 1986 
VaddressV 
Dear VnameV 
I am writing to ask for your assistance. 
Because you have been involved in developing the Associate Diploma in 
Public Administration I need your views on how the internal evaluation 
program has contributed to course improvement. 
The few pages accompanying this letter ask for your reactions to a 
number of statements related to the effectiveness of the evaluation 
exercise. 
Each statement has been selected for its relevance and appropriateness 
from the widely . used handbook, Standards for Evaluations of Educational  
Programs Projects and Materials, after consultation with the Course 
Coordinator. • 
Please do provide written comments wherever possible as they will 
give us useful information on the quality of our internal 
evaluation. 
Completed forms should be returned to the address below, where 
Miss Margaret Roe our Divisional Secretary will process your responses 
(in confidence) and provide me with a typewritten sumnary. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours sincerely 
BARRY BANNISTER 
Chairman 
Course Review Committee 
Associate Diploma in Public Administration 
DRIPSTONE ROAD, CASUARINA, N.T. MINMENY 
P.O. BOX 40146, CASUARINA, N.T. 5792, AUSTRALIA ■IIMI 
FAX NO.: (089) 27 0612 TELEX: DACOL AA85235 TELEPHONE: (089) 20 4211 MMII 
BB:mr(M4/137) 
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DARWIN INST I TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
10 December 1986 
VaddressTi 
Dear linameld 
I am writing to follow up an evaluation form I sent you recently. 
A few people have called me to say they are unable to respond to all 
the statements on the form. 
If you also are having this difficulty, could I ask you to mark those 
you can, and then provide an assessment at the end of the form as to 
whether having an evaluator working with the teaching staff helped to 
improve the course. 
Thank you sincerely for your interest in the Public Administration 
course, and in its evaluation. 
I hope you are able to post your completed form today, so that our 
secretary can finalise the survey results before the New Year. 
Best wishes for a happy festive season. 
Yours sincerely 
BARRY BANNISTER 
Phone 20 4309 
84 3069 (home) 
DRIPSTONE ROAD, CASUARINA, N T. MUMMY 
P.O. BOX 40146, CASUARINA, N.T. 5792, AUSTRALIA MIMI/ 
FAX NO.: (089) 27 0612 TELEX: DACOL AA85235 TELEPHONE: (089) 20 4211 MI/ 
BB:pm (P1:12) 
=A-EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Your responses to the following statements will assist in: 
1) improving the quality of our evaluation procedures, 
2) indicating the worth of current procedures. 
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO INDICATE YOUR VIEWS 
Please circle your chosen item on each statement, and provide 
written comments if at all possible. 
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TEMENT 	 RESPONSE 
Strongly Agree 	Strongly Disagree 	Undecided Agree 	Disagree 
. The evaluator is trustworthy and 
competent. 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
 
  
  
Questions asked and information 
collected are relevant to the 
needs of those involved in the 
course. 
1 2 	3 	4 	5 
  
3. The evaluation encourages staff 
to improve the course in some 
of the ways recommended. 
1 2 	3 	4 	5 
  
4. The bases of value judgements 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
(evaluations) are clear. 
1 5. The evaluation reports are 
clear, complete, correct, and 
honest in their disclosure of 
findings. 
2 	3 	4 	5 
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rATEMENT 	 RESPONSE 
6. The reports are available to 
all concerned. 
7. The reports are balanced in 
their account of program 
strengths and weaknesses. 
8. The reports are available in 
time to assist decision-making. 
9. Evaluation procedures do not 
result in the disruption of 
learning or teaching. 
10. The evaluation takes account of 
the views of various interest 
groups (i.e. is politically 
viable). 
11. Evaluation processes and 
results are not compromised by 
any conflict of interest on 
the partof the evaluator. 
12. The evaluator respects and 
protects the rights of those 
associated with the evaluation. 
Strongly 
Agree 
1 
Agree 
2 
Disagree 
3 
Disagree 
Strongly 
4 
Undecided 
5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
3 
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rATEMENT 	 RESPONSE 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Strongly Undecided Disagree Disagree 
1 3. The evaluation examines the 
course in sufficient depth to 
identify likely influences. 
2 	3 	4 	5 
1.4. Evaluation purposes and 
procedures are described and 
monitored closely enough for 
them to be identified and 
assessed. 
1 3 4 	5 
   
   
15. Information sources are 
sufficiently described for the 
adequacy of the information to 
be assessed. 
1 2 	3 	4 	5 
  
16. Data gathering instruments and 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
procedures provide a valid 
measurement of what is occurring 
in the course. 
1 17. Conclusions are justified by 
the data used in compiling 
reports. 
2 	3 	4 	5 
18. Recomendations are realistic, 
practical, and likely to 
improve the course. 
1 2 	3 	4 	5 
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aESE COMMENT ON YOUR OVERALL VIEW OF THE EVALUATION: 
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR VALUABLE ASSISTANCE 
1313:mr (M4/90) 
